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PREFACE AND POSTSCRIPT

PREAMBLE

'1,ibrary and information science education is striving
to meet the expanding needs for qualified and capable
individuals in what has been called "the -information
industry". In the process of expanding, the library schools
,aie looking inward as they seek to improve 'their oldn

administrative proceduret, to revise and and upgrade their
curricula, and to modernize their teaching methods. They
wish to change and improve, but what needs to be changed and
in what direction? Efforts to create improvements are being
hampered by the lack of a comprehensive and integrated body
of knowledge that would identify current educational needs
and the most effective methods for their achievement. In

essence, the research to support innovative educational
decisionmaking is lacking. At the. same time that the
library schools are expanding and searching for a more

effective teaching prograM, the U. S. Office of Education,
the Council on Library Resources, and other' government and
private agencies are receiving requests to support projectS
in the areas of library and information science. These
organiiations recognize the need for research and

development and are anxious to support appropriate efforts.
However, they tool, are hampered by the lack of a,
comprehensive plan that would identify the needs and

priorities for educational research. Without such a plan,
the results obtained from the expenditure 'of critical
intellectual and financial resources -would lack direction
and,the impact of the studies would be reduced.

THE VILLA CORTONA CONFERENCE& NOVEMBER 10-111:1968

The need to improve sand enhance the relevance of

library and information science education was recognized
almost simultaneously by a number of key individuals and

organizations. In November 1968, a conference was tailed to
discuss constructive action that should be taken toward
solution of the problem. The Conveners of this conference
were the Reverend James J. Kortendick, the President Elect
of the Association of American Library Schools; Kurt Cylke,
the acting Chief of the Library and Information Sciences
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Research Branch of U.S.O.E.; and Foster Mohrhardt of the
Council of Library Resources. The conference was 'held' on
November 1().1-11, 1968, at the Villa Cortona in Bethesda,
Maryland under the Chairmanship of Father Kortendick, and it
was attended by a dozen t'ndividWals representing
organizations interested and involved in library, and
information science education.

rr

The discussions that took place at this, meetin have
been recorded; transcribed, and are a matter of record. A

number of important, decisions were made; among them being
that: 9

(1) The AALS should sponsor And submit a proposal to she
Library and Information Sciences,Research Branch, U.'S.
Office of Education, requesting .support for a study
which would identify needed 'research in library and
inairmation science education;

(2) The broad objectives of the study. were stated,
disc'ssed and approved;

(3) A principal investigatof, Harold Borko, was selected
and given the responsibility for the detailed planning
and implementation Of the study;

(4) An advisory committee,and d consultant group were to he
appointed to guide and participate in the study.

c>

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: A STUDY OF NEEDED RESEARCH

In this study of the needs for research in library and
information science education, three major .objectives were
defined:

(1) To describe and summarize the content of eXisting
programs being offered'in librarian hip and information
science.

.It was anticipated th'4t the data gathered during this
phase of the study would provide some insights into .current
educational practices and help identify difterences and
innovative ideas among the different library schools. This
descriptive study was to provide accullate information about
the present status of library education and to provide a

basis for .discussing proposed changes. The firdinys are
reported in Part I of this volume.

(2). To identify problems and needs in library and
information science educations and to indicate the data
and the research that would be reguired to resolve
these problems.

2
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This second objective 'is really the.heatt of the study.
Educational Administrators are aware that they must plan and
modify their existing curricula in order to provide relevaq
education to meet, future need's. The problms they face are

how to determine fdture requirements; holi to identify the
areas in which change is needed;- how to gather the

information on which to base their decisions, and hpw to
implement the desired' improvements. In essence, the task
VAS to identify the kinds of research that needs tq be'done
in. order to ptovide inf6rmation on *which- to base oan

innovative educational program. To accomplish this
objective, ten recognized,leaders in library and.insformation
science education were asked to serve,,as cOnsultants to thy,

project and to discuss research needs in specified areas.
The results of their,efforts ate reported in Part II of this
volume.

(3) To coordinate the various research suggestions and to
list them in an order of priority.

Tlie various research suggestions made by the ex.perts
-Wre dOordinate'd'am-d-compared so that duplicate proposals
could be eliminated, others combined, etc. The research
proposals could then be evaluated for their importance and

priorities established. In this third phase of the study,
the Delphi techniqde was used in order to improve the
accuracy of the predictions and of the ratings.: The methods
employed,and the results obtained, are described in Par

t
6

O

THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE WORK

The study has been completed, and the results, a list
of projects and priorities, have been submitted to the

sponsoring agency. N9rmally, the principal investigatdr,
would then write finis and turn to other work. However, the
"other work" of the principal ,investigatot is, teaching,
including the teaching of research techniques to candidates
for the Master's Degree in Information Science. He has
found, in the writing of 'the- Maste's Thesis, that the

perennial problems- are how to choose a research topic and 6
how to execute the study. The research just completed
provides an ideal source of ideas and topics for research
that have been suggested by eminent library school
educators. I In additibn, some of the techniques employed
havehbeen adopted from other disciplines. These, although
neither ideal nor exemplary, may influence and stimulate the
student to explore the *possibility of using. lets common
statistical and survey techniques in carrying out his own
research projects. With this application -in mind,, the

project report has been written to stress methodology as

0
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well as results: It is hoped that other instructors' will
find". thediscussipns and examples useful in the teaching of

iresearch in the library ;school;
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PART.I

THE CURRENT SCENE

4, s.
-

I/

Logic demands that 'we 'begin our study of library and

information .science -education by examining, present
practices, for it is only bydunderstandingthe current scene
that we can, project and plan the researth needed to bring

about improvements.
% 4 ...

.

The Areport. that follows in part I is :descriptive -

study' library school curricula in North America.' It

"utilizes, as .in'ut, data, the courses, offered by 75

accredited and. non-accredited libravy schools. . For

Comparative purposes, the curricula material is organized
andarranged by courses and by, schools. ,Then, in an attempt

to`: identify patterns and' similarity groupings, the

school-by-course matrix, is '. factor analyzed. "Three

Aearpgful factors are derived; one, a- general factor,
v eflects a "core curriculum"; a -second factor emphaizes

-c "informatibn science"; and the third factor has to do with
"school librarianship": However, there is considerable

overlap among the patterns, and they'ae snot .clearly
differentiatedone frob the other. indeed, pe haps the most
important conclusions of this study are that, on the basis
of .the course descriptions in the catalog, there ,are no

discernible systematic differences between accredited and
non-accredited schools, or between public and privately
supported institutions, or between geographic regions. This

is not to say that.tbervare no differences betweeM library

schools, for clearly there are; but that what isless cleat

is whether these differenbes can be 'identified, from the

ca:taloT descriptions of the courses offered or by means of d

factor analysis.

This study' helps identify, the curriculum structure,of
the different schools and also contributes to our

understanding ofo. the strengths and ,weaknesses of the

methodology used in the analysis.

6
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CHAPTER I

--RESEARCH NEEDS,INLIBRART\AND

INFORMATION SCIENCE EDUCATI'97

0

This study was performed
under the supervision of
,Dr.J:arlos Cuadia and the
Library and Documentation
,staff at the System
Development Corporation
in Santa Monica,
California.
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AN ANALYSIS OF LIBRARY SCHOOL CURRICULA

Introduction

Library, schools throughout North America are examining
their methods of operation and the relevahcy of their course
offerings as they prepare'to meet the challenges created by

the availability of new procedures and .technologies. But

before one can intelligently propose improiements, one must.
know the current state of affairs both in individual schools
and throughout the continent. One needs to establish a base
line of authoritative data from which one can measure the

degree and the direction-of the desired changes.

-This study of library' school curricula is designed to

establish such a base line. It is a descriptive study which
seeks to collect and analyze a body of data on the courses
now being offered in accredited and non-accredited library
schools in North America. Five SpeCific tasks have been

defined. These are:

to select a sample of accredited and non-accredited
library schools for analysis;

to devise a classification system ty which to organize
and group .course descriptions" obtained from current
library school catalogs;

to arrange the data in the form of a matrix in which
the columns are the library schools and the rows are
the course offerings listed by classification category;

to factor analyze the matrix and derive the basic

factorial grouping;

tb.interpret the results of, the study on current
teaching content in library schools and to make
recommendations relevant to research needs.

1. Selection; of the Schools

Seventy-five library, schools were included in this

study, the forty-six institutions that had been accredited
prior to August 1, 1969, and a comparable sample of

twenty-nine .non -accredited chools. The selection of the
accredited schools offered. no problem; however, it was

difficult to select comparable non accredited schools. To

he included in the study, the non-accredited library school

had to offer a graduate degree or an equivalent program of

8
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study in terms of the range and content of courses required

for graduation. Schools that specialized in the preparation

of school librarians were considered acceptable, provided

that their course coverage was comparable to the

requirements of accredited institutions in this area.

A second restriction further limited the number of

eligible non-accredited schools. We ,thought it possible

that there might be regional similarities in the curricula
of the several schools, e.g., the Northeastern schools might

have somewhat different curricula from that of the Southern

schools. In order to provide a basis .for testing this

hypothesis, we selected the sample Of non-accredited schools

to reflect the geographic dispersion of the accredited

sample.

The schools finally selected for inclusion in the study

are the forty-six accredited, schools and twenty-nine
non-accredited institutions listed in Tables'I and II. The

numerical identification assigned to these schools will be
used consistently throughout this repoii.

2. CIassificAtion Schema for Library Courg6s

Use of Course Descriptions

Course descriptions found in library school catalogs
were used as the basic data base for the study. It is; of

course, well known that datalogs by themselves do-not fully
represent the content of the courses as they are taught;

moreover, course descriptions and titles can be deceptive;
-Nevertheless, the catalogs are the principal basis on which

students select courses and on which counselors provide
guidance and they contain the only authorized description
for the' content of the curricula. While the description may

not be an accurate statement of what is actuall being

taught, it must be considered--at least for the-limited'
purposes of this study--a valid statement of what the school

believes should be taught in that course. In spite of its
limitations, the use of catalog descriptions of courses

iseems to provide a logical, inexpensive And reasonably

objective way of comparing the curricula of different

schools.

Need for Classification dr

in considering any study of curricula, in the library
schools of North America, the first question that must be

addressed is how the courses might be structured or

categorized for comparison and. analysis. Scanning a

selection of catalogs confirmed our initial impression that
the description of course content varies enormously within

9
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TABLE I. ACCREDITED LIBRARY SCHOOLS

.NORTHEAST

1. Catholic University
,Washington, D. C.

2. Columbia University
New York, New York

3. Drexel-Institute ,of Technology
Philadelphia,, Pennsylvania

4. University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

5. State University of New York
Albany,. New York

6. State University of New York
Geneseo, New York

7. University of ,Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

8. Pratt Institute
Brooklyn, New York

9. Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

10. Simmons College
Boston, Massachusetts

11. Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

SOUTHEAST

12. Atlanta University
Atlanta, Georgia

.13. Emory University'
Atlanta, Georgia

14. Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

15. University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

16. Louisiank'State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

17. University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

18. George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee ,

MIDWEST

19. Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio

20. University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

21. University.of Illinois
'Urbana, Illinois

22. Indiana University
Bloomington,. Indiana

23. Kansas State Teachers College
Emporia, Kansas

24,. Kent State University
Kent, Ohio

'25. University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan -

26. University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

27. . Rosary College
River Forest, Illinois

28. Wayne State University
DetrOit, Michigan

29. Western Michigan University"
Kalamazoo, Michigan

30. University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

31.

32.

33.

34.

1.7

SOUTHWEST

North Texas State University
Denton, Texas

University of Oklahoma
Naiman Oklahoma

University orTexas
Austin, Texas

Texas Woman's University

6



TABLES. (Continued)

WES T

35. University of California
Berkeley, California

36. University of California
Los Angeles, California

37. University of Denver
Denver, Colorado

38. University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

39. University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

40. University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California

41. University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

CANADA.

42. University of British Columbia
.Vancouver 8; B.C.

43. Hain University
Montreal 110, Quebec

44. University of Montreal
Montreal, Quebec

45. University of Toronto
Toronto 5, Ontario

46. 'University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario



TABLE II. NON-ACCREDITED LIBRARY SCHOOLS

NORTHEAST

1. Clarion State College
Clarion, Pennsylvania

2. University of-Maine
Orono, Maine

3. State University of New York
Buffalo, New York

4. University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island

5. St. John's University
Jamaica, New York

6.. Southern Connecticut State College

21.

22.

SOUTHWEST

East Texas State University
Conimerce, Texas

Our Lady of the Lake College
San Antonio, Texas

New Haven, Connecticut

SOUTHEAST WEST

7. Appalachian State University 23. University of Arizona
Boone, North Carolina Tucson, Arizona

8. University of Georgia 24. Immaculate Heart College
Athens, Georgia Los Angeles, California

9. University of Mississippi ,., 25. University of Portland
University, Mississippi Portland, Oregon

,10. University of Puerto Rico 26.. San Jose State College
San Juan, Puerto Rico an Jose, Calitornia.

11. University of South Florida 27. Utah State University
Tampa, Florida Logan, Utah

12. University of Soutbern Mississippi
,Hattiesburg, Mississippi

MIDWEST CANADA

13. Central Michigan University 28. University of Alberta
Mount Pleasant, Michigan Edmonton, Alberta

14. Indiana State University '29. University of Ottawa
Terre Haute, Indiana Ottawa, Canada -

.15. University of Iowa'
Iowa City, Iowa

16. University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota

17. University of Missouri

18.
Columbia, Missouri ,

Northern Illinois University
Dekalb, Illinois

19. St. Cloud College
St. Cloud, Minnesota

20. University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

19



TABLE III. LIBRARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM CLASSIFICATION.

1Th Libraries and Librarianship
1.1 Library Service (the Library in Society)

incl. Librarianship, Professionalism, Current Trends
1.2 Communications and Public Relations
'1.3 Comparative Librarianship*
1.4 History of-Libraries
1.5 History of Libraries
1.6 Publishing

2.0 Library Education and Research
2.1 Education for Librarianship
2.2 'Research, TheSis and Exam Preparation

incl. research methods
2.3 Field Study

3.0 Organization and Administration of Libraiies
3.1 Administration and Management

General only - when a specific type library, classify
under library type

3.2 Audiovisual Resources andServices
3.3 Photoreproduction'Services
3.4 Library Buildings and Equipment

.use regardless. of-type of library
3.5 Technical ServiCes

incl. acquisition, circulation, preparation of books

4.0 'Library Literature and Selection ,(Reading Guidance)
4.1 Selection Procedures--Basic Books

reading studies, building library collections
4.2' Adult Literature
4.3' Children's and YoUng Adult Literature

(incl. Story Telling)
4.4 Fiction and Popular Literature
4.5 Foreign Language Literature

,.5.0 Information Science
5.1 Information Science and Library AutomatfOn

incl. Linguistics
5.2 Computer and Equipment Applications

6.0 College Libraries and Librarianship

7.0 School Libraries and Librarianship

8.0 Public Libraries and Librarianship
8.1 Public Libraries

incl. Library in Adult Ed. Library work with children
when not 4.3 or 7.0

8.2 Regional Libraries

'20



TABLE III. (Continued)_

9.0 Special Libraries and Librarianship
(incl. internship and Work study programs in these libraries;
incl. the preparation of specialized bibliographies for these
libraries)

.'9.1 Special Libraries--General
9.2 Information Centers
9.3 Industrial and Technical Libraries and Librarianship
9-4, Law Libraries and Librarianship
9.5 Medical Libraries and Librarianship
9.6 Music Libraries and Librarianship
9.7 Newspaper Libraries and Librarianship
9.8 Theological Libraries and Librarianship

10.0 Special Collections
10.1 ,Archives
10:2 Government Publications .

U.S., Foreign or Intl, incl. U.N.
10.3 Manuscripts
10.4 . Maps
10.5 Periodicals and Serials
10.6 Rare'Books

11.0 Reference and Bibliography (Sources and Materials).

11'.1 Reference Librarianship -- General
-incl. -advanced courses in general reference

11.2 Humanities--Reference Materials'
11.3 Science and TechnologyReference' Materials
11.4 Social Sciences--Reference Material

incl. business and finance
11.5 Fine Arts
11.6, Reference and Bibliography -- Special

incl. analytical bibliography
Use for bibliography course covering more than one
subject'.
Do Not Use for special bibliography courses that could
be filed under Section #9 (Special Libraries).or under
the other subdivisions or Section #11

12.0 Classification and Cataloging
incl. organization of materials

13.0 Abstracting and Indexing

14.0 Miscellaneous,
14.1 Use of the Library

(For non-library school students)
incl. courses in library orientation

21



the same subject area, depending, in part, uponwhether the
emphasis of the course is on a library function or on a type
of library. Even the notion of the existence of a "core
curriculum" becomes confused. It may or may not. be true
that all library schools prqvide the same basic education in
the fundamentals of library history, service, cataloging and
reference, but it is hard to prove this by just' reading the
descriptions of the available courses. Even though the
content may be the same, the prose is .different.

The purpose of the -classification structure was to

provide a means for grouping under a single category the
different descriptions of the same basic course content.
This task is by no means simple, and some of the
difficulties encountered in its use are discussed later in

this section.
A

As an aid in structuring the range of courses, it is

helpful to' consider.each title' and course description as a
"document". A classification scheme is simply a' means for
organizing these. documents. This is a useful analogy, for
the course descriptions represent course content in the same
way that document abstracts represent the more extended
prose of articles and reports, i.e., the subject matter as
taught, with varying degrees of reliability and fidelity.,
.The proposed .conceptualization doeS not eliminate the
problems involved in classifying courses but it does suggest
a workable procedure in which the .problems are familiar and
the difficulties well understood.

Building The Classification Schedule

The construction of the classification schedule began
with the selection of a representative sample of catalogs
from the accredited institutions, a study of the range of
courses described.therein, and identification of the major
categories of instruction common to a number of schools.
The result of this procedure, the preliminary Classitica.tion
schedule, was checked for completeness against the offerings
of several additional institutions not included in, the
original sample of schools. Particular attention was given
to the adequacy of the preliminary schedule in covering the
courses of schools offering doctoral programs and innovative
area of instruction.

The selected major categOkies were then subdivided and
elaborated into detailed schedules, and a simple numerical
coding or notation Scheme was adopted' to identify the
classes. This'preliminary schedule was then tested and

revised. As difficulties were encountered or gaps appeared,
the classification schedule was modified and again reviewed
for logidal organization, consistency and completeness. The
final product, a Library\ School Curriculum Classification
Schedule (Table III), the result of many iterations,
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" contains fourteen major categories and a total of

forty-eight classes.'
a

Assignment of Courses to Class Categories
o

During. the testing phase in the development of the
Classifiscation schedule, copies were,made of a dross-section
of school catalogs, and the individual course descriptions
were cut and pasted on 4" x .6" cards. As the. courses were

'assigned to a category, the class number was recorded on the
card together with any clarifying notes. These cards were
then filed in class-numbef 'order. This arrangement of
courses facilitated checking and schedule modification as
well as testing for individual consistency and interpersonal
variation in making assignments. Two librarians and one
information scientist participated in classifying the course
descriptions. and in checking and revising each other's
assignments.

As the work of class assignment and revision went

:the
.forward, it gradually became clear thati'for many. schools,

r`s
classification schedule offered' rather ambiguous

'choices.. This is not surprising, for the classification
schedule itself is l'-compromise reflecting the adverse
constraints that institutions have in formulating their
Course descriptions, the different orientations that are
posSible, the emphasis on library functioii-otOh-litrdry
type, etc, However, the purpose of the study was not to

provide more accurate course descriptions or better
classification categories; the aim was to devise a scheme
for comparing the course offetings of different library
schools. by grouping courses into categories, we in effect
generalized the,descriptions,obtained from the catalogs, and
thus made the 'comparisons more, rather than less, reliable.

The classification 'schedule proved to be workable and
useful for organizing and comparing the couise .offerings of

the different library schools, It was, however, an initial
attempt, and it is far from perfect. Hopefully, the scheme
will be found useful and will be applied to other situations
beyond the confines of this project.

3. The Data Matrix

Having completed the classification of all the courses
into their proper' categories, and having done this for all
seventy-five'schools, it was possible to prepare a data
'matrix as -an aid to analysis. In this matrix.(Table IV) the
seventy-five library schools in the sample are represented
as column's numbered in ,conformity with the listings in

1Tables I and II., Thus column 1 represents Catholic
University and column 12, Atlanta University, etc. The rows

23 11

O



represent the classification categRries and the three digit
code is the same as the notation on Table,II.

Initially, when tallying the courses, we tried to
compensate for the difference between semester and quarter
course hours. We normalii6d the apparent. variation 'in _

credit hours between schools for similarly described courses
by the units required for graduation, but, the results
obtained did not vary appreciably from a straightforward
count. We abandoned the effort, since it cold,have bedome
costly, and did not provide any significant improvement. In
the procedure we used, we counted each course once for
assignment to a class category, every time that it could be
taken for credit. In most instances/ this meant a count of
1 for a given course. However, we -'gave the seminar courses
and thesis preparation a count for each semester or quarter
for which unit credits could.be given.

The numbers in each of the ,cells in Tatle IV are
indicative ofothe number of courses offered by a particular
school in a certain category. Thus, the nulaber 1 in dell
1-010 Atha first cell in column '1, row 010) means that
Catholic University offers one general introductOry course
in Libraries .and-Librarianship. Going down the column, it
will be seenthat Catholic University also offers a course
in Library Service (011) and a course in Comparative
Librarianship. It offers no courses on the iiistory of Books
On Printing (014) ; however, Columbia University (Column 2)
offers three courses in that area.

0 -
By selecting a school, and reading down the column, the

reader can quickly obtain a summary of all the ,courses
availale at that school. The table also allows the reader
to identify 'those schools that teach certain Ipeca,lized
courses, e.g., in Law Librarianship'094, four courses are
taught at the University of Washington (p41); 0-47 a course'
in- Newspaper .Libraries and Librarianship is given as a
separate course,at only one school, 'Kent State University.

4. The Factor Analysis

The Correlation Table: School vs School

Using the information contained in Ta,tle IV, it aas
possible to calculate the degree of similarity that exists
between different library schools, by ,computing
coefficient of correlation between each school and,,d11
seventy-four others. If two schools offeredthe same number
of* courses, and if the 'courses were classified into
precisely the same categories, these two schools would'he
perfectly correlated, ire., the correlation coefficient
would be equal to 1.00. To the extent that the course

12
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'TABLE V. HIGHEST FACTOR LOADINGS

,

Factor No. .,l Factor No. 2
.

Factor-No. 3 Factor No. 4t.

School
No,

Factor
Score

School
No.

.

Factor
Score

School
No,.

Factor
Score

.

School
No.

Fadtor
Score

.
.

58 796 7 824 56 775 73 904

71 786 14 802 48 764 54 892

18. 768 15 781 10 '732 , 65 652

24 727: 19 762 51' 711 55 650

9 o 724 145 755 21 705 a7 615

41 724 49 718 44 682 59 606

32 720 4-2 664 38 674 66 597

16 710 . 75 659 1 648' -. 28 546

53
33

683
'683

36
6

651
621

27

66

630
585

,
..

'31 667 17 600 5 561 ,

40 667 35 576 25 539 . *

67 6144 20 568 20 527

60 6141 70 550 52 527
t

14 638 30 530 68 '500

50 620 22 524
69. 617 -. 3 513

,

3 593' 63 .507.

'25 586
52 585 a

22 5814 ,

26 582
314 580
28 565
39 559
29 558
51 537

.

' 72 529 .- ,

12 526,
23 524
37 5'22

62 521
74 .518

2 515
43 .515 ,

70 504
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offerings are ldiffe
coefficient -is reduced to

,1.00.

rent, the value of the cortelation
some decimal fraction less than

The complete intercorrelation matrix contains over 2500
correlation coefficients. Itis quite large, unwieldy, and

in its raw form difficdlt to interpret. It has, therefore,
..not been reproduced, although it can be recalculated from
the data in Table IV.,

The prime purpose of the intercorrelation matrix is to

serve as a data base 'or processing by factor analysis.
NevertheleSs, a careful study of the, correlation
coefficients yields some suprising informatiOn. It was
curious to note that Somb of the large accredited schools
correlated rather poorly With each other, e.g., Catholic
University Library School, (#1) correlates .43 with Columbia
.02). At the same time there are high correlations between
some large and small institutions', e.g., Catholic University

. correlates .84 with Rosary College ( #27), .73 with the
University of Rhode Island ( #50), and .75 with St. Johnts

-University - (*51). This phenomenon is explained by a more
detailed study of thecurrioula. The larger schools tend to
offer a choice,. of many, and varied courses; they are designed
to be different, ire., to stress particular and, if

possible, unique areas of distinction. On the other hand,
small schools offer fewer, courses, and what they do offer
may be quite similar to What is offered by.fhe, larger
accredited schools.

Although the results make sense, as indeed they - .must,
the correlation patterns are unusual and unexpected. This
was the first indication of the difficulties that would
later develop in interpreting the. results of the factor
analysis .

Cluster Patterns
C.

. "
, In this-study, factor analysis was used to uncover the

few basic dimensions that might characterize the wide

diversity of library schools. _Library educators are
currently using a set of logical . and ,intuitive
characteristics to describe types of library schools. For
example, there is a group of accredited schools and a group
of non-accredited "'schools; there is a regional
grouping -- Northeast, Southest, Midwest, West and Canada;
there are groupings-based upon areas of specialization, such
as school librarianship, information science, etc. We hoped
that factor analysis would reveal these and other kinds of
clusters, derived mathematically, and would allow Us to
explore the degree to which the traditional types of library
schools are reflected'as factors in computation.

The process of factor analysis begins with the table of

I
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L

intercorrelationS. Factor analysis strives to reduce the

rank of matrix (file number of columns, in this example 75)
while retaining the bulk of the information contained in the
data. It does 'so by calculating the roots of the matrix,
called eigenvectors. Using generally accepted decision
rules, it was determined that this particular matrix could
be reduced to a rank of five, and that the five. eigenvectors
would account for slightly more than 70% of the total
variance, or usable information, in the mattn. 'Finally
these five vectors, which have arbitrary reference axes,
were rotated into.a more meaningful configuration. In the
calculated rotations, each vector is placed perpendicular to
the others in a' live dimensional orthogonal space.- The
schools of library science are considered as points in this
five dimensional space, and they can be located precisely by
measuring their distance on each of the-axes from the origin
of the coordinate system. These measured distances are
called the factor loadings.

The factor loadings for high values only (greater' than
.50) are shown in Table V. The fifth factor has no values
above .50, and is therefore not included in the table. The
lack of high loadings on the fifth factor was a desired
outcome, and indicated that after rotation, the meaningful
data, could be described by four rather than five factors or
dimensions:

It should be said here that while the extraction of the
eigenvectors and the calculation of the factor loadings are
based upon precise mathematical concepts, the interpretation
of the factors is more art than science. Thus, while the
five-factor' solution' of the matrix, the rotation of the
factors, and the loadings on the remaining- four factors
Could be replipaed pre6isely.by.different investigators,
the attribution/of meaning to the factors would be expected
to vary with the investigator and his particular frame of
reference.

In interpreting the factors it must be remembered that
all of the 'analysis is. based upon the table of
inteteorrelations which is based upon the Course
descriptions published in the catalogs of the different
library schools. These data are ambiguous and no amount of
sophisticated calculatigns can make them more precise.
Furthermore, as was painted out, the'larger pace-setting
schools tend to accentuate their differences while
emphasizing unique course 'configurations. This phenomenon
reduces expected correlations between the library schools.
Conversely, smaller schools try to increase their prestige
by imitating the course structure of large schools; their
correlations become unexpectedly high. All of these forces
tend'to muddy the meaning of the correlation coefficients
and make the interpretations of the factor analysis
difficult and subjective.
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One way of looking at this factor analysis is to think
of it as a map describing a previously uncharted territory.

9 The first naps will undoubtedly be poor and likely to
contain errors. Nevertheless even an imperfect map is
better. than none at all, and it is only because of these
initial attempts that later improvements could be made.

Recognizing all of these limitations, the factors were
interpreted by first examining the curriculum variables
associated with high loadings on a particular factor, and
then considering the common ,elements which distinguish one
factor from the others. Since one of the purposes otthis
study was to verify the currently accepted groupings of
library schools by .examining the degree to which they
appeared as factors, we tried to use these concepts in-
interpreting the factors.

Without going into excessive detail, the derived
.factors were interpreted as follows:

Factor #1: Common Core Curricula

Factor *2: Information Science Emphasis

Factor #3: Unidentified

Factor #4: School' Librarianship Emphasis

All of these factors were mixed, in that they were made
up of both accredited and non-accredited schools, private
and public institutions, both large and small, and
represented all areas of the North American continent. The
factor analysis did not separate the schools into these
accepted groupings. The factorstthat appeared were closely
linked_ to the curricula either toward an emphasis on
information Science or school librarianship, or general core
program. One of the four factors was not interpretable, and
even those that were; needed to be interpreted cautiously
until validated by additional studies.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

At the time this study on an analysis of current
library schools curricula was planned,.a number of questions
were posed. They are now answered in this concluding
section.

1. Conclusions Relating to Curricula

Question: Can similarities, differences, strengths,



gaps, and innovative- elements in current library school

curricula be identified,,,,by means of the,approach specified
for this study? .

A .major obstacle in the way of comparing the curricula

of different schools was the variations ill naming and

describing courses in the catalog. The Library School
Curriculum Classification Schedule was treated to overcome

this obstacle and it provided a basis for making the kinds
of comparisons needed. *By using classification categories
instead of course titles, one can identify both similarities
and differences--including unique aspects--in library school
curricula. The Data Table (Table IV) provided a simple and
effective means of identifying those schools that offer many
courses in a given subject and those schools that specialize
in a certain area of librarianship. However, the question

of whether particular courses and programs represent
"strengths" requires the use of criteria and value
judgements that are, considerably beyond the scope of the
present study.'

''-Question: Can one identify a core curriculum?

If a core curriculum iG defined as those courses that

are taught in all or almoSt all schools of library science,
a core curriculum can easiy be-identified by means of the

Data Table, which shows that there does seem to be a Set of

course Types that are basic to all library schools. This

notion of basic or core courses was also supported by the

factor analysis.'

Question: Can one identify the schools offering
specialized or innovative courses?

The Data Table identifies schools that teach the

specialized courses included in the Classification SChedule,

e.g., NeWspaper Libraries. However, the identification of
innovative courses is not as easy. The term " innovative

course" may have many connotations; it. may indicate an
unusual coursea standard course taught in an innovative
fashion, or an innovative program .Consisting. of a' number of

courses. these kinds of innovations could not be identified
by the simple descriptive procedures used in this study.
Innovations, when used qualitatively, must be identified by

a qualitative analysis, and this was not part of the present
study.

2. Conclusions Relating to Groups of Schools

One of the questions posed at the outset of this study,

was whether the logical divisions made in grouping library
schools would be verified and supported by a mathematical,

analysis of their curricula, e.g., whether commonly used
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.characterizations of library schools, such as accredited and
non-accredited,' public and private, Eastern and Western,
having a doctoral program and not, specializi'hg in
information science and not, etc., would be confirmed and
supported by factor analytic clustering of library schools.

The clusters of schools derived by factor analysis did
not support the a priori distinctions, such as those between
regions or between accredited-and non-accredited schools.
No regional patterns were found, nor any clear indication of
systematic differences between public and privately
supported institutions. The analysis did not identify any
patterns of superiority or inferiority,, nor did it
distinguish the schools offering doctoral programs from'
those that gave terminal poster's degees.

Three positive findings emerged froil- the factor
analysis. First, there is a core 'curriculum of course
content that is offered by nearly all, schools in the study.
The classification of course descriptions may have obscured
some of the commonality because of the broad variation
the content of particular courses, but the factot is -well
defined. A second factor clustered those schools that
showed a strong emphasis on information science counSgs. A
third factor, though less well defined, seemed to 'revolve
around a concentration on school librarianship. The fourth
factor was not interpretable.

The factor analysis indicated that the identifiable
trends in library school.education that were sufficiently
well developed to serve as a basis for differentiating
schools were concentrations on the teaching of information

- science and on school librarianship. All other areas of
specialization seemed to be too narrow and the course
offerings too few to serve "as a basis for dividing and
categorizing schools. This was a significant finding. It_

meant, for example, that there was more commonality between
accredited and non-accredited schools than one might have
expected; . it meant that schools offering a doctoral program
did not differ significantly in curricula from schools
offering a terminal Master's degree; it meant, in esstIncei
that library schools' have more commonality than differences.

3. Recommendations

It is recommended that the course offerings of all
accredited and the major non-accredited library schools be
tabulated and compared on an annual basis. This information
is important to students considering entering library
school, to educational counselors, administrators, and
prospective employers. While recognizing that this type of

411.

comparison is currently being done by the Association of
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American Library Schools, it is recommended that the work be
expanded and continued along the lines of the present study.

In this study on the analysis of library school
curricula, two new tools were developed: The Data Table and
The ,Curriculum Classification Schedule. These tools are
usefnl for they facilitate the comparison of course
offerings between schools. It is recommended that thoee
tools continue to be used and refined.

If it is desirabSe___to group and classify library'
schools, then some more formal technique should be
developed. The kind of factOiumalysis used in this study
was not found to be sufficiently decgminatory.nor was it
productive of important new insights New techniques,
perhaps involving the use of more qualitative data, need to
be investigated and new taxonomies need to bestudied.

Innovation must be based on the present
state-of-the-art. This study supplies information on the
current practice of library school education and is the
first phase in a prOgram to bring about changes and
improvements.

18
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PART II

RESEARCH NEEDS

While it is all very well to look d't the current scene
and to achieve an understandincrof what library schools' are
teaching today, we must also look beyond Current practices
and determine the deficiencies that exist and the changes
that should bb made in order to meet the Challenges that lie
in the future. New information is needed so that improved
educational prOgrams could be based on facts rather-than on
hunches, and research is needed to gather the information.

Our field does not lack-research ideas. One can start
almost any place, select any topic'and design a study that
could provide useful information., However; manpower, time
and funds are not in infinite supply. Some coordination is
needed to select the important problems--those that require'
attention now. To identify these significant problems, ten
areas in library and information science education were
selected and subjected to intensive analysis by competent
authorities. These individuals were asked to write opinion
papers--

(1) that would identify the problems inherent in the topic
under discussion;

(2) that would identify the information needed in order to
answer the questions being asked, to solve the problems
that need to be solved and to provide a basis for
choosing between alternative courses of action;

(3) that would identify the kinds of research that should
be undertaken in order to provide the needed
information;

(4) that would speculate on the effect that these research
programs could have and how the accumulated data could
be utilized to improve the effectiveness of library
school educational programs.

In preparing these opinion papers, the authors were not
asked to provide solutions but only to identify the
problems, the research, and the possible ,applications to
library education.

19
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The ten papers that resulted from these efforts' are
important contributions for achieving a better understanding
of the problems and prospects of library education. In

preparing these materials for publication, an effort was
made to achieve a certain similarity in their organization
and structure, although rigid conformity to an arbitrary
format was not required. Each author has lis own style and
the individual forms of expression are preserved in their
writings. The reports are not prefaced by any editorial
comments, for such explanations would be both presumptuous
and superfluous. The papers speak for themselves, and they
merit serious study.

20
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PART II SECTION A: GOALS AND CURRICULA

CHAPTER II

RESEARCH NEEDS RELATING TO

THE AIMS AND CONTENT OF GRADUATE

LIBRARY EDUCATION

Jesse H. Shera, Dean
School,of Library Science

CaSe Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
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ABSTRACT

The author surveya the literature of research in

education for librarianship and finds it, like the

literature of 'research in higher education itself, largely

unproductive. Moreover, he takes the position that.

innovation in library education has comet not from research,

but from the influence of certain strong individuals who
have applied their imagination' and accumulated wisdom to the

educational problem.

The author therefore concludes that improved education
for librarianship does not need research so much as it needs'

`support fbr the building of a strong faculty, the attraction*

of .outstanding students, and the resources for

experimentation. Particularly important is the need to

strengthen the dialogue with scholars in related subject
disciplines so that the results of their innovations and

discoveries can be applied to library education.

e.) L
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DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

To understand the research. needed in the aims and
content of graduate library education one must, begin with
some agreement respecting the meaning of research and an
understanding of what graduate library education is and what
its aims and objectives are. -Research may be defined as the
systematic attempt to discoyer new facts, or sets of facts,
or new relationships among fact's through the formulation of
a preliminary, explanation, or hypothesis, which is subjdcted
to an appropriate and,objective investigation for validation
or.disproof in terms that are generalizable. (Shera, 1964)

The aim of graduate education in librarianship, which must
define the content of the program of study, is to provide
graduate students with the approp;iate knowledge and skills
to enable them to perform in a satisfactory way as
professional librarians.. The term professional
librarianship is understood to include practitioners,
teachers in 4ibrary education, and research investigators of
library probgems.. Thus, one/ can say- with considerable
validity thak the aims of graduate library education, in the
final analysis, are the goals/of librarianship itself, or
even more simply, to /prepare students to do What
librarianship does. Thus thentask of research in library
education is to discover the best ways in which to prepare
students for their rofessisnal career by providiri valid
evidence tq prove that such ways are optTmal given the
existing state' of knowledge of higher. education and
librarianship.

But neither higher edibcation nor librarianship has been
particularly disposed to' engage in research about itself.
Righer;education",.it may be observed, has, studied almost
everything _except higher edUcation, while librarianship has
never been re,searchorientefl. ,Indeed it would be very
difficult to show that librarians, by and ,large, have
assumed any general responsibility for the clarification of
the specific professional issues that confront them as
distinguished from a vague abstract concept of "service ".
The classification of library literature that Ralph A. Beals
(1942) set forth more than a quarter of a century ago is
still valid today. Writings about librarianship, he told an
audience at the the University of ,Chicago, fall into three
major categories: Glad Tidings, which are of two kinds,
uspecdlative essays of what might, could, would, or should
be true . . . and announcements, more .or less unvarnished,
of something about to be done or very recently undertaken,
like the 'apostle's faith', they are the essence of things
hoped for--the substance of things unseen;" Testimony was
used by Beals, not in the legal sense but "in the sense
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commonly associated with religious sects, retrospective

/
, accountsof, something done or benefits conferred . . .

often, though not always, cast in the-first person plural."
. Research hiS---no_relation to the presence or absence of
statistics but whiChincludes, said Beals, "any study in
which a problem is defined and analyzed' into its' constituent
parts in which valid data are collected and related to
relevant factoTs, in which hypotheses are ormed and,
through testing, rejected, amended, of---proved . . . offers
acceptable credentials as research." 'kegfettably, in both
education and librarianship the credentials' that research
has attempted to offer are not very impressive, and in
attempting to lay the foundation tor inquiry into the aims
and curricula of the library school one is, in a sense,
going counter to a well-established histdrical trend.

-" Very much in the Beals tradition, Philip Ennis (1967)'..
has charged that to-day's library research, such as it is, is NN
noncumulative, fragmentary, weak, and oriented to immediate
practical ends. As remedial measures he proposes that there
be a real commitment to the research enterprise by library
educators and administrators. Such'a-dedication would imply
important- changes in the relationship between the knOwledge
base and the service orientation; the strengthening of the
research sensitivity of the school and public library; and
the building by library schools of research-oriented
faculties. He_su4gests three areas that.ere particularly in
'need of investigation': the 'measurement of library
*performance, analysis of the uses of print, and the thebry
of the organization of knowledge. However, he does not
mention inquiry into library education ktself.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

At a time when library education was represented only
brapprentice training, in public libraries, and even in the
first library schools, there was- scant opPortunit- and
little need for inquiries into the effectiveness of such.
technical preparation for staff appointment. The goal,
then, was simple--to train librarians in the elementary
skills 'needed to perform their largely routine duties, and
the only re81 test of the worth of the instructional, program
was whether or not the "graduate" could do his work when he
assumed the responsibility of a job. Standards of
performance in those days were simple, subjective, and
largely idiosyncratic.

Sarah Vann_ (1961) in her history of professional
library education before 1923, describes some sporadic
attempts at the beginning of the present century to examine
into the state of the few existing library schools and even
attempts to apply some educational standards. However, the
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earliest really significant attempt to examine the state of
library education was embodied in a report prepared in 1916
by" Alvin,S. Johnson for the Carnegie_ Corporation of New
York._ The report. sought to proyide a policy for the
Corporation's donations to free public libraries. Johnson
examined the thirteen library schools then in existence, of
which he regarded, 'only. about half as being of much
importance. He deplored .the excessive emphasis upon
technical training superimposed, as it was, on nothing' more
than a high school education. .Thodgh one can scarcely
characterize the Johnson report as a major research
undertaking in library education it -is important because it
drew the attention of the Carnegie Corporation to the reed
for a_serious and major investigation of library education
'and thug paved the way for the famous Williamson report
(1,923) some seven years later, and yhich still remains,
despite the passage of time,. the single best 'study ,6f

library education. The Williamson report is so well- .known,
and, it has been so widely,summarized.and discussed in' the
literature of library education, that.it is sufficient here
to point out that it was a serious and extensive inquiry,
buttressed by a substantial amount of_statistical evidence,
into the state and condition of library .education in the
third decade of the present century-. Its research methods,
however, wer directed entirely upon the status sub; its
recommend ions, sound and intelligent as they are, were
highly, rsonal. Williamson took a hard look at library
vducation and then drew his own conclusions concerning what
should be done about it. Moreover, the method of inquiry
itself was relatively simple and unsophisticated, but so was

, library education in the 1-920's.

What could be regarded as the first major attempt to
apply the findings of research to library education
programs, s the job analysis, study inaugurated in 1925
(Charters 1927). Briefly stated, the objeCt of the
investigation was to conduct a very intensive study,of what
librarians do in various library operations, the tasks they
perform, the knowledge needed to perform such duties, and
the kind of personal attributes needed for success. From
this massive collection of data, and with the assistance of
a substantial number of advisory practitiondrs, a series of
texts for teaching in- library school was prepared by

appropriate authorities in the several, fields of
librarianship. The first test to be prepared in this
fashion was,Jennie M. Flexner's volume on circulation work
in public libraries which appeared in 1927, but probably the
best known today is that on cataloging by Margaret Mann, and
that of Lucile Fargo on the school library. As one might
expect, these'texts were hardly inspiring, but were heavily
oriented to operations as they were practiced at the time of
the study, and in no way did their authors seek to identify
future .trends. jlev,ertheless, some of the texts, notably
Mann, went through more than one edition, and dominated Th
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of librdry school instruction to the'-close of "..ne Second
World war. Indeed Ma-nn and Fago still, appear on
supplementansy course reading lists'.

But the event that may properly be characterized as the
most-important and influential single develqpinent in library
education'since the publication of the Willianison report, if
indeed,. not the most important event irr,the/4ntire recent
history of library education, was the establishment in 1926,
through\, a grant from the Carnegie ,d6rporation, of the
Graduate Library School at the University of dhicago. But
if arose out of no basic research,into the character of
librarianship, much less library education, or even of any
survey of needs. The School came into being largely because
of-a hunch, a subjective conviction, on the part of Carl
tV,,lam and other influential librarian's in the Chicago, area,
that library education, needed a program of advanced' study,
especially one that terminated ,in the dcoctorate, and it
needed such a program to maintain academic and professional

,respectabiliy.

The founding of the Sehool, 'which, after lengthy
negotiation, was accepted -with reluctance by the
administration at the University of Chicago, touched 'off a
controversy; which lasted for a decade or more over the
nature of advanced Study in the.libtaryworld. The piogram
as envisaged by its first dean, George A.. Works who came to
the new post from the Departme;It of Education of the
'University of Chicago, pas represented by an ialmost
completely unstructured curriculum in which a limited number

' of carefully selected and experienced students worked
priiately with the faculty on problems of major importance
in librarianship. But the question immediately arose of the
nature of the theses problem. The answer, at first, seemed

41/4 to lie in the humanities, particularly the history of books,
printing, and libraries.

It was the arrival in 1932 of Louis Round Wilson as
dean,' that brought the School to its position of
pre-eminence and influence (Tauber 1967). Wilson, again

<without benefit ,of research, but richly endowed with
experience as librarian, of the University of North Carolina,

k saw librarianship as a part of the communication processes4
Ni.n society and therefore,one must look, he believed, to the
social sciences, rather than. the humanities, fot t;:e

intellectual foundationz of librarianship and for guidance
in curriculum development. As a result, are than a score
of books poured from the press of the UniversIty of Chicago
representing both faculty, and student research on the social
effectS of readi_ig, communication, library government and
administration, the geography of reading, library service to
the_ underprivileged, the history of libraries sociologically
interpreted, and `the philosophy of.librarianship.

wol
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This is not the place, to detail the history of the
School that came to be known affectionately by its alumni as
"The GLS", but it is important to Toint out as emphatically
as possible that the great growth and' influence of the
School, unparalleled in the history of library educatior.,
came not because of research in the theory of professional
education in librarianship, but beCause a small ,group of
intelligelt men intuitively knew what needed to 'be done and
set themselves and 'fteir students to burrowing like rabbits
all over* the library terrain. To state the situation
another way, the School did-not,grow out of any formalized
statement of objectives based on inquiry; the objectives
gew, quite literally, out of the School. In higher
education as in everything else, there is no substitute for
wisdom, and the best research in the world can not
compensate for its absence. One should, of course, warn
against the danger in arguing from a special case, but in
the,history of higher education the Wilson achievements are
not a special case; philosophically they are one with
Harvard, under Eliot, Cornell under White, Chicago under
Hutchins, and many other such "special cases". One might
callthis -"the Great Man theory" of educational reform.

Ernest J. Reece of the Columbia faculty, performed a
monumental chore in bringing together a mass of material
respecting the curricula in library schools in the 1930's
(Reece 1936). The volume is rich in flashes of insight but
the author did not evolve a model. curriculum,'or even
present in any systematic way the real meaning of his
findings or the ways in which they might be implemented for
the improvement of library education. Reece was on the
right track; and he set about his task in the right way, to
collect the information that would be essential to
decision-making in library education, but, perhaps because
the book does not give up its wisdom readily and the reader

one finds little evidence that it had ,any re 1 impact or
must thread his tortuous way through a of detail,

initiated an educatiofial revolution as it should have done.
Five years after the publication of his/ study Reece
complained that there had been relativelIlytle change in
the _substance of library education programs! in the, fifty
years of .their history, that inexcusable weaknesses still
existed ih 'the organization of curricula; and, most
important of all, that .modifications were mandatory- in the
light of changing pradtices_in the field.; He therefore set
forth certain avenues of development that might profitably
be followed incurricular, revision. (Reece 1943). Again,
however, one must report that though both studies were
widely quoted in subsequent writings about library
education, it is difficult to discover any tangible results
im library school practice.

In reviewing the research in Ilbrary education
published betlieen 1957-63, Reece (1965) found only a slight
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numerical increase in such publication'over that of previous
decades, and added cautiously, "At that there may be enough

'to offset the predominance of unsupported opinion and
conviction common previously". But one finds it difficult
to escape the belief that he is trying to make the best of a

sorry picture.

In 1941, at the request of Carl M. White, then director
of the University of Illinois library school, a team of

three investigators, John. Dale Russell of the Department of
Education at the University of Chicago, Keyes D. Metcalf,

director of the Harvard University Library, and And,rew,D.
Osborn, chief of the Catalog Department . of 'the same

university, initiated an intensive study of the Urbana
ischool as seen against a backdrop of ideals and standards in

library education as they then existed (Metcalf 1943).

Despite the influence of the Board of Education for

Librarianship and the progress reported by Ralph Munn

(1936),. Louis Round Wilson (1937), and 'Helen F. Pierce
(1941), the investigators were disposed to agree with

Wilhelm Munthe (1939) that the instructional program was

still far behind advances in other areas of librarianship.
As a result of their study they found serious deficiencies
in the training and qualifications of the' instructors; too
much of the School program was elementary; and the abSente
of a philosophy of librarianship deptivedthe program of
depth and focus. The objectives of library education,
Metcalf and his associates believe'd, were three -fold: to

make clear the principles according to which, libraries
function; to impart the techniques and skills Used in
libraries; and "to promote professional understanding and

standards." Pullfillment of the first objective must
necessarily wait upon the deVelopment of a philosophy of
librarianship; the third_is.the responsibility of courses in
library administration and history, which suffer from an
excess of the inspirational and the sentimental; while it is
in the second that the greatestdegr'ee of success has been

achieved.

By the close of the Second World War the literature of

'ducation for librarianship began to increase rapidly in
volume, but there was little improvement:in depth. Leigh's

survey of library education for the Public Library Inquiry
has already been noted, and in 1948 the Graduate Library
School at Chicago sponsGred a conference oh the implications
of the Public Library Inguirj for library education, but the
proceedings were little more than a collection of personal
reactions of varying degrees of perception, none 'of which

could qualify as being the results' of research (Berelson
1949).

By the late 1940's, practically allot the library
schools had converted the original BLS, which had been a .

fifth-year degree conferred as a graduate degree, to the
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Master of
.
Library Science, but the change was largely one of

nomenclature rather than substance, a practical response to
the growing criticism among library school graduates that
they were being penalized in competition with those who had
received the Master's degree for study in a subject field.
Certainly the change was not the result of any serious
inquiry into its rationale, or even any attempt, except here
and there a sporadic addition of a course in research
methods, to enrich the instructional program in ways that
would make it more truly graduate in character. Indeed, not
many years were to pass before the Master's thesis, or
paper, was either dropped entirely or given optional status.
Again the decision was based solely upon expediency and the
very practical necessity, forced by rising enrollments, to
maintain teaching loads at a reasonable level.

Louis Round Wilson retired from the deanship at Chicago
in 1942, and the School entered a slow but steady decline
from ,which it has never recovered. Unfortunately for
library education, though in the 1950's and 60's other
schools began to institute doctoral programs of highly
varying degrees of excellence, the leadership from ,Chicago
was Acine,, and there was no -inT to take its plate. Jpseph
L. Wheeler, in his survey of library education prepared for
the Carnegie Corporation, -(Wheeler 1946) viewed with some
concerm.the changes at Chicago and expressed the hope that
it would eventually, return to its original position of
influence. Wheeler's- study, which was impress.ionistic
rather than statistical, did little more than reiterate the
Williamson criticisms: curricula are overburdened with
detail, teaching is elepentary, and the schools generally
are unresponsive to the needs of the profession. He even
went so far as to -recommend that certain of the 'w,eaker
schools be discontinued, and the strong, ones be given

.Nincreased support. But the librarian from Baltimore
revealed his essential conservatism when he concluded his
study with:

There is no quick answer to education for
librarianship. The old-fashioned idea of
discipline and hard work is valid still. In 1946,
just= as in the past we need a sincere conviction

, that books, reading, study, 'and thinking are the
foundations of progress; that knowledge and love
of books make the keystone to librarianship., If
librarians are so persuaded, then libraries will
be better prepared to serve their function in
society.

One could scarcely find a statement that better illustrates
the weaknesses in library education from the days of Melvil
Dewey's first school to the present day.
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The Public Library Inquiry, which was supported by the
Carnegie Corporation and attracted such wide-spread interest
in the library world during the late 19401s, devoted a
substantial amount of attention to library education.
Robert D. Leigh, who was the director of the Inquiry, also
conducted the investigation into the state of the library
schools, their objectives, course offerings, faculty,
students, and financial support. His report (Leigh 1952)
opened with 'a concise review of the history of education for
librarianship in,the United States,, followed by an intensive
statistical investigation of the accredited library schools
that compares favorably with that of Williamson, thod"gh it
never received the wide-Spread acclaim accorded the latter.
Leigh found a great diversity among the schools in almost
all aspects of library education despite the growing efforts
,of the Board of Education. of the ALA and the schools
themselves to establish and maintain standards. Yet, he
concluded that when viewed historically the trend . in
instructional resources "is distinctly favorable", by which
he, at least, implied that considerable progress ,had been
made since ;the days of Williamson. "As.for the actual
curriculu,m-, he Wrote, "in the newer library school
programs, the prevailing pattern of courses seem to be aimed
at educating librarians to meet the personnel needs defined
by the official objectives." He also noted a significant
decline in emphasis upon specific ,etails and techniques,
especially in the teaching of cataloging and bibliography,
while the earlier courses in book selection were tending
toward courses in "book Anewledge" organized<around the
major fields of the scienceS,, the social sciences, and the
humanities: But Leigh's presentation, like that of
Williamson before him, is largely restricted to a detailed
presentation of the existing State of library education to
which was added some subjective opinions re!pectihg trends.
Leigh gave no indication of any need f9r research into
education for librarianship, much lesS any sd gestion of the
problems that might need investigating.

One curricular eicperieent at the Universit of Chicago
- should be reported for the light it throws upon attempts to
alter basically the instructional program. By \946, there
had been considerable speculation about the four so-called
"core" courses required , of all first -year 'students- -book
selection, reference materials; cataloging and
claspification, and library administration. Ralph A. Beals,
then dean of the school, and the present writer began to
consider the posSibility of bringing the first three
elements of .this four-course' sequence into a coherent, -

unified, and coordinated whole. Fundamental- to this new
approach to the curriculum was the belief that in every
situation involving books and people the librarian must
bring to 'bear a- body of knowledge, .a point of view, and a
set of skills, which, taken together, are his peculiar
pr?fessional possession, and encompass the tools with which
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he must work regardless of the level and the clientele with
whom he must operate. Such a program, then, must center
about the substantive content of library materials and the
critical estimate of their intrinsic worth, but it must also
familiarize the student with the totality of equipment, both
physical and intellectual', that the librarian needs to
expedite this relationship between recorded knowledge and
those who use, r should use, it. Accordingly, in 1948.a
sequence of course was inaugurated which approached the
"cote" curriculum, not from the point of view of what the
librarian does, as hadbeen done by Charters, but from the
substantive areas of knowledge grouped under the three
categories of social sciences, the physical sciences, and,

the humanities. But by the time.the program was ready for.
implementation, Beals had left Chicago to become director of
the New York Public Library, and the real architect of the
program was Margaret E. Egan, and subsequently, under th6
deanship' of Bernard R. Berelson and with support from the
Carnegie Corporation, a series of texts was prepared (Shera
1953, :Asheim 1957, and Hoselitz 1960) for the-fields of
history, the luinanities, and the social sciences. The text
for the physical sciences was never completed. Te.program
was never adopted outside of Chicago though it still
persists there in. an abbreviated .form. Actually it has
never had a really fair trial "because those who' believed in
it most strongly, and who were mainly responsible for its
planning left the Midwest before progress had 'reached. a
point at which results 'could be adequately evaluated.
Moreover, the program for all its merits, and the present
writer is convinced that it could have been richly
rewarding, demanded great skill in coordination and in
addition it virtually made mandatory that the student devote
two years to the acquiring of his first professional degree.

In the meantime, acceptance of the conventional "core"
to which were grafted traditional advanced and specialiZed
couises, continued to receive support; In 1953, the Chicago
,school, under the deanship.of Lester Asheim, sponsored a

conference on the core curriculum; but it accomplished
nothing except to bring together a substantial amount of
untested opinion (Asheim 1951).

In an attempt to streamline the core, Case Western
Reserve University inaugurated in 1966, its 3o-called
"Foundations CourSe" (Focke 1968). This intensive course,
which is divided into five areas, or groups--People and
Communication; Materials; Tools; Institutionalization; and
Services--has as its objectives to provide the entering
student, with a generalized overview'of librarianship, in a

way that will make clear the inter-relationships and
interdependencies of the various forms and specialczationS
of the field, to present a theoretical stru'cture of
librarianship that will make these relationships clear, to
provide some understanding of the historical development of
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the library in a way that will relate it to the

communication process in society and the emergence of the
libtary as a social instrumentality, to give a reasonable

certainty that all students have a common tackground of
understandings of the field prior to their entry upon a

library specialty, to relieve the subsequent courses of much
of their technical detail, terminology, and standar
procedures that must be mastered by the recruit before he
can progress very far in his quest for competence, and to

provide those students who have not at the time of

matriculation decided upon a specific' area of library

activity with some bases for making a rational choice in
harmony with their competencies and interests. This course

was an outgrowth of the general philosophy of library
education set forth by Miss Focke, Margaret E. Egan, and the
present writer at a conference held in Cleveland in 1955
(Egan 1956).

In 1962, the H. W. Wilson Foundation made a grant to
the ALA for the development of a national plan for library
education, and prior to the 1963 Midwinter meeting of the
Association in Chicago an invitational meeting of those

primarily concerned with the subject was held (Shera 1953).
The undertaking, however, was a complete, failure. (Report

1967), and eventually was abandoned due, at least in part,
to unrealistic planning and false goals (Shera 1964).. The

Foundation, however, undaunted by this initial failure,
provided the ALA with funds for the establishment of an

Office of Library Education at ALA headquarters, which is
still too new: to permit of evaluation.

During this same period a fair amount of

experimentation was taking place in some of the schools. At

Simmons College, Kenneth Shaffer and Thomas Galvin were
investigating the utility of the case study methods in

teaching such subjects as library administration. and
reference work (Shaffer 1959; 1960; 1961; 1963; Galvin

1965). At the University of Maryland, Paul Wasserman

introduced a curriculum that 'strongly emphasized
administration and management. Walter J. Stuart (1965) of
the U. S. Office of Education, has' made some progress in

exploring the implications of t,he systems concept in,

teaching of information science. Also, Manfred Kochen

(1965) has been experimenting with a course, offered at the
University of Michigan, on information retrieval theory.

Quite obviously, at ce...tain strategic points, the new.

concepts of librarianship are beginning to have some

influence. Doctoral programs, some of them well organized
and developed, began to proliferate at an accelerated, even

alarming, rate which was not always to the advantage of the
field. Increasingly, too, library schools began to address

themselves seriously, to the need for a sixth year program
that would, provide advanced study but not be oriented toward'

research as the doctoral program was supposed to be.
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Following remotely the trails blazed by Charters, and
Leigh, Anna Hall, (1968) of ,the Carnegie Library at
Pittsburgh, analyzed data from 13 large public libraries and
12 library schools to determine the relation, if any,
between the knowledge and skills needed to perform
professional activities and the' extent to which library
school curricula fulfill those needs. Thus she was able to
formulate a taxonomy of educational objectives against which
curricular content could- be aligned. She found that
practicing librarians placed high priority upon the mastery
of complex skills and abilities as well as-acquaintance with
subject matter, related to, but not necessarily unique to,
librarianship. She concluded that most of the necessary
factual information was aaequately taught, but that the
higher intellectual abilities and skills above this 'factual
competence were neglected. In short, she was really proving
the thesis espoused by Williamson almost a half-century
earlier. By contrast to Miss Hall's findings, six recent
library school graduates on the staff of the Enoch Pratt
Free Library complained that library schools generally
devoted an excessive amount of attention to the theoretical
to the neglect of the practical (What's Wrong. 1966).

The Doctoral and Other Advanced Programs

Ever since 1861, when Yale University awarded the first
Ph.D. in the United States, the degree has been regarded as
Symbolizing competence and achievement in research. It is.
therefore not surprising that, librarianship having been
long regarded as a service occupation, for virtually,a
quarter of a century the Graduate Library School of the
University of Chicago stood as the only example of its kind
in the library world. It was the.academic librarians, quite
naturally because of the high prestige value of the
doctorate in the halls of academe, that first felt the need
for such an advanced degree. Indeed, Munn (1936) spoke for
most public librarians when he wrote of the educational,
requirements for prOfessional positicins at the Carnegie
Library at Pittsburgh, "1 believe that the Pittsburgh staff
does' not need more bibliographical and technical training
than is.now given in one-year library schools."

J. Periam Danton (1959), who was himself among the
first to complete the pioneer doctoral program at the
Graduate Library School of the University of Chicago,
summarized the objectives of doctoral study as "(1) To
furnish mature librarians, having scholarly ability and
interests, with opportunity for advanced study and research
in the library field; 12) To develop in the student (a)
subject mastery and (b) competence in research and
investigation; (3) To organize, conduct, and publish studies
which will extend the bounds of knowledge in fields
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pertinent to the theory and practice of librarianship; and
through these means, (4) To provide for the profession
qualified researchers and personnel for teaching and higher
administrative positions." Danton quite properly pointed

'out .that the objectives of the doctorate in library science
were virtually Identical with those of advanced graduate
study in the -subject disciplines, especially among the
professional fields. -The only difference being that in

librarianship the emphasis tended to be, in part at least,
more oriented toward the practical than is true for programs
in the purely "academic" disciplines. His study, though its
statistics are now-seriously out of date, still stands as

something, of a landmark for its analysis of the programs,
subjects of dissertations, qualifications of faculty and
students, factors which were preventing the schools from
attaining fully their objectives, and the contribution which
the doctorate has made to the profession. There exists a
real need to bring his careful investigation up-to-date, a

need that is not, met by Davis' tabulation (1968), of master's
and doctoral theses from- 1950 to 1967, or Walker's (1963)
analysis of thesis content for the years 1949-1958.

The., introduction of doctoral programs into library
school curricula should, .and. in many cases did, make
possible the enrichment of the student's educational

cexperience through coordination with graduate cour=ses in the
parent university. In a number of instances the doctoral
programs are, truly interdisciplinary and require that the
student be examined in a subject field as well as in

librarianship. But as Neal Harlow (1968) warns, some of
these coordinate subjects can be .intellectually and
psychologically more rewarding than others, and thergfore
the real purpose, for the librarian, in acquiring the degree
shbuld be kept constantly before the student and his
advisor. Harlow's warning would seem to be rather obvious,
but on the other hand both Harrison (1968) and Osborn (1967)
have seriously questioned_the academic standards and the
value of the results of many of the doctoral programsi and
whether or not they really achieve their objectives. The
question of who needs the doctorate in librarianship and
what is done with it, in terms of its worth to the
recipient, are areas in which serious and objective study_is
needed. Not only in education for librarianship, but also
throughout all higher education generally, there Is a

serious need for a comprehensive study of the deterioration
of degree structure. especially as it relates to a kind of
"academic Gresham's law" in which cheap degrees drive out
those which have true substance.

The very obvious la6k of need of most librarians for

the doctorate combined. with an awareness that formal
professional education beyond the master's degree is, or

should be, of substantial importance to most librarians has
given rise to' a growing belief that an advanced, but
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non-research oriented program would be desirable. Ray Swank
(1965) saw four important roles for such an intermediate
curriculum-; a sixth-year specialized curriculum; an
internship; an opportunity for continuing education; and an
alternative curriculum in information science. So-called
"post-masters programs" now exist in a number of the schools
accredited by the ALA. Floyd N. Fryden (1969) a graduate
student at the University of Chicago, has 'surveyed these
offerings ats eleven schools. Three objectives were
identified: (1),to prepare teachers in eight undergraduate
or graduate library _school curricula; (2) to prepare
practicing librarians to advance into administrative or
specialized positions, and, (3) to provide additional
knowledge and training that would permit practicing
librarians to improve their performance in their existing
positions. In most of the schools the degree is terminal,
though in three it was the first step toward the doctorate.
Requirements, curricula, and relation to substantive courses
in other parts of the university varied widely,, though
perhaps the most interesting and significant fact is their
heavy dependence for financial support -upon Title IIb of the
Federal Higher Education Act of 1965.* Only three of the
programs were formally started Prior to the autumn of 1966,
and only two have received no aid from the act. In one of
,these two instances, however, substantial assistance was
receive& from state aid. In the remaining eight schools
there was a close correlation between the number of
fellowships received and students enrolled*. -Thus the.
question inevitably arises of the relation between available
money and real need in promoting these educational ventures.
Quite obviously the present method of support, takes basic
decisions concerning the character and effectiveness of
these programs out of the hands of the schools themselves
and places them under the control of an extra-mural agency.
More information is needed, too, about the experience of
other professional groups in providing education beyond the
first degree. The work that Fryden has begun :.nould be
carried forward in greater intensity and depth than was
possible for him.

Two additional studies of library education, neither of
which is as yet completed, should be mentioned. The first
is that section of the University of Maryland Manpower
Study, which deals with library education and is under the
direction of Rodney White of Cornell University. This
investigation crakes use of a battery of questionnaires, sent
to both students and faculty of library schools, and
protracted visits to the schools themselves in a concerted

. effort to determine the present state of library education
and the, reaction of students and faculty' to it White's
background, it should be pointed out, is in business
management and administration, and his two major
investigators are graduate students in Cornell's program of
hospital management.
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The second, study, which is also nearing completion, and

which has been financed by the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, is a highly subjective inquiry into the sociological
foundations of library education, and is being prepared by
the present writer. In making the grant the Corporation
specified that it was to be "a distillation of" the author's
own "thinking about library education." Also the Office of

Library Education of the ALA, together with its committee of
advisors, has been considering the possibility of "another
Williamsbn report," to be prepared by asocial scientist,
though it would seem that any such undertaking should wait
for the results of the two investigations mentioned aboVe.

RESEARCH NEEDS OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARIANSHIP

"The big question about graduate education," wrote
Bernard Berelson (1960) in his study of the subject for 'the

*Carnegie Corporation, "is the one on which it is most
difficult to get solid evidence: how good is it? The
ultimate answer to that question must be found in one of two
directions. One is an inquiry into the-content of the
programs. The other is an objective investigation
into the quality of the produCt; that is an extremely large
and complicated matter in itself., Either of these, or both
together, would give a more nearly final, answer to the
persistent question of quality." Thus Berelson settles for
an inquiry into "how good people think" graduate education
is, and we go back tothe questionnaire.with all its faults
and its paucity of virtues.

Oliver Carmichael's (1961) somewhat strident critique
of graduate education gives no hint that its author believes
that the objectives and' curricula of the modern graduate
school, though it seriously, needs reform, is' a proper
subject to be "researched." Similarly Jenckss and Riesman
(196 give, in their monumental inquiry into the academic
revolution, no hint that the salvation of higher education,
or even its efficiency, is to be sought in any intensive
research program that will lay bare faults and evaluate
reform.

With respect to library education itself, Conrad Rawski
(1969) touched the root of the problem when 'he wrote
respecting the amount of subject knowledge required by the
practicing librarian: "Now, what kind of subject - ,knowledge
is appropriate to a professional librarian? The answer to
the question depends on a host of variables among which our
own assumptions may be the most distinct and tne most
ignored. I do not think that we could reach a consensus on

what should be taught. But, instead of prolonged debate in
experiential terms, we might view the question of

appropriateness as a problem situation and attempt to
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inquire into--what might be taught under certain ;stated
conditions. It is the uncertainty of these conditions, or,
rathpr our failure to recognize and address ourselves to

this uncertainty, which has beclouded the program of subject
literature since the days of curricular debate at Chicago's
Graduate Library School."

Yet, despite the evidence that educators generally have
been diStrustful of research directed toward the improvement
of the houie of intellect, librarians persist in babbling
about the need, for research into library. education as a
guide to change. Thus Schick (1963) and. Reagan (1962) have
posed such topics for research as: a' study to determine the
feasibility of a coordinated research program for the
accredite'd library schools; a study to determine the optimum
number of' library schools for the:, nation; a study to

determine the quality of administtative performance in the
,management of library schools; a surrey of the needs of
library .schools for larger faculties, better quarters,
research. funds, and other facilities. Other topics which
have been suggested at one time or another include: a study
of the optimal amount of curricular flexibility; the
recommended or elective courses that'Should be included.in
the master's program;, the identification of courses outside
the library schobi. customarily taken by the student and
their importance or relevance to the program of study; the
sources of dissatisfaction with the current conventional
curricula; the relation of laboratory and field work to the
library school program.

One ,has but to list such topics to see, the naive
conception of research which they imply, and even were they
carried oft_, the very limited value they would have in
contributing, to the enrichment of the student's educational

wexperience. ""I do want to point out," ,Abraham Kaplan
(1964) told a University of Chicago conference on the
intellectual foundations of library education, "that the
term 'research;,' which is certainly one of the 'O.K. words'
of out time, is very widely used to mean nothing other than
literally a re-Searchthat is to say, not an extension of
the domain of knowledge but the making available to
particular people some things that were already known but
not specifically known to them at that time." Subsequently
he went on to say, "I fihd often operative--very widely, for
instance, in the conduct of the behavioral sciences--a very
human and very understandable tendency Out no less
objectionable for being understood) to do the things that we
already know how to do. We tend to formulate our problems
in,sugh a way as to make It' seem that the solutions to those
problems demand precisely m.hat we already happen to have at
hand. With respect to the Conduct of inquiry and especially
in .behavioral science, I label this effect 'the law of the
instrument.'" Certainly one would be hard pressed to find
an area that better exemplifies Kaplan's law than the
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so-called research in education for librarianship.

The apparent lack of success in devising a research
program directed toward the solution of problems in library
education is to be found in the essential incompatibility of
the research process and the nature of education as a human
phenomenon. Researdh, as the present writer (Sheea 1964)
told the Alderton Pajk conference on research in
librarianship, is 'an intellectual act that begins with an
awareness of one's ignorance and progresses through the
critical examination of evidence that is both reliable and
relevant to the revelation of truth that is generalizable
and universal. In the final analysis it is .a search for an
explanation of phenomeea.and it is not primarily a guide- to
action,, though the guidance of action may be a consequence
of its findings. Butt the real problem in applying research
to the educational process, and especially to the process of
educating librarians.. is that we are7groping in the dark for
hard' "faCts," and we do not know what the "hard" facts ate.
Basically we do not know what learning and librarianship are
or how either, influences conduct or behavior. At the
present time we kno4 learning only at the most elementary
behavioristic level and such knowledge is of little help in
understanding the intellectual processes involved in higher
eduCation. We may watch the behavior patterns of mice in a
maze, and from them make the leap from mouse.to man but the
extrapolation is not necessarily valid. Because of the
empirical character of much of educational research, and its
excessive dependence upon local Observation and limited and
incomplete data, more frequently than not it is parochial
and provincial rather than general in its.applicability; and
always it is in jeopardy from emotional colort'ation. The
educator means to do good, and, by dint of hard work and
self-sacrifice he does what he means to do, and therefore
what he does is._-_good, right_ and proper. but the true
scholar Will not always accept the educator's preMises and
the fine educational model comes fluttering down like the

-house of cards that_ it all too often is. As for
librarianship, there is no structure,..no frame of reference,
no real agreement about what librarianship is vd what the
librarian's professional responsibilities arevagainst hid
the librarian's educational program can be measured.
Certainly it is not our intention to discredit valid and
relevant knowledge about either higher education or
.fibrarianship, but it must be valid aed relevant.

THE UNCHARTED ROAD

1'"Wohin der Weg7" vas the cosmic outcry of a Faust who'
had wearied of metaph/sial research, and Mephistopheles'
response has much symbolic meaning for research in higher
education today--"Kein Wegl Ins Unbetretene." The way, of
research is, indeed, uncharted. David Riesman (1969) has
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stated the problem somewhat more explicitly: "Educational
reform depends on the local landscape,-the looal resources
that student and faculty presently bring with them; indeed,
change must be incremental and must build on what is already
available." "In scientific work," wrote Marion J. Levy,
(1966) "it is more important to be fruitful for further work
than to be right."; We must stop trying to,deceive ourselves
that in the mystique of research must be sought the key to
the solution-of all the problems of library. education, and
the cure for all' our ills. We would not discredit research,
but it is important to remember that much of the, research
that is vital to the improvement of libraty education will
come from without rather than from within the library
profession. The library educator would do well, therefore,
to study seriously such important, contributions to
educational theory as Ralph Tyler's Basic Principles of
Curriculum and Instruction (1950); Hilda Taba's Curriculum
Development; Tneory and Practice (1962); the two volumes on
the Taxonomy of 'Educational Ubjectives (1965); Virgil
Herrick's Strategies "of Curriculum bevelopment (1965); the
two volumes on.learning theOry by Mob/ter (1960) ; A Study of
Thinking by Geroge Bruner and associates (Brt:ner 196) an
those to delightful little books by Bruner alone; The
Process of Education (1960'), and Toward a Theory of
Instruction (1966),*

But the library educator cam,also derive much benefit
from the thoughtful and frequent rereading of a literature
that, in general, does not fit the stereotYpe of research
gua research--the philosophical abd ,autobiographical
writings of the great "names" in the field of scholarship,
names such as Cardinal Newman, John Dewey, Charles W. Eliot,
Alfred North Whitehead, Robert M: Hutchins, Ortega y Gasset,
Henry M. Wriston, Clark Kerr, and a host of others like
those listed in the present writer's "Twelve Apostles"
(Shera 1969). Experience is the source of all wisdom, and
such writers are rich in experience and can speak with
aUthority.

What then does library education need to refine its
goals and make its curriculum more relevant to the needs of
today and tomorrow? First of all there must be maintained
an effective dialogue between library educators and those
engaged in scholarly work in other and related academic
disciplines, for only through enrichment from without can
library education avoid sophistty and the stifling vortex of
that centripetal force which,is parochialism. Any procedure
that contributes to the interdisciplinarity of librarianship
is to be welcomed. Riesman (1969) speaks with enthusiasm of
the program, at Sarah .Lawrence College, "where there are
virtually no curricular requirements, but where the adviser
or. don carefully counsels *a student in imaginative-mays,
opening new possibilities, suggesting paths through the
available courses . . . where she can be persuaded although
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not compelled to abandon self- protectiveness in eXplaring
the curriculum." Again he pointS to the work at the State
University of New York at Buffalo where President Martin ,

Meyerson has begun tentatively ",!to link each graduate
professional' school to the relevant area in the arts and
science faculties" and at the new college in Old Westbury,
New YorE, which is attempting to build undergraduate
programs in medicine, law, and perhaps theology into the
curriculum. Such programs would perhaps give new direction
and vitality, not only to the librriry school but also to the
liberal arts program and save it,, If properly designed and
controlled, from a premature vocationalism..

Quite obviously library education canoonever achieve'its
goals or provide a sound program of study unless it ,brings
to it a faculty composed of the. best minds in the
profession, people who are dedicated to the art of teaching,
equipped with sound scholarship,, and . skilled in
communication. To such a faculty must be attracted highly
motivated aid intelligent students, fox without them no
educational program however well designed ane"researched"
can be a success. And this faculty and these student 'must'
be brodOt together ' in an atmosphere hOspitable to

exploration. "One thing above all else must remain strong
'on our campuses," wrote Tishler (1969) in a recent issue of
Science, "if the universities are to srve, society
beneficially. This is the freedom to speak one's mind and .

the freedom to participate in responsible AiAsent. This is
the balsis of the icing, hard battle for tenure fought by
university professors -which all ws them to behave as
scholars and critics without fear for their jobs." Freedom
to 2xpeximent and,the resources with which to 0 it, the
right to' challenge and to disagree, the bringing together in
a fruitful and understanding relationship the best library
school faculties and 'scholars in other disciplines, these
are the great needs of libr /ary education today-thon'can we
say with Stephan Machlup/(1967) "Let's give up striving for
complete coverage of some body of knowledge:- !let's give up
the aim of a structured curriculum through Which all
students are to attain that minimum without which . . . (end
of sentence ad lib). Let's givoe up trying to tell our
colleag\es what their courses should contain. Let's give up
trying to avoid overlap and duplication. Let's instead
provide the students with an enormous choice of educational
materials--yes, lectures, of course, and libraries, but also
games and toys (you don't have to call it research), ,films,.
tea and beer parties, trips, long-di2tance telephano
conversations, and other electronic aids to data retrieval;
All of these can be tightlyor loosely 'programmed,' linear
or branched. And let's make sure,theM's a constant lively
dialogue, with the faculty doing its scare of the listening,
not just about our subject, but also :4:Jout how successfully
it is getting across." When library education, has achieved
Machlup'segoal iti"wil], indeed, have attained maturity and
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won't need to apologize to anyone 3. the Avy-covered walls
of academe.
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ABSTRACT

The problem resolves itself to one of the nature of
specialized' library education needed and the points in the
structure of professional education at which specialization
should be, introduced. Accepting the importance of
specialization in the field of practice, the plan for
adequate preparation for such specialization--Oether in

formal education, continuing education, or inservice
training--has yet to be evolved. As. such. a focus is
developed for library education, the need to clarify the
substance and contributions of general library edudation is
great. ,The "core" of librarianship must be reexamined in
the light of the elaboration of the profession in the last
generation, and the "core courses" reconstructed in the
light of the fresh conceptualization.

Research can contribute to the, development of solutions
to the problem through clarification of concepts of "core"
and "specialty"; 'through measurement of the relative
effectiveness of programs -of general vs. specialized
educational focus at different levels of education and for a
variety of learning goals; through relating the field of
practice to the program of education.

Because there are relatively few formal research
, studies in this area of library education, suggestions of

research approaches, with illustrative proposals, are
appended.
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PROBLEH DEFINITION

"When . knowledge was comparatively
limited in scope, all students could
pursue essentially the same
curricu3.um.-"11)

"Specialization makes manageable the
human-effort to advance man's knowledge.

. . (There) is. the intellectual
obligation to, make a serious effort
first to see the relationships of all
our specialties to each other and
second, to see the relevance of.both our
specialties and their interrelationships
to (the whole)."(2)

Any inquiry into the question of general versus
specialized library education will,be more profitable if it
is removed froth the context of- alternatives and is rephrased
as a question of the roles of general and specialized
education in preparation for librarianship. It is clear
that .the. concept, of "core,courses" is rooted in "general"
library education, and that sequences of courses designed to
prepare librarianS for expertise in narrow fields fall into
the area of "specialized" education. There are, however, a
variety of other approaches to specialization, and the
realities of the situation force the question not to be one
Of whether but rather one of how and when.

As the practice of librarianship becomes increasingly
elaborate and the work of librarians increasingly
differentiated, specializations are a most obvious feature
of the professional landscape. Professional commitment to
the generalizable body of knowledge that applies to all
librarianship is being reexamined in the light of three
pressures: (1) to make efficient and economical the course
of professional education; (2) to allow the specialty to
shape the pattern of professional education for those who
will work in that specialty; and (3) to enable. persons of a
wide variety of special competencies to enter professional
study.

The pressures toward a totally specialized education,
however, are being resisted at this juncture by two major
considerations: (1) the loss to librarianship of an
identity across and above specialties and (2) wasteful
duplication of teaching basic principles in each of their
many contexts (Jackson and, Rothstein, 1962; White, 1948).
The fields of information science and school librarianship
present the greatest challenge to "general" library
education. Single-purpose programs to prepare for these two
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fields are well established in some institutions. At other

universities, special curricula in the two fields are

separately identified within the more general library

education programs. Unique requirements for admission, or

-graduation, or certification are often made in these two

fields.'

To guide the evolution of library education both in its
broad structure and its' curriculum development, there must

be study of the question of the roles of general and

specialized library education.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

In,a paper presented at a 1965 institute for library

school administrators, Raynard C. Swank, Dean of the School
of Librarianship at the University of California (Berkeley),

indicated that a number of changes in library practice held

important implications for the education of librarians

(Swank, 1965): One of the four trends identified by Swank

was "the emergence of additional, exacting specialization in
librarianship, especially in the area of information
science, including operations research, systems analysis,

and mechanization." The importance of this one factor was
underscored by the fact that th'e major part of his remarks*

dealt with the problem of the place and content of

specialized education in the. library school curriculum.

Swank proposed that library schools had a number of
choices they could make concerning this problem, including

the decision to minimize. the core curriculum in order to
allow more time for specialization, or the pre'servation of

the core at the expense of special education. A third
alternative, which Swank acknowledged was being tried at a

number of schools,, was the development of a post-master's
(non-doctorate) program for specialists. Under this

program, individuals would undertake academic preparation
for their specialty after completion of the master's degree.

A number of recent reports and studies support the

development of specialist programs while acknowledging their

areas of initial weakness (Danton, 1959; Fryden, 19b9;

Lowrie, 1964; Vainstein, 1968). .

The fourth alternative, as developed at California,. is

a fifth-year program in a designated specialty that

parallels the more traditional library science curriculum.
Other possible solutions to the problem of specialization

are on the-job-training and, as Shera,suggested; letting

"the specialists be trained in other "schools with the
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essentials of librarianship added to their program in
capsule form" (Shera, 1964) .

Concern about specialized education has been evident
almost from the beginning of formal library education.
Ernest J. Reece (1936), in his excellent analysis of the
evolution of the library school curriculum, traces the early
introduction of "specialized", courses in various library
schools. He moteS, however, that in some cases this
introduction resulted in the building of

as
basic

curriculum "not in anticipation of library work as a whole,
as has been the design generally, but with reference to
service in a specific kind of library."

Prior. to Reece's study, Charles C. Williamson (1932)
had pronounced that specialization appeared to be desirable
since it produced "a reasonable degree-of efficiency in
library service." He went on to note, however, that:

The opinion is very widely held . . .

that while the first year of study
should be general and basic, the second
year should be definitely and even
minutely specialized in the field in
which the student is to take up his
work.

In addition, Williamson envisioned that this specializAion
would take place after the first general course had been
completed and a year of experience in a library had been
gained. The areas of special study which Williamson
acknowledged were (1) school librarianship; (2) special
reference and research work in academic libraries; (3) work
with children; (4) cataloging and classification; (5)

administration; and (6) work in business libraries.

Numerous meetings and institutes have been held to
discuss the problems of education for librarianship, with
typical inclusion of the subject of specialization. An
extensive body of literature has been devoted to librarians,
calls for more precise specialization in the curriculum to
prepare for the variety of specializations developed in
library practice. Some librarians, however, feel that
certain specialties can be learned on the job. Ralph Munn
(1949), for example, expressed his belief that for some
activities "an aptitude, an interest, and a willingness to
sit up nights with some of the library's own books are the
only real requirement." A review -of much ofthis literature
reveals a number of trends.

First,, the number ,of specialties which library schools
cover seems to grow daily and has 'increased to include
almost every conceivable activity, type of library, subject
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area, or or type of clientele served. To' Williamson's rather

modest list have been added'such areas as medidal, law and
science librarianship;, county, regional and systems library

administration; subject and "area" bibliography; media and
audiovisual services; public relations and 'personnel

management; information 'service and information science.
Typically the library school curriculum has expanded by the

',addition of one or more courses as electives in .each area of
,specialty, crowding the traditional library School 'program,

\to obscure the core course areas (Win'ger, 1965; Leigh, 19,54;*

L. Cohen and Craven, 1960).

A second trend is the relatively common acknowledgement

that a basic core exists but that specialization is an

'extension beyond this core. The discussion, then, is not a
.matter of general versus specialization but rather a concern
for identifying the point at which specialization should
take place. Such concern has led to frequent criticism of

the- curriculum in the preparation of /special (Jackson,
1967), school (Darling, )967) and academic librarians

(Muller, 1967). Others have expressed interest in assuring
the proper balance between "core" and specialization in the

educa_ional preparation' of adult education specialists
(Asheim, 1955; Monroe, 1959), young adult librarians (Hatch,

1968), law librarians (M. Cohen, 1962) and various aspects
of health_ science librariSnship (Lieberman, 1968).

As, the stress on the unique 'content of the

specialization grows under the pressure of demand from the

practitioners, library' education has begun to develop

specialized programs to; replace the general program of

library . education. SChoof librarianship (Henne, 1964;

'Janke, 1964) and information science programs (Heilprin,

1965; International Conference on Education for Scientific
Information Work, 1967; Taylor, 1964, 1967) have been

developed as independent programs, paralleling the

traditional library science track but focussed on the single

specialization. The establishment of such independent
programs, however, does not solve the problem of content or

balance between care and specialiiation.

Opinions and expeLiences of various librarians and
educators, rather than research, have formed the basis fib

much of the discussion of specialization in the curriculum:

Lowell A. Martin (1957) and Reece (1965) have prepared'
comprehensive surveys of the research done in education for

librarianship. A review of both papers, as,well as of the
work completed since Reece's report, indicates/ that- few

empirical studies have been undertaken which explicitly
address themselves to the problem of general and,,specializea

education and its relationship to professional proficiency.

The studies that are .pertinent to the question under

consideration have been grouped, for convenience, into five

-general categories which represent different research'

approaches.
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The first group consists of the omnibus-type survey of
the general condition of library education. The most
noteworthy are those by Williamson (1923) , Reece (1936) arid-

Leigh (1952). These three,reports have had a direct impact
on the structure and content'of library school programs and
further research of this type should incorporate study of
general and specialized education. A second group of
research efforts consists of the studies undertaken to
develop library, school curricula' on the basis of job
analysis. Among this group are the works of W. We Charters
(1927,) , Reece (1949) , and Dorothy E. Ryan (1954, A recent
effort by James Liesener (1967) to validate'the core concept
using job analysis is of particular interest and is
discussed more fully in the next section. A third, although
somewhat'smaller, group of studies have taken as their focus

,the evaluation of job performance, by library. school
graduates, in comparison with individuals lacking such
preparation. Although not directly aimed at. the central
problem of this paper the studies by John. A. McCrossan
(1967) and Charles A. Bunge (1967) represent this type of
evaluative approach and also offer some general evidence of
the validity of a part" of the core in r6fessional
education. The study, of personnel in public library
inner-city service by Margaret E. Monroe (1970) examines the
patternS of job performance in relation to patterns of,
professional education.

The fourIlgroup of studies is aimed at determining the
attitude of librarians towards their professional
preparation in terms of their job requirements. 'The studies
by Isabel ,Nichol. (1942) and Edward A. Wight (1945) were
limited to graduates of two specific schools, and were
intended to be used in the evaluation of their curricula.
The survey by Marie A. Long (1965), on . the other hand,
covers a specific type 'of librarian (the state library'
consultant) and contains data which reflect on the adequacy
of a number of library school programs. The concluSions of
this study, as they pertain to the educational prgparation
of librarians, ,,is also included in the section following.

The study by Anna C. Hall (1968), also discussd below,
is the single representative of a fifth category. This
study analyzes the substantive knowledge needed tO perform
specific public services through content analysis q reports
of seryice experts as observers. This research 'technique
has been found to, be useful in other disciplines and has
been applied here for the first time to librarianship.

Three Recent (Studies. Marie Long's The State Library
ConsUltant at Work represents one attempt to explore the
work of a special type of librarian. The survey describes
the state library consultant in terms' of educational
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preparation, duties and attitudes. She report also includes
\ajist of subject fields that the consultants found to be

helpful in their work and &second list of courses which
they felt would be useful and would idcrease their

effectiveness. Although elements of library science were
ranked, high on each list, it was also evident,. that

ad-Ministration, social studies, and communications skills
were considered important. Mrs. Long's conclusion is, in

many ways, an indictment of the education preparation of
this one group, and suggests the need for .a second
professional year of specialized study once -the' professional
specialization has,been chosen: rP

. Since they conSidered consulting -late,
often some time after' completing their'

formal education, consultants gdnerally
lack special preparation for consulting
work. Indeed, there iS. some reason to
believe that their formal education waS,in
many ways inappropriate for the special
work they later chose; while courses in

the social sciences were most often
mentioned by donsultants as in

their. work,. most of them majored in the
humanities. Neither had consultants had
any special training in consulting,
methods.

As second study of particular interest' is'-: James

Liesener's An Empirical Test of the Validity of ,the Core
Concept in Preparation of University Librarians. in TEis

study,1 Liesener (1967) compares the specifid subjeat, matter
which' was recommended as t1he essential core at the. 1953
Chicago Conference (Agheim, 1954) and tile subject; matter
relative to the job descriptioni. made for one academic
library. Although some of the core concepts were fou.nd to

be valid, this study raises,sOme serious resetvati,ons about
much of the. core. Liesener alsb finds the method of job

description somewhat wanting as a means of determining the.
"knowledge base" of various professional university library
positions.

Certain problems regarding the use of

;job analysis as a method for verifying
the need for knthiledge, of the.'core were
revealed during the process of the
investligati6n. A thorough .54 analy.sis

can reveal the tasks performed in very
' detailed fashion,but frequently a jreat

deal of-subjective judgment is required
to determine precisely the knowledge
specifications needed' to'. perform the
tasks.' The need for a more objective
and precise method for determining job
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specifications for librarians was felt
very keenly in this investigation and
strongly suggests itself as a worthy
area for further research.

This reservation is reminiscent of the concern'
expressed- by Leon Carnovsky (1960). seven years earlier:

The trouble'roubl with the activity analysis
approach is that it may be regarded in a much
too literal and superficial way. Many

,activities, altogether indispensable in the
smooth functioning of libraries, are
readily--indeed better--learned on-the job.
If routines, charging systems,- and
superficial administrative procedures are
codified at all, they belong properly in a
library's staff manual and not in the
curriculum of a

university. ThiS
ahalysis as a

construction; it
activities should
merely described;

library school in a

is not td condemn activity
basis for ,curriculum

is merely to imply that
be truly analyzed, not
and in such analysis the

elements that call for judgment and
background should be identified and
incorporated in the curricurum.

\,

While neither goarhas been achieved--job description
based on knowledge needs or curriculum construction based on
knowledge required--one effort to determine the
appropriateness Of 'present library school educatibn to
professional activities 'ha's been reported by Hall (1968).
The specific objectives of the'study were to determine what
knowledge was necessary to perform a few select public
service activities, to structure this knowledge into a
taxonOmy'oi educational objectives and to measure the degree

."Z.c which library education accomplished these needs. While
research does not cover every,aspect of librarianship

(as the author acknowledged), the method, conclusions and
recommendations aeserve Consideration from anyone attempting
further research in this - area. By design, Mrs. Hall's
research was limited to education in library schools but the
analysis of.job performance indicated knowledge acquired
from 'otr disciplines. Her final' conclusions are critical
,of both graduate library education and of the unstructured
nature of the undergraduate programs.
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE HISTORICAL REVIEW

This Ilrief review of the interest in reaching a

desirable balance between the general (core) and specialized
components of the -librarian's professional education, has
revealed a number of trends and shortcomings. In the early
history of library education, concern over the adequa9y of
the program was followed up with a number of landmark
studies.- Efforts were made to relate the content Of the
curriculum to practice, although the methods used maY not
have been sophisticated. In the period following Wo ld War
II there was a greater concern with formalizing the l vel at
which the specialized Trograml was undertaken,-while less
attention was,paid to the content. Conference proCeedingS
and written reports outweighed in volume the much' smaller
amount of, empirical evidence that was secured. /The few
formal studies that were done *ended to indicate weaknesses
in achieving expertness in either the general or specialized
areas of education.

Part of the.problem may have been that once certain
specialties were identified- - usua'lly by type oflibrary or
type of clientele--the needed development and elaboration of
curriculum was slighted. 'Further levels or degrees' of
specialization within these dategories were not /delineated.
No study seems to have be n undertaken, for example, that

/would compa'the type of k oliiage necessary / to perform
reference functions in large academic libraries" in contrast
to large public libraries. The ambitious research program
of school and children's librarians described bif Ruth Ersted
(1949), on the other hand, 6nvisioned a whole series of
questions which were to 4e studied. While much of the
proyram was not completed as such, three correlated topics
served as thelbasis for maste 's theses at thelUniversity of
Chicago in the early 1950's Butler, 1953; ,Ersted, 1951;
Fenwick, 19511). Development in the 1960'S of specialist
programs as advanced levels of professional study seem
currently to provide a potential solution to the problem.

/ Also evident from a review of the literature is the
\growing realization that cure culum construction must be
based on an understanding of the knowledge required for
professional proficiency and annot be 'limited to an
evaluation of technical skills alOne. This calls for the
'development of new approaches for evaluating professional
activities; simple job descriptionS will not suffice.

Another prc4blem area is the ev r-present question about
the desirable undergraduate subj ct specialization in
preparation f'or librarianship. Tr ditionally, it has been
assumed that a liberal arts educatio is required. Although
this may be true, the variety o disciplines Within the
"liberal arts" is so great that the t rm has lost most of
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its meaning. There is an evident trend towards emphasis on
mathematics, the natural sciences and the social sciences
but an lysis of the appropriateness of this emphasis has
never been made.

TENTATIVE SOLUTIONS AND AREAS FOR RESEARCH

Need for Definition of Terms.

. Discussing the problem in the context of the mission of
particular library education program, "general library
education" is represented by the multi-purpose programs and
"specialized library education" by the single-purpose
programs. Within the graduate multi-purpose program
schools, the master's program typically represents "general
library education" while advanced study programs
(specialist and/or doctoral) represent "specialized library
education." In the context of the typical master's program,
assumptions have been made that the "core courses" represent
general library education, and that electives supply the
"specialization" (Asheim, 1954). A fourth Context for
defiriition may lie in the course programs of individual
studentS and in the "general" versus "specialized" impact of
their, course sequences. The question may be .whether "the
specialist" is the product of "specialized" library
education. Differentiations .among . these meanings of
"specialized education" will haSten communication and
problem solution.

Further definition is needed of "specialties," the
areas around 's which library education ,:might structure
specialized programs. How stable are the specializations in
the field of practice? To what extent do they guide library
education? Does a specialty consist of the special contexts
of use and special groups of users; of the special subject
matters and collections, or of the unique l'ibrary functions,
operations and techniques? Are there specializations at the
advanced level of "core" areas, such as reference or
cataloging? Does specialization represent unique function
or a level of excellence in practice? Clarification of
these concepts will open up a variety of,aspects of the
problem which can then be dealt with more manageably.

The Structure of Specialized Library Education vis a vis
General Library Education.

111.
Specializations of different aspects of librarianship
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have developed different educational patterns; whether these
are due to historical accident or to innate necessity_needs
exploration. "General" library education, beyond the
concept of "core courses," needs description and analysis.
The extent to which typical programs of both "general" and
"specialized" approaches avail themselves of the emphases,
courses or materials of the alternate approach should be
analyzed. Greater concreteness will strengthen the basis
for choice of educational approach.

Undergraduate library education has been examined in
the past primarily in terms of its economic necessity for
society and for the student. Because school librarianship
is the prime focus of this level of professional education,
the undergraduate program in this field should be compared
with master's (both general and specialized) and with
specialist (intermediate degree level) programs for content
and for competence of their graduates in school
librarianship (American Library Association, 1958). The
skills and techniques orientation of most early
specialization seems outmoded for professional librarians
who must be flexible in function and perspective in a

rapidly changing society (Truman, 1964). Stabilization and
articulation of the varied levels of preparation for school
librarianship should result.

The rationale for single-purpose graduate library
education programs has not been developed. Neither the
accrediting agency nor developing programs have put
single-purpose professional education to the test.
Examination of a group of single-purpose graduate programs,
whether in school librarianship- or information science,
should be undertaken for development of the needed
rationale. The lack of standards for single-purpose
programs is a serious limitation, and once a rationale is
articulated, standards should be developed. whether
standards for single-purpose programs can be generalized to
cover all types of programs should be explored.
Consideration should be given to a pattern of specialized
education at advance levels related to a multi-purpose
Master's library education program.

The structure of specialization within the framework of
"general" library education programs at the Master's level
needs study. The wide range among schools in the
proportions of required (presumably "core") courses and
elective courses can only be guessed; how students avail
themselves of electives (for smorgasbord or specialization)
has never been analyzed, nor has the effectiveness of this
self-selective approach to specialization been studied.
Analysis here of the differences that may exist between
curriculum structure and student experience of the
curriculum may assist in planning.
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The development of some relatively new Master's level
programs with exclusive focus on "general" library education
merits not only a fresh delineation of the rationale for
such programs, but also an evaluation of competence of their
graduates on the job as compared with those functioning in
similar positions from specialized library education
programs.

The recent studies by Fryden (1969) and by Danton
(1969) of Specialist (intermediate degree) programs, provide
us with a broad picture of these programs that are designed
specifically to build on traditional library education at
the Master's level by an additional year of study that
supports and strengthens the professional specialty of the
student. The data from these two studies, while summarized
to describe the range of policy and program, have not
identified excellence and weakness nor particularized
promising programs of various rationales and substance.
Lowrie's study (1964, 1966) of a single purpose program
suggests an area for comparative analysis. Such further
study, in an evaluative context, is needed for development
of standards and guidance to these new programs.

The case for development of specialization at the
doctoral level is emerging against a traditional background
of general library educafion at the doctoral level
(Carnovsky, 1967; Swank, 1967). Perhaps at the doctoral
level the rephrasing of the question from stark alternatives
to matters of degree in emphasis is not relevant. The
questions of specialization are intimately tied to questions
of purpose of the doctoral program, and responses on
specialization will vary with the program goals of research,
teaching or professional practice. Elucidation of the
choice of specialization or general programs in relation to
these goals is essential.

Another element in the structure of specialized library
education is the question of articulation of the levels of
specialization. Is there a sequence of
general-to-specialized education? Experience has shown the
importance and the difficulty of moving students with
undergraduate specialized education into general library
education. Does Orly specialization assume' an early
conclusion of professional education? What is the role of
continuing education? The profession has done no planning
for sequence of education, and the question of
specialization is an important concern in such planning.

Specializations grow out of the combinations of
knowledge and talents of individuals, and specialized
library education rests, in large part, on the backgrounds
which its students bring to the study of librarianship.
Study of the academic and professional fields related to
particular areas of specialization are needed. The Allerton
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Park Conference report on "Training Needs 'of Librarians

Doing Adult Education Work" (Asheim, 1955) is illbstrative
of one approach to such elucidation in educational planning.

A decade ago special librarianship posed the problem in
terms of alternatives: subject background -vs. library
education, and concluded on the whole that both were needed.
SchoOl librarianship is guided by state certification laws

on this matter. Tighter analysis and evaluation of this
question is necessary for career counseling and standards
development. Consideration of the levels of subject
background (e.g. medical science) or understanding of the

user (e.g. physicians and hospital practice) required for
specific specialties must be developed with attention to

optimum sequence of study in library education and related
fields.

The role of library education as the nexus for
interdisciplinary study at Master's and'advanced levels (in

information science, in management and administration, in
education services, etc.) :feeds exploration.

Library education's responsibility for preparing
personnel with specialties rooted outside librarianship in

business administration, public relations, reading, adult
education, etc. needs exploration. These specialties, while
needed by the library, have not been folly incorporated into
library education. To what extent are their concepts,
bodies of knowledge, techniques so incorporated? What is

the desirable role of -library education in regard to

preparation in these specialties?

Curriculum and Methodology

A weakne s in conceptualization of curriculum as a
cluster of courses rather than as a program sequence is

especially troublesome in the area of specialized education.
Typically school librarianship has gone farthest in

education of "sequence" and "program", with the new field of
"information science establishing comparable . levels of

precision. The <factors that work against early
specialization in the field of practice need for personal
mobility geographically, late maturing of professional
interests, etc.) make strict requirements in course sequence
a difficulty. The traditional concept that the able student,
with general library education (or the able student with any
kind -of "accreditable" library education) can teach himself
the specialties as his need arises' is now being challenged.
Studies of optimum program sequence in particular areas of
specialization are needed.

Specialized. library education, far more than general
library education, has traditionally a field work or

internship component. Library education in the last
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generation has tended to drop this program element, but now

is exploring its reinstitution. Analysis of the relative
effectiveness of the practice experience at different levels
of study and at varying levels of -responsibility are needed
for particular fields of specialized education. Examination
of the practicum in related professional disciplines for the

structure of the experience and for the elements of

effectiveness is needed immediately.

Analysis of the elements of general library education

in the "core courses"- as proposed and as actually taught
would help to measure the ,gap between the concept of general
library education and its actuality. Exploration of the.
body of professional knowledge that is presented in terms.of
"general librarianship" will provide an assessment of the
resources upon which such general library education' can
build. "General librarianship: myth or reality".must be ,

concretely explored.

-The teltionship of general courses to specialized
courses in the Master's prograth may usefully be elucidated.
Case studies may begin to build a picture of current
practice in articulation of these two aspects of the

Master's program.

The Relation of General and Specialized Library Education to
the Field of Practice.

The delineation of need for specialist education in

library practice is a first step, which associations
representing all types of libraries. have engaged in for

current manpower studies. The precise task descriptions
that incorporate the new concepts, new technologies, and new
service relationships remain to be developed. Once the
positions of library clerk, library technical assistant and
library assistant of the Asheim manpower structure have been
realized, the revision of the specialties in librarianship
(and their effect on library education) can become-precise.
It seems likely that'all aspects of library 'service will

have their professional functions. Both general and

specialized library education must be restructured for

education of what is generally referred to as "the new
breed" of librarian.

If specialized library education be designed to meet
the needs of the field of practice, evaluation must be made

of the effectiveness of such programs in meeting these
needs. The influence of factors of mobility, change in

professional interests, and so on must be measured.
Similarly the specialized work of graduates of general
library education programs must, be compared with that of
graduates of specialized programs in meeting the needs of

the practicing field.
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Study of the sources of ileadership in the professional
,

specialties must evaluate the general and specialized
library education programs from which the leaders come. The
quality of leadership from the different programs_might be
analyzed for its relationship to specific elements in the
program.

RESEARCH APPROACHES

Ideally, it wo.uld be desirable to distinguish the kinds
of background knowledge that all librarians need (the basic
educational preparation) and the types of knowledge required
by the various specialists in order to perform library
services and operations in an efficient and effective
manner. As an example, a group of librarians representing a
variety of specialties could be studied in order to
determine what knowledge is needed in order to. perform their
work. The el ments of knowledge common to all groups would
represent the 'core" or general educational needs and those
types of know edge unique to each specialty would identify
the-specialized ducation necessary.

This approacfi o ever, presents three specific
problems that must be n ered. First, .various personal'
characteristics must be c trolled in order to determine the
relationship between knowledge and performance. This could
be accomplished by employing a number of tests which measure
aptitude, intelligence, personality, etc. The second
problem involves the establishment of a method to identify
.and categorize the components of the knowledge base. One
method, the critical incident approach, has been employed by
Hall (1968). Although job analysis has been found wanting,
the limitation may have been in the level of analysis
(frequently. task description) rather than the technique
itself. The question is not what the cataloger does but:
in the performance of his work, what knowledge does the
cataloger need? The same question can be asked of the
science bibliographer or the children's librarian. Once
this is known the question can be asked: how can this

,-knowledge be provided most efficiently to the future
librarian? Finally, it would be necessary to develop
methods for obtaining objective measures bf "professional
proficiency." Surprisingly little research has been done in
this area and further studies are imperative if library
education is to be solidly based.

It seems evident that almost all professions, in the
process of growth and development, reach a point where the
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question of balance between ;general and specialized
education is debated. The literature of some of, these
professions should be reviewed in depth to determine the
techniques- and procedures followed and their applicability
to the problem's of librarianship. It is suggested that one
specific area that might be studied is the work of the
American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE). A number
of studies by this organization have been identified by
Armsby (1955). The major curriculum study in social work
completed by Boehm 959) for the-Council on Social Work
Education offers another source for comparative study.
Education, medicine, theology, law, among many others, may
prove rich resources for conceptualizing "specialization."

Research into the areas ()Alined here will-often be
dependent upon background in curriculum construction,
learning psychology and a variety of research, methods. Team
efforts by librarians and other experts, therefore, is
anticipated. Research strategies may be sought in the
studies of related professions, not only hastening sound
inquiry on tested approaches but also developing bases for
comparisons with, and insights from, other fields.

NOTES

(1) Casswell, Hollis. "The Generalist, His Unique
Contributions." Education Leadership., 24. (December,
1966). 213.

(2) Winthrop, Henry. "Specialization and Intellectual
Integration in Library Education."' Educational Theory.
217. (January, 1967). 26.
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ABSTitACT

While' there is agreement that libriry auto ation and
information science should be integrated into th library
school program at the master's level, most ALA a credited
library schools now offer one or more sep4rate co rses on

these topics. Before library automation and in ormation
science Can be integrated into the library:school prgram, a
number cif questions need to be answered. These, i\nclude:

what specific subjects, should be 'taught? Should\ these
subjects be taught on a theoretical anOor dpplied\basis?
Shouid these subjects be.integrated mithini the existIng or a
revised curriculum? ,HoW should these subjects be taught and
by/ whom? What educational background is, required' o4 the

students? _What' _aspects of these subjects shoui0 be

pre-requisite for ,entering the progrdm, taught
anon- credit basis, and taught for credit? What is the
required length of the progrdm? What teaching aids should

be developedr` The integration of indexing within the

existing library school curriculuM is discussed as, an

example of a specific k.esearch project.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION.

In reviewing the literature and in considering my
topic, I have dealt primarily with the questions of what to
teach and with what desired objectives, and in what context
this teaching should be done and what should be the
background of the teacher and the student. The context in
which the teaching is to be done is the master's level
library school curriculum, either as'presently constituted
or in revised form. This is the fifth-year program in the
U. S. for librarians-to-be who seek employment as beginning
librarians in academic, putlic, school, or special
libraries.. Library automation is defined as the use of data
processing-and other equipment in libraries. The ,following,
definition (American Society for Information Science, 1968)
of information science is used in this report:

"As a discipline, Information Science investigates the
properties and behavior of information, the forces that
govern the transfer process; and the technology required to
process information for optimum accessibility and use. Its
interests include information representations in both
natural and artificial systems; the use of codes for
efficient message transmission, storage and recall; and the
study of information processing devices and techniques such
as computers and their programming systems.

"It is an interdisciplinary field derived frCiin and
related to mathematics, logic, linguistics, psychology,
computer technology, operations research, librarianship, the
graphic arts, communications, management, and similar
fields.

on.

"Information Science has both a pute science component,
which inquires into the subject without regard to
application, and an applied science component, which
develops services and products."

It is not surprising that the other nine topics in this
project are directly or indirectly related to my assigned
topic. I have chosen either°to ignore or not to treat in
ai), detail topics that are likely to be covered extensively
in the other project reports. For this reason little is
said about general versus specialized education.' I have
chosen as my concern, the fifth year program for generalists.
For the same reasons, instructional methodology,' library
school faculty and students, are not given much attention,
though these are, of course, important aspects of my topic.
What could not be disregarded and in fact loomed large in
the background is the function of the librarian and the
'library school program at the master's level, both today and

0 ,



in the future, near and distant. Hy own opinions on these

subjects are well summarized in the following quotations
from a recent report by Lester Asheim (1968):

". . . the term 'librarian' (is used) to designate
those who are qualified- by background and training to go

beyond the level of application of- established rules and
techniques to the analysis of library problems formulation
of original and creative solutions for them." (p.1096).

"The objectives (of the new masters' programs) should
be to prepare people, not simply to keep libraries operating
at their present levels, but to anticipate and engineer the

changes and- improvement required to Move the profession
forward." (p. 1102).,.

HISTORICAL RECORD

The literature on teaching library automation and

information science was reviewed to answer the following
questions, which also serve as subheadings in this part of

the report:

* What to teach and with what desired effect ?"

* Where in the program should these topics be taught?

* How to teach these topics?

* Who should be taught and who should teach these topics?

What To Teach And With What Desired Effect?

Asheim (1968, p. 1104) makes the following comments on
this subject:

"The introduction of electronic computers and clther

mechanized equipment and devices does not alter basic Air-.7;

of library service, hoWever much they may affect the storage
and retrieval of data, the reproduction of materials, the

efficient performance of certain routines and procedures,
and the possibility of new and expanded services. The new
machines represent new tools which may (or in some cases may
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not) prove useful in meeting those aims. Nevertheless, the

potentialities of the machine and the new approaches to
library and information service -that they make possible
represent an area of understanding'essen-tia:, to those who
wish to perform effectively in the libriries of today or
design the libraries of tomorrow.' For tha,t reason, a great
deal of the traditional content of library school, courses
will have to be revised to accommodate changes that are
already here or are soon to come ".

Taylor, who developed an inkiirmation science program
outside of a library school, characterizes areas of
interaction between librarianship and information science on
one hand and engineering on the other, as being the areas of
systems analysis, environmental context, information
channels, the .naming, labelling, and classification
processes, and mansystems, interaction. He belieVes that
information science offers a much broader view of
librarianship and foresees an entirely new library school
cuiriculum,with course groupings based on the- five areas
listed above rather than by types of libraries (Taylor,
1967). In 1964, Robert Hayes recorded his personal belief
that information science will become an integral part of the
librarian's profession and operational responsibility, and
that it represents the theoretical, if ,not scientific,
foundation of librarianship. Hp argues that the defining
concern of information science is with understanding of 'the
processes !fn handling and communicating recorded
information. This, Hayes states, is best achieved by'

concentration on the development of methodologies for
systems design, 'using the terms in the broadest sense.
Methodologies listed by Hayes are user .study, vocabulary
development, technical detail of internal system processes,
file organization, intellectual problems in judgment of
relevance and , screening of material, component and system
evaluation, and organizational relationship, as for example
40-tween library and management. (Hayes, 1964). In 1967,
`Hayes described a course' that includes some of these
Subjects and that is required at the University of
California (Los Angeles) library school of all Master of
Library Science graduates. The course according to Hayes is
a relatively elementary introduction to the principles of
systems analysis and data processing, with emphasis on those
judgmental issues in evaluation with which the librarian
should be concerned. The purpose of the course is to
introduce the library school student to the technology of
computing in such a way that he will see it in the total
context of library purposes and goals. The emphasis of the
course is therefore on the sysfals approach. Hayes comments
that library school students generally lack the technical
background for data processing work as such, yet, as library
school graduates, they, will find themselves4in a world where
that technology will play an increasingly important role.
They must be giveh sufficient orientation to be able to fit
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data pioceSsinT into the context of library goals and

purposes. The intent of the introductory course on this
subject is to bridge the gap between their existing
background and their future work. '(Hayes, 1967). The
University of Toronto School of Library Science's position
on-this matter is stated by Kurmey. He writes that his
school recognizes its responsibility to familiarize
librarians with systems analysis and related disciplines
utilized in library systems planning and to acquaint
librarians with the powerful capabilities of the computer in
libraries (Kurmey, 1966). -

What do library schools teach in the way of library
automation and information science? In a questionnaire
survey of library school programs conducted by Schick, one
question asked whether the school offers a separate course
or courses on library automation and/or information science.
Thirty-two out of 42 of the reporting ALA accredited library
schools in.the U. S. and Canada responded that they offered
in the academic year 1966 -67 separate courses dealing with
these topics. Fifteen non-accredited libtAry schools also
offered such courses (Schick,. 1968). This survey will be
updated fdr the 1968-69 academic year, according to a recent
announcement by the U. S. Office of Education (1969)'. Hayes
(1967) lists course offerings in these areas by library
schools as well as ,other schools under the following
headings:

(1) Methods analysis for librarians including library
systems analysis.

(2) Information retrieval with emphasis on mechanization
and data processing in the library.

(3) Information systems analysis with emphasis on systems,
methodology to different information problems.

(4) Information science research emphasis.

Rees (1969) categorizes courses in library automation
and, information science into the following three areas:

Afea I. Library automation (systems,analysis, computer and
allied hardware, theory and application of automation
to library processe's and procedures such as
acquiSition, serials, circulation control or catalog
production).

Area II. Documentation and information storage and
retrieval systems (design of retrieval systems, subject
analysis, abstracting and indexing, structure of index
language, file organization, question analysis, search
strategy, dissemination, translation, testing and
evaluation).

b:3



Area III. Information science research methodology (basic
principles and tools of mathematics, logic,

linguistics, statistics, psychology, and other
disciplines and their application to the investigation
of library-based and communication- related phenomena).

There are difficulties in conducting surveys of course

offerings in library automation and information science, as
is pointed out by Rees. He states that it is difficult to

relate course titles with course content. This is caused by
the lack of agreement as to the definition of documentation,
information retrieval, .information science, and library
automation. Rees concludes that the major response of .

library education
in

the communication revolution has been
to add courses in library 'automation and information
retrieval. The educational emphasis-has deCidedly been upon
the applied aspect of information science. A concerted
effort has been and continues to be made in the provision of
educational offerings designed to give students a knowledge
of computers and allied hardware and their applications to
library procedures. At the same time, an attempt is made to
teach the structure of retrieval systems and their relevance'
to librarianship. (Rees, 1969).

'Where In The Program Should These Topics Be Taught?

There seems to be agreement that library automation and
information science should be integrated into the library
school curriculum. Swank (1967) reflects this view but

points out that the new, integrated program, cannot be
completed in one year of graduate study. His guess is that
one would,. have to plan for two full years of graduate study.
Hines (1967) suggest that the entire curriculum should be

broadened so that almost every course is to include modern
retrieval methods, science, and technology. This is also

Asheims opinion. He states that a great deal of the
traditional content of the library school courses will have

to be revised to accommodate changes that are already here
or are soon to come. It is not enough for a library school
to add a course in documentation or information science to
its existing program. Asheim believes that the role of the

new devices, the impact of new approaches upon traditional
methods, and the implications for new services or better
performance ,,of current funCtions should' be assimilated into
the entire curriculum, enriching every course where it is

pertinent (Asheim, 1968).,

How To Teach These TOpics?

Gull wrote in 1965 that during the preceding five years
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there had been considerable experimentation'and changes in

librarianship but the effect of these changes had not yet
been widespread enough to produce a settled body of practice
and ,knowledge which faculty.could use aa the foundation for
its teaching. There were no textbooks suitable for courses
in the field. There were almost no comprehensive articles
or good reviews (Gull, 1965). Rees and Saracevic, writing

in 1965, also point to the absence of texts as one of the
problems of teaching in this field (Rees and Saracevic,
1965). There are a number of films that may be used as
teaching aids (Slaven, 1968).

Demonstrations,,exercises, and hands-on experience with
information systems have been used or suggested by several
writers. Western Reserve University's Comparative Systems
Laboratory was used in connection with a course in

information storage and retrieval systems. The students'
response was very favorable, partly because they were
brought to the frontier of knowledge and partly because they
were given the opportunity .to, part'itipate' in research
(Saracevic, 1968). Batty (1967), suggests the use of a model
of an indexing system to simulate real 'life experience. The
model, which was not yet ready for use at the time of
publication of the article, is to be employed for
demonstrations to elementary and large classes and for
manipulation by advanced classes. The LEEP (Library
Education Experimental Project) at Syracuse University
provides a laboratory for library school students in which
the Library of Congress MARC tapes are searched on the
computer. (LEEP, 1969). O'Connor (1967) describes, a series
of 18 exercises that require a few hours tb a few days and
that deal primarily with indexing and abstracting.

Who Should Be Taught And Who Should Teach These Topics?

Arguments presented for including library automation
and information' science as required topics in library
schools are also arguments for exposing every library school
student to these topics. This presents pedagogical
problems, as has been pointed out by Gull and. Hayes. Gull
writes that the lib,:ary school students have an insufficient
background in mathematics, in logic, and' in science and

technology. They are unacquainted with the management of
large enterprises. As a result, the instructor must spend
tine on material with which the student should be familiar
before he reaches the information science course (Gull,

1965). Hayes' comment that library school students
generally lack the technical background necessary for data
processing work has already been mentioned (Hayes, 1967).

Who should teach library automation and information
science? Gull points to a problem that existed in 1965 and
does not appear to have been solved today. He states that
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the teacher of information science is usually either strong
in librarianship but lacks background in mathematics, logic,
statistics and engineering or he has the subject background.
but lacks knowledge of librarianship (Gull, 1965).

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF HISTORICAL RECORD

There seems ta. be agreement that all library school
graduate students should be exposed to library automation
and information science, and surveys indicate that most
accredited library schools offer at least one course, though
it may not be required of all students. There is, howevef,
little agreement on specific topics to be included and on
testable behavioral objectives of this teaching. The topics
under discussion can be divided into four parts:

1. Library automation--data processing, data transmission,
reproduction, microfilming, and printing equipment in
the library.

2. Systems studies--methodologies for designing and
evaluating library services and procedures.

3. Information. storage and retrieval systems abstracting,
indexing, and selective dissemination of information.

4. InformatiOn science research methodology--basic
principles and tools of mathematics, logic,
linguistics, statistics, psychology acid other
disciplines and their applications to the investigation
of library-based and communication-related phenomena.

Even if we can agree that the topics should be so
characterized, a number of questions and unresolved problems
remaip. Should information science research, methodology be
taught as part of the master's program for general

, librarians? What aspects of the topics should be taught?
Should experimental work in progress be included 4i.n

introductory courses? While there appears to be agreem4nt
in principle that library automation and informationscience
should be integrated into the curriculum instead of beng
taught in sepaYate courses, the practice is now to offer
separate courses. If these "topics are to be integrated,
should they be integrated into a curriculum based on courses
that are offered today or should the curriculum be
reconstructed along different ,lines? Can a revised
curriculum be offered in a calendar. year and if not is it
realistic to lengthen the program? Academe is notoriously
slow in instituting changes. Recent events on campus may
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provide a more conducive atmosphere for change but research
is needed on' bothwhat changes to make and how to bring them
about in the most efficient and effective way. There is
also the questicin of the articulation of the revised
generalist currculum with the information science
'specialist curriculum.,.

Teaching methodology is, of course, closely related to
what is being taught and the latter must be specified first.
`Complaints expressed in- 19.65 about lacks of texts are still
valid to a large extent. The Annual Review of Information
Science and Technology has been of assistance either as a
text or as a tool for selecting readings. Little appears to
have been done as yet with programmed texts or
computer-aided instruction programs. There are a number of

'films that can be used as teaching aids. Exercises,
derionstrations, and laboratories are being. developed and
used. And this brings me to the last two topics, the
students and the teachers. Gull's (1965) comments that
students do not have the necessary background for learning
these topics are probably still true today but may no longer
be true in a few years when all college students are likely
to be exposed.to computer programming and the necessary
mathematics. as well as logic. The teacher who is not a
spcialist in library automation and information science and
who will have to. introduce. these topics into hip courses

have to be helped by training' programs, teaching aids,
or other means.

4,

'ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS

It is my considered opinion that we are not as yet
'read/ to list fully developed alternate solutions, for the
reasons brought out in the previous sections. I have
therefore listed parts or components of plans or solutions.
Each of these parts or components can also vary. There is
another argument for dealing with parts of solutions instead
of fully formed ones. The traditional research approach is
to divide complex problems into their component parts and to
subject these parts to a critical examination: The first .

three of the eight listed parts are dealt with in some
detail in this section.

List of Components of Solution.

'a. Specific subjects' to be taught.
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b. approaches to teaching the subjects.

c. Curriculum structure.

d. Teaching methodology. What technique or combination of
techniques should be used to teach the selected subjects?

e. Required educational backgrourid of entering library

school students. Will we have to change or supplement the
requirement of an undergraduate major in the liberal arts?

f. What aspects of the subject are to be taught for
academic credit, on a non-credit basis, or required before
admittance into the program?

g. Length of program. Is one calendar year sufficien or

do we heed to -lengthen the program?

h.. Teachers of subjects. Will we hav,e a generation of

,teachers who will know both library science as well as
library automation and information science? If not, how can
we best retrapthe present generation of teachers?

a. Specific subjects to ,be taught.

Specific subjects that might be included in the

curriculum are grouped under library automation; systems
s dies techniques, information,...storage- and retrieval
sys ms, and information science research methodology. The
sele tion of the topics to be included in the curriculum and
the xtent of coverage of the selected topics will depend
upp the state -of-the 'art of both, the technology and

--librarianship at the time the program is implemented and on

the behavioral objectives of the program. Research needed
to determine these factors is listed in the next section.

1. Library automation.

a.) Equipment.

,

Data processing equipment (unit record equipment;
off7line use of computers); data transmission equipment
(teletypewriters, telefacsimile equipment);

.microforming equipment (microfilming Cameras, microform
readers and ',printers); reprography,includingprinting
ecluipment (copying equipment; off-set and letter press

printing equipment). <1
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b.) , Applications of equipment.0

'r

The use of the equipment for specific operations in
libraries, e.g. acquisitions,_cataloging, circulation
and reference, either foi single operations. or
combinations thereof, either individual libraries or by
or for groups of libraries.

2. Systems studies techniques

Time studies, work 'sampling, cost studies,
flowcharting, forms desi:gn and control, mathematical
modelling.

3. Information storage and retrieval systems.

Subject analysis, abstracting, indexing, translation,
structure of index language, file organization, search
strategy, question analysis, testing of systems.

()

4. Inforiation science research methodology.

Basic principles and tools of mathematics, logic,
linguistic's; ,statistics, psyGhology, and----o-ther
disciplines and their application to the investigation
of library-based and communication - related pheriomena.

approaches to.teachinm the subjects.

1. 'The applied approach.

Graduates of the library school program are prepared
for beginning positions as reference librarians,
tataloyers, acquisitions librarianS, or for beginning
positions that call for the . performance of a

combination of these tasks in today's libraries. Even
though libraries are expected to change and even though
library school graduates should be equipped to
participate in making the changes"; it is the primary
responsibility of the library schools, to educate
students for positions in libraries -of today. Since
the beginning librarian will be a practitioner rather
than )a. theoretician,.littre if any pure information
science is to be part of his curriculum. .Thd emphasis
in'teching the topics under discussion should be on
appliCations. Students should be taught about
equipment, abstracting, indexing', and systems studies
as users of such tools and techniques rather than
producers thereof.
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2. The theoretical approach.

Principles rather than practice should be.emphasized in
a graduate ;program. The =theoretical aspects, of a
subject are its relatively stable and therefore least
changing elements. An emphasis', on the "why" rather
than,the "how" will provide the graduate with a frame
of ,reference both fot working in today's library and
for _stimulating reasoned change in the field. For
these reasons, pure rather applied information science
should. be taught.

The combined theoretical and applied approach,-

While proponents of the theory-Only approach have sound
theoretical .'arguments on their side, there_ are
practical considerations- that are arguments against
such an approich.' There is as yet no unified
theoretical !framework for libary automation and

, information i science. also, the 'library, school
-student's ability to cope with a theory-oriented
curriculum is doubtful at bedt. An alternative
solution, ib to expose students to directly applicable'
'theory, as ''for example information retrieval system-
theory, as' well* as to applications of tools and
techniques.: The theoretical aspect gf the program can
be expandedfas more- relevant and digestible theory
becomes available and as students become more
susceptible! to such treatment.

I

c. Curriculum structure.

. 1

1. 'Includellibrary automation and information science
within existing framework.

1

There are s4veral reasons for suggesting this approach.
Todayis curriculum structure reflects services and
operatic:ins in today's, libraries. Library automation
and informa ion science should therefore'be inpluded in

I

established courses on materialsIselettion, reference,
technical ervices, administration, and other relevant
courses. Library schools are on-going operations and
changes wi hin the efisting framework are

-f

likely to be
easier to a complish and therefore more liicey to be
accomplishe . .For a short term solution changes within,
the existin framework might also be preferable because
a new struc ure should be based on future directions of
libraries, pmething that might not be known for a,
.number of years.

0
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2. Include in
.

a newly developed framework.

The relevance of much of what is`' being taught in
library schodls has been guestioned. The inclusion pf
library automation and information' science Within
existing courses would be a patch-up operation at.best,:i
It would be ueferable to take an overall took at the
curriculum in terms of its objectives, how theie
objectives are now-- being accomplished, and what .

alternate ways .there, are for achieving sPecified
objectives. It is not too soon,to begin a systems
analysis of the library schdol curriculum.

NEEDED RESEANCA
I

In order'ito .make a rational ,choice of alternatives
listen in th last section, the followingquestionS need to
be answered

a. What are the anticipated short,term develOpme4s in
librarianship and related fields? Projections are also
needed on technological developments and their likely
acceptance by librarians and for anticipated ofin ncial
support' of libraries. ,

b. What are anticipated manpower need's both' in number- and
in types of skills -required? What are the
characteristics of individuals that should be attracted
to librarianship? How long has the average library
school. graduate stayed in the-profession? How long is
the new gradu'ate' likely to stay in the--profession?

c. What will be'the job Of the beginning librarian and
that of the experienced librarian.

d. What background in mathematics, logic, computer
programming and other relevant topics will the college
graduate bring_ li-brary school?

4. If the function of the library school is to set the
pace fort the profession, what resources must be
provided to the school to enable it to perform this
function?

f. Is it realistic to plan a master's program that cannot
be completed in a Ga-leu4ar/ea-r4--What should be done
if the answer ds no?

g, How can curriculum changes best be implemented?

,



h. What background and experience should teachers of
library automation and information science have?

i. How can teachers of library automation best be trained,
retrained, anci.up-dated?

j. What are the best teaching techniques for achieving
specified behavioral objectives?

k. What teaching aids can be prepared to 'facilitate the
task of the individual teacher?

SPECIFIC RESEARCH PROJECT

The integration of the topic of indexing into the
library school curriculum.

Objectives: to prepare a plan for teaching indexing in
library schools. The plan is to include topics to be taught
in specified courses, behavioral objectives and means for
testing the achievement of behavioral objectives, teaching
techniques and teaching aids.

a. Review of the.present state of the art of indexing.

This is to be a review of the literature and - of
research in progress which would have its objecti4 the

;TA

( identification of available theory, established practice,
and needed research. Included in the review would be
available knowledge about types of indexes, e.g., alphabetic
subject, alphabetico-classified, hierarchically classified,
faceted, permuted title, citation, post-coordinate, and
machine prepared indexes; index variables, e.g., depth of
indexing, level of -indexing, source of index ,entries,
vocabulary construction, and amount of information per index
entry; search variables, e.g., desired requirements for
completeness of search results, current awareness versus
retrospective searching, and, searching foi recall versus
searching for discovery;: and index evaluation. The review
should differentiate between historical aspects, present
state-of-the-art and anticipated developments in indexing.
Individuals with knowledge in both indexing and
librarianship might be asked to prepare a state-of-the-art
report. To aid in the identification of anticipated
developments, the literatute search might be supplemented by
interviews with researchers in the field of indexing.

b. The present and anticipated role of indexes and indexing
in libraries.



t.

Libraries deal with a variety of records and each

record has to be organized, i.e., indexed; in order to be

usable. There are internally prepared records that are

primarily for internal use, e.g., circulation _records,

personnel records, and financial records; there are

externally prepared records primarily for internal use,

e.g., 'union lists and trade bibliographies; there are
internally prepared records primarily for public use, e.g.,

the card catalog and the list of serial holdings; there are
externally prepared records primarily for public use, e.g.,

published abstracts, indexes, bibliographies, and other

reference tools. What is the librarian's function in the

preparation, use, and explanation of use to the public of
these records? what are additional records likely , to be

introduced in _view of expected changes in the'role of

libraries and expected changes due to technology? Should

there be, for example, an index to users' interest profiles,

to individuals' information resources? Should the

''preparation of some of these records be accomplished with
the-did of data processing equipment? 'What new indexes and

index variables might be introduced in libaries? Are some
library records, as for example accession books, no longer

necessary? The answers to these and other questions must
await in part a study of the role and functions of libraries

in view of changes that are taking place. It is assumed
that this aspect of the subject will be dealt with in

another research project and that the findings will be used
in determining the role of indexes ire libraries. To answer

questions about existing records, the preparation of an

inventory of types of records in libraries is suggested.

Once a list of types of records has been prepared, the
function of each record should be determined along with

methods for its preparation and use:

c. The relationship of indexing and indexes to other topics
that are now taught or to be taught in library schools.

Just'as indexing is related to most library operations,
it IS also related to most topics that are taught in library

schools. There is another parallel. It is difficult to

specify the role of inaexing in a curriculum with as yet
unspecified changes. The discussion will therefore have to

. be limited to existing courses in library schools, with
integration of indexing into a revised curriculum (should

this be the chosen` alternative) to beheld in abeyance until
we know more about the new curriculum. There is an obvious

relationship between indexing and cataloging as well as

reference work, one being related to the preparation of

indexes and the other to ,the use of indexes. Related,

though perhaps not as obviously so, are courses,in selection

of materials (indexes are tools used in theselection
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process) and courses in administration (indexes are prepared
and used as aids in the decision making process). The role
of indexing in today's library, school courses might be

determined by looking at descriptions of courses, course
outlines and syllabi, and by interviews with teachers.

d. 'Determining behavioral objectives and measures for

determining whether these behavioral objectives are
achieved.

What do we want the student to know (his exit behavior)
and how can we determine whether he has indeed learned what
we want him to learn, are questions that need to be

answered. The results of steps a--c in this section should
be used as a basis for developing testable, behavioral
objectives. These objectives as well as tests for measuring
the accomplishments of the objectives should be developed in
consultation with educational researchers.

e. Teaching techniques.

Where and how, for example, should ledtures and films
be used? What.is the role of texts, both conventional,
programmed and computer-aided instruction? How can
demonstrations be used to illustrate specified aspects of
indexing? Ow should practice in the preparation, searching
and evaluation of indexes be used in teaching? Should the

student be asked to participate in either on-going indexing
experiments or in the preparation of published indexes and
abstracts, as, for example, Information Science Abstracts?
If there are- alternative ways for ,achieving rspecified
behavioral objectives, as is likely, controlled experiments
with different teaching techniques should be conducted.
Library school teachers should draw upon the experience of
educational researchers in conducting such experiments.

f. Teaching aids.

Teachngaids will have to be developed to speed the

implementation of integrated inclusion of indexing in the
curriculum. It should be remembered that the teachers who
are to include indexing in their courses are not likely to
be experts in this field, so that for practical reasons the

development of teaching aids and teaching programs for
teachers have to be part of the research program'. Teaching
aids to consider (in addition to those already available)
include the preparation of conventional and programmed texts
and computer -aided instruction programs. Videotaped and
filmed lectures and demonstrations should also he considered
as well as closed circuit television presentations for
sharing expert teachers. The preparation of a teaching
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collection of documents to be indexed along with subject
authority lists and questions for searching the index should

alsg be considered. Some of these teachirig aids will need.

to be updated on a continuing basis in order to reflect the

changes in the field and.to correct shortcomings that will
have become apparent during their use.

Similar approaches to the incorporation of other topics
into the library school, specifically library automation and
systems stUdies, are suggested as additional specific
research pfojects.
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ABSTRACT

Becauseit is necessary to comprehend the full range of

the newer media., this paper brieflydescribes, instructional

television, films, listening laboratories and audio, tapes,

programmed instruction, computer-assisted instruction,

transparencies (overhead projectiOn), tele-lectures,

simulation, systems, of instruction, and ' multi-media

facilities. EmphaSis is given to the newer media

utilization in library education; with some concern for the

bibliographical control of commercial materials, as well as
those prepared through local campus production facilities.

Innovation in higher education is examined, and in so doing

experimental instruction as well as the improvements in
teaching methodology are reported. Following an historical
review of the literature specific research proposals are

recommended.: (1) continued testing and evaluation of the
experiments in the newer media now evident' in library

science curricula; _12) wider demonstration of innovative
methodology such as the seminar method and the Case study

method in instruction; (3) demonstrations by specific

library schOols which provide scheduled laboratory

experience-.in bibliography and reference work, catalog

practice, information storage and retrieval; (4) the

essentiality of an autonomous facility for service such as

an Instructional Materials Center as an aid to instruction

in library education; _(5) demonstrations of in-house and

locally produced newer' media .as instructional aids in

library education; (6) stimulation and reporting of

activities concerned with, the organization of, and

bibliographical control of, the newer media and materials;
(7) provide funding and follow-up for Herman L. Totten's

1966 doctoral study concerned with improving audio-visual
instruction in library education; and (8) support from the

federal government or from interested foundations to create

demonstration and display agencies at selected library

schools with funding incltided for the Visitation of

interested library school faculty and administrative

officers.
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PROBLEM' DEFINITION',

r.

4 /
"Every now and.* then some, -iibrtry, school

graduate breaks forth with a bitter 4nundiation,
of the teaching fpilor she received at-a p_afticulaX.

library school.' . TheSe criticisms inevitably
touch a responsive chord, in most of us, whether
teacher or student, for unless we haves,. ben

---*?:-extrem eli---foi-f-Uilatei we have all suffered under
inept teaching in a library school. To4 be sur

if we are teachers ourselves we WIbli thv e
complaints are not directed atells.. Our teaching-
is above.* repioach.* We suspect that' the teaching
of Our colleagues needs improvement, although wRr-

have no way of really knowing, for probably we
have never actually sat in on one of_ their
classes, or collaborated 'with them in any
significant way." Coughlin, 1968)

While concerns with improving library school teaching
include many matters other than those which are the purpose

of this- paper, we would be remiss if we did not point out
that the mosti.mportant consideration is the guality of the

faculty. Since this latter subject is being dealt with in
another paper, we will concentrate on teaching methodology
&nd'the use of the newer media.

I

4

At the outset it needs,to be understoodthat the use of

the newer communications media goes far beyond preciously
described audiovisual materials. In order to comprehend the

range of our consideration, it seems wise to include
sufficient descriptive matter about the newer' media in this

paper. An important aid in this regard is the volume: New

edia and College Teaching (Thornton, 1968)., This

publication consists of specific comments by the staff of
the HigherEducation Media Study funded under a contract

with the Bureau of Higher Education of the. U. S. Office of
Education through the co-operation of the Association. for

Higher Education and the Department of Audiovisual'

Instruction of the National Education Association. The
descriptive sections found in this book include several case

, studies followed by an institutional inventory with a brief

annotation of current practice. This writer has paraphrased
and summarized below the descriptive section on each of the

newer media with which we will be concerned in library

education.

InStructional Television

When educators first thought

9T
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instruction, they were often concerned with its special

contributions in solving problems stemming from rising

student enrollments and a relatively static supply of new
doctoral degree holderSi, many of. whom were.: being enticed
into government and industrial service instead of goinginto
coll'ege teaching. Some educators also mentioned a -special
-potentiality4of the medium for multiplying the effectiveness
of spedially able professors under arrangements perSitting
them to teach hundreds or thobsands at one time while other
less distinguished professors served as 'discussiqpn leaders
with smaller groups in various remote location.

The presimt pressing problem is still that of

developing course materials that .are worth (televising,
rather than. in planning new and more complicated physical
installations. In addition to thescolleges"that.are now
using closed-circuit television, ,:. videotape recorders,'
inter-institutional' broadcasting, and open-circuit
instruction for credit, 'there are fully as many institutions
proceeding with plans to .introduce one or mot& of these uses
as rapidly as funds and construction of the facilities will

Here are some of the uses of television: (1) "Live
presentation in a large auditorium.. There -is the additional
option of sending the lecture live to any convenient number

of remoteeceivers, or. of taping 'it for showings at seveeal
times and' a.ny number of classrooms., (2) In a large
classroom equipped ,with monitors, or ev4w with monitors in
reiote classrooms, it is possible to magnify realia (a page

from the Gutenberg Bible) or to broadcast microscopic
demonstratiOns so that large numbers of students may view

the single/visual. (3) The simple microwave transmission of
televised signals to receivers at other locations, such as,

those i41 a system of co1,ege's Where it is either not
Possiblie or not .econemicaTly feasible to staff a given

course, or where the specific contribu ion of some noted
lecturer-demonstrator is desired. (4), S me of the most

interesting uses of television are those enabling a

professor to present and the 'student to obs tve events that

would be otherwise inaccessible,or unobs rvable, oi where
the presence of observers would introduce- distracting or

contaminative elements into the event under study. (5) A

self-contained classroom television' system--camera,
videotape recorder, and monitor--offers exciting
possibilities for teaching any sort of skill. an

example, in such diverse ,fields as student -eaching,
storytelling or golf, a practice session allows, the learner
to see, to criticize, to repeat, and to improve his own
performance. (6) Open circuit television courses for

college credit are a reality; students have completed work
for diplomas by means of broadcast courses.
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Films
.

The mo tion pictdre was one of the first "new Median_ to'

be used in instruction.. The 16mm. silent film ha 's had a
forty-year'history of utilization in' class.rooms.in. this
country, Sound and. Color films became available for-

.:

te.aching almost as soon as they were introduced into
theaters.. Films ttiil. make important contributions to

instruction, and se'eral institutions' of :higher4 education
are actively"engaged in film.experimentationt

A.very useful innovation, in filM usage has direct

.application to independenf study. This is the Smml:,

cartridge-contained "single-concepta film loop. In this
"form, each film may last only fie .to ten minutes; it cam be
Checkerbut from the laboratory ,stockroom,, or from the

library, inserted by the ,student.into the projectoi ifi a

=near -by Carrel; and viewed.as often as necessary. Faculty
members who :are,using or proclu.cing films for instructional

Ause uniformly say that the values of. both 16,W. and Smm.

films have not yet been-fully*ieZlized,.even after 4rty
years; that' they still can serve .some ingtructidhal,
functions more economically.: and conveniently "'than other
newer media; and that new uses and combinations of uses of.

filM with other-new media 'remain to be `discovered.'

Listening Laboratories and Audio Tapes .1

The listenin/ laboratory is perhaps thb most successful
.and.widely used of the many new', media -now available to
higher education. It..,seems reasonable to estimate'that a
majority fi colleges have at .leaAt 4a minimal, language
listening facility for instructional use. A more recent
adaptatiodof the listening laboratory is the dial access
system. Under this arrangement, the same types of recording/
facilities are used. How4ver, .the dial access -facility
emphasites individual study. Dial access has also made it
possible to bring much instruction directly into the living
quarters of students. 1,

Programmed Instruction

Programmed instruction is a- technique of
self-instruction that presents instructional material in

small segments, followed' by a task that permits the student
to demonstrate his. 'comprehension'or skill. If he performs
thetask correctly, he is presented with anothersequence of
igaIning-response-judgment; if he makes an"-.error, he must

either 'restudy the same material or "branchl\it.o additional
."instruction before being allowed to proceed with further

instruction: The reinforcement effect of immediate
knowledge of success or failure, ip such cAsas, is believed
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to be a poqerful stimulus to learnihg.

-

. The crucial problem of programmed instruction is that

of.' constructing. the programs themselves. The construction
of a useful program for 'college. instruction requires net

only deep scholarship .on the part of the author, but a
willingness to analue,ehe desired behavioral' outcomes of

instruction in the subject,' to'state them in hundreds of
quite 'small increments of learning, to foresee th'e various'

misconceptions that sud'ents might:form at each step, to
provide feteaching (branching) at each of these points, and

.to commit4 the _entire program to the'appropriate format
'/(priated book,'teachine,mchine, computer).

Computer-Assisted Instruction

While the use.of computers ,in college and university

...--...:
administratiOn has now -become .rather commonplace, their
actual use as ,p-djuncts to"instruction at,that level appears'
still,to be gifite rare and largely in an experimental stage.

.
\ .

"At the beginning of 1967, after only a. very fewxi.
.

1 K years ,of expeimentation with the medium, several
tentative observations about thepoteutial of true
computer-assisted. instruction seed' to be

. justified:

"1. It is now possible t9 preseift either complete
courses or supplementary exercises to college
students by .means of computer dialogue. <Such
course material can be made available a

considerable distance .from the controlling central
'computer.

"2. The records that computers cap provide about
thesticcesses and difficulties of each student

working through a course will be of crucial
importance In improving course materials, no

Matter what -mode the course will later be
presented,

"3. Only a 've'ry few complete instructional

programs for computers- have been developed.
Before computer-assisted.---instructioP can be made
available to large numbers of students and in most
disciplines, a great deal of developmental-woik is
needed.

"4. The installation
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instruction terminals at'present is very 'costly,,
although expansion of the number of courses and of
student terminals, as well. as increased

, experience, will surely reduce the cdst. Further'
experimentation is generally recommended, both
because of the light this kind of research can
throw onethe nature of learning,-and in order to

--determine,- whether the .advantages of
compUter-assisted instruction balance its economic
costs.

"5. The available computer hard re is capable of
caring for the instructional Calls of 1,000 or
more students'in several disciplines at one time,
without significant delay for anystudent. The
Present lack is in variety of software (ptograms),
and in student. consoles.

]

An outstanding advantage of computerassisted':-
instruction is tile provision of detailed'tecOrds
of the progress of individUal, students, 'so that
the program itself can be constantly improved and
revised, examinations can be improved, and
individually presctibed exercises can assist each
student to learn at his own best rate.

"7. Perfection of a fully flexible program of
instruction along the lines under investigation at
the University of Illinois, and Pennsylvania State
Univprsity would free instructors for much more
'individual and small. group- instruction, and so
would increase the effective amount of instruction
available to each student.

The promise of the technique haS been
sufficiently demonstrated that continue&
experimentation in additional institutions should
be encouraged. The Higher Education Media staff
realize that the presenp cost and complexity of
equipment are discouragin aspects of the medium.

iIt s probable, howee0r, that additional
experience will reduce both cost and complexity to
the point at which computer-assisted instruction
might become the most economical and effective
type of prograthmed instruction. Continued
experimentation'-to discover the limits of this
potential appeat to be justified." (Thornton,
1968)
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Multi-Media Facilities

The several .special types of multi-media facilities
that have been developed in institutions of higher learning
represent efforts to solve certain problems associated with
instructional uses of new media. Included in this category
are the single, generously-equipped classioom, the

auditorium designed to accommodate large-group presentations
__backed with appropriate audio-visual 'elements; and the

increasingly popular claSgroom .containing several
multi-media classrooms served by central mew media
facilities (usually in the core).

Typically, a multimedia installation will combine in a
hexagonal or octagonal building a series of triangular rooms
of comparatively large capacity (75 to 300 students),
surrounding a projection core in which equipment is provided
for projection of 'films, slides, video- tapes, and
off-the-atir or closed circuit television onto a transparent
screen of large size at the front of each room. The
multi-media room does enable instructors to realize the goal
of quality in large -Class instruction--but at a price.
EffectiVe utilization of°the multi-media installations seems
to require that the instructor be assisted by several
technicians. In addition, the appropriate 'use of the
equipment afforded in the multi-Media room requires planning
and rehearsal .time of the instructor far in excess of that
used in preparing the usual lecture.

Transpare cies jOverhead PrOjectioni

The large transparency remains one of the most
effective and widely used of all of the new media. The
investmen in overhead projection equipment might be one of
the most rewarding -approaches to improved college
instructio . Nearly every instructor could find a use for
this technique in his classes. The .key condition for
effective use, to repeat, seems to be the kind of
institution=wide encouragement that is signified by the

provision 9f centrally-budgeted assistance of technicians
and faculty persons for the instructor, who desires to

improve his teaching.

smTele-Lectbres

Many colleges have been making excellent use of this
technique to avail themselves of the .instructional
contributions of guests who cannot come to campus,- but who
are willing-to devote some time to a telephone-dialogue with

a remote class.

One particular program concerns a medical school
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related to .community hospitals for continuing education
programs for medical and para-medical staffs. Charts and

slides are sent out to each hospital in advance of the
presentation. In addition, the hospitals are encouraged to

tape the lectures, so that additional physicians may hear
and see the presentation at more convenient times. In this
program, "live" listeners may ask questions, and all
listeners in the network can hear both the questions and the
answers., Tele-writer installations may also be used in such
instances to proVide at various remote lOcations
attbmpam-yimg sets --of-correlated drawings (done by hand and
transmitted instantaneously to the distant points of use).
These and other -imaginative uses of the telephone or
telephone facilities suggest numerous opportunities for
continuing education and for keeping up to date with most
recent developments.

Simulation

The technique of simulation of life situations for
instructional purposes was rarely reported as an operational
technique in colleges and universities. However, industries
associated with education report experimentation with the
simulation method in the education of busineSi graduate
students ( "games theory "), educational administrators, and
physicians. As an(example, school superintendent trainees

A
are provided with a series of "in- basket" problems; their
learning experience is.to decide what additional informatiom
they need to arrive at a decision fpr action. -It seems that
simulation technique might be useful with graduate students
or even in the continuing education of workers in a field.

Systems

In today's world, it is inevitable that we should be
concerned with the total process of learning 141d we are

aware that the process is achieved through- a system. The
system includes all of the equipment, procedures,
facilities, program schedules, texts, materials and
personnel required to produce the end result. The Higher
Education Media Study paid particular attention to systems:

"The economic realities in higher educatiOn today
require that a proper distinction be made between
the acts of teaching and informing. Two things
especially seem to be *needed: (1). wider
understanding of the.fact that simple informing
may often be performed quite adequately through
the use of materials in, listening laboratories,
computer-assisted instructional systems,
multi-media installations, television networks,
etc., and (2) a better understanding of the fact
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that teaching continues to require the in;-person

contributions' of professors in illuminating,
elaborating, questioning, and evaluating and_ in

managing' the necessary give-and-take involved in

exchanging of ideas with students." (Thornton,

1968)

Newer Media Utilization in Library Education

In 1963 the graduate library schools of the country
participated in a workshop (Goldstein, 1963) which was based

on four premises: (1) that one of the competencies required
of library school graduates is a.knowledge of new media; (2)

that, in the face of present shortages of library personnel,
educational .television offers one means of, extending our

present limited library education resources to many people
who would not otherwise be recruited for the library

profession; (3) that there are now available media and,
teaching devices which have.implications for the teaching of

'library science, and -(4) that by definition library
educators must be informed concerning the full range of

materials and methodologies which have significant
implications for library education.

Three years later Herman L. Totten (1966). began his
study of the education media utilization in the teaching of

library science in American, accredited graduate library

schools. The following questions constituted the basic

frame of reference of this research: Have educational
media, a dynamic force in the teaching profession, had great
effect, little effect, or no effect, on teaching of library
schools? If educational media have affected the teaching of
library science, to what extent have their influences been
felt? What ate the judgments of library science teachers

relative to how well these,media are being utilized? The

dissertation was an effort to answer these questions.

Among the major findings of this study were the

following; (1) the basic educational media (equipment ../and

materials) are available to teachers in accredited American

graduate library schools; (2) teachers in accredited

American -graduate library schools feel, that educational
media play neither a weak nor a/ strong role in effective

instruction; and (3)' weak provisions for in-service

education in the use of educational media are made in

'accredited American graduate library schools.

Bibliographical Control of Media

Publication of needed guides and reviewing media
concerned .with audiovisual materials have been necessary for

years. Recently the problem has been compounded by the
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growth and development, both in size and kind, of these

materials. Since 1965 there has been a strong effort by the
several national professional societies and Toiernment
agencies concerned with these matters to press for a

solution. Particular encouragement is evident' in the

establishment of a national cataloging service of

audiovisual media. Only with this type of effort will the

extent of commercially- produced newer media and materials
become available. Furthermore,, there is a requirement for
critical evaluation of.nonbook materials and not only a mere
listing.

Local Production and Physical Plant Support

The first and most important generalization ,that must

be recognized-is that there can be no permanent and lasting
'effect on improving instruction by the use of the newer
media until there is a substantial institutional commitment
.to this purpose. The commitment includes the following
elements :' (1) administrative involvement expressed in

financial support and in recognition of faculty
participation, (2) technical staff to assist instructors in
the development of materials and in the operation of

technical equipment, and (3) adequate capital investment
both in space and equipment so that the physical plant
includes appropriate room darkening, necessary conduit, both
built=in and free Standing items of equipment required for
the utilization of the never media.

Teaching Methodology: Donkey Courses and Elephant Classes

As reported at the beginning of this paper, library
school students during their completion of degree
requirements, as well as in retrospect after employment,
have questioned the content and methodology of library
education. The donkey courses filled with their detail and
memorization requirements are approVed and disapproved by

differing groups of students and,new graduates. Library
school faculty are constantly examining the courses taught
in order to insure graduate level teaching. Perhaps the
recent statement by Paul Dunkin (1968) describes the problem
most accurately:

"The library school is a monster with two heads:

it is a graduate school, but it is also a

professional school." The graduate school will try
chiefly to make the student think; the
professional school,. Pill try chiefly to teach him

a batch of facts, techniques and routines. One
head looks to Pegasus; the other head looks to the
donkey."
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vAn even greater diffidulty, is the large, class size.

Again, Paul Dunkin (1968) says it particularly well:

"Elephant classes are artificial grdwths on the

surface of librarianship. We have ourselves
produced them; or without thinking,welave allowed
them to come . . . we can find all sorts of
reasons for elephant classes . . . There is always
the manpower shortage . . . Librarians get
somewhat -larger salaries than they once did . . .

we cannot stand im the way of people who want to
improie their economic status."

The most significant.concern with the large class size'
is the losS of relationshi p between teacher and student. We

must find a way, to improve and extend this relationship,

without which there cannot be mutual understanding and

'appreciation in library education.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Innovation in higher education is not a new phenomenon,.
It can be seen in the development of the landgrant_ college
and the many experiments that were in evidence in collegiate
programs in the 1920's and 1930's. The difference today is

the rapid rate of change and acceptance of innovation which
may be in the form of: (1) organizational and structural
use of the college, (2) new methodologies for'instruction,
and (3) curricular reform, notably in more effedtive

programs of interdisciplinary studies (Dietrich, 1966, and
Cooper, 1966). In response to these concerns, there are
several discernable directions in education today.

The first direction is that of 2uality. Education is

providing learning opportunities of greater,scope and, in
greater depth than ever before. Schools are educating or

the understanding of principles rather than facts in older.
to develop a thinking population, of people prepared. to spend

the rebt of their lives learning. In other words the task
is to teach students how to learn. This objective has not
been generally accepted by schools and colleges in the past,

although teachers here and there have given it major

attention.

The second direction is that of efficiency. Education

is developing more , efficient instructional processes
enabling it to bring-ore education to more people in wider

range and in greater depth. There are increased efforts to
improve utilization of expensive. facilities and human
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talent. A true revolution in the sciences and technology of
communications and information management is in progress
(Carpenter, 1966). Institutions of higher learning must
determine what parts of these developments are applicable to
the tasks and requirements of education,.

The educational 'system has considerable inertia.
Technological change must be regarded not as a revolutionary
process but as an evolutionary One. One problem is the
well-intentioned 'resistance to ,the introduction of
technology into, the educational process that stems from fear
that it will dehumanize a very human process. What is often
overlooked is that the human quality and the genuine
personal touch are often lost without automation (Rogers,
1966). Technology will assist and support many education
functions, thus increasing the productiVity of the teaching
force and freeing teachers from the multitude of
record-keeping chores and the elementary task of simply
presenting information for student consumption. This can
restore the personal touch to the educational process.

The third direction is that of individualization: -Your
points wills summarize 'the direction of education with
respect to the individual: (1) encouragement of individual
initiative, responsibility and motivation, so that learning
becomes person-centered rather than people-centered; (2)

development of individual interests and special abilities to
allow the individual to establish his appropriate and useful
role in society; (3) accommodation of differing individual
capacities for learning as well, as social ,and economic
backgrounds within the total framework of formal education;
(4) develOpment ofa;sense of personal identification and
participation in the learning process, as well as basic
learning skills which may be applied, in personal learning
and s?lfredutation (Carter, 1966).

New Media in Higher Education

Within this framework of higher education today, let us
now discuss the non-print media. In 1963 the Association
for Higher Education joined the Division of Audiovisual
Instructional Service of the National Educational

. Association to produce a yearbook which pointed up the
contributions of the new media (Brown, 1963). 'This volume,
contained a landmark survey of the character of the uses
being made of the new media by colleges and universities in

the United States in 1961.

As a follow-up to this report, a new .study, mentioned
at the beginning of this paper, the Higher Education Media
Study (HEMS), was made possible in 1966. The purposes of

this project were:.
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(1) To inventory some of the 1967 instructional uses

of 'new 'media of communication in college and university
teaching throughout the United StateS. This was done by the
issuance of the Media Activity Inventory-Directory
(Thornton, 1968) which lists some 650 institutions of higher
learning in which applications of many different kinds of
new media methods were being made.

"12) To provide critical descriptions of the varieties
of.S such utilization; their accomplishments, and their
problems. During the period between October, 1966, and
January, 1967,; each person whose name appeared in the:

Directory. was invited to submit a brief article (of
thousand words pr less) describirig the nature, scope, ,And
outcomes of each innovated use cited".

(3)s The final aspect of the Higher Education Media

Study assessed current media applications 0 higher
education by means of personal visits to approxim kely sixty,
colleges and universities.

The report, New Media and College Teaching,/ . (Thornton,

1968) consists of specific comments. by the staff of the
Higher Education Media Study on the instructional status of
several varieties of new media. As already indicated, this
publication is basic in any determination of the research
needs in the area of our concern.

Perhaps no other curriculum in higher education hAs

been 'as involved in the. newer media as that of Health
Sciences Education. This has been true not only 'of
pre-service education but also in the vast programs of
continuing education of the health sciences.. professions.
Invaluable resource's ,descriptive . of the most noteworthy,
Activities, are the two reports issued by the National
Medical Audiovisual tenter (Toward Unproved Learning, 1967,
and ,Toward Improved Learning, v*. 2, 1969.

New Media in Library Education'

Another milestone was passed in 1963., In that year the
graduate library schools of the country participated in a
workshop under a U. S. Office of Education .grant which

resulted in the publication Implications of the Teaching of
Library Science (Goldstein, 1963).

Sarah H. Reed, then Library Education Specialist,
Library Services Branch, U. S. Office of Education, was

workshop summarizer. She reported certain, observations
which were found to recur:
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"(1) When audio-visual methods are used, the
spirit in 'which they are used is important. A
teacher ,should not continue teaching in the same
way except for.the addition of the new methods.
He Must' not only teel at ease with audiO-visual
devices, Imit he must also review and .reevaluate
his course 'objectives and teaching methodold'gy.
Otherwise the new techniques may detract more than
they add. (2) Currently the use of audio-visual
aids is made more difficult because of their rate
of obsolescence -and because- the bulk of available
materials has not :been produced for library school
,courses but must' be adapted with varying degrees
of success.; This is true both of materials
produced by the library profession for certain
purposes such as:, library extension or freshman
library orien,fdrion, and also of those,produced.
comMerciAllIAnd geared largely...to elementary or
high school rather than graduate school level.
(3) Even when faculty members have Oentified
desirable visual teaching aids, many do not have
ready access to production centers. For_ those
with heavy teaching schedules the.-time and effort
necessary to obtain these new materials 'act as
deterrents. (LO Although audio-visual materials
can be used effectively throughout the curriculum,
such aids, along,ith prograimed instruction, were
felt to, be. particularly appropriate at the
beginning levels of library education. By these"

a, s rmeans ingboard of 'competencies and knowledges
could be - developed with full attention ,,to
individual .needs. (5) Finally, Speakers and group
participants agreed heartily that to substitUte
audio-visual aids 'for printed materials is a

misuse of these materials. They are, rather,
enrichment materials intended to expedite the
learning and teaching process." :(Goldstein,
1963).

In March, 1966, 'Herman L. Totten began his study of the
educatiOnal media utilization in the .teaching of library
.science in American accredited graduate library schools

. ,

(Totten, 1966). His investigation included the role of
educational media i instruction and the provisions for
in- service education in their 115.e. . The following were
incllided -in the term educational media: educational
televiSi n, teaching. machines and programmed learning,
:materials, recordings, opaque materials, overhead
transparencies, slides, film strips, and motion picture
film, both 16rtm. and 8mm. Significantly, these are in large
measure the mediaieported earlier in this paper.

NN .

As a result "o the major findings, the following
recommendations were '''.made: (1). that each school's
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institutional educational media center provide a program to
cope with the evident existence of teacher inertia in the
use of educational media, since such media (equipment and
materials) are available for teacher use in accredited
American graduate library Schools; (2) that each school's
institutional educational media /Center provide for an
orientation of teachers in accredited American graduate
library Schools to the unique /role and contribution of
educational media to instrudt/ion; (3) that each school's
institutional educational media center provide for
inservice education in the use of educational mediae,
including new instructional devices and materials, whereby'
teachers in accredited American graduate library schools may
be prepared to communicate through the use of ,educational
media.

Imploving Library School Teaching

Before examining efforts to improve library school
teaching, it seems logical to review first the development
of interest in improving college teaching generally. In her
paper on this subject, Violet Coughlin (1968) 'lists the
strengths and weaknesses of college' teachers:

Strengths

Well prepared in a' specialty;

Competent as research scholars;

Generally high native intelligence;

'Generally sincerely devoted- to scholarly
interests.

Weaknesses

Personal. traits--colorless, poor attitude toward
teaching, no fondness for students;

Too narrowly trained--can't interpret the meaning
of their subject in terms of other or wider areas;

Interest centered in research rather than
teaching;
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Ladk of specific training for, teaching--no

knowledge of l'earning' -processes, place of

motivation, effective techniques of presentation.

Pre-service preparation of teachers for higher

education has gnown considerably. Not noteworthy'have been
the Higher Educdtion Act Title II-B fellowships earmarked

for library school faculty development.' Specialized course
work in "college problems" and mimprovement,_of college

teaching" are now included in the segdence for higher
education at most graduate schools.- Student ratings of

faculty members are a regular activity at the University of
`Washington as well as other higher institutions. In

connection with doctoral programs in library education',

pre-doctoral lectureships have become more common and

provide the necessary teaching experience for fdture faculty

members.. Furthermore the Sixth Year Post-Master's program

in librarianship has ,also been designated for faculty

development purposes. As a particular aid in library

science instruction-, the Journal of Education .for
Librarianship has provided us with some papers on. "Teaching
Methods" (1965). Unfortunately these excellent
presentations have been concerned More_ with content than

with methodology.

There is considerable agreement among library' school
deans and directors, with regard to the necessity for the
in-service development of faculty One o.f the more usual

practices is the supervision Of a new faculty member by the
Senior subject spdcialist in his curriculum area. Methods,

of instruction as well as instructional resources are the
most important basis of exchange.and assistance. Frequently

the new faculty member may-be assisted in his preparation
through seminars, retreats or faculty conferences. The most

useful device for teaching evaluation is by means of closed
circuit television. Since many library schools ,now have

thiS equipment availatle, it is.cOnsidered one of the
strongest means for instruction improvement. PaTamount, of

course, is ,administrative support for (1) classroom' space
thit will result in the best teaching situation, (2) the

availability of appropriate graphic or other production
service for instructional aids, an (3) encouragement of

fadulty in advanced study.

Experimental Instruction in Library Eddcdtion

Many efforts concerned with computer-assisted:
instruction, open-circuit and closed-circuit television, and-'

the use of Tele-lecture, separate by and combined with

Tele-writer instruction; have been tried dnd proved

successful..-At least two of these experiments have been
reported in formal documents. Marguerite Baechtold, (1968)

in connection with the 'partial fulfillment of her
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Educational Specialist Degree, explored, the matter of

two-way amplified telephone communication in the teaching of

selected libraiy science courses. She explored the
possibility' of 'teaching the basic Reference Service Course
on the .campus at Western ' Michigan 'University and,''

simultaneously taught an extension class some distance away.
Mrs. Ann M. Fax- as'accodtplished the same experiment in the

beginning course in cataloging 'at the Graduate School bf
Library Science at the University of Illinois. Both

experimenters enthusiastically recommend the development of
_conclusive data about the nature of library science courses

t
suited to Tele-lecture teaching.

The Library Education Experimental Project (tEEP) has

been upder. way one year, at the'_ School' of Library Science,
Syracuse. University (1969). The objectives of this project,
which ism supported by a U. S. Office of Education grant is
that it serve as a test site of an 'LC /MARL laboratory where

students in the library school can relate their problems in
cataloging and reference courses to the processing and

mretrieval procedures possible. in mechanized library systems
with the MARC magneticmtapes-as the data base, and that it

provide the library education field 'with first-hand
knowledge of how a computer-based laboratory tor rinrary
science students could, be utilized.

The Instijute f.Library Research at the University of

California, Berkeley, also under a grant from the U. S.-.
Office of:Education, has just completed the final report of

Phase e' I of its study concerned with an -Information

PrOdessing Laboratory for Education and ReSearch, in

:Librarianship (Maron, Humphrey, Meredith, 1969). .This study
.,*nvolves computer assisted instruction in cataloging and

reference. In addition associative and probabilistic search
strategies will be developed.

While there are few publications readily available,
there will be additional reports soon. The further testing

of these experiments by the library schools of the country
will lake certain improved utilization of the newer. .media

with insured success in library science instruction.

4..,,
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THZ'HISTORICAL RECORD

During the last ten years the amount of irtkature
.about programs of higher education has increased e

exponentially (Mayhew, 1969). This period .has seen an
enormous growth of offices of ,institutional research, an

evolution- of centers for the study of higher education, 'an
expansion of research budgets, and a shift from disinterest
to some concern for the study of higher education by people
in academic disciplines. Most of the published literature
.available consists of conference reports and nyarprint
documents rather than fiardcovered books.: ^

Each spring the Association for Higher Edycatior., an
affiliate of the NationalEftcation Association, conducts an
annual conference of thigher education and publishes the
texts of papers under the-title "Current Issues in Higher
Education.'! All suggest the dynamic quality .o.fJcolleges and
universities during, this ° period pf 'intense growth
(Association for Higher Education, 1965).

The U. S. Office of Education, sensing the need for the
practitioner of education to.know of neW developments and
research results, initiated a mew pamphlet series under the.

title New Dimensions in Higher Education. Several of thege
pamphlets are not available in published forth but may be

secured in hArd copy or microfiche frOm the ERIC Agencies.

TheiCenter for the Study of Higher 'Education of the
University of California at Berkeley and the Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education have since 1959
sponsored ,summe workshops,- each of which as resa,lted in
collections of published papers. This series hAs brought
together perhaps the freshest approach on each of the topics
covered.

I

In 1967 the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education was
established with Clark Kett, former President of the

University of California, as its chairman. Most of the
financial support for the CommThsion comes ftom the Carnegie
Corporation of New York. The Commission is concerned with
eight general areas of inquiry: the functions, of higher
education; the structure of higher education;°the goYernance
of higher education; innovation and change; the, demand for
higher education; expenditures for- higher edlication;
available resources for the support of highet education; and
effective use of resources. The first project completed
under the Commission's auspices was a comprehensive
inventory of current, research on higher education (Heckman,
1968).. The subject interest of this paper has many
references in this inventory.

Under the leadership of Samuel Baskin at Antioch
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College, the Union for Research and Experimentation in
Hi her.-2ducatjon has 'held 'workshop conferences --to fosterL'

, novation in higher education.,, These, have resulted in-
Severaa significant mimeographed publicaiorns, and,may have

stimulated considerable improvement in ,college teaching
(Baskin, 1967,. and Workihop Conference to Foster Indovaion-
in Higher Education, 1966).

.

Advandes in instructional technology were in part the

cause* for the author&zation of the W-V Task Force survey by
the American Library Association during, the spring and

summer of 1967. Many of the problem areas deVeldped in. this
paper, as well as additional new areas of concern, have been
recommended for action in the published report (A-V Task
Force Survey - Final Report, 1969). The strongest action
was requested in the bibliographical control of .the newer
media and the improved preparatibff of new librarians. The

latter might be hastened With the establishgent of

accreditation procedures which would require the inclusion

Of instruction in the newer media in p.brary educatiOn.
There was a recomMendation for the setting up on selected
libraries as SemOstration and display Agencies similar to
those in the Knapp School Libraries Project for elementary
and secondary schools. iiiii,implementation i.mprovement
in audio-visual instruction in library education might come

from an examination of advanced ucommUnicaLon" courses
available in library schdols, schools of communication and'

schools of education.

,TENTATIVE SOLUTIONS

From the foregoing it is self-evident tha't the broadest

approach to the newer media must be included in bpth
pre-service and in-service library edar-aiion. More than lip
service is'required, in fact "real implementation by the

demonstration method seems to ben. the only solution fOr
nation-wide acceptance and utilization.

Administrative support both financial and directional
will be the only basis for achievidg this innovation in

library' education. Local production staffs with expertise
and knowledge in the preparation. of instructional aids will.

be necessary if teaching methodology with the newer media is

to be accomplished. Furthermore, having. the possibility of

the materials and equipment is inSuff4,cient unless the

buildings j,n which these materials are used are alSo

prepared 'for this purpose. The planning of library
edu,qation 'space, as evidenced in the University of Toronto
1ibeiry School building program, should be examined prior to
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development of new or rehabilitated physical plants in the

library schools on this continent.

While some efforst'has geen made to list audio-visual
materials' useful in library instruction (Lieberman, 1968),
immediate updating is .mandatory. The inclusion of

evaluation in addition to listing will insure the best
possible :teaching aids. .'The non-commercially produced
materials which are not listed in normal bibliographical
publications will. also have to be indexed. In this way

there can be free_ exchange of information and even
dupliPation of locally,'produced materials which will assist
in imfiroved instruction.

To return to
.

the increased enrollments in library
education, ways and means for levering thefaculty-student
ratio is of paramount importance. This may e accomplished
by more selective admission. However, it wo ld serve a more
useful purpose if ev directions in teachi- g such as the
case study method at'Simmons College and Indiana University;
and the seminar method at the University of WeStern Ontario
night be duplicated in other library.schools.

Finally, we must disseminate selected information to

library school faculties from the published and unpublished
reports of such 'bodies as the Association for Higher,
Education, the Bureau, of Higher, Education Of the U. S.
Office of Education (New Dimensions in Higher Education
Series), the Center for the Study of Higher Education of the,
University of California at Berkeley, the Union for. Research
and Experimentation in Higher Education located at Antioch

, College, and the4Carnegie Commission' on Higher Educdtion,
Berkeley, California. This will insure that information
concerning innovative practices in higher education is
readily available to 'library educators. At the same time
new developments in methodology among the individual library
schools must also be reported regularly to the total group.
Through exchange and .continued experimentation continuous
progress is insured.

'RESEARCH NEEDS ",

Testing, and .wider utilization of recently completed
experimentS with newer media and materials in the library

- science curriculum:

A. University of California (Berkeley)--Cataloging as
taught by computer-assisted instruction.
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B.

C.

D.

S.

F.

Information Processing by computer-assisted
instruction._

University of Hawaii--Children's Literature
through the medium of television.

University of Illinois--Cataloging
Classification by meansof Telerlecture.
Library Automation and Mechanization by means
videotape recording.

University of MiChigan--Storytelling
*odium of televiiion.

University of Oregon -- Children's
through the aediun of television.

Uniiersity of ittsburgh--Cataloging and
Classification with the use of overhead projector
transparencies.

and

of

through the

Literature

Syracuse University--Library
Experimental Project (LEK)).

Education

H. _Western Michigan University--Reference Instruction
by means of Tele-leCture.-

Explanation: A wide tariety of experimentshis
been -conducted in several of 'the accredited
library= schoOls., Unfortunately, the experiments
have not been reported in. .sufficient detail ,so
that they might be ,dUplicated in different
locations: This writer recommends that there bf,i,a
sharing of these,experiments wgich would result in
testing Andiqader utilization, :thus benefiting all
library scools.

Cs.

IL. Demonstrate more wiaely "and, test the 'following

methodology in library' education:

A. Seminar Method (University of Western ,

Ontario--Osborn)

B. Case Study Method
1. Library Organization and AdministratiOn
(Indiana University--Loiell)
2. *Reference. , Instruction (Simmons
College--Galvin)

C. Field Work or Supervised Internship (University of
Washington) ,)

Explanation: .New methodology in 'library education,

fl



particularly the Case Study Method and the Seminar
Method, Warrant consideration by more or all of the
library schools. While there has been some reporting
of this methodology,. the only evidence is on the
individual campuses. This writer recommends that there
be a sharing of the new methodology which would result
in testing and wider utilization, thus benefiting all
library schools.

III. Test and evaluate pre-service and in-service scheduled
laboratory experience:

A. Bibliography and Reference Work

B. Catalog Practice

C. Information Storage and Retrieval

Explanation: In the past, laboratory experience in
cataloging was fairly general in all library schools.
Today the.areas of reference and information processing
are also treated in a laboratory sequence. Broader
experience is a requisite for.wider utilization.

IV. Determine the requirement in order to design a program:

A. To cope with teacher inertia relative to the'use
of newer media;

3. To orient teachers to the unique contribution and
role of the new media;

C. To provide in-service education for library school
faculties on the use of the newer media.

Explanation: Wide involvement is necessary if change
is to be experienced within the faculties, of the
various library schools. Exchange of information is
the basic requirement here.

V. Survey and report the technical services activities and
programs concerned with the organization and bibliographical
control of the newer media and materials.

Explanation: Serious deficiencies are in evidence with
regard to the cataloging as well as the critical
evaluation of - -the newer media.
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VI. Survey the, extent of in-house and local production of

'newer media, as aids for instruction in library education.

r

-Exklanation: Several of the library schools have

experience with local production. There needs to be a

listing of the items produced and an effort to create

an exchange service.

VII. Test essentiality of an autonomous facility and

service, such as an Instructional Materials Center as an aid

to instruction in -library education. In other words,

library schools' own resource facility versus integrated
facility in `the -University Library.

Eulanation: 'The question is whether or not each

library school should have its own library or make use
of the General Library of the University in which it is ,

located.

VIII. Preparation of an instrument to secure froM the

accredited library ,schools an laventory of the use of items
listed in Working Bibliography of Commercially Available
Audio - Visual MaterialS iR,the Teaching of Library Science,
Occasional Raper. No. 914' of the Library School of the

University- of Illinois, `"
rz

-Explanation: The Working Bibliography . . IP,

Occasional Pper No. 94 was published in 1969. If the

i1mventory is to be useful it must be started at once.

0

0

IX. Pepare a work sheet for gathering information.by which
to mupfdate" Working Bibliography of Commercially Available

Audio-Vi'Sual Materials in the Teaching of Library Science,
OccasiOnal Paper No. 94 of the Library School of the

University of Illinois.

Explanation: The Working Bibliography . .

(*asional Paper No. 914, vas published in 1969. If the

up- dating is to be accomplished, it must be started

now.

X. Establish the circumstances with Herman L. Totten (Wiley

College, Marshall, Texas)'for follow-up to his 1966 doctoral
study in order to make further determination on newer media
criteria found effective for library education and survey of

newer media utilization in both accredited and
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non-accredited graduate library schools. Study the

background and point of view of the library School
administrator as well as the library school faculty
regarding innovation in curriculum development and

receptivity to the newer media.

Explanation: There is great likelihood that an ALA LED
committee will be up-dating the evaluative instruments,
used in the Herman L. Totten doctoral study.

XI. Identification and setting up of selected library
school programs as demonstration and display agencies (not

unlike the -demonstratiori programs with the Knapp School
LibKaries Project in the Sixties).

Explanation: Financial support to maks possible the
best possible practice and the demonstration of that
practice would be most valuable in improving library
education.

XII. Study of the existing ."communications" courses
available in library schools, schools of communication,
schools of ,,education, etc., in order to create an

environment for much needed co-operation and know-how.

Explanation: Because of the existence of curricula in
this field in educational agencies other .than library
Schools, it would serve a useful purpose to examine the
programs in order to make possible the .most efficient
and economical curriculum in the library schools.
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;EIgIfIC RESEARCH PROPOSALS

I. Organize- conferences on a regional basis for

demonstration of existing experiments with the newer media

in library science curricula such as:

A. University of California (Berkeley)--Cataloging as
taught by computer-assisted instruction.
Information Processing by computer-assisted

instructiun.

B. University- of . Hawaii -- Children's Literature
through the medium of television.

C. University of IllinoisCatalogitg and

Classification by means of Tele - lecture.
Library Automation and Mechanization.by means of

videotape recording.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

University of MichiganStorytelling
medium of television.

University, of Oregon--Children's
through the medium of television.

through the

Literature

University . of Pittsburgh -- Cataloging and

Classification with the use ,of overhead projector
transparencies.

Syracuse UniwersityLibrary
Experimental projddt (LEEP)..

Education

Western Michigan UniversityReference Instruction

by means of Tele-lecture.

These are to be followed by testing and evaluation of
the efforts in some of the library schools of the country

under the supervision of a project director (generally the
initiator of the original experiment). Included in the

evaluation would be a report on the feasibility of

duplicating experimental materials in quantity for rent or

for sale to the library schools of the country.

II. Organize conferences on a regional basis for

demonstration of innovative methodology in library education

such as: .
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A. Seminar Method (University of Western
Ontario--Osborn)

B. Case Study Method
1. Library, Organization and
(Indiana University=Lowell)
2. Reference Instruction
College--Galvin)

C. Field Work or Supervised Internship
Washington)

Administration'

(Simmons

(University of

These are to be followed by testing and, evaluation' of the

efforts in some of the library schools of the country under
the supervision of a project director (generally' the
original initiator of the innovative method). Included in
the evaluation would be pre-service and in-service
interviews of students involved.

III. Demonstrations at specific library schools which.

provide scheduled laboratory experience as follows:

A. Bibliography and Reference Work

B. Catalog Practice

C. Information Storage and Retrieval

Support would be provided to make possible library schodl
faculty visits similar to demonstrations in Knapp School
Libraries Project.

IV. By interview schedule under a project director, visit
selected, library schools, test the essentiality of an
autonomous facility and service such as an Instructional
Materials Center as an aid to instruction in library
education. (A mere questionnaire has already been tried .

without results in securing the information desired.)

V. Organize a, conference for demonstration of in-house and

local production of newer media as aids for instruction in.
library educatipn. (N.B. The University of Illinois
Library School has under consideration such a conference for
Autumn, 1970:0 Detailed interview schedules must be

prepared in order to be certain that comparable data is
available for the compilation and later dissemination of the
findings. It may be necessary to schedule visits as

follow -.up to the interview schedule in order to accomplish
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the purpose of the compilation.

VI. Reproduce and disseminate to library school faculties

selections from the published and unpublished reports of
such bodies as the Association for Higher EducatiOn, the

Bureau of Higher Education of the U. S. Office of Education
(New Dimensions in Higher Education series), the Center for

the Study of Higher Education of the University of

California at Berkeley, the Union for Research and

Experimentation in Higher Education located at Antioch
College, and the Carfiegie Commission on Higher Education,

,Berkeley, California. Such doCuments concern innovative
practices in higher education. Through this means and the

organization of a conference of library school faculty, we
will be able to design a' program:

A. To cope with faculty inertia relative to the use
of newer -Media;

B. . To, orient ,faculty to the unique contribution and
role of the new media;

C. To provide in service education for library school
faculties on the use of the newer media.

VII. '.Stimulate the reporting of activities concerned with
the organization of, and bibliographical control of, the

newer 4edia and materials. This can be' done through
revitalizationof the Education Media Council whiCh include.s
14 interested _associations, one of which is the American
Library Association.

I

VIII. Provide funding and request a follow -up by Herman L.
Totten (Wiley College, Marshall, Texas) of his 1966 doctoral

study. He is preparing new instruments for the survey and
gathering comparable data to give us further direction in

improving audiovisual instruction in library education.

IX. Through appropriate suppdrt from a national level,

either through grants from Cie federal government or from
interested foundations, ,create demonstration and display

agencies at selected library schools. Financial support
would make possible notonly local production but also the

visitation of interested library school faculty and

administrative officers.
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'ABSTRACT

The paper on "Research Needs Relating to Library School
Administration" recommends research in the following areas:
ways'and means of obtaining close coordination betYeen
library edgcation and library service; methods of

integrating the library school with the university as a

Yhole; the most desirable internal organization of the
school, including provision :for faculty and student'
participation in decision making; 'the, validity of
generally-held ideas and practices concerning library school
space of various types, and the kinds of equipment needed to
make teaching', study, and research imore effective: faculty
recruitment, including the.kind 'of preparation desirable in
library school instructors, hoy the shortage of teacherscan
be met, the use of instructors from other fields, and the-
size of faculties.; student admissions and related problems,
including the most desirable pre-professional background for
students, how to predict probable success in the school and
afterward, problems of foreign. students, varieties of
financial assistance, and placement services:: the nature and
content of a basic curriculum- and, the, prevention of
excessive overlapping and impOrtant omissions among courses;
the programs and methods of.operation,of.existing research
centers; how to stimulate and to eboulcage ,research by

individual 'faculty members; the naiUre' and quality of

library school publications, the need for publications in

areas inadequately cavered, and- problegs of dupl. ative'
publishing i certain areas; and library school fin ncing,
including such matters as sources of funds,for variou types
of 7ctivities, additional prospects for support, basic
budgets, and student aid.

Practically every aspect of . library sch of
administratiOn has deveroped pragmatically, unsupported y

objective research. Current' practices could be improved and
library education strengthened by unbiased research studies
in the fields of administrative organization, physical
facilities, fculty recruitment, student, admissions and

placement, 'curriculum, research programs, and financial
support. '
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEMS

The 'present article, after a brief.histotical review,
will consider the following aspects of library school
'administration and research needs relating to problem areas:

Administrative organization. 4 /,

Physical facilities, including location, library
science libraries, special laboratories,
equipment, classrooms, and office's.

Recruitment of faculty, including, questions of

experience and academic preparation-, and use
of library staff members and non - library

specialists for teaching. a

'Student admissions, including academic -standards,
interviews an standard tests; problemS of
foreign students, financial aid for students,
and placement of graduates.-

N,

',Coordination of library school activities and

programs. .with the 'university library, the
university in general, and the area in which
the school is xocated.

Finsanciai 'support from state appropriations,
institutional 'pudgets, federal, and foundation
grants, endowments and gifts.

Cnrric'ulum matters, such as probleAs of
establishing, a solid core, recognition of new

, trends, non-library science courses,
participation .of faculty and students in

.curricular planning.

Research activities;' including establishment of

research centers in library 'schools,
encouragement .of faculty research,
Publishing.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

O

Formal education for librarianship as a profession

began in the United States in 1887. The.piheel. institution
.in the field was Melvii Dewey's School of Library Economy At
Columbia University. TI Columbia and other early library

schools, following Melvil Dewey's leadership, were heavily
weighted on the Rractical side, emphasizing perfection in

technical details and preparibg Students to step directly



into the management of library routine's. In many of their
aspects, the programs resembled an apprentice system.

For thi'ity-five years after the creation of the first
school., changes in library education were gradual and far
from radical. Stress continued to be placed ,on producing
working- librarians, familiar with and ready- to apply in
practice all ,kithe usual routines of library operation.
Nevertheless,, there was considerable ferment in the
profession. Critibism was freely expressed of various
curricular offerings, there'were calls for higher standards,
for going beyond technical e'ducation, for a national system
of training, for better prepared faculties, and for some
machinery for evaluating the schools. three concepts that
were deeply to affect American library' education emerged ey
the end' of the, nineteenth century: the conviction that
'library, schools should be affiliated wits universities,
college graduation should pe required for admission to a

library school, and an examining board with clearly defined
authority should be establishdd.

The :Williamson report, sponsored by the Carnegie
Corporation, focused attention on he fow quality of library,
education in 4the United States in the early nineteen
twenties and analyzed in detail' the reasons for the
condiabn. ,Equallir as important, the study presented
numerous, statesmanlike recommendations for the correction of
weaknesses and for creating a sytem of professional-library
education of a high order. Subsegdemtly, the existing
library schools unaffiliated with institutions of higher
education suspended operation or were merged with
universities;. the Board of Education for Idbrarianship was
established by the American Library Association for
accreditation of library-schools ; and there was increased
emphasis on graduate study and degrees, including doctoral
programs.,

A continuing topic of concern in li brary education is

whether the schools should aim at producing specialists or
generalists, and the question is raised,irequently as to the
praciticability of the schools prepaying librarians for all
Knids of library work. Most library /school curricula have
comproiised, devoting the first Period to 'basic general
studies and afterward giving students opportunities to

specialize in particular fields.

12i
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ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

For the first fifty year's or more of their history,
library schools were headed by library directors, i.e., the

director of the university library served also as head of
-the -library scho91. In recent years the -arrangement has

been almost completely' altered. New schools have been
established with a director quite independent of the library
system, and older schools, one by one, have separated the
two.positions. The director of the library may serve in an

advisory capacity And occasionally teach a course, but has .

no administrative control over the school. In general, the

change has been beneficial to both organizations. As

institutions,. have increas:K1 in size, curricula have become'
more diverse, and administration more complex, plus the fact
that a library and a school have different missions and

problems, the desirability; if not the necessity, of

separating the positions became evident. No one individUal
has the time and energy. to,do full justice to the varying
requirements of the two demanding.johs.

On the other hand, something worthwhile may have been
lost in the changeover. The library is the library school
student's natural laboratory, and there ought to be the
closest possible corrdination between library education and

library service. Full integration may be most effectively
achieve if there is common direction. In the case of

smaller schools and libraries, unable to afford two-top
salaries, a combined position may attract a more outstanding
indiVidual, assuming that he is equally interested in both
functions. Another consideration is that a library school
director' completely separated from the practical aspects of
lihrarianship,can becothe lost in theory and out of touch

with the needs of the profession--as may other members ot a
library school faculty.

'Since there is no probability' of return to the old
Pattern of organization, a proper subject for research would
be to investigate ways and means of retaining some of the
advantages of unified direction while maintaining the

school's autonomy.

INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION

In the past, it was not an infrequent practice to
establish the library school as a division of a larger

educational unit, e.g., a college of liberal arts and.

sciences or a collegesof education. The trend, however, is

strongly in the diFection of a- separate, more or less
autonomous organization for the school. 'A recent (...cample is

at the University Of Michigan, where the Department of
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Library Science in the College of Literature, Science, .and

the/Arts in 1969 became the School of Library Science.

s It should be noted, that the founder of the Michigan
school, William Warner Bishop, firmly believed that it would
be adVantageous for a library' school to be directly
associated with a general college, because of the
intellectual stimulus and the contacts thereby provided with
scholars in other fields. Otherwise, there is a danger of
the school becoming isolated, out of touch with major
educational currents, and provincial in outlook. The risk.
is not imaginary, even though the benefits to a school' in
being. autonomous and ,in control of its own destiny are
obvious. Methods of obtaining close integration with the
institution as a whole are an appropriate field for study,
through such devices as joint faculty appointments with
other departments, cooperative research (for example, in the
applications of technology to 'library operations), and
utilization of pertinent curricular offerings of other
divisions of the university.

Internal Organization

The typical library school is headed by a dean or a

director, assisted in larger institutions by an assistant or
associate dean. The extent to which the, faculty
participates -im the administration of the school varies.
Large schools customarily provide for an executive committee
to work with the dean, or thefaculty may act as a committee
of the whole in such matters as policy formulation,
curricular revisions, and admissions.

Ordinarily, the size of a library schobl does not
justify its organization by departments, as is done in
colleges: If the program is sufficiently complex 'and
diversified, however, separation into distinct units may be
useful. An example is the University of Pittsburgh's
Graduate School of Library and Information Science which has
recently been.reorganized into two departments, Department
of Library Science and Department of Information and
Communication Science, each with its own head.

In the'current era of student activism; with vociferous
demands for participation in decision making and a 'direct

role in educational policies and administration, library
schools must recognize and make provision for student voices
to be hoard in their affairs. How can the most effective
use be made of the students' desire to aid in educational
reform and to make library school programs more relevant to
their needs? Research on the probldb is essential, both to

avoid schismatic conflicts and for the schools to gain
maximum benefits from the ideas of highly intelligent and
thoughtful students.
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Two issues of the Journal of Education for

Librarianship, in the summer of 1964 and the fall of 1966,

are- devoted to articles on library school quarters and

equipment, and Keyes Metcalf's Planning Academic and

Research Library Buildings (1965) contains a section on the
subject. The American Library Association's' "Statement of

Interpretation to Accompany the Standards for Accreditation"
recommends that library school quarters should be located as

a unit in the main library building or in close proximity to
it. A majority of library schools follow this plan, though

in the recent, past several schools have broken away and
moved into separate buildings. Do they thereby achieve a

moreidefiniteidentity?

Metcalf recommends that "a library school be placed in

the library- when possible . . . If the school is in the
library building, the students are close to the . general
library collections which serve as their laboratory." Could

not this argument be offered by other, departments in the

university? Not all divisions use 14ragy resources as
extensively or intensively as do students of library

science, but certainly faculty members and, students in the
humanities and,social sciences would be pleased to be housed

adjacent to the literature of their'fields. Would library
science classes be any more inconvenienced than those in

English, history, or political science by meeting in regular
classroom buildings outside the library ?\ Could not library
school faculty members be assigned offices elsewhere, as are

those in other departments?

Despite such questionS, locating the ibrary school in

the central library is so 'obviously des,rable that it

scarcely needs defense. Students of library Science are not
studying, books alone, as are students in subject

disciplines. They,are absorbing the atmosphere of a library
and being prbvided with opportunities to observe and

possibly to participate in the day-to-day operatiOns that go

on constantlylin a large library.. A process of osmosis

occurs that would be lost if students were separated from
the general library. The relationship is analogous to that

between a medical student and a hospital..

If the principle is accepted' that the library and

library school should not be disassociated, the ideal

procedure is to plan for the library school's requirements
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at the same time that the library building as,av-4hole is
being programmed. It is highly desirable for the school's
facilities to be concentrated in one area, preferably in a
wing or.other unit which may be expandable at a later date
as the school grows. Flexibility in spate is as necessary
for the school As for the library itself.

The tradition of a separate library for a library
school is long standing. Certainly, students and faculty
would waste a substantial amount of time hunting for their
materials, if the latter were not conveniently segregrated
in -a collection apart. On the other hand, it is a valuable
learning experience for students to become acquainted with
the total resources of a university library. Any attempt to
develop a self-sufficient book collection in the library
school library is probably inadvisable. The scope mirght be
restricted to providing a strong, yell-selected, up-to-date
assemblage of books, journals, pamphlets, slides, and films,
relegating to the general' library collections of out-dated,
little-used materials, such As earlier editions of books,
older files of periodicals, individual library reports, and
most foreign-language publications. Heavily-used
encyclopedias, dictionaries, bibliographies, and similar
reference books should be present, but the general library
should be-relied upon for TIOre specialized, less -used works.
Altogether, approximately - 15,000 volumes appears to be_a
reasonable size for a well-balanced, live library science
library.

In addition to a traditional book-form collection, a

modern library school provides space for pertinent films,
filmstrips, sound recordings, tapes, mounted pictures,
microforms, and various types of equipment associated with
audiovisual materials. Furthermore, if laboratory
collections are maintained of literature for children and
young people, for cataloging and classification practice, or
other categories outside the field, of library science
proper, space must be found for them.

To accord with current trends, seating in the library
school library ought tb be provided for not less than 50

percent of the full-time enrollment and J5 percent is not
excessive. Individual carrel-type ;seating should
predominate, though no attempt need be made to return to the
early days of library education, when it was the style. to
supply indiyidual student desks. Individual lockers are
more satisfactory and less space consuming. In order to

take advantage of programmed learning, "wet" carrels are
advisable, electronically equipped for individual
instruction through tape decks, earphones, and Closed
circuit television reception.

Classrooms associated with library school will'vary in
size, if they are to meet satisfactorily, the school's
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requirement for diversity. An auditorium large enough to
seat the entire student body and faculty will be highly
useful for convocations, lectures, colloquiums, institutes,
and similar events involving the whole school. Other rooms

1for instructional purposes will range down in size to
--seminars for 10 to 15 students.

Brian Land, Director of the University of Toronto
School of Library Science, (1966) recommends:

"All classrooms should be provided with
chalkboards, bulletin boards dnd book
shelving; motorized' hidden drop screens and
sound systems for film, slide and overhead
projection; rheostat control of lighting;
sound outlet jacks for concurrent use with
projectors or for independent public address
uses; intercom outlets for public address
systems; telephone outlets for long distance

-conference telephone circuits; and outlets
for television monitors and for FM radio
broadcasts."

Provision may also need to be made for specialized
functions assumed by a library school. Three examples are:

,(1) a research center such as has been established by the
Illinois, California, Pittsburgh, and Western Reserve
schools, with separate staff, offices, and other facilitieS;
(2) a publication office, if the school is active in

publishing and editing; and (3) a placement division, a
stlrvice to find suitable positions for new graduates and

older alumni.

Not the least important of a library school's space
requirements, if staff morale is to be maintained, are
adequate faculty offices, particularlf for senior staff
members,. An average of 110 square feet per person is a
recommended ,minimum, located as' near as feasible to

classrooms and library facilities.

Research studies testing the validity of generally-held
ideas and .practices concerning library school space of
various types nd.the kinds of equipment needed to make

teaching, study, and research more effective are greatly to
be desired.
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FACULTY ECRUiTMENT

__Rothstein (1966) and others have pointed out that the

qualifications expected of a professor of library science
are almost unattainable in one individual. 11e '7? must be

respectable academically, meaning ordinarily the holder of a
doctoral degree, either in librarianship or in a subject

field. He must have a background of experience as a

practicing librarian, preferably in his teaching field.

Aptitude for research and scholarship must have been

demonstrated by a record'of publication. FurtherMore,.it is
expected . that his teaching ability will be superior, his
personality attractive, he will be a good committee member,

active in professional associations, and a participant in
community affairs. Naturally such a paragon is virtually
unprocurable and a school will have to settle for less'.

The prime criteria for appointments to the faculty
should probably be teaching ability and academic
qualifications. As a component of a university, the library
school cannot afford -to ,have standards for academic'-,
appointments lower than the institution as a whole. A good
teacher also needs a period, of practical experience to avoid
a too theoretical approach in his Glasses; his teaching will
be strengthened by 'an interest in writing and.research; and
he should be a congenial colleague who enjoys teaching and

likes students.

An acute shortage exists of 'academically well- qualified
candidates for teaching positions, despite the increasing
number of doctoral programs in graduate library schools.' If
the 'doctorate is a prerequisite for senior faculty
appointments, however, it May hot necessarily be in library

."science. For some areas, a mater's degree in library
science and a doctor's degree in a subject field, says one of
the sciences, may be an excellent combination. Some library
school deanships, e.g., Chicago, North Carolina,, and

.Rutgers, have been filled by non-librarians, specialists in
automation and information sciences.

University library staffs frequently have members who
are well qualified to teach and who may be drawn upon

occasionally to complement the regular faculty. An

illustration is the practice at Illinois of offering
advanced bibliographical, courses in their fields taught by
departmental or divisional librarians in biological
sciences, chemistry, education, engineering, law, maps,
music, mathematics, and Slavic literature. The curriculum
may also be enriched, by listing and offering credit for
relevant courses in other university divisions, within

reasonable limits.

411
The size of a library school faculty will vary, of
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;cogrse, with th Wither and' level of courses offered6, the
size of classes, student enroUlient, and the teaching. load.
A well-rounded ctfrriculum, will require a minimum of ten
full-tine. nstructors, based upon . actual numbers presently
found in accredited library schools. In additione,a staff
of teaching astistAnts:'and secretarial help be ;needed
to relieve the faculty of routine and clericaltasks.

}These.,' then", appear' to be the most urgent areas
orelating to faculty recruitment in which research is needed:,
the kind of preparation desirable in' librark' sc.hooI
instructors, how the shortage of teachers can be met, the
use of of instructors from other fields, and the size of

faculties.

STUDENT ADMISSIONS AND-:PLACEMENTS

C:t
A

Only a few years agb-i,student'recruitment was a major
problem for a majority of library schools.;,.. There was
coisiderable difficulty in attracting: to librarianship the
number and quality of studentS2desired: As general
university enrollments have grow.n and ariincreasing number
of students go on' to gra,kua and professional, study, the
problem has largely vanished. Eribugh applications are now
received,,at'least by leading schools, to make possible a

higher degree of,sele6tivitt in admissions.

The most _reliable index for predicting success in
library school is a student's undergraduate. grade -point
average. A mediocre undergraduate record is an almost
infallible indication of an unsatisfactory career as a
graduate student, and perhaps later as a librarian: For its
own protection and for the good of the prafesSion,
therefore, a library school's admissions Should be guided
primarily by records of academic excellence, supplemented by
standard tests.

letters of reference, especially froi librarians, may
be useful for admission purposes. Also, interviews with-the
dean of the school and members of the faculty, if
pradticable, will shed light on such matters as attitude,
appearance, and personality 'prior to admission.

Students from other countries, especially those whose
native language is not English, present special Problems.
They should be required before admission to demonstrat an

acceptable level of proficiency in the English language;
otherwise, scholastic difficulties,for them are inevitable.
I -n any case, _foreign students are likely to need more
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individual attention and tutoring than do other. students,
and admissions should be limited to the number which the
library school administration and faculty can accommodate
without neglecting other students.

If the most promising students are to be drawn into the

library profession, financial aid is essential. In the
sciences,:nearly all graduate students are subsidized in one
way ot,an4her,,and the trend in professional schools, such
as library' science, is in the same direction.
standard forms are fellowships provided by endowment=
the university itself, by professional alsociations,. state
-libraries; -and federal agencies, varying in value all the
way up to those which cover a student's total expenses' for
the period of study.. More numerous are scholarships, which
ordinarily, cover tuition and other fees. Assistantships,
on a salaried or wage basis, in-the library or.library
school, have/-long been popular 'and posseis the dual
advantage, of providing work experience and finaricial support
for students. Finally, student loan funds are available
nearly all institutions from endowments, government grants,
and other sources.

Placement Services

Traditionally, library schools provide .placement
services for their graduates. In some instances, a school
may feel responsible only for finding an alumnus his firS't

position, after which he is on his own. Others attempt to
keep in touch with their. graduates, in order to aid in their
professional advancement, to find higher-level jobs for them
if merited by their records, and to be certain that they are
engaged in .the kind of work for which they are best fitted.

Because good placement service is demanding of a school
in terms of staff, time, and finances, a few schOolS have
unloaded the entire operation on central placement agencies.
The results are generally unsatisfactory from the point of
view of both the employer and employee. A large university
placement organization is necessarily impersonal, without
direct knowledge of individuals, and largely mechanical in

function. A more personal service, operated by the school
and involiing the faculty and administration will Win the
gratitude and loyalty of alumni and the appreciation of
prospective employers. ,Much of the work can be treated in
routine fashion, of course,,by the preparation of individual
information folders, letters of reference, statements from
past and present employers, etc., but frequently
supplementary comments by instructors and others well
'acquainted ,with an individual's personalityspecial
talents, interests, and perhaps idiosyncrasies are
invaluable in finding the right job for the right student.
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Suggested- topics for research* relating to students
might include studies on the most 'desirable pre-profesgional
background, iethods of predicting probable success, problems .
of foreign student, varieties of financial:assistance-, and

---
placement services.

CURRICULUM

1-hribuilding of a strong' urriculum is a task properly
sirafed by the library school faculty and administration, and

,--some consultation with studentsand alumni may be well
advised. Unless the school wishes to depart too far from
standard practices, there will bea solid core .of courses
_dealing with such basic areas as cataloging and
classification, bibliography and reference, book selection,
and library administration. A good research topic would be
to determine the nature and content of a, basic currPe4tum.

In addition, it is desirable that each school develop
one or more specialized areas in. which. it has particular
competencies to lend distinction-to its program, assuming
that there is a clear need far them in 'the profession.
Examples are preparation of librarians for special types of
libraries, such as law, !medicine, music and fine arts;

archival training; audio-visual education; and information
science and systems. Sound programs will avoid, however,
going overboard for passing- fads, e.g., basing the
curriculum on the notion that the book is obsolete and will
be completely replaced by automation and the computer.

Too much overlapping and important omissions among

courses can be prevented by reguirikg each instructor to
prepare detailed outlines and perhaps syllabi for the
courses for which he is responsible. Copies' supplied to
other instructors and consultations among the-faculty as a

whole will call attention to _duplication or lacunae in
course content. These devices have particular value in the

case of visiting-professors and summer session faculty who
may be unfamiliar with school's offerings.
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RESEARCH CENTERS

Since the first Library, Research Center was established 4
at Illinois in 1961, the idea has caught on and a number of
other schools have created si!ilar divisions. The purposes
may, vary. At Illinois, the tocus'is on applied research
dealing with specific problemS of public, state, and other
types of libraries, operating under grants received from
such sources as the U. S. Office of Education, state
libraries, and institutions of higher education: At
California, the emphasis has been on the special problems of
the University of California libraries on their nine
campuses.

'The research center concept has several distinct
virtues. It helps the library profession to resolve
problems on which research is needed--and it is an accepted
fact that too little genuine research has been done on
library matters. The "center stimulates research and !'

publication in the school where it is located and may be
used to advantage in the training of docto;a1 candidates and
other aplvanded students. A strong Center will require its
own full:-time director and staff, but may also draw upon

\ faculty members and studentS for assistance. .4'
.w -

.

\
w

A research study investigating the programs and 'methods
of operation of existing library research centers would be
of value to the profession.

1

Faculty Research

One" of the most difficult aspects of library school.
administiation is to persuade the average faculty member to

engage in research and Writing. The usual plea is lack of
tilde because of heavy loads of teaching and comm ttee work.
On the surtace it would appear that a library school
instructor has more time, incentive, and oppo tunity for
making contributions to the literature of th profession
than does a practicing librarian. Also, it i generally
agreed that teaching and research are complementary, each
strengthening thdother.

'If a faculty member has any interest in or aptitude for
research, hemay be stimulated in any one of several ways:
(1) he may be given a sabbatical leave from time to time for
a specific research project; (2) a lightened teaching
assignment for a semester or a year may enable hie to begin
and perhaps to complete a study or investigation; (3) if a

reduced- teaching load, is not practicable, more teaching
assistance and clerical help may provide free time for
extra-curricular labors; (4) a grant from the university, a
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.foundation, or a government agency will eliminate financial

handicaps, covering the expense of such items as research
assistance and travel; 45) the end usually aimed for in

research is publication and the school administration should
aid in any way possible in finding a suitable medium fof the
resultS0:-of.faculty research to be issued in published form.
All these pdints merit further study.

Publishing' '

Publications emanating from library schools assume ,a

variety of forms. One of the most valuable and at the sale
time one of the most demanding, because of its continuing

nature,' is the journal,. represented by such titleS as the
University of Chicago's Library Quarterly .(the oldest),

Illinois' Library. Trends,'the Drexel Library Quarterly and
Florida State's Journal of Library History. Lecture series

may appear, in print, e.g., Illinois'. Windsor Lectures in

Librarianship and Denver's Isabel Nichol _Lectures.

Institutes and 'conferepces are frequently. reported, as in
Chiaaga's Annual Conference begun some 34 years ago, and

Illinois' annual Allerton Park Intitutes, £he first of
which was published in 1954. Substantial: book series,
usually appearing irregularly, are repreSented by Columbia's
Studies in...ibrary Service,. More ephemeral material may be

found in thiall enterprises as Illinois' Occasional Papers,
fpunded in 1949, a processed pamphlet series on various

professional subjects.,' coming out irregularly and

reproducing manuscripts'which are unsuited to printing in

Journals because of length, detail, or special nature.

For a successful publication program a lib:ary school
meedS to make certain that it is properly nurtured and cared

for. Manuscripts meriting publication may have to be sought
to keep the program active, unless it has a natural source
of supply, such as an institute or lecture series, and even

these ought to be planned in the fipt place with eventual
publication in mind. Editorial staff and space will be

essential for any program of considerable scope.

Research studies on the nature and quality of library

school publications, need for publications it areas not now
adequately covered, and problems of overlapping would be of
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FINANCES
Co

Due to the impact of various federal programs the
income and expenditures of library schools have increased
substantiallyt during the past :few years. Grants for
fellowships and scholarships, for special educational and
training programs, for conferences and institutes, for -

research projects, and for the purchase of materials have
been generous.

The most recent figures reported found that in the fall
of 1967the incomes of the accredited libra'ry schools of the
United States and Canada ranged froiM a. high of $870,000 to a
low of $112,000., with a mean.of $358;299. Frank L. Schick.
(1969) concludes:

An examination of individual budgets indicates the
basic problem of library education in the
U.S.--there are too many schools insufficient4ff,
funded to offer meaningful programs. Estimates
have been made. that graduate programs require
annual budgets of about $200,000.

R esearch in problems of library s chool financing
could profitably look into nuch matters as sources
of funds for various, types ,of activities,
additional prospects for support, basic budgets,
and student aid.

SUMMARY

Practically every , aspect of library school
administration has developed more or less pragmatiOally,
unsupported by ,objective research. Unquestionably current
practices could be improved and library education
strengthened by unbiased research studies to test the
validity of many widely-held concepts in such matters
administrative organization, physical, facilities, faculty
recruitment, student admissions and placement, curriculum,
research programs, and financial support.

er'
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ABSTRACT

Although much has beefiwritten in library literature on
students and faculties in library schools, relatively little
research has been done in the area. Of the studies
`available, from' the Williamson Report in 1923 to the most
recent, certain problem areas recur. Faculty problems
relate to those factors given some emphasis in accreditation
standards: acadeiic background, library and teaching
experience, publiation record and professional activities.
More recently, stress has been pladed on the quality of
teaching, which is perhaps due to articulate and demanding
students.

Studiet relating to students revolye around the
recruitment, selection and, retention of qualified students,
the relationship of certain factors in admission standards,
such as grade point average, to success in the field, and
the role of library experience in library .education.
Related problelis are the part tiate,, students and faculty,
and, more urgently, minority group members.

Solutioils to these problems seem to lie in a better'
.knowledge of what constitutes fadulties and student bodies
today; what types of services and versonnel are needed for
the library. ;of the future;- and what factors are most
important in he selection of both students and faculty.
Several studies designed to provide this data base are
recommended. .
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

' Of- the many-T-factors--that -contribute to the total
picture of library education, perhaps none are more vital
than faculty and students. Danton, in his comments on "The
Library Educator', at the 1948 University of Chicago Library
Conference, stated:

et

The accomplishments of American librarieS--their
service to democracy, to education, to learning,
to human progress, and hence the respect and
preStige they are given in their communities--wilI
be precisely as great as two things: the quality
of students which American library schools educate
and the quality of the faculties that teach those

.students.

In 'order to be effective both must be of high quality. A

top-notch faculty with a mediocre group of students is not
only wasted but contributing adversely to the profession by
sending such graduates into it; a group of superior students
With a poor- faculty, on the other hand, can only be

4 frustrate,d, uninspired and cynical. One rarely 'finds,
however, that faculties or students are wholly poor or
superior; like all other groups, thdy most often have some'

of both kinds.

Faculties and students, ,being components of the
university complex, Cannot be studied in a vacuum. Their
effectiveness in their roles must\be studied in relation to
the overall academic- policy of the\institution, the needs of
the library profession, the responsibility to the profession
and of the profeision to society. M ,situation in both the

\t°
university and the profession today, a indeed in the world
itself, is one of such rapid change th. it is difficult to
ascertain whAt roles faculty and student, should play in

order to effect needed improvement in librry education.

One aspect of this change is the emphasis the human
persorL as a focus of primary concern. Librarian dip, along
with other professions*, has felt the impact of this ,concern
in educating its members. Henderson' (1969) points out-.

,.

Engineers are becoming sensitive to the influence
1 of technology in solving the problems of human
beings. Architects have been shifting from
concepts of city planning that are physical in
nature to environmental design which takes account
of the human problems. . . law schools,
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dissatisfied with graduating lawyers to serve

' affluent clients, are endeavoring to reorient
their students toward the solution of human
problems wherever they exist. Even the schools of
'business administration today use a "behavioral"
approach to the study of administrative processes,
a marked-departute- from-their earlier-emphasis on
nscientific management.

Library educators have perhaps to some extent been. prodded
to this reorientation by various student groups within the
university. Recently Library school students themselves
have formed groups demanding change. This type of group-was
brought before the profession quite dramatically during the
1969 ALA Conference when the Congress for Change presented
its demands.

Probably for the firit time the student group will have
some part in the shaping of, library education for the
future. It is not enough, however, that everyone in the
academic community have a part in this; there must be a

research base on which to. draw for the decisions that must
be made.

It is the purpose; of this paper, therefore, to present
the problems relating to students and faculties in library
schbols as shown in the literature, to offer some possible
solutions and alternativ,es to these problems and make some
specific recommendations for needed-research.

HISTORICAL REVIEW.

Although some of the studies relating to library school
faculties have also treated the student problem, others
concentrate on one or the other. For this reason, it might
be well to trace studies relating to faculty first and then

those relating to students.

Faculti

The earliest and probably most frequently cited study
on librarianship is the Williamson Report of 1923.

Interestingly enough, some of the criticisms regarding
library schoOl faculty by Williamson have been reiterated in
almost every study since that time. Finding only 52% of the
faculty members with college degrees, few full-time faculty,
many with inadequate experience, and extremely low salaries,
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he recommended that every effort be made "to raise the

quality of instruction in, the schools by increasing salaries
and making teaching positions more attractive in various
ways to trained, and experienced librarians of the highest
quality."

Wheeler, in his 1946 Progress. and Problems in Education
for Librarianship, found the faculty situation greatly
improved, due largely to increased salaries and the number
of M.A.'s and Ph.D.'s that had provided recruits to the
teaching staffs of library schools.

Danton, in the same year, however., was not so

optimistic. In his study of 148 full-time faculty members,
50 had no higher degree than the B. A. or B. S,, almost
twice as many as lad the Ph.D. While Danton recognized that
faculties had improved over those of 1923 study, he pointed
out that they were' "still far from being as good as they\
should be. Relatively speaking, they have not kept pace\
with the higher standards of academic preparation whic -h have
come to be required generally for college and university
faculties." He further noted that of the 34 who held the ,

rank of full professor, only 11 were not also the dean or

director of the school. Although the financial burden was -\
somewhat relieved by this practice, Danton felt that the
schools suffered because of this dual responsibility of
their directors. He recommended that more professors and
associate professors be appointed in order to make it
possible for the schools to attract highly trained and

experienced librarians into teaching. Another
recommendation was that the ALA seek funds for the endowment
of four or five chairs or "superprofessorships"_which
make it financially possible for that number of schools to

secure almost any- librarian in the country for their
faculties, thus increasing prestige of library education,
and, hopefully, attracting-other well-qualified librarians.

One of the Public Library Inquiry volumes, Bryan's
(1952) The Public Librarian, included a fairly extensive
investigation of library school faculties by Robert Leigh.
In comparing his data, collected for the 1948-49 academic
year, with that Of Williamson in 1:921 and Wilson in 1937,

Leigh found that salary averages, academic training and
status, working conditions, opportunities for travel and
study, provisions for security, although still inadequate,
showed steady improvement over the years. In comparing
library school faculties with faculties of other
professional schools, however, the library schools fell
below average on most factors.

In regard to academic background, Leigh noted the

improvement over that of the Wilson study, but added that
the Ph.D. could not be the criterion for the well-qualified
library educator as he felt Wilson ,seemed to imply. A



faculty of Ph.D.'s with no practical experience could be as

disastrous for the training of future librarians as "the
early library school faculties of practitioners teaching the
tricks of their trade in their spare time."

What Leigh's study pointed out most emphatically was

the great disparity _among_ the ..faculties of_ theibrary
schools. This is understandable in view of the fact that

accredited schools included three.types--from undergraduate
programs in teachers' colleges to advanced programs in

universities. He did not .hesitate to condemn "inherent
weakness resulting from smallness, a weakness which cannot
be cured by any amount of valiant professional effort."
recommendation that faculties be large enough to represent
the several academic disciplines with reasonable
specializations and expertness=-five or more membefs at

least- -was well taken. 'When the 1951 standards came out,
most of the Type III or smaller schools were dropped from
the list of accredited schools.

At an institute for library school administrators held

in Washington in 1965, Morton summarized the changing
picture of library school fadulties since the publication of
the 1951 Standards for Accreditation in which the standards
regarding faculties became less quantitative and more
qualitative. She pointed out that the problem of the
part-time faculty was even more acute than in 1951, partly
due to the increase in the number of part-time students in
most library schools. Adequacy in number of faculty members
was still not reached by the majority of schools although
the educational level of the faculties was considerably
strengthened. The 'problem of professional growth of faculty

'members'was touched upon also. The acute shortages of
well-qualified personnel for library school teaching,
however, seem'to militate against the formal study made
possible through sabbaticals and faculty leaves.

In a critique of the Morton paper, Dearing, president
of 'the State University of New York, Binghamton, also
pleaded for full-time faculty adequate in number. He cited
"the necessity of interaction and stimulation which is
prerequisite to research productivity and the vitality and

excitement and validity in teaching which is thought to be
inextricably related." Although he used 12 as a minimum
number in an example, he hastened to add that it was not a
magic number. One might question; however, whether this

kind of interaction is possible in faculties of four, five
or six members.

While- the discussion of faculty adequacy in education
and experience, research and professional activities still
goes on, the emphasis in the literature whithin the recent
past seems to be more on the faculty member as a person and

as a teacher, adiittedly more difficult in assessment.
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Rothstein (1966) in describing the ideal faculty member, in

fact, places teaching ability at the head of the list--at
least from the point of view of a library school director.

In .Bon's (1968) Library Education: an International
Survey both Coughlin and Dunkin in their

-
chapters raise the

. question_ of wha_t_males a fac_ulty_member_a_good_teacher.._
Dunkin, in suggesting his "Gadfly Method," describes the,
teacher as a person who ". . can confront his student with
questions which demand skeptical imagination," whose
questions challenge the'status quo, who constantly questions
himself 'and. what he really believes. For Dunkin the teacher
must have style, i.e. he must use the English language with
skill--even slang, if it helps;'and he must be a zealot,
i.e. he "must -.show_ that he is himself caught up in the
question he asks." The doctorate and experience are also
important but even more in his "in-service training,"
meaning "cteative and probing research."

Coughlin emphasized the need for some training in
teaching. She asked, "Why should librarians labor and
experiment with large dlasses and a variety of teaching
methods on 4 hit-or-Riss basis only to discover what a

professional teacher has known for years?" She discusses
programs to improve college teaching in the U. S.. im the
past several years that have some relevance for library
education programs.

Carnovsky , in the same volume and also in an earlier
article in the Drexel Library Quarterly (1967), relates
faculty qualifications to accreditation standards. He

points out that the Ph.D., faculty research, publication
record, and professional- activities do not necessarily '

. reflect good teaching. He suggests that "background and the
ability to communicate and stimulate may be far more
important in library schools and perhaps should be the
criteria for appointment and promotion." Accrediting teams,
he adds, will probably find these qualities very difficult
to measure and there will always be an element of subjective
judgment in this area of the evaluation.

-More recently, the students and alumni have studied the
library school factlty with a critical eye. Typical of such
studies are the ones by Donaldson and Harvey (1966) who
reviewed evaluations of faculty from Drexel students over a

fiVe-year period and Randall (1968) who surveyed the

students at the University of California, Los Angeles,
during the spring quarter of 1968. In general, both groups
rated such factors as "knowledge of the subject," and

"spirit of helpfulness" high but "stimulation of thought"
and encouragement of independent thinking" low. It seems
likely that students in the future will not only have a part
in faculty evaluation but may take part in the selection
process also. The fact that the student group is
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represented at faculty meetings in some library 'schools
today,seems to point in that direction.

Students

If -Library- school faculties have- -come- :under-scrutiny
so, too, have the students. Many of the studieSpreferred to
above 'include sections On library school students or
graduates. 'file early studies sponsored by the Carnegie
corporation- =those of Williamson (1923, Munn (1936) , and
Wheeler (1946)--touched on the student, problem but only
incidentally, Their comments centered mainly on
recruitnenWentranceltests and field work, but no attempt
was made to study specific groups of students.

One of the, earliest research studies was Wilson's
(1937) ,"preProfessional badkrounds of Students ih Library
School" in which 808 students whq completed. woik in- J926-27
and -1935--..A6 at the Universityyof Illinois were studied.
Findings indicated that students ,'with libraryb experience
tended to achieve siightly.higher degrees of success than
those without experience. Other factors, however; such as
undergraduate grades, amount of-preparation in languages,
type of college attended, and undergraduate major had little
'effect on library school achievement.

A second was Howe's (1940 study-of the UniverSity of

Denver's graduates from-1932-38. The composite pidture of
the library school student, drawn from-these two studies is
described by Howe as

an unmarried woman of. 27 years of age, white, -of
American parentage. She is a graduate of an
endowed college or university, where she made a

"H" scholastic record, majored in English, and
studied French and Latin, and probably German.'

She has had four years of library experience since,
college graduation . . .

The description is probably typical of the average
library school student'of the '30's.

A similar study Was carried on by Danton and Merritt
(1951) describing the University of California graduates
from its first class in 1'920 through the class of 1948. The
.study icluded data. on age, sex, education,,jeb satisfaction,
professional activity and other pertinent variables. Tley
found. that older students did slightly better than younger
colleagues scholastically; that ". . . while the correlation
between entering grade point average and school grade point
average is positive, it is not sufficiently high to make to
Strong a point of requiring exceptionally good scholarship
among applicants" and that ". . . there is no appreciable
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correlation between high scholarship and success in the
profession as measured in terms of salary . ."

Douglass (1957), taking students of about the same
period, 1947-48, studied the* extent to which the library
profession selects members exhibiting characteristics
generally ascribed_ to librarians: extreme deference,
submissiveness, and respect for authority. His conclusions
were that . the profession does tend to be selective in that
direction. Traits which appeared to characterize the
students in the seventeen library schools included in the
study were: conscientious, orderly, responsive,
conservative, undominating, interested in people but not
merely gregarious, and "not neurotically anxious".

Leigh also examined the student population but limited
his sample to the academic year of 1948-,49, covering
enrollment figures in various types of programs,
geographical diStribution and costs, library experience, and
admission requirements. Trends at this time indicated that
'techniques formerly Lequired,for library school were now
made prerequisites; the college degree, "formerly the sure
ticket of admission to the library school" was now being
challenged as a wholly adequate basis :for admission; what
had previously been only a classroom in the academic library
where classes were taught by the library staff was in many
places turning into professional schools of graduate caliber
with full -time staff. Leigh did not gather data on personal
qualifications, intellectual capabilities, or work
experience, of individual groups of students: his data were
gathered from catalogs, announcements and other types of
records.

tr,

Some studies --attempted to discover factors that
influence the choice of librarianship as a career. Reagan
.(,1957),, who did the most comprehensive study of this type,
limited it ta-factors in institutions of higher education,
the relative importance of these factors and the way in
which they operated to influence College students to become
librarianst S,he found five major factors responsible for
influencing students: individuals, publidity, use of
libraries, work' experience in libraries, and library
education, in that order.

McCreedy (1963) investigated factors influencing
persons to select school librarianship as a career. The
most,influentialCqactors indicated by the 2,154 librarians
and library school students in her sample were "enjoyment of
bools$," "liking fbr peOple," and "desire for intellectually
stiAulating work." Not surprisingly, the majority of the
respondents had been exposed to good school libraries in

ovl education.

Anothei' type of study attempted to relate types of
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, positions or library-woik to professional preparation. In

1960 RockwOod studied "The Relationship between the

Professional Preparation and Subsequent Types of Library
Positions; Held by a Selected Group of Library School

. Graduates." Data were obtained from records at Florida
State University Library- School and questionnaires sent to

graduates. Responses from 251 graduates showed some
relationship between elective courses in library school and

present position but not between undergraduate majors and
positions. The author maintained that the findings

justified the specialized rather than general approach to
library education at Florida State University. ,

Bailie (1961) 'studied job success as it related to
certain admission variables such as grade point average,

Graduate' Record Examination scores, and the California
Psychologidal Inventory scores for 94 graduates of the

University of Denver. Results indicated that undergraduate
grade point average and GraduAte'Record Examination scores
correlated highly with success in library school; the

correlation- between success in libtary, school and job

success, however, was not so high.

A more recent similar type of study was McCrossan's

(1966) "Library Science Education and Its Relationship to
Competence in Adult Book Selection in Public Libraries." In

comparing selection choices of two groups of

librarians--one, graduates of top-ranking library schools;

the other, with little of no library 'education--McCrossan
found that there were some, but elAtively' small,

differences in the competencies and attitudes between the
groups.

Other, recent literature on students, with the exception
of a few follow-up type studies such as' Parr's

"Characteristics of Successful Alumni" (1966) and "Whatever
Happened to the Class of 19627" tend to concentrate on

certain aspects of the student problem.

Goldstein (1967), for _exa_mpler edited a volume of

papers .presented -At- the University of Illinois Library
Conference devoted.entirely to evaluation of students. Such

areas as essay and objective tests,' course evaluation,
grading principles and other methods for evaluation were

covered. The two most valuable sections of.the book for the
purposes of this paper are Simpson's "Developing Student

Self-evaluation," in which the author points out the

advantages of student self-evaluation over usual 'teacher
monopoly of evaluation, e.g.,-the work is likely to become
more purposeful to the' student and there are more

opportunities for developing individual initiative and

responsibility; and Boaz's "Library. School Practices in

Student Evaluation" which, in addition to describing present
practices, gives examples of innovative practices in student
evaluation.
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Another specialized study was that of AarmOn(1967) who

,analyzed research problem sensitivity among library school
students at the University of Denver. Students were asked
to assess 33 research problem statements,on a specially
constructed scale. findings indicated that
problem-sensitive students were on the average-older, -had
attended more prominent undergraduate institutions And had

majored in problem-oriented disciplines.
C

Clayton (1968) studied personality characteristics of a

group of librar-y, schools students who planned to be academic ,
librarians. Students in this group were found to have lower
mean scores than a composite of 14 other occupations on all
but the Femininity Scale. Also, 26% had profiles that were
indicative of personality difficulties.

The most recent, overall picture of the library school
student was given by Shores in 1967. It is characterized by
an older student, mentally, chronologically, and
experimentally; a higher percentage of men than ever before;
a }marked difference in students from metropolitan area-S-
from campus communities; am increase in foreign and minority
group students; a greater number of part-time students and
those in trainee programs. Most library school faculty.
would agree with Shores' comment: "Whatever the library

:*school student has seen in the past there are unmistakable
signs in the' present that his profile will be quite
different in the future."

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE HISTORICAL RECORD

The literature on both faculty and students is replete
with opinion type articles. Everyone, it seems, has an

opinion on how to cope with faculty and student problems-A
the library schools. Most of the opinions, understandably,
are not based on research since, in fact, there have been'
relatively few real research studies in either of these

areas. From those, available, however, and the many opinion.
articles, certain problems and trends, emerge.

Regarding faculty, most of the studies from Williamson
to the present have been descriptive, i.e., those,
delineating characteristics of library' school facdlties,
particularly academic background, previous library and

teacHing experience, publication record and professional
activities. This is understandable in the light of
accredltation. standards which placed high priority on these
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factors.. Quality of teaching, a factor which has long bePa
discussed, -Ws not been studied to any great extent because
of the inherent difficulty in ascertaining what effective
teaching is and 'how it can be measured. In more recent
literature, however, greater emphasis has beed, placed on

this factor, and there is a .shift from the merely
descriptive and/or quantitative enumeration to the study of

causal-relationships.
O

One problem that has been recurrent in the literatdre
from the beginning iS the role of the part-time faculty.
Has the pressure for more and more qualified faculty forced
administrators to employ part-time instructors as a)stopgap
.measure, or is there a significant role for him. in library
education?

Hudl hag been written on the difficulty of obtaining
good faculty but little has been written on the recruitment
of faculty. Recent literature on the. fellowship . programs

has touched oa this, since-one.of the primary purposes of
the funds was to recruit candidates' for teaching, but
research has yet to investigate the,'effectiveness of such
programs.

,

Another area that has recurred frequently in the
literature is that of faculty benefitg and what "would be

termed today "faculty rights." In many studies faculties
were compared to other faculties within the university with
regard to status and .privileges.\In earlier studies, as
with other emerging professions, library educators did not
always fare so well. Today, however, library educators take
their place`with other members of the academic community and
share in their benefits. This dOes not seem to be a problem
except perhaps the question of how' some of the prifileges,

such as sabbaticals, benefit the library school or

profession. What is more likely to-raise questions is the
role Of the faculty, member in student dissent. Almost every
university is fraught with some dissenting studentOnd the

library educator, 'along with other faculty members;,. cannot
remain aloof from this aspect of life if important
issues are involved. ,\

Finally, there is the problem of leadership in the

profession.- One might reasonably expect this to come from
the faculties of-the library schools, but generally this has
not been true. Long (1965), in summarizing the need for
this leadership, pleaded for philosbphical ideas which would
generate, research and initiate action based on the findings
of the research. She maintained that through ". . . this

very proper' emphasis on eddcators . . . will be bred the
leaders who' will solve the problems of education for

librarianship and inspire 'their students to solve the

problems of the rest of the library world."
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The literature on students in many ways parallels that
on faculty. Earlier studies concentrated heavily on

describing characteristics of those in the library schools,
i.e. number; educational background, with special emphasis
on undergraduate major and test scores; and graduate school
yreformance. 'Studies 'in the 150's and '60's began to relate
these to such factors as job suscess, ability to do

research-special-abilities --on--the---jobc- and-7"Ipersonal-ktif
questions.

Recruitment of students has been a long .standing

problem, but with the exception of the Reagan and McCreedy
studies, little has been-done at the research level on., this

important area. The evaluation of prOgram and faculty has
emerged in the more recent literatures-; Another problem, the

rdle'of the part-time student, although frequently qefitioned
in the literature, is no more defined than the'role of, the

part-time faculty member; nor' Is lithe. related problem.df,
library experience as an indicator of "success in either'

library school or the profession.

In addition ,,to the literature about the student, is.' there',

is more recently 4-fa4.r amount of-writing by the student...."-
More and more,.as in other fields, the student,. `is becomilfr
vocal concerning his role in determining the kind of "program

he'is pursuing'in libtary school and the vital issues in the
profeSsipn. The library school Student, to an,even greater
extent than' the faculty member, finds himself in the midst

of, protest and dissent. Hiss concern is not only 'for his own
professional life but4, with the larger concerns of the World
that,most students today are caught up 'in.

0

One Other area that needs to, be gleaned from the

literature :is that of the recruitment, selection and

retention of minority group students and faculty. Much'

appears concerning library service"to minority groups and
the training necessary to work effectively with these

groups, but little has been written oni the problem of
bringing minority group members into, the profession.

Librarianship seem a to lag behind other proieSsionsl in this
area, but it must begin to take steps toward its part in the
solution to this 'national problem.

In' summary,, the literature regarding :students and

faculty most ,frequently revolves around/ the question of
which factors are most important in determining effective-
recruitment, selection, performance and evaluation of high
'quality faculty and students. In order/ to 'answer this

question, however, the profession has tocknow what kind of
person it wants in the field today and what different kind's

of jobs might this person have fromlibrarians in the past.
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TENTATIVE SOLUTIONS

V

lb

' What are the tentative solutions to the problemt posed:
recruitment, the selection process, a better knowledge of ,*

attitudes- and- goals, the- relationship bet.-ween-, academic
performance and job success, and evaluation methods?

Students

The recruiting Problem can be attacked in various ways:
reliance on career days, recruitment programs of national,
state or local library associatipns, publicitl, ana other
such means. 'What has been .less often attempted is the
seeking outs bf applicants -Fith particular. -competencies.
This is closely tied to the selection process. A school can
apply any of the time-honored methods of, .entrance
requirements, e.g., the grade point average, Graduate Racord
Examinatickn or other general test - scores, interviews,
recommendations, any combination of these, or perhaps a
special test suitable for library school applicants-such as
the .Medical College Admissions Test given to pre7medical
students.

r

Underlying the general problems of recruitment and
selection is the specialized 'area applicable to minority
groups. Library schools are faced with maintaining
admitsion standards and perhaps thereby excluding these.
students, or lowering standards as has been done in some
fields, and risk further failure. Another alternative might
be setting up some specially designed program for
pre=library school preparation.

In regard to job success, library schools must make
their own decisions on how best to educate their students
for positions in the professional world. Studies sometimes
offer conflicting solutions. as to ai' are the. best
indicators of job success. And the question, of what
constitutes job success needs to be reconsidered also. ,What
might have been considered a "successful" job by library
'school graduates five or ten years ago. might be , spurned by
them today.

For evaluation methods, library' 'schools. have several.
altern4tives--course. exams, comprehensive exams, grades, or
any of the other methodt geared to traditional methods Of
teaching. Innovative teaching, which is tinder way in at
least some library schools today, would seem' to call for
other evaluative methods. Sbne alteniatives that might be
employed-are self-evaluation, g.Foup evaluation, a non-graded
system.

1
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,Faculty

'To solve the faculty recruitment problem,'which is
certainly one of the most acute in the library profession,
administrators and committees have recruited from Other
institutions; from among promising doctoral candidates,
especially those in their own institutions if there is a
doctoral program; from the field, especially administrators
and specialists; and from among outstanding retired
librarians.

The selection of faculty is usually based on those
factors related to accreditation -- doctoral degree, library
experience, publication record and good teaching record. In
the absence of one or the other of these, administrators
must often take ,the. alternatives of an applicant with a
doctoral degree but little or no library experience, or a

good teaching and library, experience record but only the\
master's.degree.

Faculty evaluation, closely related to the same
factors, generally follows university policy for purposes of
advancement, in rank, tenure, sabbatical leaves, etc.
Although good teaching is included in this overall
evaluation, it..is 'difficult to assess in most cases. A

recent trend is student evaluation of faculty; it could
hardly be considered . an alternative to the traditional
methods, but it undoubtedly must'be considered.

A number of peripheral problems cut across these major
ones, e.g., the part-time faculty member and student, the
foreign student, the doctoral student, the handicapped
student. Library schools, in the absence of research data,
have the alternatives of accepting some of these applicants
with certain risks involved, or accepting them only under
certain specified. conditions, or of not accepting them at
all,

The impact most of these solutions would have On
existing programs would probably be very little. The
`soiutions offered in most 'cases are those which
administratois have been using for some time. Since /Most

studies of faculty and student have generally been for one
geographicaL area or even one school, or one facet ,of a

larger problem, they did not always provide the research
heeded to select from alternatives.
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RESEARCH NEEDS

The two areas covered in this paper are very much/ in

need of research on a national leVel somewhat similar to
that of the PUblic Library Inquiry. The greatest need in

library education today is. for Nell-qualified facultyl.- In
order to makb progress toward fulfilling this need, a

complete'and thorough study of faculty in all its aspectS is
necessary, or perhaps several studies. each taking some
aspect- -of- faculty background. From these data, hopefully,
new solutionsican be found to old problems. Such a study
would include data on recruitmOnt and selection'ofifaculty,
the relative ;importance of research and publication, the
role of the Specialist and/or art-time faculty meMber, and
perhaps most important, what factors contribute/ most. to

excellence id teaching.

A similar type of study.is necessary for data needed on
students. fincluded would pe such factors as hbw and from
where studedts are recruited; what their /educational
backgrounds are; what kinds of work experience have they
Pad, library or otherwise;/-what their goals are what
attitudes they brought with them to library school and
whe,ther these were changed or redirected during the time
they spent in graduate edg ation. In addition/to these two
major descriptive studi s, some correlative and/or
experimental studies woul be needed to discover more
causal-type relationships, as for.example, whiCh methods or
techniques are most suppOrtive in guiding' new faculty
members or doctoral candida es who are teaching assistants;
which personality traits in library school students are most
indicative of creativity and leadership; or ;which factors
are most impdrtant in recruiting minority gro4 students.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH PROPOSALS

1

The following are propos is for research projects
relating to library science facu ties and students:

1. A Sulvey of Library Sch ol Faculty

\2. Charalcteristics of Libra y School Students
,,)

3. Factors Influencing \the Recruitment,,
Selection and Retention Hof Minority :Group
Students

4. Facto4s Influencing Choice Librarianship
as a Oar er_
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5. The Relationship between Admission Standards
for Library School and Academic Success

6. The Relationship between Faculty Backgrounds
and Successful Teaching

7. Student Attitudes and Goals

8. Preprofessional Library Experience and Its
Relationship to Academic Success and Job.

Success

9.. Student_ Involvement in Policy-Making
Decisions in Library School

10. The Use of Attitude and Personality Tests to

Predict Academic Success and Job Success

The major studies (Nos. 1 and 2) would necessitate
research staffs of from five to ten persons--perhaps one
group could do both studies--with a project directdr of
doctoral or postdoctoral level. The completed studies would
probably take approximately two years. (The Council on
Social Work Education conducted a similar Type study of the
faculties of 72 Schools of Social Work and it was completed
in this length-of time.) The cost of these-studies would ,be
extremely difficult to estimate as it would depend, on, what
group were conducting the research. It would seem to be
less costly if they were conducted by the research
institutes of one of the library schools.

The other studies could probably be :done by doctoral
students under competent direction. Projects 7 and 10,
however, would have to be investigated by someone with a

good background in psychology and probably under the
direction of a psychologist. Costs would vary but most
could probably be completed at costs ranging from $10,000
$20,000.

It' is possible that much of the work on the faculty
study will be completed in two studies now in process: one,
on the occupation of the teacher of librarianship by Vincent
Aceto of State University of New York, Albany; and the
other, a study for the Manpower Project at'the University of
Maryland, by Rodney White.
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ABSTRACT

The paper was limited to four broad areas that involve
the relationships of professional library organizations to
library schools and libraries in matters relating.to library
education. The areas 'were general relationships of the
associations to schools and libraries and to each other;
recruitment; standards and accreditation; and certification.
After a 'review of the literature to-identify problems in
these areas, the folloying suggestions for research were
made: (1) Study to determine the degree of duplication and
coordination in the programs and activities of the several
professidnal associations or units concerned with education
for librarianship. and related fields; (2) Construction of an
adequate sample of libraries and a valid survey instrument
to be used to determine personnel needs in libraries; (3)

Critical evaluation of the recruiting literature and
techniques of the various library associations in relation
to a realistic assessment of library manpower requirements;
(4) Study of .the effectiyeness of different kinds of
recruiting appeals on different types of potential recruits;
(5) Study to determine the Aifferences, if any, in the
effects on professional education of different
organizational structures for accreditation; (6) Cost study
of accreditation; (7) Study to determine the extent to which
quantitative data are an index to the quality of a school;
(8) Study of the applicability of certification practices of
other professions to the library field.
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PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

In this paper on research needs in areas involving the
relationships of professional library organizations to

library schools and libraries, two general limitations
should ,be made clear. Pn the first place, the paper deals
only with research needs in areas. where the professional
association is very much involved; it is not-concerned with
research into relationships that are for the most part
between the Schools and the libraries and where an
association's involvement, if any at all, is likely to -be
minor. A second limitation holds the- paper to a
consideration of needed research in areas that relate
directly- to library education. For this reason, no attempt
is made to delineate research problems growing out of an
association's broader programs which, although they may
include the concerns of library education, are not focused
*upcin these.conceus primarily.

Given these two general limitations, several broad
areas. that involve the relationships of professional
associations to library schools and libraries were
identified. Identification was aided by two recent surveys
of associational activities and concerns in the field of
library education (Reed, 1967; Dahcour, 1968), and by a
review of some of the major critiques and proposals dealing
with library education, from the Williamson report in 1923
through the Asheim "Position Paper" in 1968. In addition to.
the broad area coveting general relationships (not only of
the associations to the library schools and libraries, but
of the associations to each other), three other areas in
which professional organizations have been thought to have a
particular responsibility were selected: recruitment;
standards and accreditation; and certification. To pinpoint
current opinion and suggestions, selected references from
the literature of the 1960's were also reviewed. While the
four areas Eby no means exhaust the possibilities, they
appear not only to have been,.but also to be, of central
concern to .the profession and to, contain a number of
problems on which research at this, time would be useful.
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-HISTORICAL REVIEW

Maior dritiues and Proposals 1923-1968

,Williamson' (1923) had less to say about the
responsibility of professional associations for recruitment
than for accreditation and certification. He did emphasize,
however,3that recruiting is'a responsibility of the total
profession, andthat the li1rary schools 'had theretofore been
doing" more -than -their share of it. On matters of
accreditation \and certification, he was much more explicit.
Once Williamson had distinguished between professional and
Clericalwork and the type of training required for each, he
went 'on to stress the necessity for standards ,for
professional education and means tor their ,enforcement, and
to urge both accreclitatian of library schools and
certification of librarians.. :implement his
recommendations, he proposed a national Certification board,
then, under consideration by, thdAmerican Library Association
(ALA), which would inaugurate a voluntary system of national
certification and at the same time formulate standards for
library schools. Although Williamson noted that the ALA was
not in the strict sense of the word a professional
associatican, there was no'question as to this preference for
the ALA over the Associatianof American Library Schools
(AALS) as the accrediting body for library schools.
According to Williamson's assessment of the AALS at that
time, "motives of self- interest and personal relationships"
would hinder enforcement of standaids by that body (p.-121).

By' the time of Munn's report for the Carnegie.
Corporation in 1936, the ALA Board of Education fpr
Librarianship (BEL) had been in operationi)fpr more than ten
years, a program for the accreditation of 'library schobls
has been initiated, the' 1933 standards developed by the
Board, and there was an oversupply of librarians. The
report included a list of studies and projects which the BEL
felt were desirable, and among them was an_Horganized effort
to secure the adoption of certification for libraries" (p..

29).

Ten years later when Wheeler and Banton published their,
critiques of education for librarianship, the situation had
changed considerably. There was.. a severe Shortage of

librarians, the 1933 standards were no longer considered
adequate, and library education was being subjected to

critical and careful examination. Wheeler (1946), reporting
to the Carnegie Corporation, was frank in stating criticisms
of the BEL--it had abcredited weak schools and in recent
years, in part because of wartime restrictions, had not
exerted the needed leadership. Although Wheeler felt that
the functions of the AALS and its relationship to the BEL
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:heeded to be clarifiedv-he-also-telt that the Association

had a note.,definite role to play and that its activities need not
duplicate 'those of the Board. Wheeler saw the ALA
Professional Training,Round Table, a third group concerned

with library education afid the forerunner of the present
t- Library Education Division (LED), as essentially a layman's
\ organization which should function as "suggester, critic,

forum, and balance wheel" (p. 93). In short, he saw a need

\,.

for each of the three groups but felt that they should work

more closely together.
. _------

-,- -InA-iscussing recruitment, Wheeler emphasized that
dbraries, not library schools, should be the primary

recruiting agencies, and he chargedboth the AALS and the
BEL with certain responsibilities '-in this 'area. As for

. certification, Wheeler evidenced some concern as to whether
aApropez distinction would be made in employment of

four-year and five-year graduates,, and noted that state
certification plans would have to be worked out to provide

for both groups., .

In proposing three°1evelS of library service and the

education required) for each, DantOn (1946), called on, the
BEt And the AILS to work together for the implementation of

the \proposal. He felt that accreditation must be mach
stricter and that the BEL "must carry a big stick and be

prepared to use it" '(p'%28): He also suggested that it
'should be possible to state minimums for such items as

'budget f number of faculty, and teaching, load, below which'a
schoollwould not be acceptable ,for, accreditation. For

accreditation to be really effective he was convinced ,that
there must .also be national certification and, /like

'Williamson, urged the establishment of a national
certifidation board:

In ,1948 the Council of National Library Associations
AMA), sponsored a conference in Princeton to discuss
issues in library education (LancOur, 1949). in attendance
were librarians and library educatOrs, many of whom were

active members of the various organizations interested in
educations for librarianship including such specialized
associttions as the Special Libraries_Association (SLA) and
the Melical Library Association (MLA). Among the issues

occupying a prominent place on the agenda were those that
are the concern of the present : paper: professional
organizatiOns and library education; accreditation;

ri

ti recruitment; and certification. The ,group concluded .-that

there was a great deal of duplicated effort and activity in
the several organizational units concerned with library

1

i

education. They decided againSt the formation of another
/

organization to represent the interests of all national
library associations and recommended instead an informal

I joint committee with the framework of an existing
organization for exchange of information between the library
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schools and, the several associations. Special encouragement
was given to the CNIA to establish such a committee.

The Conference recognized recruitment as a

respOnsibility,of the profession at'large and went on record
in support of the, work Of the JO,iint ,Committee on Library
Work as a Career, recentlyestAblished by the ALA and made
up of representatives of the several associations. In its /

discussion. of certification, the group was mainly concerned :/
with how. persons 'completing only an undergraduate core /

curriculum in librarianship would fit into existing/
certification plans,

When it came to accreditation, .Conference participants
agreed that it' was necessary, that it should' be done by a

single Agency, and that the BEL was the logical body to
carry on the profession's accreditation program. relegates,
active in the specialized associations disclaimed any wish
on the part of their organizations to act as an accrediting
agency. The group adopted ' unanimously a recommendation
"that the Board of Education for Librarianship serve as the
official accrediting body for library educational
institutions of all types and at all levelS, and that it
take into consideration the interests of specialized library-
groups by adding suitable consultants to its membership" (p.
35).

In 1952 the personnel volume of the Public Library
Inquiry (Bryan, 1952) spoke directly to the relationship
between accreditation on the one hand and certification and
classification on the other: "Accreditation of pbafessional
library school programs is of no value in setting a minimum
standard of education for the profession' unless,it'is tied
.to a system of compulsory certification, and scientific
classification of professional -positions" 447).
Accreditation of five-year_ programs tas seen as the
responsibility of the ALA compulsory, certification of
professionals as state-admini tered.

Two years later when Leigh (1954) suggestep solutions
to major' problems in the education of aihrarkans he'-
concluded that the BEL was the appropriate agency for the
accreditation of graduate programs, while the- American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education should be
responsible for applying the undergraduate standards throujh
accreditation. The importance -of certification fn any
overall program of library was emyhasiied, but its
administration was believed to rest at the state rather than
at the national level.

By. 1962 when Western Reserve University and the U. S.
Office of Education sponsored an Institute on the Future of
Library Education,.(Selick and Warncke, 1962), the present.
Stan-dards for Accreditation had been in effect for some ten
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years, the ALA Committee on Accreditation (COA) had replaced

the BEL with many of the latter's, responsibilities' taken
over by' Other units of .the AssoCiation, and library
educati4,was re-examining itself in light,of the needs of

libraries of the future. , The group that met by invitation,
at Western Reserve was made up of bOth library educators and
practicing' librarians from the several types of"libraries.
Of the more than fifty suggestions- and proposals that came

from the Institute a number are pertinenttp this paper,
..ncluding the need for research related to accreditation
standards at all level's, and consideration o fla system of
nationwide standards for the certification of librarians"

(p. 59). A major re 2-well-dation approved by the total group
pressed the ALA to " ecogrlize more fully its responsibility
to library educe ion by increasing its- administrative
support of the Libr ry Education Division and the 'Committee
on Accreditation" nd to seek irhateVer ,funds aightbe
necessary for the evelopment of & national. plan for library
education (p: 9). 'A final recommendation'suggested that
the AALS 4De ' involved, actively in ',thee studr and

implementation f the Institute's recommendations.
.,% 1

In line th the iecommendations of the Institute, the

,ALA establish d later in that same ear the Commission on a
National Plan for Libtary EddCation. Composed of some

sixty-five members ,trepresentative" of the' various national
library associations,- library schools, field's , of

librarianship, and' other fields concerned with information

-

services, the Commission in its 1964 report (Report, 1967).-

identified what were seen, as the critical problems in
education for librarianship and related fields.and those to

whiCh the profession' .should addresS itself. To carry out
the work, the Commission'r4acommended.that the ALA seek funds
to establigh "an 'office or center for xesearch and

experimentation in library edUcation and personnel

administration" (p. ,420). The report also urgedsthaethe
SLA, the American Documentation'Instittite;(now the American
Society- for Information Science, ASIS), the AALS, and the
Joint Comiitiee on Library iducatipn of the CNLA be

represented, on an advisory board 'or involved imsome other
way in the center's OvelopMent.

By 1968 when the Asheim "Position Paper" (ALA Bulletin,'

1968) was published the recommendations from the Western

Reserve Institute and° from the Commission's report had been
partially implemented. Funds had been made available for an
enlarged ALA program in library education and related fields

and the ALA Office for Library Education (OLE)" had been

established. Asheim suggested that the proposals contained
in ,the paper might have implications for accreditation which
in/ the future might require a separate agency and increased
financial support. The proposition that the- standards for

accreditation should be qualitative was reaffirmed, as was
the involvement of the profegsion as a whole in their review

and evaluation.
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Selected Referencet from the Recent Literature
--

The recent literatur4* has produced a fair number of
articles and papers relati4 to professional associations
and library education, and to associational responsibility
for recruitment, Oiccreditation, and certification. From the
articles avalilable, several of the most:pertinent have been
selected for brief review.

In an appraisal of the two membership organizations
0

which are devoted to library education--the AALS and the
LED - -Hintz (1967) concluded that although both had done some
useful things, neither had/ been able to exert any very
strong leadership. He suggested that a merger of the two

,.groups within the framework of the ALA, might result in a

more effective unit (1). Such a merger does not appear
likely, at least in the immediate future, since a recent
survey (Rothstein, 1969) of AALS membership opinion found
that a great majority wanted an expansion of the
Association's activities and a broadening of its membership

. base..

In two articles published-in 1967, Hunt discussed the
obligation of associations to recruitment and spoke of the
diffiCiaties of evaluating the resultt, of a specific
recruiting program. Two years later the Congress for Change
(1969), in presenting` demands to the ALA, urged an increase
in the number of recruits from minority groups, stated that
to ,,young people- librarianship is not a -"relevant
profession," and directed the Association to revielv and
revise its recruiting polidies (p. 936).:

Articles by Crnovsky (1965, 1967), Stallman (1967),
and Asheim. (Library Quarterly, 1968),,all of whom had served
as members of the COA, described ,the ALA's accreditation
policies and practites, noted some of the problems involved
in the evaluatipm procedure, and suggested a number of

questions related to standardt and review procedures on
which- research would be useful. Galvin (1969) raised
questions about the iced for accreditation, the' suitability
of the ALA to conduct it, the. use of libray educators, and
the appropriateness of a single group exercising both
regulatory and advisory functions. In the same yeat Bundy
(1969) proposed formation of a Council of Library and
Information Work Education composed of educators in

librarianship and infotmati9n science and whose
accreditation committee Would include representatives of the
several professional groups, such as ALA, ASIS, and SLA. A

suggested Alternative to-the Council was the AALS, provided
its membership could be made, sufficiently inclusive.
Charging that accreditation procedures and standards are not
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relevant to present-day needs, the Congress for Change
(1969) asked that the ALA relinquish accreditation lo the
AALS which "would in turn invite I students and new
professionals to take part in the writing; of \new standards
and participate fully on all future accreditat on teams" (p.

1933):
1

Three articles dealing with certificlation 4mplete this
,.

review of the literature. Two of tl4se (Libbey, 1967;
Proctor, 1967) discuss the experience of one library
association--the MLitt-with a program of Certification. The
third (Wight, 1961) i a proposal for certi ication of
library school graduates by the ALA or the AALS after a

period of eiperienCe in an approVed library:, It is
suggested that specialist certificates be based upon
examination by a panel of experts in the particular

t /
\specialization.

SUMMARY AND .EVALUATION OF THE HISTORICAii, RECORD

The purpose of the preceding section was not to'

describe, or even to identify, activities and programs that
individual associations are carrying, on in the field of
library education. its purpose was simply to take a few of
;the problems that involve the relationships of professional

!howto library schools and libraries, and to see
!how these programs have been lOoked at over a period of \time
by different individuals and different groups.

From that part of the review that touches on Ithe
general responsibilities, programs,_and relationships ofithe
associations, two general observations can be made. First
of all, the number of associations with interests in library
edudationind with units devoted to it has been increasing
as Ppecializations have, developed and as new groups have
been forthed. In 1923 Williamson was concerned only with the
ALA and the AALS; twenty -five years later at the Princeton
Conference eight groups operating at the national level were
listed as having an involvement in library education; mOre
recently, as librarianship has broadened i'tp MaSe,
associations in such cognate fields a,s information science
and audio-visual instruction have related interests. To the
national ,associations can be added the state and regional
oganizations, as well as certain international groups,1 a
number of which have library education committees. As the
number increases, the relationships of the various units,
both to the library schools and libraries, are bound- to ,be
more complez..
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Secondly, although attempts have b'een made at closer
communication and some coordination of effort, these do not
seem to have been as successful astheir initiators had
hoped. It is probably safe to say that the following
statement from the report of the 1948 Princeton Conference
is still a fairly accurate assessment of the situation: ".

. . There is a discernkble overlapping of interests, a
failure to achieve purposes and to fulfill needs,
duplication of activity, and to a not-inconsiderable exent a
confusion as to which agency is charged with what
responsibilities" (Lancour, 1949, p. 8).

The second area of concern, recruitment, which was
first viewed as primarily the responsibility of the schools
has come to be considered a responsibility of the profession
at large. The profession's organized efforts at recruitment
are carried out through the several associations which
provide literature, scholarships, and overall coordination
and direction of activities. From the reaction of the ALA
membership at the Kansas City Conference to a proposed cut
in the budget for ALA's Office for Recruitment, it appears
that for one association at least recruitment will Continue
as a major responsibility.

There is an tindication in the record that the

recruiting , literature and techniques used by _the
associations may need to be looked at with "----e-E-L.Lical eye.
As the statement from the Congress for Chan44 suggests, the
appeals that have been thought effective in the past may be
less so today with some of , the groups the profession is

attempting to reach. Also, if there are to be several
career ladders in 'libraries, as the ksheim paper (ALA

Bulletin, 1968) proposes, 'persons with different kinds of
qualifications will have to be sought for each of the
ladders and the career expectations for those on each ladder
made clear. ,4"-^

Over the years the profession's accrediting agency has
received its share of criticism. Sometimes it has been
thought to be too strict and at other times not strict
enough. On the other hand, it has been criticized for
exercising too much authority, and on tfie,other for tailing
to exert strong leadership. Questions have been raised 'at
one time or another about the standards, the accreditation
procedures, and the organizational structure of accrediting.

Criticism of accreditation, as well as interest in it,
ha.; been stronger during certain peiiods than others. When
libraries and library service, and consequently education
for librarianship, are undergoing substantial change, then
standards and procedures for accreditation are likely to be
questioned for their adequacy. The present seems to be one
of these times, and several alternatives to accreditation by
the ALA have been proposed. Up to now whenever the question,
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has arisen, the decision has been to leave accreditation in
the hands of the ALA and to strengthen the unit responsible
for it. This does not seem to have been done in opposition
to the wishes of either the library schools or the other

professional associations. How the present situation will
be resolved remains tovbe seen.

The historical review makes clear the close
relationship between accreditation and certification. The

effectiveness of either can depend to a large extent upon
the other. Although the proponents of certification would

agree on the desirability of a fairly uniform system
throughout the country, they, lave not always agreed on how

it should .be administered. Some have urged a national
system of certification administered by the profession

itself- through its national organization; othets have felt
that the -esponsibility belongs to the states with some

standardization of requirements.

4 Whenever more than one level of personnel is discussed,
Certification is usually mentioned. If the proposal by
Asheim (ALA Bulletin, 1968) of five levels of work in

libraries is accepted by the-profession,, it seems reasonable
to think that the .question of certification will receive
even more attention in the next few years.

TENfATIVE SOLUTIONS AND EFFECTS ON LIBRARY EDUCATION
%.

If the record can be trusted, then in the area of
library education the relationships of library organizations
to each other and to the library schools could be more
productive and useful than 'they presently. are. An

evaluation of the programs and activities of the various
associations should provide a basis for judgment as to,thiow

each of the several groupps can contribute most effectively
to the improvement of library education. 'If from such an

evaluation changes were to be indicated, they might include
dissolution or combination of certain units, redefinition of
responsibilities, coordination of activities by an existing
agency, or formation of a new coordinating bbdy. d Hopefully
the suggested changes, whatever they might be, would result
in meeting needs that are not presently met, in reduced

duplication of effort, in more effective utilization of
staff and membership talent, and in improved relations
between library schools and libraries.

As was pointed out above, the effectiveness of the

recruiting programs of library associations has been

questioned. To improve these programs, much more needs to
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be known about the appeals that,would,be most likely to be
effective with particular groups of people. Also, any
critical assessment of associational recruitment literature
and techniques would be assisted by more precise information
than is presently available as to what the personnel needs
of libraries actually are. Not nearly enough is known about
the profession's personnel requirements--in numbers of

people of different kinds, at the professional and
supportive levels, in metropolitan and more sparsely
populated areas of the country. If this type of information
were available recruiting appeals could be based on ,

something a little more than the need for a specified, but
often unqualified, number of "librarians." The data might
show; for example, that the need is not uniform and
general--that in some geographic areas the supply of
librarians has caught uplwith the demand, that the need is
much greater for recruits with certain characteristics,
backgrouhds, and specializations than for persons with
different sets of qualifications, or that the real'personnel
needs are in the supportive rather than the professional
ranks.

Not only would data such as these provide for a much
sounder.' recruitment program for the profession, but tiwy
would give the recruit a much better picture of what he can
expect in the way of opportunities. They should be helpful
also to library school's in admissions, counseling, and
placement, and might even serve as a brake or an
encouragement, depending upon the particular sit,lation, to
the establishment of a new school.

What are the alternatives for the organizational
structure of accreditation? The several professional fields
provide,anumber of possible patterns. Responsibility may
be lodged in the general professional association, as it now
is in librarianship; in an association of professional
schools or educators; such as the AALS; in a joint committee
established by two associations; in a council arrangement
under which, the various organizations in the field have
official representation. In librarianship, the nearest
equivalent to the last named at the'present time is the
CNLA. Other possibilities include the separate agency with
its, own staff which was mentioned by Asheim. The question
of which of these structures may be most appropriate for
librarianship is still to be explored, as is the most
feasible method of financing accrediting, a matter that is

closely related to structure.

A question frequently asked about accreditation
standards is the, extent to which they should be either
qualitative or quantitative. The present Standards for
Accreditation are entirely qualitative, yetsthe suggestion
haS been made that it should- be possible to establish
definite minimums for certain items, below which a school
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would not be accredited. If this were done and the figures

were applied, the result might be both good and bad. With

something very definite to work toward, schools below
standard might work all the harder to bring themselves up,
but having reached the minimum might be tempted to relax
their efforts.

If nationwide certification of library personnel at the
various levels is determined desirable, some decision will
have to be reached as to how best to achieve it. Some of

tie possibilities were suggested in the literature
review -- certification in the hands of the states; a system
administered" by a national association; licensing of library
specialists, suchsas medtda-/ind law librarians, by a board
or by the Several special library associations. Additional
alternatives may very well be found in other professional
fields.

If a suitable model could be found for the library
field, then its implementation might very well put'more
"teeth" into accreditation and thereby raise the standards
of library education. If certification were to be withheld
from graduates,of unaccredited programs, then- as Danton
(1946) suggested, the schools offering these programs would
have little choice but improve themselves or to go out of

business.

RESEARCH NEEDS AND PROPOSALS

In this section the research needs and proposals that
have been hinted at in the foregoing sections, and in some

cases actually stated, are delineated in somewhat More
detail. While some of the proposed studies appear to be

comparatively simple to carry out, gathers will probably
require fairly sophisticated research techniques. The
-suggestions are not all of equal importance, but each
appears capable of contributing useful information that in

the long run will work to the betterment of library
education. Given adequate staff and clerical assistance, it
would seem that most of the projects are subjects for
individual rather than team research.

In the area of associational relationships and
programs, the following study seems to be needed:

A study to determine the degree of duplication and
coordination in the programs and activities of

several professional associations or units
concerned with education for librarianship and
related fields.
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CHAPTER IX

RESEARCH NEEDS RELATING TO THE LIBRARY SCHOOL"

ANDREQUIHEMENTS FOR STAFFING LIBRARIES

IIIPage Ackerman f

University of California Library
Los Angeles, California,
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ABSTRACT

The author identifies the nature ankcauses of certain
malor.manpower use problems in libraries, including: 1)

confusion about, roles,,tasks and aplaropriate preparation of
-beginning professionals as compared with .expetienced

`subprofessionals; 2) incongruities,between preparation and
responsibilities at higher levels; 3) changing tasks and

roles for ,subprofessiowals accompanied by high turnover
'rates,: She review selected literature in the field and

relates it to specific recommendations for further research:
investigation of the apptopriate role of the library' school
in providing basic professional training in the use of
supervisory and managenent tools i exploration of the extent

to which job responSibilities and education are matched in
beginning professional placementsl exploration of -the

library school's respgrisibility and role in -the development
of tools and the training -of librarians fdr in- service

training responsibilities. Emphasit is-on 'the librarian as
supervisor, or manager and on the beginning anclworking
librarian rather than tKe administrator.
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MY assignment is to identify some major current library
personnel problems, to suggest some of the research needed
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of current
manpower utilization; and to specify the abilities and
resources necessary for carrying out such research. I take
,"effectiVenessu to include, in libraries as in other
organizations, efficient division of labor and the
successful initial and continuous matching of persons with
tasks and responsibility within an appropriate structure of
anthoritp, responsibility and control. The measurement of
efficiency, success, and appropriateness is related not only
to the. nature and function of the library as an institution,
,but also to the specific goals of types of libraries and,
.indeed, of individual libraries. Thus the fact thato
librarians work in school, academic, public, and ,specia=l
libraries of widely differing size and scope raises what is
to me a major question. Is it any longer possible to
'identify d common core of knowledge and technique which will
adequately equip candidates for professional positions in
all types Of librarieS? The present assumptipn that it is
possible complicates each of the problems I shall try to
identify. .

'None of these problems will be unique to the field of
librarianship, and, none of them will be new. except insdfar
as the context in which they occur has changed. The fact
that they Are neither new nor unique, suggests their
complexity and should warn us against 'expecting easy
approaches to solutions. I shall be generalizing to a very
risky degree on the basis of my own experience, the advice
of colleagues, and questions and concerns expressed in
library literature.

PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

Problem I:

We are perplexed by a situation in which there is
conZnsion and ambiguity about the roles, and tasks, and
consequently the educational preparation appropriate for
librarians as related to that appropriate for other staff
categories, especially as between beginning librarians and
experienced subprofessional staff members.



Problem II:

Rapid increases in the size a-nd complexity of libraties

and libtary systems, in the application of automated

technology to library proceddres and in the size and scop'e

of the bibliographical universe have placed 'demand's on

experienced working librarians for new skills (including but

not confined to planning, cost and productiOn control,

personnel, systems analysis, and academic subject

specialization in many disciplines). Since these skills are

not usually taught in the graduate library curricula, unless

they are gained in. some other- way, there is a troubling
incongruity between preparation and responsibility.

Problem III:

New applications in technology, larger libraries and

library "systems and the development of mew forms of library
cooperation and interdependence (e.g., the centralization of

processing activities) ".are also creating changing tasks
roles for subprofessipnal employees whose rate of turnover0
is likely to be high and whose background and training are

both varied and limitecle. f The, more effective use of

.librarians depends heavily on the.. ability of

subprofessidnals to support .them at higher ldvels of

responsibility and competence. Therefore the development of

skill in training and training methods is of immediate

,concern to librarians.

ftot only are none of these problems hew; they are- so

basiC that they have, been argued about im library literaure
for at least fifty years. The survey that follows makes no

pretense' of being exhaustive, intensive or evaluative. It

does not , cover literature outsicle the field' of

librarianship.- It' does. attempt .to locus attention or

relevant recent research on comment and, where appropriate,

to provide a historical frame of reference:

LITERATURE SURVEY LIBRARY MANPOWER

24211 and Demand

Manpower Needs

Although in attempting to forecast 1970 professional
library vacancies Drennan and Reed (1967) labored under the

usual handicap of fragmentary and non-comparable information
they produced a useful synthesis of available statistical

information. By relating vacancy projections to information
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on staff composition by age, to the ALA Standards tor School

Library Programs, and to the output of both accredited and
unaccredited library schools, they identified` both school
and public libraries as possible crisis areas./in the'1970,s.
Drennan and Reed depended heaVily upon -the basic Drennan and'
Darling study of school and public library manpower
published in 1966 and conducted as part of the Postcensal
Study of professional and technical manpower.

Charactetistics of the Work Force

From,themanpower utilization point of view Drennan and
.Darling-'s median age data (which indicates that by 1975

roughly. half -.of the public and school librarians in 1960
will have to 1)6 replaced) in conjunction with the
information abott the tasks done by librarians is

noteworthy. Among pdblic librarians 78.4 percent indicated
supervision As the most frequently conducted activity 'while

41 percent listed it as the 'most time consuming. Among
school librarians 59.'2 percent listed supervise n as'an
activity .while 21.2 percent listed it as .most time
consuming. In both settings supervision seems
statistically significant aspect of the librarian's role.
Are replacements being appropriately prepared for it?

On the other hand, record ,keeping (Which, should be

suspect as a ptofessional activity) is reported as a most
frequently conducted activity by 71.2'percent of the public
And 77.7 percent of the school librarians and as most time
'Consuming by 14.3 percent of ,public and 17.9 percent of
school librarians. Are professional replaCements now being
recruited for semi or subprofessional jobs thus perpetuating
d Costly misuse 6f personnel?

Schiller's (1968) findings on librarian roles* and
responsibilities in college}and university libraries
reinforce Drennan's dataon the importance .6f supervision
among the librarian's tasks. Of her respondents 50 percent
supervise froi one to five, and 25 percent supervise more
than five employees. One out of every seven academic
librarians is a head librarian, and 25 percent- of these work
in very small libraries with a maximum' of two staff members
under them. The tremendous spread cf size of institution is
reflected in the fact that 35 percent of all academic
librarians work in 50 institutions.

N A relevant characteristic of academic librarians
documented by 'Schiller and not covered by Drennan's data is
what she refers to as. the "enormous ,variety" of job

Activities carried on. Fiftythree percent of her
respondents cited nonlibrary specializations as their
primary activity (including subject fields, geographical
areas, specialized materials, foreign languages, and
"other!' -- budget control, systems, analysis, personnel work,
etc.) .
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Schiller also tried to:gauge the degree of satisfaction
/with _librarianship as a. career,, finding 11 percent actively
dissatisfied primarily because of the lack of stimulating
pprofessional? work and a desire for more decision-making
responsibility. Since this gueStions was asked in terms of
expectations, its possible-that low levels of expectation
kept the disqatisfaction ratio from being higher.

Salaries
4

Frarey's annual 19681,69 Library.4ournal placement and
salary survey of ALA accredited librry schools presents an
approximate picture of what new graduates, of accredited
library` schools were 'offered in base salaries for the,
working conditions which they elected to accept. He -

emphasized the consistency of the situation over time: a

continuing shortage of graduates as compared to reported
openings, a gradual 4 percent increase in salary. level but
no change in librarians' salaries as compared with other
processionals. Frarey's figures indicate a gradual and
perhaps important change in the choice pattern. School and
special library categories, although fluctuating over the
years, have remained relatiVely_stable, while there has been
a steady gradual trade-off betw4en public and academic
choices. By 1968, 51*percent- of the current graduates' were
entering college and university oar special libtariesas
compared with 44 percent in 1951-55. A continuation of this
itrend could, have significant implications for professional
library education:

The .implications of current library manpower studies, /

have been spelled out by Ginsbutg (1967) who attempted to /

place the major problems. (lack of systematic relationship '

beteen education received and "work assignment; dependence '

upon local manpolier; .high pror-rtionof women; relatively
advanced age of incumbe/nts; low, salaries; need for
specialization; suborganizationl nature of ...libraries;
,variation in size and mission) into the. - larger .context .of'
the labor market (heavy competition for peIrsons atnd -doliga?s;

increased.demand for service related to populate -on increase; '
higher incomes; new federal programs). Within this' context
.he suggests. that ,actual_. shortages age no _worse for
librarianship than for other professions. He points out,
however,'that, sinc'e- high turnover is characteristic of
fields ,with a majority of women workers, it will be

essential, to develop much stronger' in- service training
proggams no ' matter how much progress is made in
strengthening formal library education programs.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING 'UNCTIONS AND TASKS

A

Education and Training .

Looking BackWard

Since the early c days, library educators. have been
deeply concerned about what Ginsburg described as the loose
_linkages between educational preparation,, work' 'assignments,
and required competence. Williamson .923). insisted on the
necessity for 4-,.differentiating between' dlerical and
professional workiAs a basis forefhoient library operation
and for planning' professional education. He..i.nsisted.on the
bachelor's .degree, ..symbol of a libeirai education, as a
prereguisite,for, professional educationArecognized the need
for specialization beyone the first graduate year, and paid

' particular attention to the.groper( and rustematic training
. of clerical workers.

wenty Dyears later Banton. (1946) still, saw lack of such
differentiation as a major obstacle to the developthent of a
profesional curriculum 'and added to it the, increasing
difficulty iof training for school, college, public, and
speciaL-libiarianship in one .year. He identified three
levels' of llibraty work and training: a) sAprofessional
"(last year pf junior college) ;', b) a middle 'service for
beginning 0.brarians' (4 year bachelor's degree); c) upper
service forthe.administrative'or subject spedialist (one

semester. 6f fundamental techniques plus one year of
specialization by type of,library\and type of worl).

Reece 1(1949) gathered information from all types of
.libraries 0 guide library schools in, determining the future
curticulum,1 focussing attention not on what liBraries do,
but upon "o4fices:that fall properly" :Vithin their purview
but have not been assumed suffircieptly, or at all." He
identified ,these roughly as: a more significant and
aggressive role in systematic education;..in the support of ,

scholarship and research, and inthe provision/ of informal
education nd recreation. Among the skills needed but
identified S lacking among librarians were: expertness in

analysis, apacity for research, and the ability to see tile
*library ent rprise in its broaAest context Knowledge po

identified included administrative science,- theories nd

nature of research, sociology and psychology. Reec Is
respantlents showed strong interest in establishment of the
traditional, library school program in an Undergraduate year
or years, ,thus reinforcing Danton's proposals. Moreover
'Reece himself emphasized the necessity for administrative
tools. such as- personnel policies and classification plans
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which would differentiate between levels of prepakation
needed before a multi-level educational system could be
successful.

. .

Looking Ahead .

tl,

Asheimls (1968) position paper. on Education' and_ '

Manpower for Librarianship represents the profession's
latest attempt to synthesize and integiate library education.
and training for all levels of library work. It makes
explidit two important 'assumptions: that the library,

occupation is broader than the library Profession; and fEat1
the library profession is res onSible-for,the-establishement

, and maintenance of eddcationa norms fo'library work at all]
levels. It proposes five occdpational leVels corresponding!
to five educational levels: 'clerical-:high school, business;
schools or ommercial course, technical assistance-junior
college 1

degree
or equivalent, -preprofessional-libtary

assistander-4 year B.A. or equivalent; librarianM.A. in

libraitiadsilip; professional specialization--education beyond
the M.A1 Here for the first time the librarian's
preparati't is seen not as a one year graduate program added'
to whatever undergraduate preparation he brings with him,

1, but as a five or more year prograM of general and special'
education.

In /the official Criteria For Programs to Prepare
Library /Technical Assistants (1969), the ALA Library
Education Division took a first step in recognizi g overall,
responsibility for 'the library occupation. The criteria
distinguished between Library Technical AssiStants.and other
supporting staff categories; defining their work, describing
the abilities required, and 'listing the_ duties and
responsibilities to be assigned tp this classification.
Although, as the criteria, state,lidentificationof tasks'
assigned to Library Technical AssistantS-tas been helped by,

modern management practices and mechanization of library
operations, the key definitions of such work are still in

negative terms. -` {-library assistants to not do "tasks which
require a.full professional knowledge of librarianship...)
There is still a great variety of opinion as to what ,library
positions actually. require such knowledge. There is still
suspicion,.__.bormeowt- by some of the evidence in studies
already cited, that librarians are, on the One .hand, doing
the work of teChnibal 'assistants for' which they are

over-prepated, or, on the other, that of professional
specialists for which they are under-prepared.
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FUNCTIONS AND TASKS: THE LIBRARY OCCUPATION

General

Now in progress under the directorship of Robert Case,
the School Library Manpower Project is an ambitious attempt
by the AALS in cooperation with the NEA to plan a training
and education program on the basis of specific and detailed
information about the tasks, roles, and functions performed

o
by school library personnel at all levels. Recommendations
for the content training programs will be based on
in-depth anallsis of tasks done in a broad sample of the
most outstanding school library programs across the country.
They will then be tested in six e-xperiiental instructional
programs. The methods as well as the results of this study
should be studied closely for their usefulness in other
library settings.

17;1

The Librarian

In anothei ambitidus and comprehensive.,, study the
University of Maryland School of Librarianship and
Information Science research team is identifying manpower
requirements

of
exp.loting the educational preparation and

utilization of manpower4-in the library and information
professions. Frankly eziifocussed on the future, the Maryland
Project considers chan4- a positive value and increased
professionalization a' major instrument in produoing it.
Studies are designed to: 1) contrast.- and 'compare
traditional and ,/ innovative libraries and information
organizations; 2) /understand the change administrator as
distinguished from'the non-change administrator; 3), identify
personality characteristics associatci with the chOice of a

career in 'innovating organizations in the field; 4) study
professional education in terms of its contribution to the
shiftinTgequirements of practice.

Ball (1968) investigated the relationship between the
critical knowledges, skills, and abilities needed in public
service activities in large public'libraries in relation to
th'e preparation given in ALK accredited library schools.

-Alec respondents, like Reece!s', placed a high Trioity on
complex intellectual skills and abilities--comprehension,
application, analysissynthesis--and on knowledge in

psychology, human ,telations, sociology, education, and
management. Her study,Indicated that while most factual
knowledge related, to librarianship was thought to be
adequately taught in library schools, the development of the
higher intellectual skills was neglected as were principles
and theories Of related subject areas. Presumably Hall's
respondents felt underprepared for their respodsibilities.
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Librarian or Technician:" The Twilight Zone

In a recent study of_ matched pairs of reference

librarians in seven medium-sized Middle Western public

libraries Bunge (1967) tried to provide 'objective data an

the relationship between library education and effectiveness

in answering reference question's. He hypothesized that

professionally trained librarians would be able to answer

more -questions correctly within a given time than untrained

staff members; and that the difference would be related to

the librarian's use of a more systematic reference

technique. He found that: although professionally educated

lib;arians" as a group produced accurate answers more

quickly, their superiority did not seem to be, related to use

of a more systematic reference technique; non-professionals

can answer a broad range of factual type reference questions

successfully -; their ability to
of

so was improved by

in-service training; the use of _non-professionals in

answering reference questions was wide spread and favored by

administrators..

MdCrossan (1967) undertook a similar investigation of

the relationship between library science education and

competelice, in adult book selection in small public

libraries. Like Bunge, he found a significant but not large

difference in favor of the library school graduate. He

suggests that it would be particularly important to try to

discover under what circumstances "blurring between library

school graduates and experience and in-service or other

2..----traimi.11,4 leads to insignificant differences."

A survey by Rosenthal (1969) of the specific tasks

assigned to non-professionals in five university libraries

throughout the country indicates that increasing use is

being made- of them in"simple original cataloging (a blurred

area) and.that administrators look forward to an extension

of such assignments. He points, out that all of the

institutions studied have relatively sophisticated personnel

programs and classification systems and.a relatively high

degree of work specialization and that they share higher

turnover rates. He emphasizes the crucial importance of

training (whether in-service or-academic) to the successful

transference of marginal work.

Training Methods

The management literatur on training and staff

development in public service and industry is voluminous,

and the Training and Development Handbook' (1967) summarizes

advanced theory and method in the field. Although Library

literature has its share,of how-to-do-it articles and pleas

for'more and better in-service training programs, sytematid

studies designed to evaluate method or measure the results
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of such efforts are rare. Among recent articles two ape of

unusual interest because they examine the effectiveness of
self-administered instructional units.

At System Development Corporation, Wallace. (1968)
created and tested self-administered modules of instruction
in System Analysis, Russian -tb- English Transliteration, and
'Re'ference tools for use in on-the-job training of

professional and non-professional personnel in 'scientific.
and technical libraries. Testing immediately' after the

course was taken established the fact that learning, had
taken place in all areas' Although the subjective opinioris of
the 'participants in one area--the systet analysis
tests - -.were preponderantly critical and negative. A

significant problem encountered in field - testing, was the
difficulty encountered by most of the libraries in providing
the time required to take the instruction. and do the
testing.

Another experiment with programmed learning, this time
with library school students, was conducted by Walker (1968)
who. used'" control__ and.---perimetal groups- -km the first
segment'of a cataloging and classification course. The

control group was taught in the traditional
lecture-laboratory format while the independent group used a
programmed text, an index and other materials developed
especially for this purpose. He concluded:

1. that learning achievement was-Sufficiently high to
justify use of such materials;

2. tht.student reaction was favorable;

3. that the retention of subject matter was not

significantly lower than that of the control
grOup.

Both Wallace and Walker concluded that self-administered
instructional units can be effectively used in both academic
and on-the-job situations.

`r4
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF HISTORICAL RECORD

As this small sample indicates, the literature on the
use of manpower in libraries is not systematic and

cumulative, but ftagmentary and suggestive. For that reason
I have decided to try to summarize common themes and

indicate interrelationships in connection with specific
research problems 'rather than in a summary section.

I have tried to describe projects which would in some
way relate to and hopefully build upon work that has already
been -done. At the same time I have consciously stayed away
from topics upon which work appears, to be tn py6gress
(specifically, the role and function of the administrator
and the specialist now being explored in_the Maryland
studies). Although it was tempting to eecommend
-comprehensive, systematic explorations of library tasks and

functions (the ,method used in the Sclool Library Manpower
Project) in all library settings as the essential knowledge
base froth which to start in any diVection, I concluded that

___smallex,_less time consuming, more focussed, inquiries could
be useful. My suggestions reflect my own conviction that
the appropriate training and placement of beginning,
librarians is of major importance for effective manpower use
as is exploration of the extent to which librarians must be_
educated not only as librarians-, but as- supe-rvisors i

managers, and trainers.

RESEARCH NEEDS AND PROPOSALS

Investiaationof the Role of the Library School in Providing
Basic Training in the Use of Supervisory and Management
Tools

Problem Statement

Supervision and management are statistically

significant aspects of professional work in all types and
sizes of libraries' (Drennan, Schiller). Proposals. for the

increasing use of library technicians place heavy emphasis
on the role of librarians in supervision and direction ,

(Asheim). The rapid growth of the "system concept"
particularly in the public library fields is increasing the

size of.library units and consequently emphasizing the need
for the management skills of planning, coordination, and

control. There is a large and somewhat controversial body
of literature on principles, tools, and methods of
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Supervision and management. Many librarians feel that their
training in the field has been inadequate:- For these
reasons the provision of better basic education is still an
urgent problem of librarianship.

Alternative Approaches to PrOvision of Supervisory and
management Training

A. On the job training.

Graduate courses in library schools.

C\s, Graduate courses 'outside of library schools
(Business Administration, Public
Administration, etc.).

-D. Under-graduate:preparation.

E. Self-study, experience or a combination o,f
the two.

Information Needed

A. Nature\of typical supervisory and manaq_emen_t___________f,
tasks assigned (first five years).

B. Effect of, library size, type, -and-function on
the nature of typical tasks assi4Med.

C. Specific management supervisory
principles,"tools, and skills appropriate for
these tasks.',

,

D. Extent to which', ,respondents have received
training in theseA,Pranciples, tasks, and
skills.

1. From on the job training.

2. From graduate courses in library school.

3. From graduate courses in other
disciplines.

4. From undergraduate study.

5. From self-study (including professional
workshops, reading, experience).

Answers to these questions would enable the_profession
to identify, the management and supervisory principles, tools
and skills most useful to the working librarian; to compare
the effectiveness af present formal and informal sources of
such training; to develop library school course content more
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closely related to reality. Further they would provide
library - administrators with a basis fok justifying,
developing or improving on- the -job and staff development
training programs. They would provide the profession with a
sounder basis for focussing institutes and workshops in

these areas. Finally, they might well enable schools, the
profession, and library_or municipal administrators to work
together in given loCalities to integrate .Ad improve,
available training opportunities.

Method and Sponsorship

-The study should be directed by a qualified researcher'
with appropriate background in mahagement and librarianship.
The method used could combine questionnaires covering a wide
pop4lation base with intensive interviewing of sample
popUlations to check responses against reality. Graduate
students might be used in interviewing. Sponsorship should
be broad, including library administrators, educators, and
representatives of.all types of librafy.

Use should be made of studies already completed or

under .;way. In this case determination of the population
base-for the questionnaires and of the interviewing samples
might be tied in with the Schiller Study, the Maryland
studies,'and the CaSe School Library Study.

Exploration of the- Extent to Which Job Responsibilitks and
Education are Matched at the Beginning Professional Level

Problem Statement
4

Throughout the literature on librarianship there has

been continuing concern about the placement of library
school graduates in basically subprofessional. positions
where there is -little opportunity to make use of

professional preparation. Graduate ,library schools have
recognized a growing need for more sophisticated,
theoretical, and specialized educational programs but have
been frustrated in meeting it by the library administrator's
demands for vocational competence (Williamson, Danton,
Harlow, 1966). If responsibility for vocational competence
could be shifted downward responsibly, the graduate
curriculum might include areas now felt to be neglected
(Reece, Hall).

Asheim's position paper on Educational and Maniower for
Librarianship and the recent Guidelines for the Education of
Iibr'ary Technicians have theoretically defined the duties
and responsibilities of border-line positions which could Se
filled by candidates with less than graduate library
education. Junior College programs for the training of
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library technicians are developing.rapidly (Boelke,.1966).
The next several years will see a large number of incumbents
of retirement age replaced (Drennan). Under .these
circumstances it seems important to test theory against
reality - -to determine whether fifth year graduates are, in
fact, taking beginning positions whose duties c mid be
performed by library technicians. If that is,the ca e it is

, equally important to explore the reasons for such placements
and to develop alternative ways to remedy the situation. .

Information needed

Before alternatives could be developed the facts would
have to be established over d three or four year period.
Needed would be:

1. Standardized information about the level of duties
And responsibilities and the salary range for

---....beginninguopenings for librarians.

2. The name, location, size and- type of the .1,74

recruiting institution.

3. The number and location of positions whose
responsibilities and duties appear to fall
substantially within the Library Assistant or
Library Technician specifications.

If the number of such openings were significant step
four could 'be omitte. We would have at that point,
howeVer, much better information than we now do on beginning
'professional openings by location, size and type of library.
If the number of border-line positions were significant, the
data would produce important, information about the market
for library technicians; moreover it would:

1. Identify, areas where training program's should be
encouraged.

2. Provide a factual basis for their justification.

3. Identify locations in whi6h, although training
facilities existed, administrators are not using
them.

4. Encourage administrators to re-assess the
allocation of duties and responsibilities as
between librarians and support staff.

Method and Sponsorship

Such a project would seem to fall within t e scope- of -

both the Library Education Division and -the Library
Administration Division and could be a logical ollow-up to
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the work of the Interdivisional Ad Hoc Committee on the
subprofessional or techniciaA class of lArary employees.
It would also supplement the annual Library''1ourna*,1 study of

beginning placements. Data gathqxing pro(lems would

include: .,``)

1. Identification of recruiting institutions. Thi's

could 'be approached in a variety of ways--through
sampling of libraries by type, size; and location;
or through lists of recruiting institutions
obtained from accredited library schools.

2. Development of a standard position,reporting form
designed to produce information which could be

related to the Library, Technician Specifications.
This might well be done under the supervision of

the Office of Library 'Education, possibly by

members of .the former Interdivisional Ad Hoc
Committee.

3. The obtaining of a high enough ratio of position
descriptions, to produce a valid sample. Since
such reporting would require some effort' on the
part of-library administrators, cooperation would
need to be solicited actively. rthink that many
administtatorsfitould recognize the.value of either
negative' or positive results as a Vai' of testing
their own practice.

4. If results were' positive, the information about'

reasons for recruiting at the professional level :
would -- require a follow-up either in the form of

questionnaires or interviews, which could be

developed And conducted by advanced students
interested in administration.

POSTSCRIPT

Exploration of the Role of Graduate Library School in the
Development of Tools and the Education of Librarians for''

In-Service Training Responsibilities

I have tried for "fwo'months, and failed, to define a

tesearch, project in this area. 4everthelesS I am impelled
to add here a plea for special attention to the state of the
art of in-service training in,libraries and to ways in which

it could be improved.

19.2.
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Every Study cited in thiS paper of the ability of -,'

subppfessionals to perform marginal tasks in "blurred
areas" whether in public service; technical processes, Or -I.'

acquisition's stresses the determining, influence of*, the

igualty of ,./ in- service training available. Moreever.
libares now; like ()net institutions; have a ,growing

responsibility for recruiting, -plating, aul training job
applicants from-educationally disadvantaged groups.

In,business, industry, and education,,staif development
and training techniques and tools, including new 'methods for
self- instruction, ate becoming more sophisticated and more
effective, but, so far as I know,. the mounting need for

training in libraries is not geherally being matched by a
comparable increase in the expexitise needed to plan .and
implement saccessful programs. Neither individual librares
nor library systems seem 4'guipped to cope - individually with
a problem that is, essentially, an educational
responsibility.

*v.
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ABSTRACT

Although ultimate - responsibility' fnr continuing-
education' rests withthe individual, the library profession
has ,a major,, corporate responsibility to society or provide
continuous opportunities easily available to alllibrarians
for continuing professional development. The basis of
criticism of the present,state of continuing education of
librarians is the lack of long range cooperative planning
based on research of actual needs and optimal ways of
meeting these needs. ,

. The *first research _project proposed is afeas4bility
study of a national prograd of continuing education for
librarians based on the cooperative partnership of all
agencies in the profession. 'Other studies suggested all
flow' from or are part, of this general ,plan, such as: a

national survey of needs; a study of motivational factors
related to continuing education; and the development of
effective communication and, research information exchange in
library science. Tour projects take, particular recognition
of the importance of a systemp approach in the
teaching-learning process, combined with the use of
multi-media: (1) an evaluation of the abilities of various
media in meeting continuing education needs; (2) 'the
development of packaged programs of study; (3) the
development of a model for staff development programs; and
(4) a model for planning, implementation, and evaluation of

institutes. Three projects designed to meet special needs,
of mid-career librarians are: (1) an exploratory study of
the advantages of closer relationships between professors of
library administration and library administrators; (2) an
investigation of postgraduate internships and (3) a study of
the participation of librarians in community affairs as a

means of developing social responsibility and professional
growth.



PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

.Among other advantages, it is pointed out to potential
recruits to a career in librarianship that because of the
materials they handle and the people they serve, they will
be continually stimulated to growth in knowledge and
understanding. The new graduate is told: "Now you begin to
really learn what you have been studying." Education has as
its aaimobjective, asserts- John-Gardmer, the shifting to
the individual the burden of pursuing his own education.

Although the ultimate responsibility for continuing
education, rests with the individu.4, the library profession
has a corporate responsibility to society to provide
opportunities easily available to all librarians who are
motivated to a lifetime of learning. As knowledge in every
discipline advances; the public. has ,a right to expect
librarians to advance with it and to supply the maximum ,

information service in the most efficient manner possible.
The rapidity and technical complexityof new knowledge and
technological advances soon- overwhelm a librarian w.ho does
not develop a contimulng system of study. As it is,
improvement in academic qualifications at the graduate level
is often,and soon negated by the actions of supervisory
personnel who may have received no increments 'of training
since graduation:

As has often been suggested, if librarians do not
supply the services desired by society, it is inevitable
that society will`turn to other members of'society for such
services. There are many evidences that librarians have
failed to satisfy' the newly emerging user demands for
infopfmatidn. Klempner (1968) asserts that the lack of
continuing' education far librarians is a major factor in
contributing to this inability to meet newly emerging user
demands.

Whatever the habits of lifelong learning practiced by
the individual librarian, it appears that they are not
adequate to this day of rapid societal and technological
change. Although there have been some excellent continuing
education'and training programs and workshops sponsored by
library schools, professional associations, and individual
library systems; they have been accessible and convenient
for too few and ,have not proylded sufficiently for
continuity in any given topic. Lorenz (1964) States "the
effort toward systematic development of the Jlbrary
Personnel at all levelg and in all types of libraries has
been insufficient, indeed." The .trouble with continuing
professional education, writes Rothstein (19,65), is that it
is a "peripheral activity within librarianship. As
professional people, as librarians, especially, we owe it to
ourselves and to our clientele to go on learning in a more
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purposeful, planned and effective way than we are nov doing.

If we really set store by our continuing education, let's do

it properly."

Other professions have identified continuing education

of their practitioners ,as their greatest concern. The

research literature in 'medicine, law, education, pharmacy,

engineering, business and industry, and

administration have demonstrated the 'need, and further

research and- d'eVelepftent activities are directed' toward

cooperative and coordinated planning and implementing

programs on national, regional and local levels.

Much has been said and implied in library literature on
the need for varying kinds of formal and informal continuing

educatioh, but there is a dearth of research-based and

evaluation information available. Advanced'degree programs

on the post-master's and doctoral' levels are within the

reach of a tiny percentage of the profession. .Our primary

concern in this paper isor the bulk of the practitioners

and firdif: professional growth and .the delegation Of

responsibility amongthe various segments of the library

profession to provide for this growth. Monroe (1967)_;, has

written helpfully on the respondibility of..the'graduate

library school, the library asociationYand state agencies

cooperatiVely developing state-vide plans which will focus

on four chief aspects o continuing education: foundation

learning, remedial , learning, emergency education, and

finally specialization for the experienced librarian.

If our profession is to'meet its responsibilities to

members, some answers must be developed to 'such basic

questions as:

1. What arethe continuing education_ needs of

professional librarians?

2. How can these needs be analyzed, interpreted and

translated into meaningful recommendations for

action?

3. How and by whom will objectives be defined and
priorities of effort and support be established?

4.' How best capitalize on the good programs that have

been offered by library schools, associations and

library systems to reactivate, improve and extend

their effectiveness through repetition and

communication exchange?

5. What factors motivate individuals to continue

their professional learning? What administrative
strategies can -be implemented to achieve wider

participation?

200
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6.. What instructional methods and techniques at this
level are most effective in achieving objectives?

7. What standardS and criteria for evaluating and

measuring outcomes of programs are needed? How
an by whom are they to be developed?

8. How Can" the library profession select from;
interpret -and- .d.isseminate, --concepts and-- research
findings, from. other disciplines that are relevant
to the professional growth of librarians?

HISTORICAL REVIEW

A search of the literature reveals many, references to

the exponential growth of knowledge_and the obsolescence of
librarians: Although reportS appear frequently on

individual meetings and conferences, workshops and
institutes, seminars and short courses, proceedings and
evaluations are seldom available: All have in varying
degree's and ways stimulated and. supported continuing
education, but the general effect has been sporadic,
haphazard and splintered. 7 Rarely, if ever, does
librarianship appear in comparative studies of the

professions and their continuing education programs.
.Material that does discuss the factors associated with
professional growth generally has not.been based on research
inquiries, surveys and_experimentatiom. Typically; it has
been based on individual'opinion.and observation.

.

There has, however, been some research that has
implications for continuing library education. In the area
of background characteristics of various types of
librarians, studies have been done by Alvarez (1939) , -Harvey
(1957), Morriscin (1969); Douglas (1957), 'Drennan and Darling
(1966) , and Schiller (1968). '-

In the past few years, several aspects of continuing
education have been the subject of special attention, and

these provide an approach to an overview of the field. One
recent effort showing an increasing interest in continuing
education has been the annual publication, "Continui64
Education for LibrariansConferences', Workshops, Short
Courses" (Reed: 19b4, 1966; ALA: 1967; 1968, 1969).

Symposia on continuing education appearing in library
journals include the following. One, planned by Foster
Mohrhardt for the ALA Mid-Winter Conferencein 1967, featuLe
papers presented by Houle, Kortndick, McJenkin, Monroe, and



Stevenson (ALA Bulletin: March- 1967). Taken, as a whole,

these provide a survey of various aspects of the subject and
stress ,,the importance of continuing education to the

profession, identifying various types 'of programs and

indicating areas of need for further programs and study.

.Another, appearing in the Jandary, 1967 issue of Special
Libraries, includes articles by Sloane, Davis and Shank. A

third covers, four phases of continuing education as
presented by Alvarez, Boaz, Duncan and Kennedy_in the July,

-196 -9-ISSue'bf-the California librarian.

Unresolved problems, as well as research needs, in' the

area of continuing education were-briefly outlined in an
article by. Boaz in 1967. This year also brought emphasis on
the manpower problemS,Of the profession, many of which have
direct implications for continuing education: (1)

initiation of the Library Manpower study at the University'
of Maitland School of Library and Information Services by-

Wasserman -and Bundy; (2) ALA President Gaver'S program at
the ALA convention in San Francisdo; and (3) the Ginsberg
and Bfown Study from the Conservation of Human Resources
Project of Columbia University which gives an in-depth
analysis of -educational-occupational linkages within the
professibn.

Asheim's widely circulated position paper, "Education
and Manpower for abrarianship," (1968) 'emphasized the

importance of continual learning for all library manpower,
but especially for the "professional specialist". .

The library s6hbols, formal Post-MLS programs for

continuing education as they existed in 11 accredited
library schools were surveyed by Fryden,(1968). On the
basis of his research, he raised some pettinent and

troubling questions, and concluded with the practical
suggestion that other occupational groups be examined to see
what they did to promote continuing education beyond the
first professional degree. Currently, under the auspices of
the ALA, Danton (19b9) of- the University of, California is
further analyzing sixth-year programs.

Jesse and Mitchell (1968) examined the extent of staff "
development opportunities available to .academic librarians
as revealed by questions answered by 52 research librarians.
The research by Stone (1969) dealt entirely with the

continuing education of librarianS and specifically sought
an answer to the question "What-, motivates and deters

librarians in their participation in professional
development activities?" It also identifies the.activities
that the librarians themselves consider the most important
'for their professional growth, and .preserts a profile
showing what librarians are actually doing now in this area.
The population on which the research was 'based was drawn

from a representative sample of academic, public, school,
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and special librarians. Recommendations were in three maim
areas:. to , the individual librarian, to the library
administrator, and to the profession at large.

Another study which deals exclusively with the area of
continuing educatioil is the Office of Education funded
research project directed by Kortendick and Stone (1969,
1970) on_the_continuing_edmcation_ -needs--at,-the- Post-MI5'

level of middle and upper-level personnel in Federal`,
libraries. This study is based on actual on-the-job needs '`N

and on the demands,of this group for both formal courses and N
for short term'. institutes and - workshops. Findings are
translated into recommendations fQr action in the area of
continuing education, and a data bank is presented which has
potential value for graduate library school planning
Post-MLS ,courses or workshops. It is found through
comparison with the findings of the other studies mentioned

,above that the profile of Federal librarians is, comparable
to that of other segments of the profession in age, length
of service; educational background, and job activities.
Other segments of the profession, however, should be
surveyed in a somewhat similar fashion in order to develop a
wider base of information related to needs for continning.
education.

Under a grant from the Knapp Foundation., the School
Library Manpower Project (Case, 1968) is being conducted by
the American Association of School Librarians on educational

,needs of school media.centet personnel, which is in some'
ways parallel to the study on Federal librarianS. An
earlier study by Woodworth (1967) examined and identified
the areas needing, research in school librarianship and found
that 26.4% of the people in. the study thought continuing
education was an "absolutely essential" area for,. research
and that 50.89% thought it was "very important."

"Recommendations for Training Media Service Personnel
for Schools and Colleges" (C. W. Stone, 1964) is an
excellent example of thoughtful planning of professional
career paths, in the area of formal continuing education by

library school. Learning program designs iiiclu4e
identification of information to be acquired, as well as
needed, application, production, and research skills at the
entrance level for four types of media specialists, and for
5th, 6th, and 7th year programsaN

The final recommendation of the Ginsberg and Brown
Report (1967), which is especially pertinent to any
development in the areas of continuing education, urges "that
the field of librarianship broaden and deepen its knowledge
about itself. There are too few faCts, and the facts that
are available are frequently of such questionable quality
that a responsible leadership cannot formulate action
programs and press for solutions. If the leaders are to
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lead and not be pushed.byevents, they must devote.moretime,
and energy to encouraging systematic research into their
profession. Only with sound knowledge of the past and the

present, will it be poisiblg to formulate plans for the

future.

-Tentative -solutions:-

Because the problems on continuing education are

nationwide, because-continuing education is one of the most
important problems facing librarianship today, because the

gap between new knowledge and concepts and actual
application in terms of service grows greater _every year,

practical methods will-have to be found to meet the acfual
needs of individual librarialls at a national level- through,
the participation of those collcerned.

The basis of criticism of the present state of
continuing education of librarians is seen to be the ladk of
long-range coOperative planning:based. on research of actual
needS and optimal ways of meeting these needs.

0
A blueprint is suggested tomeet this lack which will

provide for equal, coordinaied-.;.edudational opportunities
with the ultimate -goal ,the estabIihment of a national
center for continuing library education.

The plan should incorporate such concepts asa research
data bank, the use of systems design, the behavioral
approach to learning; systematic evaluation, the use of

media, and the,oxganized distribution and dissemination of
program elements.r

Futther, it is believed that in order to entertain any
measure of success, certain' criteria and; standards in the

development of programs will be necessary: excellence in
content; opportunities for a wider choice of programs;

continuity of opportunity; accessibility and convenience of
opportunities.

With this in .mind, the research proposals suggested
here in regard to continuing education are all oriented

toward action -and all'euibrace in some phase of them a part
that can be planned by the library schodls."

In several of the proposed target areas, there 'are

major elements suggested which should be carried on

simultaneously, and then 'the findings and recommendations of
each substudy suggested or added, should be synthesized in a
report which should be published and Widely circulated among
the educators and the profession at large. A variety of

research ,methods is suggested or implied. Although all
studies should proceed from an awareness'of the past, the
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present and the trends and prospects for the future should
occupy the major amount of time, effort and cost' of each
project..

SPECIFIC RESEARCH PROPOSALS

A Feasibility Study of a National Program of Continuing
,Education for'Librgrians.

Objectives. 4,

Such a study would- lead to a conceptual and practical
blueprint for the provision of equal, coordinated'
educational opportunities throughout the country for those
who need, want, and will continue their lifetime
postgraduate learning.

possible items to includei.n this study would be:

1. Analysis of national continuing education programs
being. devFloped in other.- professions, profiting
from their experience.

2. ,A study of alternative structures and.operational
guidelines for a national committee representative
of the various interest and segments of the
profesion.

3. 'Suggest the elements that contribute.ASrtqa national
policy such as objectives, scope, roles-of various
agencies,' ways and means of
opportunity, etc.

4. . Suggest the necessary mechanics fog an information
clearinghouse function in the plan.

5. Suggest the systems design to achieve coordination
of activities and program.

Manpower Needs:

This study is conceived as a team project consisting of
a directOr a research staff, and at group of selected
consultants presentative of the interests and, activities
of the total-.profession, and consultants from other fields
who have had experience in developing national or regional.
continuing education programs.
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Related Studies:

Dryer (1,91)2) for medicineI_Hebritt...(1,965.): tOr-phe-rmacyT

11411,--o-r -TITO) for law; the National ,Ed.ucation Association
'(1964) for education; McMahon (1968) for, adult education;
and. Dubin (1968) for engineering.

A National SurVey of. Continuing Education Needg Of

librarians: A Study of Educational Needs". Job Dimension's".

and Professional and,Personal Characteristics.
. .

There is widespread feeling that there is need for

improving our manpower. programs as,they relate to continuing
educatioR, but that general feeling does not give a detailed

understanding of-the particular needs as the librarians and
their supervisors see-them. Some studies have be6n done,

but with limited population groups; now it would seem
important before any nationwide program is embarked on ,to

make continuing education within easy access' of every
librarian, that time and resources be taken into account to

see what the chief needs are bn a national basis.

Objectives of the National Survey:

1. To determinethe_sell-tiercei-ve =---c)dirc-a-tionS1

needs for professional librarians.

2. To determine the job 0.mensions--what the
librarians actually do in their jobs-=for as

Corson (1966) : poihted out, only on the basis' of a
clear understanding of what professionals'do in a

gi-ven profession, what activities consume their
time, and what responsibilities. they bear, and

hence what talents are requiredcan sound
decisions be made as ,o kinds of programs' to
develop. . .

3. To collect data on- the :personal

characteristics such as age, sex, marital status,
geographical location, level of supervisory
responsibility, years in the profession,'etc., it
is imperative in educational planning from a

systems point of view to know the bacWound of
the students and what they bring into the course.

4. To determine attitudes of librarians toward
continuing education needs as related to their
job, supervision. and library.

5. To recommend methods for providing continuing
education programs to update librarians.
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Tdprovidethe-axganization of this data, so
that profiles of a group of librarians in terms of
a number of variables on-demind may be supplied.

7.4, To provide a means,for continual updating of
this data.

Manpower Needs:'

The research could be broken down Into smaller segments
'to be .carried out by Ph.D. candidates or library school
professors ,under the coordination of a project director to

assure ,that uniform injormation is obtained, which is

essential if a national Aata bank is to be built up -drat

0.11 meet the needs. A prograMMer, 'statistician and
consultants from each type of* library service would be

necessary..
_4

°fielated Studies;:

Corson (1966) , Dubin (1968) , Dryer (19620e Ginsberj
(1967),the.Graduate SChool of the Department of Arihculture-
Handbook -(1967),, _1(oitendick and Stone. (1970) , McKeichie
(1965) , Morrison (1969 Schiller (1968) , Stont4 11969), and'

Taylar,_(.19_67-y.

Motivational'Factdts Related to Participation in Continuinl
Education Activities.

This study would seek:to establish the importance of
the individual librarian's motivation toward continuing
education and also the importance of top management showing,
every participation why he should undergo training,and how
the course content meets his training needs. Without this
influence from top management, Likert (1968) points out that
training may not, have value, and as a matter of fact, mdy do
more harm than-good.

Objectives:

1. To find but .what motivates librarians to engage in
continuirrT education.

2. To find out what deters abrdrians from pursuing
continuing education,

3. To establish necessary' criteria important in

planning' for continuing education if there is to

be wide participation by' ,the librarians.

.4. To discover the most effectiv(P strategies that
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administrators may 7 use ' in motiva,ting the

individual librarian to engage in continuing
education.

.5. To determine how actively and with 'what resillts

the library school -instills in the student the
need for a lifelong -program of continuing
education.

6. To determine the types of continuing eduction
activities the librarians consider most important
for .their professional growth.

7. To .determine the degree, and Kind cif support
administrators_give to.,theit employees regarding
participation in continuing education activities.

Manpower Needs:

Director with some background in social "psychology and
administration,' with a modest, supportive staff, ,several,
consultants who "' have done research in moti-vationo a

statistician part-time, and a prbgrammer patt-time.

Related Studies:

Anderson (1961) ,°Clegg (1963) , Dubin (19&9) , Jerkedal
(1967),, Herzberg (1959,-1968), Stone (1969) , Swanson (1965) ,-
end Taylor (1967).

Defelopment of a Model for Continuin2 Education and Staff
Development in Libraries.

A continuing education and staff development program
set up to accomplish a number of specific- objectives is

composed of many elements. For such a, developmnt program to
be maximally effective, all these elements must ,he

integrated into a system, designed to accomplish .the

objectives at a minimum cost. Various principles' and
techniques of learning must be applied in the development of
the system.

Objectives:

1. To develop a model which could be- used by any
practicing librarian responsible for continuing
education or staff development for any ,site
population or typical library and which should
provide decision-making points.

2; To provide for the combination of the elements in
a rational way to make up a complete system which
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would not ()ray be responsive to internal factors
but to external ele,pets oqtside*-the specific
program develdped4;,,such, as the attitude and
motivation of,thoserparticipating in the programs,-
the climate of the library or library system in
which the program takes place, and=the attitude of
the administratiOn of the given system toward
,continuing education and sfaff'development.

ManEowerAeeds- :

A pro'eessor in a library scheol who wOulb,. direct a

series of doctoral studies ,related -to the study and be
responsible for coordinaing the whole.

Related Studies:

'GarriSon ,(1967).,
Likert (1967).

4,

Smith (1966.) ,4 Odio,rpe (1965) , and

Development of a Comprehensive Model for Managing and
Evaluating ShOrt-Perm Institutes and Workpops for the
COntinuing Educatidn of Librarians.

The need for a more comprehensive approach to
educational,plannimg,for short-term institutes and workshops
has been emphasized as projects (a) become longer and more
complex, (bj call. for greater allocations of money and
personnel,. and (c)' cover a wider range of subject areas:
Although short-term institutes and workshop8 provide on of,

the major avenues of continuing education- available to
librariaris today, there are at present-no models in library
science that apply to every important phase of d project
from its inception to its termination. Topics to be covered
would. be identification - of 'sponsoring bay, its
qualifications for' this project, stated purposes,
objectives, staff, partidipants, program content, skill
development, learning applications, validation of effects,
training methods, and techniques and use of multi-media,

Objectives:
1

1. , To 'analyze and evaluate library-institute:
and workshops to provide background material for a
data base. _ Study would include workshops funded
by Federal Legislation and those which had been
locally sponsored.

2. To develop a model which could be used ,by (a)

those who write proposals, (b) those who operate
projects, (c) those who evaluate the piograms.
The use of such, a model should result in

20.9
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,

improvement of programs- bypraVidIng spdcific
criteria from the conception to the culmination of
a %project --and by proviling _feedback data
throughout.

.
4

3. To 'incltide in thd mo'd'el= the ioilowing
elements: statement of criteria for proposal
development:, ,assessmemt7 of needs,' objective

nrelevant to needs,, priority considerations, staff
and management, progfam.actiyities and curriculum,
facilities, evaluation, assurances:and appraisals.

.

Manpower Needs: .

The model. would be developed by a director with
consultants° and supportivi staff,. The director or, an
assistant might wark with' the S. Office of Education
.staff and have access to relevant records in that office.
The surveys of individual short-term courses could be done
by one or mo'ne P.M .D. candidates.

Related Studies:.

Ric4rd Millei (196,8) , Garrison lOperition PEP,
Merrell (1965) Al Andrews (0957 and 1961) ,

.

196.7) ,

Communication and Research Information ,Egchange in Library
Science.

The American Psychological Association _under A grant
\from the National Scielpe Foundation (1061)_ made a two-year
study on scientific information exchange in psychology and
found .,,that there were four 'processes that cbuda. be
identified in any successful system of-, scientific exchange
of information: the, origin .of information, its
transmission, its user, and information conveyance devices
that have baihtransmissicn and storage functions.

Objectives.
't

1. To identify the institutions associated eith'the
source, the user, and the.-information conveyance
devices that have transmission Wand storacre
functions in library science and to identify, ,the
scope of each agency in flulfilling'these roles. ..

- re'

- ;

.
2. To analyze the types and' categories of information

exchange activities.'

3 To study the persdns initiating, guiding, bi-

actively engaged in scientific research and the
modes of communication they chiefly use. The.
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a

O

4

roles of formal and informal communication.'
Information (from questionnaires and interviews)
on the individual's research and the information
exchange related to his research.

4. To discover', information exchange between foreign
and American librarians and information
scientists.

5. To determine the membership patterns in . library
and information science organiiations and the
"information exchange "among,tMeir members.

. .

A. To investigate the production, distribution and
use of /technical reports, and the use that
librarians make of these reports/.

To ascertain the nature of the s ientific products
,of library associOtionsr. asp cialry the program
content of convention programs. C

,

8. To uSe the convention as -a source of scientific
and professional information.. The dissemination
of information at library and information science
convention% and meetings.

9. To study' the Information exchange activities at
regional, state, and loyal librarY and information
science meetings.

10. To analyze the journal publication date of papers
presented at library .and information (science
meetings.

11. To study the collection, preparation, and use of
scientific and professional inforMation

,disseminated at. a- large library meeting or
,convention.

12. To make a study of library and information journal
authors and users, and reviewers, including the
evaluation of journals and journal images.

13. To deter:64:e the role* of the invisible college in

librarianship.

Manpower Needs:

An execUtive director familiar , .with the
interdisciplibary, exchange of information- and also the
framework and patterns of library associations Wand

publications. The major elements could be carried on

simultaneously. The findings and recommendations of each
substudy Shobld then be synthesized in a report which would

. A
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be reviewed by the total staff and by a group of specialists
(consultants) before publication. This complex project, it

is estimated, would require at least two year and involve a
large staff of research associates and assistants assigned
to segments of the overall study. Computer facilities would
be necessary for parts of the project. Major funding would
be required and could be sought from a number of funding
agencies.

Related Study:

Report of the American nychological Association's
Research on Scientifie and Information Exchange.

The Development of Model Packaged Programs of Study in

Selected Defined Areas Pertinent to the Needs of In-Service
Librarians for UPdatingand Expanding their Knowledge of
Advances in the Field.

Objective's:

1. To identify the topics for which need and interest
have been demonstrated, e.g. concepts and use of

programmed budgeting in libraries, data for
planning and decision-making on such topics as
automation of library processes,' on library
insurance programs, Marc II Tapes, etc.

2. To delineate the objectives of the unit.

3. .To develop. the materials and techniques of

presentation best calculated to achieve the
objectives.

,4. To package a syllabus with a selected annotates'
bibliography, illustrative charts, diagrams,
photographs, and depending on the topic, perhaps
film strips,.tapes, slides, programmed text or
teaching machine program.

5. To include some form of' self-evaluation in the -

development of the package..

6. To develop methods of effective distribution.

Manpower Needs:

An appropriate faculty member of a library school
working with graduate students, educational technologist,
and educator would constitute a minimum staff.
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Related Studiesi

Dyer (1962) , Wallace (1968), and Walter (1968).

O

I

Evaluation of the Potential Capabilities of Various Media
for Use in the Continuing Educatibn of Librarians: A

Feasibility study.

Objectives:

1. To experiment with matching media to educational
objectives in order tó obtain optimal results.

2. To research and develop new methods and materials
for continuing education of librarians.

3. To study and .evaluate the capabilities of EVR
(Electronic Video Recording ,System) for the
presentation of continuing education instruction.

4. To study and to evaluate the capabilities of
Talk-Back TV.

5. To study and evaluate the use of video-tape.

6. To study and evaluate the use of a telephone dial
access tape recording system.

7. To study and evaluate instruction using TV fixed
service.

. 8. To study and evaluate the -use of programmed
instruction, which could include programmed texts,
teaching machines, and computer assisted
programmed learning.

9. To study and evaluate the possible use 'of
correspondence courses.

10. To study and evaluate the use of films and slides
for use in the continuing education of librarians.

11. To analyze and synthesiie the end results which
would indicate in what kinds of situations and for
what kinds of learning, each of these major media
might-be most effectively used.

Manpower,Needs:

A team of researchers consisting of a technology
specialist, a learning spcialist, a subject specialist, and
consultants would analyze and synthesize the results from'
the individual parallel studies.
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Related Studies:

4

Faegre (1968) , Hamreus (1967) , Briggs (19-67) , Gagne

(1965), and Ofiesh (1969).

Toward Closer Reciprocal Relationships between Library
Science Professors and Practicing Library Administrators:
An Exploratory Study. ,,

Mosher (_19681 emphasizes the serious threat that is

inherent in the fact that there is an everwidening gap in
higher education between the professors and the
administrators who make the decisions in society. He
presents the hypothesis that as scholars proceed more deeply
into their subject matter the problem of converting their
findingS.and their wisdom into social policy becomes even
greater and more important. In librarianship there would be
many gains if professors in. the graduate schools would have
-closer working relationships with the practicing
administrators of libraries.

Objectives:

1. To determine how university 'resources might he

developed for helping library administrators
improve their effectiveness.

2. To determine the order of preference among the
suggested ways in which professors of library
science might best serve practicing library
administrators as viewed by the administrators and
as viewed by the practicing professors in library
schools.

3. To determine whether the 'professors and the

practicing administirators agree ,concerning the
rank order of Values of the ways in which
professors of library science may best serve
practicing administrators.

To determine which of the suggested ways for
professors of administration to. best serve
practicing administrators are viewed as most
helpful by the total group of professors and
practicing library administrators.

To determine which of the ways are viewed as least
helpful by the, total group.

6. To determine' yhat understanding, knowledge and
skills should he emphasized in the program 43f

a
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leadership. development for practicing library
administrators.

7. To ascertain methods the administrators would
prefer and alternatives they sugg4st-to returning
to the library school for continuing education.

Manpower NeedS:

Director should be a professor of library
administration with supportive staff and selected library
administrators as consultantS.

Related Studies):

Frasure (1966) and Mosher (1968).

Postgraduate Internships and Trainee Programs in
Librarianship: An Evaluation of Existing Programs and a
Proposal.-for Development of the 'Internship Concept in
Continuidg Education for Librarians.

Few library schools, libraries and library system's have
developed, such programs. The internship concept has long
been accepted in other professions as an integral part of
professional training. It has not been considered such, in
librarianship. Yet it would seem to be a very significant
approach to continuing education for librarians, and
possibly at various levels, immediately following the
Master's degree, at mid-career for those showing special
potential for top-level administration; a part of the
doctoral program. (before, during or after).

Objectives:

1. To evaluate existing intern programs in

librarianship.

2. To present the case for and against internship.

3. To construct alternate internship plans.

4. To make recommendations to the profession.

Methodology:

1. Content analysis of literature on concept of

internship.

2. Survey of existing programs, history, objectives,
elements of each program.
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3. Development of criteria for evaluating programs.

4. Evaluation

a. Questionnaires to those who completed program
and those currently involved in it.

h. Interviews with directors of programs.

c. Interviews with employers.

5. Summarize results and reach conclusions.
.

6. Develop alternate plans based on findings.

Manpower'Needs:

Director should probably be a faculty member who has
taught and done'some resear,ph in library administration. A

prbgrammer and statistician would probably be* required for
computer analysis of questionnaire and interview data.
Consultants would he selected library administrators and
several others with experience in planning internships and
training programs.

Related Studies:
ty

See related studies in librarianship such as Stallman
(1963) , Wilson (1963) , Kenney (1969) , Brodman (1960) , and
Postell (1960) and Internship reported on as Master's theses
at University of Texas, for example: Ayres (1961), Bentley
(1961), and M. H. Stone (1958).

.;.

A Study of Attitudes- and Responses to Participation of
Mid-Career Librarians in Community Affairs as StimulatorS
and Effectors in Continuing Professional Growth.

Library schools and library literature stress the
importance of the librarian's involvement in the interests
and activities of the community he serves. The hypothesis
is that such involvement can lead to a deeper sense of
social responsibility, a mark of the professional whose
growth should be perSonal as well as professional.
Absorption in our profession can restrain serious thought
within a groove and ultimately lead to a superficiality.
Social responsibility broadens a person's view of the total
Social system within which and for which the library' makes
its unique contribution.

Methodology:

The research would test the hypothesis through a series
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de intervtewp with a structured sample of mid-career
librarians' to d.etermine their attitudes on social
resporisibility and to measure in soxi-0 way its :relative
effect on their professional: growth. Since related studies
in _other professions have revealed that an important tactor
'in the amount oeinterest and activity given to- community
affairs is the example and encouragement of chief
administrative offices, there is indicated a follow-up
sampling' of the attitudes of the bosses and their
expectation and encouragement of 'staff to community
involvement as a means of staff development toward a more
enlightened and focused selice.

Findings, if they follow the pattern of the other
studies, may be somewhat negative; revealing conviction with
little application, but at the sane time will identify gaps
in training to whigh library education programs, should
address themselves today.

Manpower Needs:

This project was conceived as one for an individual,
preferably a library, educator with special interests,.
experience and traini 4 in sociology and social philosophy.

Related Studie

Several studies in related disciplines include: Mee
(1968), Dillman(1961, 1962), Lazarus (1968), and Blizzard
(1956).
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would not only be responsive to internal factors
but to external elements outside the specific
program aevelOped, such as the attitude and
motivation of those participating in the programs,
th0 climate of the library or library system in
which the program takes place, and the attitude of
the administration of the given system toward,
continuing education and staff development.

Manpower Needs:

A professor in a library school who would direct a

series of doctoral studies related to the study and be
responsible for coordinating the whole.

Related Studies:

Garrison (1967) , Smith (1966),, Odior.ne (1965) , and
Likert (19'67).

Development -of a Comprehensive 'Model for Managing and
Evaluating 4aShort-Term Institutes and Workshops for the
ContinuinzEducation'of Librarians.

The, need for a more cokprehenSive approach to
educational planning for short-term institutes and workshops
has been emphasized as projects (a).become longer and more
complex, (b) call for greater allocations.. of money and
personnel, and (c) cover a wider range of subject areas.
Although short-term institutes and workShops provide one of
the major avenues of continuing education available to
librarians today, there are at present no models in library
science that apply to every important phaSe of 4 project
from its inception to its terminatio . Topics to be cover
would be identification of p.ponsoring body, its
qualifications for this projet, stated purposes,
objectives, staff, participants, !program content, skill
development; learning applications; validation of effects,
training methods, and techhiques and use of multi-media.

8'5

Objectives:

1. To analyze and evaluate library instituter
and workshops tctprowide background material for a
data base. Study would include workshops funded
,by Federal Legislatibm and those which had heen
locally sponsored. ;

2. To develop a medel which could be used by (a)

those who write r_poper s, (b) those who operate
projects, (c) those evaluate the programs.
The use of 'such a model Should result in
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improvement of programs by providing specific
criteria from the conceptiOn to the culmination of
a project and by prdviding feedback data
throughout.

3. To include in the model the following
elements: statement of criteria for proposal
development; asessment of needs; objective
relevant to needs, priority considerations, staff
and management, program activities and curriculum,
facilities, evaluation, assurances and appraisals.

Manpower Needs:

The model would be developed by a, director with
consultants and supportive staff. The director or an
assistant might work with the U. S.,Office of Education
staff and have access to relevant records in that office.
The surveys Of individual short-term courses could, be done
by one or more Ph.D. candidates.

Related Studles:

Richard Miller (1968) , Garrison (Operation PEP, 1967) ,

Merrell (19t5) and Andrews (1957 and 1961).

Communication and Research Information Exchange in Library
Science.

The American Psychological Association under a grant
from the National Science Foundation (1963) made a two-year
'study om scientific information exchange in psychology and
found that there were four processes that could be
identified in any successful system of scientific exchange
of information: the origin of information, its
transmission, its user, and information conveyance devices
that have both transmission and storage functions.

Objectives:

1. To identify the institutions associated with the
source, the user, and hd information Conveyance
devices that have transmission and \storage
functions in library science and to identify the
scope of each agency in fUlfilling these roles.

2. To analyze the types and categories Of information
exchange activities.

3. To study,. the persons initiating, guiding, or
actively engaged in scientific research and the
modes of communication they chiefly use. The
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roles of formal and informal communication.
Information (frot questionnaires and interviews)
on the individual's research and the information
exchange related to his research.

4. To. discover information exchange between foreign
and American librarians' and information
scientists.

5. To determine the membership patterns in library
and information science organizations and the
information exchange among their members:

6. To investigate the production, distribution and
use of technidal reports, and the use that
librarians make of these reports.

7. To ascertain the nature of the scientific products
of library associations, especially the program
content of convention program:;.

8. To use the convention as a source of scientific
and profession'al formation. The dissemination

tof information a library and information science
conventions and meetings.

9. To study the information exchange activities at
regional, state, and local library and information
sdience meetings. .

10. To analyze the journal publication date of papers
presented at library and information science
meetings.

11. To study the collection, preparation, ana use of
scientific and professional information
disseminated at a large library meeting or
convention.

12. To make a study of library and information journal
authors and users, and reviewers, including the
evaluation of journals and journal images.

13. To determine the role of the invisible college in
'librarianship.

Manpower Needs:

An' executive director, familiar with the,

interdisciplinary exchange of information and also the
framework and patterns of library associations and
publications. The major elements could be carried on
simultaneously. The findings and recommendations of each
substudy should then be synthesized in a report which would
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be reviewed by the total staff and by a group of specialists
(consultants) before publication. This complex project, it

is estimated-, would require at least two years and involve a
large staff of research associates and assistants assigned
to segments of the overall study. Computer facilities would
be necessary for parts of the project. Major funding would

be required and could be sought from a,num4er of funding
agencies.

Related Stu

Report of the American Psychological Association's
Research on Scientific and Information Exchange.

The Development of Model Packaged Programs of Study in

Selected Defined Areas Pertinent to the Needs of In-Service
Librarians for Updating and Expanding their Knowledge of

Advances in the Field.

Objectives:

1. To identify the topics for which need and interest
have been demonstrated., e.g. concepts and use of

programmed budgeting in libraries; data for
planning and decision-making on such topics as

automation of library processes, on library
insurance programs, Marc II Tapes, etc.

2. To delineate the objectives of 'the unit.

3. To develop the materials and techniques of

presentation best calciklated to achieve the

'objectives.

4. To package a, syllabus witk a selected annotated
bibliography, illustrative charts, diagrams,
photographs, and depending one the topic, perhaps
film strips, tapes, slides, programmed text or

teaching machine program.

5. To include some form ,of self-evaluation in the

development of the package.

-6. To develop methods of effective distiibution.

Manpower Needs:

An appropriate faculty member of a library school

working With graduate students, educational technologist,
and educator would constitute a minimum staff.
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Related Studiesi

Dyer (1962) , Wallace (1968) , and. Walter (1968).

Evaluation of the Potential Capabilities of Various Media
for Use in the Continuing Education of librarians: A

Feasibility study.

Objectives:

1. To experiment with matching media to educational
A14 objectives in order to obtain optimal results.

2. To research and develop 'new methods, and materials_
for continuing education of librarians.

3. To study and evaluate the capabilitieS of EVR
(Electronic Video Recording System) for 'the
presentation' of continuing education instruction."

4. To study and to evaluate the capabilities of
Talk-Back TV.

5. To study and evaluate the use of -video-tape*:

6. To study and evaluate the use. of a telephone dial,
IIIaccess tape recording system. 0

/

7. To study and evaluate instruction using TV fixed
service.

8. To study and evaluate the use of programmed
instruction, which could include programmed texts,
teaching machines, and comptiter assisted
programmed learning.

9. To -study and evaluate the possible use
correspondence courses.

10. To study and evaluate the use,of films and slides
for use in the continuing education of librarians.

11. To analyze and synthesize the end results which
would indicate in what kinds of situations and for
What, kinds of learning each of these major media
might be most effectively used.

Manpower Needs:

A team of researchers 'consisting of a technology
specialist, a learning spcialist, a subject specialist, and
consultants would analyze and synthesize the results from
the individual parallel studies.
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Related Studie:

Faegre (1968) , Hamreus (1967) , Briggs (1967) , Gagne
(1965) , and Ofiesh (1969).

Toward Closer Reciprocal Relationships between .Library
Science Professors and Practicing Library Administrators:
An ficPloratory Study.

Mosher (1968) emphasizes the serious threat that is
inherent in the fact that there is an everwidening gap in
higher education between the professors and the
administrators who make the decisions, in society. He
presents the hypothesis that as scholars proceed more deeply
into their subject matter. the problem of converting their
findings and their wisdom-into social policy becomes even
greater andmore important. In librarianship there would be
many gains if professors in the graduate schools would have
closer working relationships with the 'practicing
administrators of libraries.

Objectives:

1. To determine how university resources might he
developed for .helping library administrators
improve their effectiveness:

2. To determine the order of preference among the
suggested ways in which ;professors of library
science might, best serve practicing library
administrators as viewed/by the administrators and
as viewed by the practicing prdfessors in library
schools. . -

3. To determine whether the ,professors and the
practicing administrators .agree concerning, the
rank order. of values of the ways in which
professors of library science may best serve
practicing administrators.

4. To determine which of the suggested ways for
professors _.ol----atgTistration to best serve
praClicing administrators are viewed as most
helpful by the total group of professors and
practicing library administrators.

5. To determine which of the ways are viewed as least
helpful by the total group.

6. To determine what understanding, knowledge and
skills should be emphasized in the pfogram of



leadership development for practicing library
administrators.,

7. To ascertain methods the administrators would
prefer and alternatives they suggestvto returning
to the library school for continuing education.

Manpower Needs:

Director should be a professor of library
administration with supportive staff and selected library
administrators as consultants.

Related Studies:

Frasure (1966) and Mosher (1968).

Postgraduate Internships and Trainee Programs in
Librarianship: An Evaluation of Existing Programs and A
Proposal for DeveloEment of the Internship Concept in
Continuing Education for Librarians.

Few library schools, libraries and, library systems have
developed such programs. The internship concept has long
been accepted in other professions as an integral part of
profegsional training. It has not been considered such in
librarianship. Yet it would seem to be a very significant
approach to continuing education for librarians, and
possibly at various levels, immediately following the
Master's degree, at mid-career for those showing special
potential for top-level administration; a part of the
doctoral program (before, during or after) .

Objectives:

1. To evaluate existing intern program:; in
librarianship.

2. To present the case for and against internship.

3. To construct alternate internship plans.

4. To make recommendations to the profession.

Methodology:

1. Content analysis of literature on concept of
internship.

Survey of existing programs, history, objectives,
elements of each program.
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3. Development of criteria for evaluating programs.

4. Evaluation

a. Questionnaires to thoge who completed program
and those currently involved in it.

b. Interviewg with directors of programs.

c. Interviews with employers.

5. Summarize results and reach conclusions.

6. Develop alternate plang based on findings.

Manpower Needs:

Director should, probably be a faculty member who has
taught and done some research in library administration. A

programmer and statistician would probably be required for
computer analysis of questionnaire and interview data.
Consultants would be selected library administrators and
several others with experience in planning internships and
training prograMs.

Related Studies:

See related studies in librarianship such as Stallman
(1963) , Wilson (1963), Kenney (1969), Brodman (1960) , and
Postell (1960) and Internship reported on as Master's theses
at University of Texas, for example: Ayres (1961), Bentley
(1961), and M. H. Stone (1958).

A Study of Attitudes and Responses to Participation ,of
Mid-Career Librarians in Community Affairs as Stimulators
and Effectors in Continuing Professional.Growth.

Library schools and library literature stress the
importance of, the librarian's involvement in the interests
and activities of the community he serves. The hypothesis
is that such involvement can lead_ to a deeper sense of
social respons,ibility, a mark of the professional whose
growth should be personal as well as professional.
Absorption in our profession can restrain serious thought
within a groove and ultimately lead to a superficiality.
Social responsibility broadens a person's view of the total
social system within which and for which the library makes
its unique contribution.

Methodology:

The research would test the hypothesis through a series
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Wft of interviews with a structured sample of mid-career
librarians to determine their attitudes on social
responsibility and to measure in some way its relative
effect on their professional growth. Since related studies
in other professions have revealed that an important factor
in the amount of interest and activity given to community
affairs is the example and encouragement of chief
administrative office6,, there is ipdicated. a follow-up
sampling3 of the attitudes of tilldiplibs;seS and their
expectation and encouragement of staff. to, 'community
involvement as a ,means of staff development toward a more
enlightened and focused service.

Findings, if 'they. follow the pattern of the other
studies, may be somewhat negative, revealing conviction with
little, application, but at the sane time will identify gaps
in training to which library education .programs should
address themselves today.

Manpower Needs:

This project was conceived as'one for an individual,
preferably a library educator with special interests,
experience and training in sociology and social philosophy.

-Related Studies:

Several studies in related disciplines include: Mee
(1968) , Dillman(1961,- 1962), Lazarus ,(1968) , and Blizzard
(1956).
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ABSTRACT

O

The library school program must' be geared, to library
service in relation to needs, regardless of the distinctive
character of any community. Heace library research must
inevitably be directed .to the concept of library use. On
the assumption that the library must accept responsibility
for ,service to all; ,what can it do to discharge this

--responsibility? What are the implications fof cost and
personnel? The specific research projects suggested are:

i. Who uses the library, and for what?

2. What, if anything, can the library. do to attrace
those who do not patronize it?

3. Haw effective have programs aimed at the
economically and culturally _deprived been? And
what measures of effectiveness can be applied?

4. How goad is the bookmobile in, reaching adults?
How effective are library. branches?

5. What_ problems does the library encounter , in
serving students?

6. What are the needs of the industrial, comdunity,
and to what extenecan the library meet them?

7. What is the relation between kinds of books read
aad.the background of the chilc4en who read them?

8. Are a child's attitudes shaped /by his reading, and
if so, in what ways?

9. How is school library use affected by the size of
the book collection? By variations among the
users themselves?

10. How has the library system affected library use?'

11. In metropolitan areas, how much and for what is
the library ,in' the central city used by suburban

Iresidents?

12. What is the library's role in improvil:tg community
.race relations? What has happened as a result of
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its program in this area?

13. WHat part can libraries pl'y in'the development of =

communications and information-eXchange,networks?

The conduct of such investigations Should support
library education in two ways: (a) If conducted by the
library schools, the students have an invaluable opportunity
for research experience. , (b) 1 If the studieS lead to
conclusions that might affect the' direction of library,
development the schools have an opportunity to revise their
curricula and 'to prepare their students for services not
currently offered.,

Ik
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INTRODUCTION

Since the program of any library school is conditioned
by the society it exists to serve, it is essential that the
school be aware of the character of its community and of the
changes occurring within it; otherwise the school is in

danger of continuing -a prograth which may be irrelevant at
least in part, and,may even be obSolete. However important
its concerns with internal matters, such as student
selection, faculty recruitment4 and assignments, placement
procedures and the like, it cannot lose touch with.the
society outside and .retain a viable program.

Whether or not all library schools can themselves
maintain a comprehensive research program is problematical.
Many, perhaps most, are frankly' service institutions,
established and operated to . the end of- the providing
practitioners for traditionally functioning libraries. But
even schools without a research orientation cannot remain
immune to social changes and especially to changes which
have affected the libraries themselves. Indeed, the
Criticism recently voiced about the irrelevance of lihrary
education, whether justified or not, stems from the
.accusation that 'schools \have n.ot sufficiently, if at all,
recognized the changes in society, and therefore that their
instruction. is geared to an earlier day when social deMands
were different, when library functions appropriate to 'the

nineteenth century no longer are; and that libraries are not
ready to meet'current demands becaUSe library schools have
not prepared their students for this responsibility.

''For present purposes it is unnecessary to respond to

the accusation; whether or not it is correct, or whatever
ithe extent to Which it is applicable to all schools, the

iioplication is clear: the library school program must be
relevant to the needs of its constituency. This truism- 'has
been invoked most forcibly with respect td the public
library, but it is no less applicable to the school,
academic,`, and special library as well.

"he problem as stated -is really twofold: philosophical
and operational, or ends and means. Is it the proper role
of the public library, for example, to accept responsibility
for all citizens regardless of their literacy, their
interest (or lack of it) An reading or in ideas in .whatever
form, their capacity for comprehension? To p6t it in
broadest terms, we know that virtually every library is used
(however "use" is defined) by a minority of the community,
and by , very small minority of the adults; does the' library
have an obligation to the majority who never come near it?
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Suppose the answer' is "yes"; ten what? 'Can -it do
anything that would 'effectively attract the .non -user, and
even more important, can it do anything that xill/ make a

significant difference in the patron's life or in the
community's welfare? No less important, does it have the
funds for effective promotion of service to the/presently
unaware or disinterested? Or should funds /currently
available for conventional services be .di/vented to
activities not yet undertaken? Aside from money, are
personnel available to undertake experimental and
unconventional programs?

Ansers to these viestions must be given by each
library in terms of its philosophy, its commungty, and its
financial, bibliographic, and personnel resources. At the
same time, these investigfations may support the library
school in two ways: (a),I'f, the investigations are conducted
by the schools, the students are provided an invaluable
opportunity for research 'experience; (b) If the studies lead
to conclusions that might affect the direction of library
development, the schools/have an opportunity to revise their
curricula and to prepare their students foi services not
currently offered. I this sense, at least, the schoolS
might exert a profound influence on the direction to be
taken bye the library oft the future.

1

THE LIBRARY AND ITS COMMUNITY

Though there hav been numerous studies revolving
'around the question "Whd uses the library ?" it is a question
that can never receiv a final answer. This is because
communities differ so,mal\kedly from one another -that the
pattern revealed in one Tay be quite different from that in
another. Not only this, ut even in a single community the
character of the population may change significantly from
one time to another. Th s in itself is sufficient to
justify ;renewed attention\ to the use of the library and
failure to use it.

1

Studies of library us have been reported in a number
of publications; they have b en summarized (as of ,1949) in
Derelson'd The Library's Public and subsequently considered
by Ennis and Fryden (Library uarterly, XXX, 1960, 253-65) .

EnniS, inl his paper "The Library'Consumer," (The Public
Library and the City, 1965) pr bes further into the question
of library use, and concl des with suggestions about
appropriate programs in the:' light of each' library's
"community's needs and p wer . structure." Library
priorities,1 he says, cannot b the same in all cities
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because the cities themselves are not alike; in one, service
to the business community may be stressed, especially if no

"special!' libraries exist to serve it; in another, the
library might-fbecome "the educational and cultural auxiliary
to_ whatever agendies are working to improve the
opportunities for. the deprived groups." Whatever, the
presumed implications for the library, there can be no doubt
that community analysis should constitute an important
element in library investigation.

The emph sis in community analysis has recently been
placed on t e so- called underprivileged - -the economically
insecure and the educationally deprived segments of an urban
population--for whom a conventional library of books of some
sophistication is largely, even completely, irrelevant. Yet

' on the assu ption that the library has a responsibilityto
engage their "nterest and patronage, it may raise questions
of their nu bers And geographical distribution, levels of
literacy, lan uage ability, interest in taking advantage of
library prog ams--and the kinds of program that would
attract ,them -and interest in ideas generally. Such

[
information may lead to administrative .deCisions of
far-reaching ...,ignificance, and may lead to the provision of
services far removed from those once envisaged as the limits
of library responsibility. The High John project of the
University of Maryland is illustrative of the type of
program that might be undertaken, once we know where to
place it and the most useful form it might take. (See Moon,
1968.)

Yet this is only the beginning of research in this
area. What happens, for example, when a special program is
set up: s ecificaly, what happens to the users of High
John (and of similar programs, undertaken in many large
communities) What proportion of the patrons are new, and
how large a proportion of the underprivileged residents are
they? What are their satisfactions and frustrations? Can
anything more, or different, be done for the underprivileged
who still do not come? For those who do, what is the nature,
of their involvement with the library -- attending lectures oe
movies, borrowing books (and of what kinds), using the
facility as Ian escape from a depressing home environment--or
what? Thes

le
are only a few of the questions that a library

might ask. The answers to many of them might weld be that
the coMmunit rather than the library has the responsibility
to cope with the problems of the .underprivileged through
institutions other than the library; and that the library
lacks the me ns to deal effectively with the problems thus
presented to it.

There ar, other matters worth exploring, not only with
respect to the underprivileged but relating to library use
in general. For example, how good is the bookmobile, as a

substitute for a fixed, or permanent, branch or as a means
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of introducing library service into areas where it was

formerly knot available? The word "good" immediately
requires definition: good in terms of what? If something ,

in place of nothing is accepted as "good," then no further
study is necessary. But one may ask, how effective is the
bookmobile' in reaching adults? Is the bookmobile
essentially a service to children, and does it actually
repel rather than attract adults?(1) (Even the implied
generalization needs, qualification; reaction in one
community may not be at all representative of reaction in
another dominated by a different type of resident.)
Questions of this kind may be raised for all types of
extension outlets: how they are used, by how many; with
what frequency, etc., and the answers may throw light on a
realistic policy of branch establishmenit. If library schobl
students were to undertake, such studies they would benefit
greatly not only through experience in 'objective measurement
and in defining concepts in quantitative terms, but also
from the opportunity to learn from observation, possibly
through. participation, how people react to library
facilities conventionally provided and assumed to be.

altogether satisfactory'. Beyond this, there might be
intensive cost studies of branches and other extension
outlets, not to answer the question as to whether a given
service is worth what it costs, but to provide a realistic
basis for assessing costs and thus for contributing to the
budgeting process.

The study of library use by should be supplemented by
studies of student use. The recent Baltimore studies
(Martin, 1963) revealed clearly the impact made by the

'increas'e in school enrollments on the public library. How
successful the library generally has been in accommodating
the flood of students--how its experience may be related to
its size, the character of the community, the quality of
school libraries--are all considerations that might indicate
a different role, or different methods for performing its
role. Another matter that has rarely been studied is the
effect- of student crowds upon adult attitudes toward the
library, and indeed their patronage of the institution. Do
students demand so much attention that other patrons are
neglected? Do they pre-empt all the seats and many of the
books that adults -want? Since libraries and communities
differ so widely from one another, the findings in one city
may not apply to others. Studies of communities that differ
significantly should therefore be welcome, aid library
schools can perform a real service to the profession by
sponsoring them. At the same time their own teaching and
course content might be affected by the results. Can
service to students be given more efficiently through
better-equipped school libraties, accessible even when the
school, itself is not open? But before acting on the
assumption that the answer lies in better school libraries,
we would do well to determine how effectively the public
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library serves students, and with what handicaps, if any, to
the rest of its clientele.

Though we have written of "students" and "adults" as
though they were homogeneous groups, we know that this is so
in only a limited sense, and their demands on the library
are likely to vary as widely as human curiosity.
Nevertheless it is useful to differentiate among types of
demand by identifiable groups, however defined. Consider,
for example, the industrial community. What are its needs,
and how and what extent can the public library satisfy them?
This question involves a host of other considerations, such
as the definition of the industrial community, its size and
character, the identification and classification of its
needs that may be met through bibliographical resources, the
possibility that other kinds of library or bibliographical.
centers may meet them, and the cost involved. As such
information is made available, - -the library school itself may
find it desirable to shape its curriculum, particularly in
reference. work and in information retrieval, to prepare its
students more realistically, with specific population
components in mind.

The industrial community has here been selected as the
basis for investigation, but it is only one of a virtually
unlimited number of enterprises that make up the life of any,
.large city. One may think of newspapers, insurance firms,
investment houses, for example, (or of individuals with
comparable concerns) which are constantly in search of
information, frequently of an esoteric kind, for which they
depend on the public libraryOr would, if they felt that
the library was in a position to help them. It is of course
true that many of them maintain their own "special"
libraries, but they must still look beyond their' own
resources for assistance. This whole process of
interdependence should be studied, not only for its
immediate value but for what it can contribute to the
library school student in his own approach to the provision
of needed information.

This discussion, though using the public library as the
point of departure, has inevitably led' to other kinds of
libraries and to individuals with interests beyond
"something to read." The focus is service to the community:
how can it best be provided? With emphasis on the potential
reader in need of information, the solution may be found not
in any existing library but in the rapidly expanding field
of investigation in methods of bringing to bear the needed
information,wherever stored, on inquiries, however unusual
or difficult.

From adults we turn to children. Surely no area is
more important than library service to children, and
libraries have probably achieved their greatest success in



attracting and introducing children to books. At the same
time, the disciplines of psychology Lnd education have
developed a monumental literature on how children learn,
their reading behavior, satisfactions, and frustrations. It
is difficult to say, to what extent such studies have
affected the preparation of children's and school
librarians; indeed, it may well be that most-investigations
are too far removed from library involvement to bear much
relevance to library practice. However, in spite of work
already done, the sociology of reading with particular
reference to children seems a fruitful one. What is the
relation, for ehample, between the kinds of library books
read and the child's background? How is library reading
affected by the presence of other sources, such as friends'
collections, bookstores, and the like? How is reading
affected by television and other distractions--or does
television stimulate rather than distract from reading?
,(See Himmelweit, 1958.) No less important are Studies of
reading effects: What happens to a child's attitudes as a
result of reading? To what exent, if at all, are a child's
prejudices, likes, and animosities nourished by what he
reads? Strictly speaking, this may not be a library
problem; still, since the librarian inevitably plays a role
in determining at least some of the reading of some
children, the better equipped he is in knowledge of children
as well as in knowledge of books, the more effective his
contribution to the child and to society.

These are merely illustrative of possible
investigations in the motivation of reading of children; the
more we know about it--as affecting children of different
types, since children no more than adults constitute a
homogeneous group--the better we may be able to prepare the
specialist in library work with children. Aside from this,
we might speculate that-the curriculum in this area might be
strikingly affected, with strong components in child
psychology and in urban sociology added to the conventional
areas of children's literature, story-telling, and
administrative problems.

The school library has received considerable attention,
particularly in recent years, and a set of standards .11,is
been developedAo serve both as guidelines and as 'evaluative
instruments. Investigations have subsequently been made to
determine the extent to which given libraries meet or exceed
the standards. But beyond such studies one might' look at
school library performance,especially since the standards
themselves say nothing about iffeasurement of %ervice. One
might look into the relation between size of collection and
amount of student use per capita, or by groups
differentiated according to scholarship, major interests,
family backgrounds, etc. Since library use is the end
toward which flib standards implicitly are directed, studies
of use might lead to a- reconsideration, perhaps an
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evaluation, of the standards, and might suggest revision in
some details. Needless to say, such, investigations should
have an impact on library school instruction in the school
library area. As in other segments of the curr,.culum, the
library school should do more than inculcate an awareness of
current practice and of officially accepted standards; it
should continually encourage students to ask. Kowwe-tnow
that a given practice is best to,-a- -given situation, even if
it conforms to standardS which themselves may be suspect
because they are out-of-date or were originally adopted on
the basis of necessarily limited evidence.

The current preoccupation with the larger unit- of
library service may seem more closely related to government
than to community problems; in fact, the two coalesce, for A
chenges in structure derive solely from, presumed community,
needs and expectations which cannot be fulfilled by the
'conventional structure. The larger unit makes sense in the
light of its ability to accomplish certain things that are
difficult or impossible for the, typical small library. Now
the question arises; how has the 'nature of library
service--what the 'library does, not what it is prepared to
do--been affected by the transformation of the -institution
into system membership? Some results are readily
identifiable: circulation to communities formerly deficient
in library provision, perhaps a larger circulation, possibly
the extension of types of material,loanea. Others are worth
examining: Since at least one outcome' th'at was envisaged by
the larger unit was the availability of a larger and more
diversified collection than the independent library could
possibly provide, how has the character of library
circulation and reference use been affected? This of course
is not to question the desirability of the larger unit, but
only to suggest that the results as, revealed in community
use be studied. The Nelson Associates' study Public Library
Systems in the United States observes: '"Few libraries know
whom they are serving, and almost none can assess accurately
the costs of the various services they provide." (p. 246)
The observation is elaborated in the following passage (p.,
258) :

There are now no adequate measures for the values
-of many library services to the patron. The
problem is not only to devise new measurements but
also to translate the value into dollars. If this
is to be done, much more needs to be discovered
about the cost of services. ,There are no existing
cost figures that can lie used with any degree_ of
assurance; figures are assembled in a variety of
ways with varying care, and include different
things.

Many additional questions for investigation are
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suggested (see especially pp. 259 -61), and library schools
should bring their students' attention to thelii. rt would be
difficult to point to another- area so fruitful in giving the
schools_theopportunity to lead, rather than merely reflect,

--tbe-trend in library organization and service.

Closely related to the larger unit is the metropolitan
area. As the central city library has expanded its
holdings, as it has moved into the acquisition of books,
periodicals; and documents in little demand but invaluable
to the serious student, it has reinforced its position as a

magnet, as the focus for attracting patrpns wherever they
live in the city and from surrounding communities as well.
Highways and interurban transportation facilities have all
but wiped out the distinction between city and suburb and
the territory beyond; the service area of a large city
library goes- way beyond the area responsible for its
support. This whole process of dependence on the central
city is one that could be usefully studied; how great is.the
external impact in terms of circulation, reference use,
demands on personnel, etc.? What are the implications for
external financing - -by county, state, or federal government?
The more we know the answers to such questions the better we
can plan library expansion and financingand'the better we
can prepare students for a useful role- in such planning (2).

Before leaving consideration of the public library's
role in its community, we shall devote some attention to the
question: Does the library have a special role in improving
community race relations? What is this role and how can it
be exercised? It is of course naive. to assume that the
library alone, or that reading in general, can significantly
influence attitudes among .racial or national or religious
groups; nevertheless the social implications of race
relations are so serious that At the very least the library
should ask what it could do if only to make a slight
contribution.

The problem, though currently in the forefront of local
and national concerns, is not new. An outbreak of racial
violence in Detroit in 1943 led the Detroit Public Library
to issue a pamphlet and reading list on race relations, and
libraries have always been alert to the possibilities of
contributing to the understanding and amelioration of social
disturbances. The problem of racial animosities,
particularly in large urban centers, has been aggravated IA,
a number of factors which need no elaboration at this point.
But the question remains: What if anything can the library

'do? Certain things seem obvious. It can try to attract the
newly arrived resident to the library or to a branch; it can
take the library (via deposits or bookmobile) to him; it can
provide reading matter that he can grapple with; it can
offer significant programs by film, lecture, records. 'It

can provide materials to prepare one for successful. job
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performance.

All these activities, and more, may be identified by
field study or through correspondence or through analysis of
the professional literature, and the listing alone might
well prove suggestive to librarians generally and to

students looking forward to a library career. But there are
other aspects which are clearly worth investigation. What
has happened as a result of the programs? How many people
have been affected, at least to the extent of attending
special classes or lectures?' Can any figures be given on
cost? Can the special programs be operated by conventional
library personnel, or are they more properly conducted by
social workers, formal.educators, or others? If so, are
there implications here for a change in library school
curricula to provide a different kind of training either
instead of the present or in additioh to it?

We may conclude this section hy repeating one of the
questions raised in this inquiry: How can the role of the
library in the community, present and future, be determined
and influenced? The question has already been raised a-s to
whether the library has a responsibility for all citizens
regardless of their literacy and the presence of other
inhibiting factors. There is* likely to be some differende
of opinion ranging from an unequivbcal "yes" to a much more
limited response. For example, Banfield has stated: "The
proper business of the public library is with the serious
reader and--assuming that the library cannot be an effective
instrument for educating the lower class--with him alone."
(Conant, p. 109) And in the same .vein Burchard comments:
"I believe the library should do its special job for those
who need and want it and that other institutions, such as
better settlement houses or youth houses equipped with
smaller libraries, should prepare some youngsters to need
and want the larjer service, just as the schools and the
hearths may prepare others." (Conant, p. 194.) These
observations will strike a sympathetic chord with many; they
will strike others as deliberately closing the door of
opportunity to the disadvantaged. Whether the open door can
actually lead to enrichment, to growth, or even to small
satisfactions, is a question that might surely occupy many
of our library schools.

Frbm this focus on persons indifferent to the library
or incapable of using it, we turn to the opposite extreme,
those for whom excellent resources may still not be
sufficient. These too make up part of the community. How
can library schools prepare their students to cope with
their needs? Or, to put the question in a somewhat
different context, "What part can libraries play in the
development of our communications and information-exchange
networks?", a major consideration of the National Advisory
Commission on Libraries.
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This area is currently receiving the serious attention
of information scientists, whether or not under the aegis of
library schools. Much more is involved than the designing
of hardware to make communication of information more
efficient; what is required is investigation into the actual
needs of scholars and scientists and the difficulties and
frustratiOns they experience. in meeting them. One might
visualize greater library expansion,, specialization, and
interdependenCe as the most efficient and least costly
approach to a solution; or one might ask if something still
better is needed, bringing into play the whole panoply of
technological dervices aimed at the speedy retrieval of
information without regard to its physical format or place
of storage. Basically, ,however, we need to know how the
advanced student and research worker can be aided in his
scholarly pursuits; to find out, we need to begin with him;
not with the mechanisms.

RESEARCH METHODS

Thus far we have tried to pinpoint certain problem
areas where research might contribute not only to possible
solutions but where it might affect the character of library
education. A word now about methods for the collection and
analysis of data. There is nothing particularly new in the.
methods necessary to pursue most of the studies, though this
is not to deny the difficulties involvied in many. -of them.
Studies cf reading and the distribution of reading matter
have depended on analysis of circulation statistics,
questionnaire responses, observation, and (infrequently)
diaries (3). Needless to say, caution must be exercised to
assure as much accuracy as possible, particularly in
questionnaires and checklists. And since many studies will
invariably rest on population sampling, some knowledge of
statistical techniques is indispensable. Should training in
research methods form part of the library school program?
The same question might be raised about investigations
centering around information storage and retrieval, where
advanced mathematical and statistical competence is likely
to be essential. That such training must be provided is
beyond dispute; but that it should form part of the library
school curriculum is doubtful. The important thing is that
the potential investigator be equipped with the necessary
,tools, not that the preparation be,limited to the library
school. .Particularly now, when all schOols are part of
colleges or universities which provide courses in
mathematics, statistics, sampling methods, etc., it may be
hoped that the student would be encouraged to take advantage
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of such courses where hiS own background may be limited.

The type of research suggested in this paper .is not

unique; it has long been conductpd in the social sciences,
and the literature of research methodology is plentiful.
.Perhaps only. relatively few students will have an interest
in investigation and the competence to pursue it, but the
results may --redound to the benefit of the library
profession, and,ift time may !-e reflected in the library
school curriculum.; and perhaps in the creation of a corps of
individuals Or whom the study of library problems wifl be a
lifelong idvnture.

CONCLUSION
,9

z

O

The library's role in its community has served as the
point of departure for considering ,research' needs. "Hence

the emphasis has been placed on actual.and potential library
users, ranging from the aost sophisticated to the least, at
least as far as access, to library materials and 1:formation
generally is concerned. Library use is certainly not all of
librarianship, but without it the institution loses:much of
its reason forbeimg. ]nplicit in this emphasis on the user
is the vague concept of social value -- benefits to society at
large as well as to the individual. This point has been so

well made by the National Advisory Copmission on Libraries
that we may conclude by quoting one paragraph from its
report':

"One theme emerges throughout all
0
the activities or the

National Advisory Commission on Libraries since its first
meeting in November 1966. This is a strong social- benefit
awareness, a service orientation that pervades %very
existing and -conceivable library and information function.
Perhaps it is not too soon to propose, the criterion of
social 'value as the most important in decision,
making--whether for broad central planning, more specifip
planning or,immAdiate problem solving. We should look at

the value to our people and our culture that accrues from
the activities of the user whose functions are to be
enhanced by improved availabilitr of library and information
services. A library can be understood only as it enhances a
socially valuable function, one of which- -and onP that all
libraries can enhance--is the personal intellectual and
ethical development of,everyindividual in our society. The
variety of the other socially valuable functions determines
the need for variety in kinds of libraries."
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NOTES

(1) See, for-example, pp. 13 -16 in "The Mansfield Public
LkbrarY by Leon Carnovsky (November, 1967),
(mimeographed.) , 4 p.

(2) See Leon Carnovsky, "Changing Patterns in
Librarianship: Implications for Library Education,"

Library Bulletini XLI. (January, 1967), 489.

(3) See Leon Carnovsky,- "Methodology in Research ' and
Applications," Library , Trends (Octobef, 1957),
6:234-46; also."Suryey of the Use.of Library Resources
and Facilities," Library Surveys, Tauber, M. F. and
Stephens,'I. R., eds. New York.: Columbia University
Press,.1967.
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PART III

DETERMINING RESEARCH PRIORITIES

x

r.

.

Forecasting the future is.an activity in which everyone
engages at one time 6r another. We all-dake predictions of
the weather and thus decide 44hether or not to ca =rry. an

umbrella. A business manager predicts future saleS and
decides whether or not. to build a new plant. A university,
admissions'officer examines application fords and ,predicts
which of the applicants will be successful students,
Teachers, viewing the totality of accumulated knowledge in

threir own field Of expertise; 'select ,infqrmatibn to be
taught by forecasting the needs of the students -two, fpur,
ten or more years;hence. , Even ag layman, we recognize the
hazards of making predictions. Experts at forecasting have
a greater appreciation of these difficulties, because they
know the many pitfallSn that prevent : successful
prognostication. Being experts they have developed
procedures to minimize the hazards and to improve: the
accuracy of their predictions., ThiS study. makes use of some
of these techniques.

.

, The problem inkrestigated.ib this volume is to predict
those research studies that will promote the improvement of

library education and practice, .'This is a problem of
forecasting, and a rather ,difficult one at that ;' many
variables -are involved, We must, first of all, urderstand
and describe the present state of library education. The
survey of current courses offered by accredited 'and
non-accredited library, schools 'provides information on

current educational practices. It ,does not 'however,
identify problem areas, or needs, or possible solutions.

To obtain igulformation on the deficiencies, or areas of
needed improvement in library schools, 'as, well as on

_research needed to plan correctional programs, experts werri
,asked to write position papers analyzing selected topics in

library education "and practice. As is clear from the papers-
in Part II, these experts did identify problems and did
suggest research projects for initiating improvements., The

/elements to be used in forecasting were thus identified, and
the task delimited to predicting. the probable importance and
impact Ot, the proposed research projects for improving
library school education.
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The DelphilForecasting Technique was selected as the
method of choice far obtaining the most accurate and
controlled prediction of research needs. The chapters which
follow provide background information about the Delphi, its
application to the present study and the results. obtained..
In preparing this report it is our intention 0 elucidate
the principal-features of the Delphi Technique, to describe
then in sufficient det&il, and thereby to encourage its
exploitation as, an appropriate survey research technique in
Library ana Information Science studies.
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PART III I 'SECTION A: THEDELPHa TECHNIQUE

CHAPTER XII/

THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE: 'FUNDAMENTALS

AND APPLICATIONS

Kevin b. Reilly
Institute Of Library Research
University of California
Los Angeles; California
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BACKGROUND ON THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE

Not all decisions that men are called upon to make can
be improved upon by study; the 'bold man of action' has his
place. However, a man disdainful otastudy, who is
repeatedly called upon to make decisions, is likely to
quickly erode his reputation for success and ultimately
remove any claim to the right of further decision making.
But there is a Charybdis corresponding to the Scylla of
decisions without information; it is information without
decisions. A would-be decision maker can become so enmeshed
in detailed facts or in thetotiC that he becomes paralyzed
to act.' A compromise between these two extremes is surely
desirable. It has been achieved, to some extent (in

business' circles principally) in the form of a

'people-based' information retrieval system, i.e., the
decision maker surrounds himself with a small group of
advisors who gather information and 'package, it
appropriately to specific information needs (1). Seen in
this context, the bold man of action, with his instantaneous
decisions based on hunch or some sixth sense, begins to be
perceived as an element from the realm of.mythology,

The decision maker who relies heavily on others must,
however, guard himself against the fate depicted by the
aphorism that a an is no better than hi,s advisors. He may
achieve some degree of protection by being an .avid reader
and an attentive listener, by being able to "read between
the lines" of reports, and to absorb added and alternate
meanings on the basis of advisors' facial expressions.
Nevertheless, his personal fact data bank and psychological
talents' and likely t'O- be found wanting more than just
occasionally. Thus, any- new technique which promises
potentially, rapid response vith concise, directly relevant
information is/highly welcome. The Delphi Technique is sucn
a method.

The name of the technique arouses at least a modicum of
interest all who come upon it for the first tire.
Immediately ithe famous oracle comes to mind, the question
arises: "iihat does a Delphi Technique have to do with the
scientific /Method which this generation so highly reveres?
Have we become so confused with the complexities of life
that, we haVe become disenchanted` with the orderly scientific
approach And have returned to listening to the ravings of a
priestess ,'who has thrown herself into a trmcg by drinking
waters from hallowed springs, chewing consecrated bay
leaves, shaking a laurel braDch and breathing vapors
mystically rising from the earth?"
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A more solid clue to the modern use of the term
"Delphi" can be gained from a look at the early, days of the
oracle when careful collection and shrewd use of information
prevailed (2). A number of devices were employed at Delphi
in order to, gather information, including a network of
'spies' who mingled among the patrons of the oracle as they
,waited (sometimes for a very long period) to receive its
-blessings, and extracted every' morsel of available
information from them. The oracle was then able to confirm
courses of action that had already been decided upon and to
choose when to vary from its otherwise firmly established
policies of vagueness and ambiguity in all'fOretellings,
avoidance of decided positions on, political matters, and
maintenance of a conservative base on religious and
philosophical issues.

The goals1,,of the Delphi Technique are much,the same as
those of the oracle: to predict the future and to evaluate
alternative courses, of action, though not by deliberate use
of vagueness and ambiguity! That is, a new methodology
reigns: the "spies" have been replaced by researchers and
the respondents are actually'adcompiices in the prediction
enterprise. The details of this camaraderie will be laid
bare as this chapter proceeds.

CONDUCT OF A TYPICAL DELPHI STUDY

, .

A Delphi study involves at least two groups of,

individualS: the researchers who e'onduct the study and the
respondents, generally a group of experts in .the field under
investigation, who answer the questions ,posed by the
researchers. Though uniform to.the.extentof'being in the
same field, the respondents are normally chosen to represent
the varying perspectives of, managers; researchers, analysts,
planners, educators and ,any others to whom the questions
have some special meaning. A study frequently begins With
the researchers making an informal inquiry ,,of the
respondents as to what significant- events are likely to
occur inthe field under investigation within a given period

4 of time (usually a 10-30 year segment3 of the immediate
future). In some cases only a portion of the respondents
are involved in this initial phase of the effort. In even a
smaller number of cases the listing of events'is supplied by
individuals who are not otherwise involved in the study. The
researchers- themselves may also get involved at this point..
Armed with these usually loosely formulated suggestions, the
researchers g nerate a questionnaire whose questions or
proposals are Lore conducive to elicitation of a precise
response of 1) when, or 2) with what probability, or 3) with
what degree of benefit certain events' or conditions will
obtain. The questionnaire is then sent to the respondents
by mail. (Speculations are that this might occur some day
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via a computer-based communications system not unlike that
envisioned by EDUCOM.)- (4)

The responses are developed in private - -a fundamental
element in the Delphi approach. This is done in order to
avoid certain undesirable effects of face-to-face
communication, such as specious persuasion, the
unwillingness to abandon publicly expressed opinions and the
bandwagon effect of majority opinion (4).. Later additions
to this list include the effect of the dominant individual
(he who speaks loudest and longest wins the day!) and
"semantic noise"--that portion of the conversation directed
to matters other than the question at hand (e.g., to
establish pecking order in the sponsoring professional
organization's hierarchy).

. Upon return, the answered questionnaires are analyzed
by the researchers. Some basic statistic such as the median
is calculated, and it along with the original questionnaire
issent back to the respondents for a second 'round'. On
occasion, some of the questions may be omitted, e.g., in the
case of events which all respondents feel will never happen.
Alternatively, modifications may be called for if certain
flaws in the questions become apparent, e.g., if the
comments of respondents indicate that an altered form-of a
particular question may be more appropriate. Additional
information may be sent to the respondents, or a- inquiry
may be made as to why a question was answered in the manner
it was, especially when the answer is unusual. The purpose
in doing this is to make the individual more rigorously .

question his views and to encourage him to exprebs them;. if
his reasonings are sound the whole group may gain insight on
a,subsequent round. The purpose of this feedback (or
iteration) element in the Delphi Technique is to effect
interaction or concert among the respondents, who otherwise
would be operating in a totally independent manner. This
element distinguishes the Delphi approach from conventional
survey research. Viewing the method from this perspective
reveals it as a contribution to the survey. research art.

.Second and subsequent rounds in a Delphi study
generally produce a degree of convergence of opinion. The
basic tendency of humans not to be too extreme probably lies
at the heart of this. Convergence, however, may well be
countermanded at least to some extent as a consequence of
the very "expertness" of the experts, who, it might be
surmised, feel little pressure to change a position, once
taken, when confronted by the (differing) opinions of
others.
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EARLY DELPHI STUDIES

The Delphi Technique was first discussed in detail in a
monograph by 0. Helmer, 1966 (5). This, along with anther
pair of reports by Helmer (6,7), reveals much of the
philosophical underpinning of the methodology as well as
portraying a number of the early,applications. The Delphi
Technique is described as a "new form of procedure within
the scientific establishment "; Helmer endeavors to

categorize it in relation t a general scientific
methodology which, is undergoing many changes, and in
particular, being 'extended in a variety of new directions
-under the . impact of computers, more sophisticated'
statistical analysis, multidisciplinary team approaches, and
increased role for conferences and other people-to7people
forms of communication. The phrase coined to represent the
never methodologies, (also the title of Helmer's Monograph),
"Social Technology", purports to 'contrast the almost
Operations, Research emphasis ofthese ,new approaches with
that of the more conventional "Social Science"
methodologies, which the new methods complement. This
"technology" espouses the systems approach'and exploits
every possible benefit from mathematical modeling and
simulation in the move toward greater precision. Helmer is
quite the optimist about these developments, and . in
particular, about their potential application in helping to
solve mankind's social, _economic, and technological
problems:

"The newly discernable willingness to examine
the applicability and refine the use of such
tools,in the social-science area, together
with-the computer capabilities on the horizon
convince me that we are entering an era of
potentially remarkable social progress."

0

Were his comments directed more centrally toward library
- 'science, they would be highly reminiscent of those of Pierce
. Butler, who over thirty-five years ago pressed for the

foundation of a "science" of librarianship as opposed to the
almost entirely humanistic librarianship of the time. His
plea for statistics and his appeal to^the magic of numbers
("Theories of relationship derived from quantitative ratios
usually involve the least danger of subjective
misunderstanding" (8) ) came at a time when statistics was
doQinated by methods more appropriate to the controlled
experiment of the physical sciences. It would seem to
follow that Butler's enthusiasm for "Social Technology"
might even exceed that which he phowed for "Social Science".
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Time Predictiori Studies

Beyond these more philosophical matters, the papers by
Helmer contain the results of a wealth of individual Delphi
studies illustrating the broad scope of the method. The
appendices of Social Technology present a series of studies
involving, for the most part, prediction of the time when
certain events or conditions will obtain. The very first
study, for example, focuses on predicting the advent of
certain technical and scientific developments having
"general public interest", such- as: synthesis of artificial
life; production of artifical plastic and electronic organs;
control of gravity through means of gravitational field
modification. The timing for the appearance of these
developments was left open even to the extent cf their never
happening at all, a fate bestowed in large treasure by the
respondents on the use of telepathy and ESP in
communication's. The-resulting predictions are presented as
house7shaped pictographs (now almost a universal
characteristic of Delphi project, reports) which display the
median response along with the interguattile range or other
appropriate central and dispersion-measures.. Table's I and
II show a typical display of the results of a Delphi study.

A number of other time prediction studies were
performed and are reported in these appendices; one on
general automation (of labor, medical diagnosis, education,
transportation, etc.); one on space progress (a bars landing
and return; a Pluto fly-by, etc.); and another on weapons
systems (battlefield computers, robots, incapacitating
biological agents, etc.).

By compiling results froth several independent Delphi
studies and taking the cross-sections for a given year, a
composite picture of the likely state of development of
technology, human resources, .etc., at that time can be
formed. Appendix I of Helmer's book presents . such
composites for the lears 1984 and 2000. Results compiled in
this manner constitute a form of packaged information useful
as input ("feed-in") for further Delphi predictions. For
example, predictions on educational needs in Library and
Information Science in the year 2000 would probably be more
sound if predictions of "technological developments, the
general state of human knowledge, and perhaps other factors
were made available to respondents..

Evaluation Studies

As part of the study on automation, ten proposed
measures for abating automation-produced unemployment were
rated according to.the three parameters of effectiveness,
desirability, and probability of their being utilized. The
evaluative scales covered negative, nil, neutral, minor,
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moderate and high, whj.le the probability scale spanned
minor, moderate and high. Most of the proposals were o,

prosaic ones (e.g., creation of new (unspecified) types of
work, retraining, government aid to depressed areas,
legislation proscribing certain kinds of automation
activities) and none of them emerged with a high rating
across the board, the highest set of ratings being achieved
for the creation of new types of employment: high on
desirability; moderate/high on effectiveness; moderate/high
On potential.

Another , evaluation study concerned foreign policy
proposals, for which the same three criteria were employed.
In this case only a condensed scale was utilized involving
high, medium and low values. If substantial agreement was
obtained for any of these scale values, it is underlined in
the report, e.g., if one-third of the group assigned a high
value, one-third, a low value,- etc. there is no underline'but
if 60% assigned' a low value' and 20% a high value,-etc., the

value appearing in the table of result is underlined.
'Underlining appears frequently in the table of results,
indicating that substantial agreement was not a rare event.
High scores across the board were given only to three
proposals, all of which dealt (basically) with defensive
military initiatives.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OT THE DELPHI METHODOLOGY

A new method such as the Delphi must undergo thorough
examination if only to ascertain whether its early promise
can be sustained. Experiments on the Delphi Technique have
begun in earnest and some resultg are .already available
concerning such matters asi' what constancies exist from
study to study; what form (if any) of interaction between
the researchers and respondents is optimal; and the most
basic question of all--how accurate can a method of this
type be. It is convenient to separate the experiments into
two classes:, 1) those concerned with collecting, comparing,
and cataloging the results of typical Delphi studies; 2)

those concerned fundamentally with accuracy of results. The
former generally constitute a more straightforward form of
examination in the sense that they can be performed on any
Delphi study. Such examinations may nevertheless be, quite
detailed, requiring statistical knowledge-ranging from the,
elementary to the -most complex. The latter type of
examination i$ quite special and involves the concept of
error. In order to measure error, a synthetic Delphi
procedure must be developed, one in which the answers to the
questions are known or can be estimated accurately. A

series of studies by N. Dalkey and his co-workers
(9,10,11,12) which constitute the basic corpus to date for
assessment of Delphi methodology and which treat these
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matters, will now be reviewed.

Study of Elementary Characteristics

Among the data that can be readily collected in ,any
Delphi study are those relating to 1) the issue of
reliability, or more specifically, the effect of group size-
on reliability; 2) the likelihood and magnitude of
respondents' opinion change on one round as a function of
distance from the median on a previous round; 3) change of
opinion as a function of sex; and 4) the form of the
distribution of responses on the various rounds.

1) Reliability Is important for any experimental
procedure. For the Delphi Technique, -reliability
presupposes that different-groups of eqUal expertise produce
similar results. Reliability obviously depends on group
size, the expectation being that, as group size increases,
reliability increases. Experimental results indicate that
reliability, measured by the correlation coefficient taken
Over a collection of questions for pairs of respondent
groups of varying size, behaves in this expected fashion.

2) Questionnaire feedback is of such central
importance in the Delphi approach that any experiment
analyzing patterns of convergence is of great value. First
of all, there exists an undeniable "pull of the median".
That is, a respondent's answer on a second round is likely
to move toward the group median.. Within limits, this pull
increases as a function of the distance of the respondent's
answer from the -median: the likelihood of change is
effectively a linear function for smaller distances from the
Median, leveling off for .larger changes, presenting an
overall 'Iv- shaped appearance when graphed; the magnitude
of change demonstrates a similar tendency but not quite so
clearly cut.

3) A complete study-of male-female effects involves
more than a simple comparison of opinion change from a first
to a second round, but the basic result on this single issue
iS in accord with the layman's view: women do live up to
their image of changeability. Other aspects of this topic
are discussed below.

4) The form of the distribution of responses for
first-round answers to questions requiring numerical
estimates appears to be log-normal, suggesting that
respondents were directing their thoughts to orders of
magnitude rather than to the precise numerical values of the
answers. Second-round answers appear to deviate somewhat
from this distribution, and cannot be assigned a standard
(i.e., "name") distributional form. If it could be shown
that a certain distributional form tends to accOMpany more



accurate answers, techniques might be employed even in
single round surveys to educe it.

Study of Errors

Error measurements suitable for the Delphi context can
be formed in either of two ways: 1) the absolute difference.
between the group median and the correct answer, and 2) the
stated difference divided by the correct answer, more
appropriate when interest is directed to' percentage_.:af___
error. The concept of error is thus simple to form.
However, real-life Delphi studies' deal almost excluSively
with questions for which answers are not known and cannot be
discovered by any conventional means. Therefore, error
cannot be measured in most studies. It is possible,
however, to create a synthetic Delphi procedure using
questions for which answers exist, but which are almost
certainly not known to the respondents. Ideally, the
questionS, will be of such a nature that the respondent's
efforts arriving at answers to'some degree simulate the
act, of opinion formation, as opposed to'factual responding

wouldould be the case with the "handbook" type questions
such as' soliciting Avogadro's number from Physical
Sdientists). Perhaps the most suitable choice, that which
Dalkey and co-workers picked, is to create questions from
information in almanacs. Such questions are frequently-
quantitative and are of such a nature that the respondent
can often figure out a 'ballpark Answer'. A typical
question might be: "What was the Population of,France-in
1650?" or "When was gunpowder invented?".

Questions- of the type just described can bo used to
perform experiments concerning fundamental assumptions of
the Delphi method, such as _demonstrating that error'
diminishes with increasing group size--a result comparable
to that for 'reliability. And they have the added appeal
that supplementary facts can be supplied along with the
question, e.g., the population of England in 1650 might be
provided in the attempt to elicit the population of France
in the hypothetical question mentioned above. Such a

variation on the basic method is but one of the many
possible avenues for further experimenting with the
technique in the hopes of improving accuracy, the most,
important purpose of the study of error. Other potentially
productiVe error-reducing techniques center on: possible
elimination of questions on subsequent rounds of the
9uestionnaire feedback; other variations in the form of the
feedback; and respondent self- ratings.

Elimination of questions on subsequent rounds of the
feedback procedure rests'on the basic fact tnat convergence
does not always produce desirable effects. For, example,
when the initial median is different from the correct answer
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and the deviation is small, ,further convergence toward the
median draws the almost correct answer away from the correct
value. Although the answers displaced froM the Redian on
the side opposite the correct answers ate drawn closer to
the true value, overall error may increase. The suggestion
then arises that questions for which the (relative)
deviation is small be eliminated from the questionnaire on
subsequent rounds. Despite this ,logic, however, no very
significant improvements in overall error have peen achieved
through this means. That questions for which the error
standard deviation is small do not contribute a very large
fraction of the overall error perhaps plays a significant
role here.

Hoped-for reductions in error which proved elusive in
the simple approach just outlined have been sought through
more complex forms of feedback.. A spectrum of feedback
levels has. . been used in the__ experimental framework:
respondents can be given 1) none; 21)3 medians; 3) medians and
interquartile ranges; 4) simple percentile ratings, (fOr each
individual's response); 5) statistical feedback (usually
medians) plus additional information in the form of "soft
facts" (i.e., facts- of a more subjective quality, such as
the reasons given by respondents,whose answers were outside
the quartiles); 6) . statistical feedback plus additional
"hard facts", i.e., facts yin the form of related or
comparative values; upper or lower boueds, or even
qualitative facts.

Utilization of no feedback provides the `control level
for the standard Delphi procedure: for, if feedback., does
not produce an improvement over iteration without feedback;
the rationale of the Delphi Technique is destroyed.
However, feedback does produce an improvement both in terms
of the number of respondents whose answers improve as well
as in over-all group ern-v. I A subtle point exists in
connection with the latter measures: improvement in them
does not necessarily imply a better median result; i.e., the
roof of the "house" may become steeper With the apex
remaining' inthe same place, resulting in (perhaps) the same
median and less overall error.

The second, third, and fourth options above, dealing
with the basic level of statistical feedback, prove not to
be significantly different ifl their consequences, a result
that is not intuitively obvious. Even lesS obvious is the-
fact that no improvement is achieved through supplying
supplementdry "soft facts" in form of giving the reasons of
those whose answers were farthest from the median; giving
the reasons of those whose answers were closest to the
median seems not to have been tried.

. The finding with supplementary "hard facts" is that
they do prove successful in lowering group error. Three
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different kinds of such facts have been used: comparative,
,

/qualitatiye, and upper or lower bound. Providing the"

population of England in 1650,in attempting to elicit the
population of France in the same year is an example of a
comparative fact. That-the Chinese invented gunpowder is an
example of a qualitative fact. An ,upper bound fact is
exhibited by, providing the career home run total of Babe
Ruth in attempting to elicit the number of home rdn8 he made
in a given 'year.

Sex_ditferences in Delphi response characteristics have
practical consequences since the propOrtiOns of sexes can
affect the results The gignificunt factor is that women
take greater advantage-of "hard facts", resilting in greater
improvement than that shown by men on subsequent rounds.
Though women are less accurate on the initial round theif
greater changeability, tends to'dispose of any difference.bn
the final round.

Reduction of error via./self-ratings has perhaps the
longest tradition and the bestiprospect.i Early ex.amples of
their use are included in Helger's bOoktand the doctoral
dissertation by Campbell (13). Two kinds of self-rating can
be identified: competence and confidence. Though these
terms may frequently be assigned simultanpously to one and
the same, respondent, they are not necessarily synonymous. /
For a.respondent can realize tlatTa-question is in his field
of expertise and that it is not one for which he can Supply
a good answer.; conversely,; one can be confident of knowing
an answer to a ,question outside.' his immediate
specialization. (Most studies have involved either one of
these two, but Campbell (loce cit.) used d combination of
the two.) An important initial finding is that any single
individual who rates himself highly, does not do better /
consistently than the group as a whole. The earlier/
statement to the effect that a single individual is not as'
accurate as a group over a range of questions can b4--
strengthened to read that no single expert, no matter how
confident and/or competent, can be' expected to be as
accurate as the group. Though individually, assigned high
ratings cannot be exploited, group ones can; those questions
on which the group as a whole-feels confident or competent
are those for which group accuracy is highest. These
.results probably can be ascribed in large part to the
mechanism responsible for decreased error with increased
group size, a mechanim that operates for competent and/or
Confident- respondents as well as for -the "ordinary"
indiyiduals in the group.

An implication of ,these several- findings has been
verified by experiment: accuracy can be improved by
selecting a subgroup of sufficiently, large size to,. overcome
the small group effect and for which the average self-rating
is significantly higher than that of the rest of the groWp.

t
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These criteria are such that a, sub -group cannot be devised
for some questions. In a particular study the high rating
subgrOup ,consisted (by choice) of at least.seven members.
The need to extract significantly higher average
self-ratings led _to the result that a subgroup could be
evised for only 156 of 240 questions. The outcome,
comparing the high-rating subgroup to the entire group, was
that the high-rating subgroup was more_accurate on 95
questions and less accurate oh 52, the groups' being the _same.
on nine questions. These results, -while ' making it clear
that_self-ratings are. no panacea, clearly indicate thatthe,
use of self-ratings showpromise.

LIBRARY-INfOrMATION SCIENCE RELATED STUDIES= n

The discussion above suggests that the Delphi Technique
has reached a stage of sufficient maturity that it can
profitably be applied to solving problems in,Many different
Areas. IA critical area of apPlication in Library and
Information Science, discussed in some detail in the next
chapter !of this work, is the identification of major
research,,needs in education- for the profession. Two other
studies in rclosely related" ,fields warrant attention: that
of Helmet (14) on general educational issues; and that of
Bjerrdm.! (15) on forecasting technological developments in
computers and their applications, the results of which are
exhibited in Sables I and II.

An-Education Study

. Helper's report begins with background 'issues in
Planning! for, educational innovation. He outlines the
potential scope of the "Delphi rechnique in this context,
including applications at alllevels of education from grade
sadol '-to university. This sets the stage for a particular
application in 'which the respondents were presented a large
number of proposed educational innOations with instructions
Lo ditribute the monies of a hypothetical budget among the
proposals: The proposals were classified into several
groups u der the following headingsY incr8ae in student
particip tion; educational R thodel
e tidministaont

of school systems; intarnal adMinistration of
schools; 1 prdIessional staff; costly new equipment;
reorganition of instruction and progr4m;' adult retraining;
education( in the home; education of the underprivilg/dged.
The results were published in terms of these categ ries.
The individual' proposals were algo categorized'according to
cost, inithree categories. Different groups of respondents
were tier called upon to supply their evaluations in each of
these categories. The technique used to produce the
evaluatiOns, distributing a fixed bud-get over many
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viable proposals, represents a particular kind of. variation
of the Delphi Technique which simulates the decision-making
environment that frequently exists in political and other
organizations. The situation in the study was somewhat
ideal in that.there,was an enormous budget to allocate and
there were ho special interest groups, no persudsive
ehetorics, am& no 'threat from the voter to remove or

restrict freedom of action. Nevertheless, the technique
.

.- seems to provide a means for avoiding what can easily happen
when a- group 'of resT64dents is asked to pick and choose
among a set of good alternatives: almost all ,of them. are
given a moderately good rating, thereby leading to no clear
resolution as to which cho ces oughtto be'made..

I

Helmer stressed the weed to keep technological change
in mind in making long-term projections for educatidn.

mHowever, doing so would seem to require a ore compJex kihd
of suOr'y than was employed in his study--perhaps, one in
w4ch Chnological developments are predicted- in an initial
surverjnd the results 3f this4 study are packaged and used
as suldRyementary fact feed-in to the participants in a later
,(evaluative) study'to assess the educational impact.' That
this more complex mode of inquiry was not 'utilized in this
study may well be the cause of why the hulk of /the monies'
for innovation were assigned to consentional:rather than
highly innovative technology-based proposals. This is not
meant to deny the existence of needs in the areas. chosen
(e.g.!, teachers' salaries and schOlarships). Fowever, the
spectre of the, old Delphi arises: ___JImelmt nance of a

conservative base" and confirmation of "courses of action,
that had already been decided upon".

A COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS STUDY

Because much of the ba'ckground of the inventors dnd
popularizers of the Delphi Technique has been technological
and/or technoloTically related there have been a number of
Delphi studies with a technological slant; many of these aro
of course.of great interest to lnformatioh Scientists. Some
of the autodation results reported in the appendix t, Helmer
(5) fall ---iht67- this class. A study of : this
typqdeyelopments

of
computers and their applications

opotential is that f Bjerrum (15,16). Computer development
question's in this study dealt with 'memory systems,
input/output devices, software-emulating hardware, computer
sizes, prospects for computers that 'learn', and prices of
typical haridTiiie;-'Table I illustrates/the results for these
predictions. Applications covered the' areas of industry,
taxation, transportation, medicine, education, libraries awl.
the home; Figure , 2 illuserdtes the results for there
predictionS.
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The logical dependency of the computer applications
predictions upon the computer developments predictions
suggests that the predictions on the developments should be
made knoWn to the respondents before eliciting their
predictions on applications. Though this was not done in

Bjerrum's study, the study itself provides discussion of a. 4'

number of significant issues of direct concern to the future
of Library and Information Sciences. The very general
applications scope, which includes libraries, leaves room
for more specific studies in each of the areas it impinges
upon, as well as for tightening up the methodology.
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'INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter presented,a genera introduction
to tbo'Delhi technique and its. applications, including a

discussion of recent experiments aimed'at elucidating some
of the mechanisms underlying various aspects of the method.

The present chapter describes, in detail, a specific
*application of the Delphi Method to the determination of the

"Needs for Research, in Library and Information Science

Education ". The task undertaken by the investigators was to
predict the relative importance and probable impact that
proposed research projects would have in improving library

and information science education. Since the impact of the
research would not be felt until sometime in the future, the
task was formulated as a problem in prediction, and the
Delphi technique was used to obtain accurate' measures of

group opinion on the relative importance of the various
research projects which "had been proposed in the field of

library and information science education.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

As has been 'noted previously, a typical Delphi, study
begins with a survey of alternative courses of action. In

the present study, possible research projects of importance
to library and information science education were obtained
by having educators review the literatiffe,-i-dentify problems
and suggest research which, if undertaken, could, contribute
toward the solution of these problems. The reports 'of these

.consultants are reproduced in Part II "'of this work.

,Approximately eighty non-independent projects were

suggested. These had to be edited before inclusion in a

rating questionnaire. ,

The proposal statements went"through several 'stages of

review. The project staff met with,senior members of the
UCLA Survey Research ,Center and debated the .form and

substance of each item. In order to make the survey as
simple and. as painless as possible for the respondents, we

agreed on the desirability of reducing the number,of items

to about half. Some' of the originally suggested projects

pverlapped, and so it was possible to pare the list down by
eliminating duplicates and combining related projects. The

latter task was not simple, and one of the critically
debated issues was whether the value of certain projects was
diluted or made less practical by a proposed combination.
Another, perhaps less crucial debate, concerned the issue of
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whether it was "research" to organize a Conference/(see
proposals 6 and 13). It was decided that since, conferences
had been suggested projects, they should be accepted as
such. When it was agreed thatQa Proposed topic should be

included in the..questionniire, the item was cast in a
canonical form beginning with the'phrase: "It is proposed
that a research project be' undertaken to . . .". Then the
wording of each item was carefully studied i5..ebrdef- to
eliminate possible ambiguities.

After these,internal reviews, a preliminary fora of the
questionnaire' was prepared and the format And content of the
items were discussed with, 'and appro'ved by, the project
advisors. Finally ,the ,preliminary' form was pretested by
being Administered to about three dozen subjects who, after
completing the questionnaire, mere asked to comment on any
difficulties they might have had in scoring the items. Even
at this stage some Changes were made.

The object of all this debate, advice and pretesting
was to' provide the respondents of the questionnaire with a
wide range of reasonable, alternative research proposals
which, when ranked, would result in meaningful information
on the relative importance of different types of projects.
When all the reviews were completed, the printed
questionnaire was prepared. The final choice of the
projects included in the questionnaife was the
responsibility of the principal investigator, the author of
this chapter. It contained thirty-six items covering the,
range of topics that had been proposed for research
improve library education. Couched in broad categories, the
list includes the objectives of library education,
curricula, methods and techniques of instruction, 'continuing
education, administration, library skill requirements, etc. ,

Respondents were asked to assiDia-Sifigre KimpoITAffed" scOpe
for each proposal. The cover letter which accompanied the
questionnaire defined "importance" in terms of "how
desperately library, schobl educators and library
administrators need the kinds of data that the suggested
research projects would proVide and the probable
impact' that the' anticipated research results would haire op
library education and practice." Every proposAl in the
questionnaire was to be rated on a scale from 0 to 100.
Each twenty point mark on- the scale was assigned to
descriptive phrase, e.g., "20" signifies "of very little
importance", and "100" indicates "of very.great importance".
Considering the types of proposals included in the study, it
is interesting to note that the range of responses in
practically every item varied from 0 to 100; that is to say
at least one person thougfit the project to be practically
useless and at least one other considered it to be of very
.great importance. This diversity of response was convincing
evidence that the items selected were capable of providing
meaningful and varied opinions.
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A cclpy of the questionnaire is included as Table I of_

this chapter.

SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS

4

0

..,The choice of respondents in. a Delphi. study 'is

generally designed to provide a fairly broad range of
representation from competent and.- interested individuals in

the areas-under investigation. -The present study, with-its

primary.focus au education, utilized'a sample drawn from all-

ovei the United States' and Canada made up. of taackers,,

librarians, researchers, government officials and workers in

industry. This was not a randomsample but rather a' highly

selected sample composed of 'people, who had a stake in

library education and who were competent to evaluate the
probable effectiveness of proposed research. -.-The specific

names of the respondents were suggested,'by tee project

advisors. The largest single group of subjects were

associated with library schools, but many other groups were

represented in sufficient- numbers to justify a separate,

Delphi analysis. The organizational affiliation of the.

respondents is listed in Table II. The original list, to

whom. the first questionnaire, was sent, consisted'of 160

individuals. This number waS selected tin order to,allow'for

attrition the hope that at least 100 people would respond

to both questionnaires. 'The finale total of completed
questionnaires returned.for both rounds was 104!

RESULTS

Two weeks after the questionnaire was mailed to the 160
respondents, a follow-up letter and questionnaire were .sent

to those subjects from whom responses had not been received.

One 'month after 'the original mailing, 129 questionnaires had

been returned;' this is a phenomenal 83% response and is
,indicative of the high interest and excellent -cooperation
with which this project was received.

.

1 number of preliminary analyses were performed on the

data. First of all, each returned envelope and form were
examined for comments.- Although no great effort was made to

solicit comments,` approximately 20% of the espondents felt
moved t.6 make some remarks. These were all read carefully,

obviously because we were interested in the comments but
also in order to determine whether any of the items would

have 'to. be reformulated. For the most part the consents
were of a rather general nature,, and there was no focussed
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TABLE I

A STUDY OF THE NEEDS FOR RESEARCH IN

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE EDUCATION

Los Angeles, California
February 4, 1970

.

4, -\

Dear Colleague:

The Association of American Library Schools, with the support of the Library Sciences Research

Branch of the U.S. Office of Education, has undertaken a project to study what research is needed to
improve the effectiveness of library school educatio'n. In the Course of this study, the organization,
structure and content of library schools has been analyzed and a number of research prOjects have been'
proposed to gather the information needed for,Amproving library education. The amount of money avail-.
able to support such research is not adequate to undertake all worthwhile projects. Your help is needed
to determine the importance of the proposed projects and to establish priorities.

.,

j

Your name has been selected as part of a controlled sample of only 100 educators and researchers,
because we need your opinions.

In the following pages, thiriy-six possible research projects have been briefly described. You are
asked to rate each rof these projects by placing a "1' crossing a point on the accompanying 100 point
scale which best reflects your professional judgement of its potential importance. Importance can be
judged on the basis of how desperately library school educators and library administrators need the
kinds of data that the suggested research projects would provide and by estimating the probable impact
that the anticipated research results would have on library education and practice.

When you have completed the ratings, please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped'
envelope. Your name will in no way be connected with your replies in the analysis of this stuciy,i You
will, however, be informed of the results of all the ratings as soon as these are available. You also
be provided with an opportunity to re-evaluate and modify your own rating in light of these averaged re-
sults.

These ratings will have significant impact on future library school education and research. Your
opinions therefore are important in this critical study concerning our profession.

HB:mk

Sincerely .yours,

Harold Borko
Project Director,

99
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THE SCALE
.
- IN ALL CASES THE REFERENCE POINTS ON THE

SCALES HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS:

0=
20 =
40 =
60 =
80 =

loo =

db.

a no importanae
of very'little importance
of slight importance
of moderate importance
of great importance
of very great importance

1'

It is proposed that a research project be undertaken co:

01. Develop a set of job analyses for library positions
that concentrates on the knowledge required rather
than on the operations performed 'for specialized
education in library 'practice.

01 I I 1 1 1100

02. Estimate, for purposes of library school curricula
planning, the future impact,of technology on various
types and sizes of libraries-with particular reference
to when these libraries will be able to afford and use
automated informatioegrocessing techniques in their
normal operations.

03 I 1 I I I100

03. Investigate the validity of generally held ideas
and practices concerning the physiCal
equipment and space needed by library schools
to make teaching, studying and research more
effective.

0I I I ' J 100

04. Investigate the special problems involved in the
recruitment, selection and education of minority
group students and others that require special
attention.

01 J100

. 05. Determine the degree of duplication and coordina-

tionon in the programs. and activities of the several
professional associations or units concerned with
education for librarianship and related fields.

01 I 4 I I 1 100

a

.1

.
"06. Organize pnferences'ob. a regional basis to en: t)

courage wider utilization of newer media and
materials demonstrating and &waiting some
recently completed ekperiMents on the appg-
cations of innovativeprocedures to libraij' school
education, e.g.,
a) catalbgictg as taught by computer;assisted

instruciion and by Tele-lecture;',..
b) cliildrerfsAliterature and storytelling by

television, '
c) 'library automation by videoiape._

0 I ' I 1 1100

Tz 07. Investigatethe need for and the function of the
doctorate degree in librarianship as well a; the,
desirability of having another type of advanced
degree that is service rather than research oriented,
e.g., a Doctor of Librarianship.

10 1 ' I .1
I

fe

I 1100

08. Evalyate the standards, procedures and costs in
accrediting library schools including the ex-
tent to which quantitative data clIn be used as
an index to the quality of a library sChool.

01 I 1 1 110Q

09. Investigate (a) the administrative and management
roles that librarians are likely to fill, during their
first fivefears on the job, in such areas as plan-
ning:cost and production control, personnel, sys-
tems analysis, etc., (b) the knowledge and skills_
required to pfoperly carry out these functions, and
(c) whether current library school curricula are
providing adequate preparation.

0 1 1 I I 1 1100

10. Develop an instrument to be uscdjn periodic
national surveys to:
a) determine the self-perceived educational needs

of professional librarians and trteir job functions
and personal characteristics.

b) recommend content and methods of providing
continuing education.

D

0 t I I I I 000

Evaluate the effectiveness of postgraduate super=
vised training programs and to study the desirability
and practicality of utilizing 1:Tactic-um training in
cimcinuins education programs.

*: 300

01 1 1 I I 1100



./ .

SS,

12. Investigate the possible roles that libraries
and library schools could -fulfill, and the
methods ttry could use, in improving race
relations and in providing library services
.to minority and culturally'disadvantagerf
gioups.

Or,
01 1 1 I

'13. Organize conferences oo a regional basis to demon -
stratestrafe the methodology and effeceivenessof innovat-
ed teaching techniques in library education, e.g.,
a) seminar meth

,s. -b.) case study m ihod,
C) field work on supervised internship.

01 I i 1,00

.14. Compare and evaluite the'effectiveness of MLS
educgional programs that emphasize more core curd-,
cufa apd...less specialization, vs those that minimize
the core program In favor of:specialization.

1 1Q0

11+,
Ot , I 1 4 I ' I , 1 100

. ,

15. Investigate problems relating to library school fi-
nancing, indludin such matters as basic budgets
and sources of fu ds (federaLloundatiog, etc.) for
additional 'Scary activities and projects, e.g., stu-
dent aid.

0.! 1100
tts

16. Investigate Ways yZ achieve close coordination of
library school astivitie.swith-the programs of the
university library, t4 university in general, and the
commonly. . ,

1121 100
Investigate factois influencing the selection and
retentioreof students, inclu'ding:
a) educational background and work experience,
b) gerionaki,ty, attitudes and goals,
e) performance measures,
and.the relationship belreen academic performance and

tucCess. v t
0' I I I I 100

1;.

.3.

20., Evaluate pre-service and in-service laboratory
experience' in:

. a) bibliography and refetence work
b) catalog practice

.c) information storage and.retrieval,
and support faculty visits toghese demonstrron
laboratories.

A. 0t ' 1100

21 StudY9the pa tterns of commun' ic,atioQand infor-
mation exchange among library scientists and
Compare these patterns with those of other pro-

. fessionals 2S identified in-the studyof the Ameri-
can Psychological Association.

0t . 1100

22. Study the motivational factors related to levels of
participation in continuineeducation activities,
including the attitudes and support of top library
management to such programs, and the correlation
between'an involvem'erri in community affairs and
personal professional growth.

01 100

. 23. Investigate the 'sociology of reading" in order to
determine relationships between
a) the effect of reading on scholarship interest

patterns, prejudices, likes and animosities;
b) the effCct of television,or other distractions,

on leading;
c) the effect of paperbacks' on library use, etc.

18. Study and compare the effects that different accreditatio n
procedures add-the organizational level of the accrediting
bodies (e.g., nationah statewide, professional associa-
tion, etc.), have on 1:tofissionateducation -in librarian-
ship and other fields. II

01 I 100'

19. Study the feasibility of a nasional program of continuing
education for librarians `and evaluate this and alternative
ways of'providingcontiquing education through the
effective utilization of library schools, librar' ies and
professional associations.

-tf

01 .1 I I 100

0!{ g____ _t 100,

24. Invetigate the extent to which the duties re- -
quired of an MLS graduate in his first profesfional
position are thbse that could beperformedby library
technicians.

0 ) 100
0.

25. Construct a model, based upon an adequate sample
of libraries, which can be used to provide educators
and administrators ;with information on actual and
anticipated personnel needs by geographic area, by
size and type of library, by function, by skill level, etc

0 I I I i 100

26. Study current library use patterns ;n order to
identify and relate elements in the library system
and in the community that influence the nature of.
library use by various individuals and groups.

0t 1 1 1100



1.

27. Investigate problems relatiig to library school
organization, including:

_a) the role of faculty and students in decision:
making and curricula planning,.

b) the size and stability of die faculty,
c) the desirability of using non-library specialists

for teaching,
d) the means of encouraging innovative teaching

and creative research by. faculty.

01 I'll-1100
28. Survey and disseminate information about the activi-

ties and programs concerned with the organization
and bibliogtaphic control of the newer media and the
extent of in-house and local producting of such
materials foruse in.library education.

s,

01'1 I 1 ri 1100

29. Investigate factors that influence recruitment and
selection of faculty, including:
a) education and preparation,
b) research and publications,
c) use of specialists and.part-time faculty,
d) factors that contribute to excellence in

teaching.

1 1 1100

30. Investigate methods and techniques of developing
close reciprocal.relationships between professors'
of library' science and practicing library adminis-
trators in order to enhance the relevance of'library
school education.

01 1 1 - I I -1100

. 31. Investigate the effect of establishing research
centers in library schools on the school's curri-
cula; publications and research activities. ,

011.1 11100v

O

32. Explore possible roles that a graduate library
school could perform in developing educational
materials for in- service. training

f.
01 1 100

33. Study the trend toward specialization in library
education and compare with that of other profes-
sion schools, e.g., engineering and social work.

01 1 1 I I 1100

34. Investigate the retativE merits of providing courses
in information science and library automation
a) as part of the,regular library curricula,
b) as specialized post-MLS training,

.c) as special short-term courses (credit and/or
non-credit).

t I J 106

35. Develop model packaged programs of study in
areas pertinent to the needs of libiarians-.for up-
dating and expanding, their knowledge. Such.pro-
grams could include programmed budgeting, auto-
mation; library insurance, MARC II tapes, -etc.

01 1 1 I 1 - 1 100

36. ,Develop measures of professional proficiency
in library service functions at different levels
and skills, so that these may be used in evalua-
ting the education and training.providsd.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

YOUR COMMENTS-ARE-WELCOME

ja
302
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TABLE II

Organizational Affiliation of

Original Sample

ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATION' NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

1. Library Schools 90

2. Universities and Colleges

Libraries 26

. Other Departments 5

3. Governmental Bodies

-. 10

State Departments of Education 5

4. Public Libraries 5

5: Professional Associations 10

-'ita. Industrial Organizations t 7

7. Unidentified 2-

TOTAL '160

a
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criticism on any of the individual questionnaire items.
Consequently, no revisions were made for the second round of

the Delphi study.

Other aspects of the analysis consisted of calculating

various statistical elements useful in describing the data.
All of, the questionnaire responses were keypunched and the

analyses completed on the computer by means of standard

statistical programs. Each questionnaire item was treated

as a separate distribution with an SN" of 129 and following
statistics computed: median, mean, standard error .of the

mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis.

The minimum results-that we wished to obtain fiom this

first analysis were the median score and semi-nner-quartile
range for the distribution of scores, for all thirty-six

items. In keeping with the traditions of the Delphi
technique, feedback by means of asecond questionnaire would
be provided in the form of a diagram in which Ole median and
semi-inner-quartile range would be shown on each scale as

illustrated.

0 100

Although the median was used for feedback purposes; the
statistical analysis of the data was based upon the mean and

standard deviation; so of course these scores were

calculated. It was also necessary to,gain anInderstandin4
of the shape Of each distribution and the degree to which it

deviates from the normal distributiop curve, e.g., the
degree of skewness and kurtosis. Our basic hypothesis vas

that although the mean score of each questionnaire item may
not shift substantially from the first to the second round,

the standard deviation should decrease and the shape of the
distribution become more leptokurtic or peaked. Should this

occur, then the rank order position of each ite would
become more significant even though' the ranking had, not

'changed.

Table III is .a rank order of the 'questionnaire items by

mean score. Also included on this table are the standard
deviation and median scores.' For_simplicity, skewness and

kurtosis scores are not included. It is-important to note
that although the ranking by mean and by median are highly

correlated, there are some inversions. Specifically, item
number 24 would be ranked 1 by median and 5 by mean.
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TABLE III

Rank Order Listing By Means:

ROund I - N = 129

Rank
,

Item # ,Mean Std. Dev.
,

Median

1 ) 9 69.06 25.21 73.75
2 35 68.27 , 24.50 71.56
3 19 4 67.05 J. 27.05 69..06

4 17 65.39 26.05 70.91
24 65.31 28.92 75'.00

6 34 62.05 24.80 -66.59
7 2 61.75 24.56 63:40.
8 . 10 61.02 26.02 62.50
9 1 60.87 25.07 63.54
10 27 60.79 25.12 60.87
11 14 60.62 27.34 66.11
12 26 60.23 27.31 63.82
13 30 60.00 28.12 63.85
14 36 59.84 28.23 66,39
15 4 59.77 26.99 61.67 .

16 23 56480 27.83 60.00
17 29 56.77 27.80 62.00
18 8 56.69 26.91 59.57
19 12 56.41 26.97 58.53.'
20 31 56.19 . 28.45 58.50'
21 , 16 . 54.65 28.17' 57.83
22 25 53.75 28.42 58..33
23 32 53.49 25.94 56.90
24 33 52.95 27s74 58.52
25 22 52.76 27.85 56.32.'
26 6 52.20 25.04 57.50
27 20 . 51.43 27.39 56.00
28 15 51.36 27.34 51.94
29 11 '51.18 26.11 53.33
30

.

18 51.17 27.14 55.87
31 13 50.24 27.81 51.87
32 7 48.37 30.49 52.31
33 28 47.56 24.42 48.46
34 ' 21 ' 42:29 27.18 49.09
35 5 43.18 27.64 40.00
36 3 41.98 25.46 38.89
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Clearly, it would be necessary to observe the stability of
this item in the next round.

A frequency distribution was plotted' of the mean scores
for the 36 questionnaire items .(Table IV). The shape of the

distribution is clearly not normal. The total range of the
distribution is quite narrow, varying from a score of 40 to

one of 70. This wa's an unwelcome finding, for it gave
warning that the range of.the Round II scores could not

possibly be Much less.

Another item of interest clearly visible on this

distribution was the fact that more than half of the items
ranked below 60, meaning -,that the majority of the

respondents considered most items to be of less than

"moderate importance".

The preliminary analysis provided the following

results:

1. There were no "bad" items, and the respondents
were able to score each proposal for importance;

2. The initial 'rank order listing of thg items

provided the investigators with some first

indications of the rated importance for each
proposed research project;

3. The mean scores of the thirty-six distributions
tended to be bunched fairly close together;

4. Most items on this first questionnaire were

regarded as being of less than moderate

importance.

DELPHI STUDY: ROUND II RESULTS

While this preliminary analysis' was'taking place, a
second questionnaire was being prepared. This was identical
to the first one except for a change in the cover letter and
the addition of the Delphi type "houses" on each scale to
indicate the median score and the semi-inner-quartile range.
This new form was sent to each of the 129 respondents who

returned the first questionnaire. Also, as is indicated in
the cover letter, the original rating scores were copied on

to: the new form, and a circle was drawn around each item
number when the respondent's score fell outside the

mid-range. The second round quetionnaire is reproduced on
Table V in order to:display both the results of the first
round analysis and the form of the feedback used.
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TABLE rv,

Frequency Distribution of the Mean Scores

For The 36 Questionnaire Items,

Round I - N = 129
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The general rationale for the second and subsequent

rounds (if any) in a Delphi study was presented in the
previous chapter. Essentially the Delphi study attempts to

increase the reliability of predictions by providing each
respondent with feedback knowledge of group interaction.

Generally, one does not expect a radical revision in th
c-ranking of survey items from one round to the next although
some changes are likely. The statistical variable that is
expected to change with feedback is the range of the

responses. Specifically, it was hypothesized that the range
of the distribution would decrease and the shape of the

distribution would become more peakedor leptokurtic. Such

a change would increase the reliability of the rankingS and

increase the degree of confidence that one can place in the

predictions.

In this particular study, as has been pointed out, the

range of the. mean scores for the first rcound was already
narrow and so the second round scores were not expected to
show a statistically significant decrease in the standard

deviations. Nevertheless, it was assumed that the group
feedback 'would improve the overall reliability of the

predictions and that this could be demonstrated
statistically. Also many other statistical comparisons
could be made.

The resulting rank order distribution of mean scores

for Round II is shown in' Table,VI. Note that the number of
reSpondents for Round II is 104 whereas for Round I it was

129. et

A frequency distribution of mean scores for Round II

was plotted (Table VII). Although somewhat similar to the
Round'r plot, there are some important differences. First

of all, there was a,slight shift in the distribution to the

upper range of the scale, and the total range' of the

distribution was extended slightly. There was also a slight
decrease in the average separation. Of ,particular
significance was the clear separation of the items into four
groups which improved the interpretability of the data.

The shift in the rank order of the items from Round I
to Round II can be seen in Table VIII. Note that this table
is calculated on the basis of the 104 respondents who
answered both Round I and Round II questionpaires. There

is, therefore, a slight difference in the Round I scores on
this table as compared with results recorded in Table III.

In interpreting Table VIII, note also that the zank
order distribution divides itself into five reasonably

distinct groups, and although there are inversions of items
within the groups, the groupings remain remarkably stable.

There may be some question as to whether item #19.should be
considered the most important research project, but it is
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TABLE V

A STUDY OF THE NEEDS FOR RESEARCH IN

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE EDUCATION

Los Angeles, California
March 23, 1970

Dear Colleague:

First of all, I wish to thank you for your cooperation in responding to the questionnaire and
for your help in rating the various research.projects proposed to improve the effectiveness of
library school education. We have tabulated your responses and computed the median scores and
the semi-interquartile ranges for each item. The results are recorded on the following pages.
The "house" encompasses the range,,of the"middle fifty percent of the scores, and the peak indi-
cates the median.

In providing you with these results, we have in addition to the summary statistics, recorded
(in red) your original ratings. We have also circled the number of each item in which your score
fell outside of the mid-range. I am sure-that you will want to examine these data.

C>.

We are interested in improving the reliability of the ratings and the significance of the rank
order by which the final results will be listed. Consequently, I am asking for your help one more
time a last time. Now that you have this feedback, please rate all of these projecis, once again,
by placing a "/" on the accompanying scale. Your rating should reflect your own professional
judgment of the project's potential importance. You may repeat your original rating or you may
change it. Please consider the circled items with particular care. If you; wish to comment on the
reasons for your ratingeither for repeating it or changing it please do so! These comments
will be considered in the qualitative evaluation of the results.

When you have completed the ratings, please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Your name will in no way be connected with your replies in the analysis of
this study. You will, however, be informed of the results of the study as soon as they are avail-

,
able.

It is very important that all of the questionnaires be returned. These ratings will have a
significant impact on future library school education and research. Your help in providing the
ratings is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Borko
Project Director
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THE SCALE

IN ALL CASES THE REFERENCE POINTS ON THE
SCALES HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS:

0 = of no importance,
20 = of very little importance
40 = orslight importance
60 = of moderate importance
80 = of great importance

100 = of very great importance

It is proposed that a research project be undertaken to:
a

01. Develop a set of job analyses for library positions
that concentrates on the knowledge required rather
than on the operations performed for specialized
education in library practice.

01 1100

02. Estimate, for purposes of library.school curricula
planning, the future impact of technology on various
types and sizes of libraries with particular reference
to when these libraries will be able to afford and use
automated infOrmation processing techniques in their

-normal operations.

'01 I 11 I 11 1100'

03. Investigate the yalidity of generally held ideas
and practices concerning the physical facilities,
equipment ancispace needed by library schools
to make teaching, studying and research more
effective.

04. Investigate the special problems involved in the
recruitment, selection and education of minority
group students and others that require special
attention.

'01 1 100

05. Deterini4le the degree of duplication and coordina-
tion in the,programs and activities of the several
professiona1\Tciations or units concerned with
education for libranshi and related fields.

of N I 1 100

N

ID #

06. Organize conferences on a regional basis to en-
. courage wider utilization of newer media and
materials demonstrating and evaluating some
recently completed experiments on the appli-
cations of innovative procedures to library school
eduFation, e..g.,
a) cataloging as taught by computer-assisted

instruction and by Tele-lecture,
b) children's literature and storytelling by

television,
c) library, automation b'y v'cleotape.

0 I 1100

07. Investigate the need for and the function of the
doctorate degree in librarianship as-well as the
destrability of having an type of adtanced
degree that is service rather than research oriented,
e.g., a Doctor of Librarianship.

0 100

08. Evaluate the standards, procedures and costs in
accrediting library schools including the ex-
tent to which quantitative data can be used as
an .index to the quality of a li ary school.

1100

09. Investigate (a) the admidistrative and management
roles that librarians are likely to fill, during their
first five years on the job, insuch areas as plan-
ning, cost and production control, personnel, sys-
tems analysis, etc., (b) the knowledge and skills
required to properly carry out thesiifunetions, and
(c) whether current library school ctirricula are
providing adequate preparation.

0! 1 100

10. Develop an instrument to be used in periodic
national surveys to:
a).determine"the self-perceived educational needs

of professional librarians and their job functions
and personal characteristics.

b) recommend content and methods of providing
continuing education.

01 I 1 1100

11. Evaluate the effectiveness of postgraduate super-
vised training programs and.t'o study the desirability
and practicality of utilizing practicum training in
continuing education programs

310
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12. Investigate the possible roles that libraries
and library schools could fulfill, and the
methdds-they could use, in improving race
relations and in providing library services
to minority and cultuially disadvantaged
groups.

1 100

13. Organize conferences on a regional basis-to demon-

strate the methodology-and effectiveness of innovat-
ed teaching techniques in library education, e.g.,

.a) seminar method,
b) case study method,
c) field work-on supervised *nternship.

01 rl 100

14. Compare and evaluate the effectiveness of MLS

educational programs that emphasize more core curri-

cula and less specialization, vs those that minimize
the core program in favor of s ialization.

'01 < <
I 100

15. Investigate problems relating to library school fi-
nancing, including such matters as basic budgets
and sources of funds-(federal, foundation, etc.) for
additional library activities- nd projects, e.g., stu-
dent aid.

I 100

16. Investigate ways to achieve close coordination of
library school activities with the programs of the
university library, the univers in general, and the
community.

01 1 I 1 t 1 100

17. Investigate factors influencing-the selection and
,retention of students, including:
a) educational background and work experience,
b) personality, attitudes and goals,
c) performance measures,
and the relationship between academic performance and

-.job success.
1 100

. 20. Evaluate pre-service and in-service laboratory
experience in:
a) bibliography and reference work

b) catalog practice
o c) information storage and retrieval,

and support faculty visits to ese demonstration

laboratories.
0 1 i. i t 11 00

21. "Study the patterns -of communication and infor-
mation exchange among library scientists and
compare these patterns with those of other pro-
fessionals as identified in the study of the Ameri-
can-Psychological Associa ion.

0 1 100

22. Study the motivational factors related to levels of
participation in continuing education activities,
including the attitudes and support of top library
management to such programs, and the - correlation
between an involvement in community affairs and
personal professional growt

01 1 100

23. Investigate the "sociology of reading" in order to
determine relationships between
a) the effect of reading on scholarship interest

patterns, prejudices, likes and animosities;
b) the effect of_television, or other distractions,

on reading;
c) the effect of paperbacks on library use, etc.

01 t100

24. Investigate the extent to which the duties re-
quired of an MLS graduate in his first professional
position are those that could be erformed by library
technicians.

0 t 1 100

18. Study and compare the effects that different accreditation
procedures and the organizational level of the accrediting
bodies (e.g., national, statewide, professional associa-
tion, etc.), haVe on professional education in librarian-

ship and other fields.
0 L- t l t i 1 1 100

19. Study the feasibility of a national program of continuing
educatiOn for librarians and evaluate this and alternative
ways of providing continuing education through the
effective utilization of library schools, libraries and
professional associations.

01 J t I t t 1 1 100

25. Construct a model,:based upon an adequate sample
of libraries, which can be used to provide educators
and administrators with information on actual and
anticipated personnel needs by geographic area, by
size and type of library, by fu ction, by skill level, etc

100.-

26. Study current library use patterns in order to
identify and.relate elements in the library system
and in the community that influence the nature of
library use by various individu Is and groups.

311
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27. Investigate problems relating to library school
organization, including:
a) the role of faculty and students in decision-

making and curricula planning, -

b) the size and stability of the fic4ulty,'
c) the desirability ,orusifi'g non-library specialists

for teaching;
d) the means of encouraging innovative teaching

and creative research by fac ty.

0 1 1 1100

28. Survey and disseminate information about the activi-
ties and programs concerned with the organization
and bibliographic. control of the newer media and the
extent of in-house and local producting of such,
,materials for use in library education.

1 1100

29. Investigate factors that influence recruitment and
selection of faculty, including:
a) education and Preparation,
b) research and publications, .

c) use of specialists and part-time faculty,
d) factors that contribute to excellence in

teaching.

0 i 1190

36. Investigate methods and techniques of developing
close reciprocal relationships between profissors
of library science and practicing library adminis-
trators in order to enhance the relevance of library
school education.

0 L_---1, 1 100

311 Investigate the effect of establishing research
centers in library schools on the school's curri-
cula, publications and researc activities.

01 1 100

32. Explore possible roles that a graduate library
achoydl could perform in, developing educational
materials forin-service traini piogrami.

1 100

33. Study the,trend toward specialization in library
education and compare with that of other profes-
sion schools, e.i.,engineerin and social work.

01 I 1 100

34. Investigate the relative merits of providing courses
in
a)
b)
c)

information science and library automation
as part of the regular library curricula,
as specialized post -MLS training,
as special short-term courses (credit and/oi
non - credit).

01 1 1 1 J 100

35. Develop model packaged programs of study in
areas pertinent to the 'needs of librarians for up7
dating and expanding their knowledge. Such pro-
grams could include programmed budgeting, auto-
mation, library insurance, MARC 1 tapes, etc.

01 1 1 11 1 i J roo

36. Develop measures of professional proficiency
in library service functions at different levels
and skills, so that these may be used in evalua-
ting the education and training ovided.

Of' 1 1 1 1 100

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

YOUR COMMENTS ARE WELCOME

312;
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TABLE -VI

Rank Order Listing By Mean's:

Round ;I = N = 104

0

Rank Item # Mean Std. Dev. Median

. .

1 19 72.60 23.02' 73.89

2 .9 32.21 22.98 76.92

3 35 70.39 23.64 73.21

4 24 66.53 26.75 74.37

' 5 17 66.06 25.52 71.00

6 2 65.39 21.83 65.00

7 .26 . 63.75 25.55 ,66.87

8 ,34 .62.33 23.36 64:42

9 10 62.31 24.58 _63.00

10 1 62.04 . 24.31 64.77

11 4 .61.92 26.62_ 62.83

12 . 27 % 6144 24.60 62.11

13 36 61.27 27.02 67.94

14 -14 60.77 26.90 64.50

15 30 60.67 26.92 64.17

16 12 60.10 26.29 62.19

17 31 59.71 26.73.: 60.77

18 23 59.03 , 26.59 61.07

19 16 58'.65 25.66 59.76

20 .8 58.37 25.35 60.65

21 29 ,... 56.92 27.27 62.86

22 . 6 55.78 22.62 58.91
23 25 55.15 26.45 . 60.00
24 22 55.05 26.27 57.65

25 11g. 53.75 % 24.34 57.61

26 18 53.20 . 26.05 56.67

27, 32 53.17 23.37 55.80

28 "''r 33 52.69 26.96 56.00

29 15 52.43 25.26 52.81

30 . 13 50.88 26.96 ' 51.25

31 20 50.68 25.87 55.23

32 . i 49.52 31.11 55.00

33 28 49.23 23.68 51.00

34 21 45.48 25.39 46.25

35 5 42.50 27.44 38.68

36 3 41.55 25.20 38.21 '
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TABLE VII

Frequency:Distribution of the Mean Scores

For The-36 'Questionnaire Items,
.

. Round II.- N =104

1.4
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TABLE VIII

Rank Order Listing By Means:

Rounds I and II - N = 104

Round I Round II

. Rank, Item # Mean Item:# Mean.

1

1%,

9

. .

70.29

..
.

19

.

72.60

2 35 . 69.,61
..9

-72.21

3 19 , 69.13 , 35 ' 70.39

4 17 65.73 24 66.63

5 24 65:05 17 66.06

6. 2 ,f64.50 2 65.39
,7 26 .. ,62.60 ' 26 63.75

8 : 34 - 62.16 34 6233
94.3. J 10. 61.76 10'2-- 62:31

10 ' , 4^: .61.75 1 )02.04
11 27.4 61.08- 4 '&1 92

f

12 14- 60.98 27 -/.61.84

. 13 56 60.88 7
4-
v36 61.27 :

'14 30 60.67 ". 14' e. 60:77
15 1 60:5 30 60.67

.16 31' 59.21 12 60.10

17. 12 58.,82 31 59.71

18 23 5/3.04. 23 .59:03

19 , 3 =.57.82 .2)1 58.65

20 16 OA -,..E3 _.. 58.37

2.1 6 - 56.37 29 . 56..92

22' -29 55.49 6 MOB
23 '.22 54.71 ,25 55.15

24 25- 54.37 22 '55.05

25 - 18, 53.43 '11 53.75

.26 33 52.98 \.....18 53.20

27 32 ' 52:33 %. 32 ,. 53.17

28 15 51.76 33 . 52.69

'29 20. 51.67 15, 52.43

30 11, 51.58 13 '5008
31 13 '51.50 20 50.68 -.

'32 7 49.90 7 49.52

33 28 48:92 28 49.23 '

34 21 .46:83 21 45.48 '

35 5 43.37 5 42.50
36 3 , 44_18" '3 41.35
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V.

quite clear that the CoicensOs reached by the respondents
considers items 19, 9 and ,35 to have ,greater significance

than items 24, 17 and 2.

It haS been pointed out that the distribution of scores

in item' .#24 was quite skewed, and-'that if the ranking had
been done by median scores, itew.#24 would have ranked first
in Round r. In-Round II4-the degree of skewness decreases
somewhat, the mean rank is raised from 5 to 4 and, by

median., it drops from position 1 to 2;. thus indicating that

increased stability is achieved by the Delphi method of

providing feedback. .

, In this study of research needs, only - two rounds of

-.questiounaires were used. The main objective was to obtain
a stable rank order listing of the thirty-six research

proposals . This has been achieved and the results

,iRterpreted An the concluding chapter. However some

.,-additional analyses were performed, "and timse. will be

described and interpreted.

0 ADDITIONAL DELPHI ANALYSES

The additional analyses were performed to shed light on

the changes that occurred between the first' and second

rounds of the Delphi study. The second round provided each

respondent with'.feedback information on how he rated each
questionnaire.item in copparison with how the group as a

mhole rated each item. What effect, i,f any,. did this

feedback have on the behavior of the respondent in ;scoring

Round II? ;

Analysis of Changes: Total Group

One hundred and four (104) respondents answered both
questionnaires; there were thirty7six (36) items on the

questionnaire, and 0" so there.is a theoretic possibility of
' having 3,744 chapgeslv '

What percentage of response were 'actually changed?

511 i 3744 = 13.6%

Of the changes that occurred, how many modified their

aound II scores toward the group median?
411
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322 4.- 511 '= 65.0%

How many moved away from the median?

179 = 511 = 35.0%

Interpretation:

Only slightly more than 10% of the ratings were changed
between Round I and Round II. These results indicate that
respondents, who were selected on the basis of their expert
knowledge, were secure in their opinions and that these
opinions were reasonably stable. When changes did occur,
these changes were influenced by the group concensus, for
emodifications were almost twice as likely to be in the

direction of the group median than away from it. The move
toward the-median resulted in a slight narrowing of the
standard deviation of the distribution and contributed
toward the increased reliability of the second round

results.

Continuing the analysis of the total' population, let us
examine the behavior of these individuals whose Round I
scores were outside the semi-innerquartile range, and who
were therefore asked to consider their ratings on these
questions carefully.

, The semi-innerquartile range, by definition, includes
50% of, the ratings of 1 &72 of the possible responses.
Because of rounding errors and borderline scores only 1746
ratings (146.6 %) were considered to be outside the mid-range.

What. percentage of these extreme ratings were changed?

292 1746 = 16.7%

Of those ratings that were changed, *what percentage -of
them moved into .the midrange?

184 4 292 = 63.0%

Since it is possible to move toward the median, but not
into the inner-quartile range, what percentage of the
changes followed this course of action?

,14 s 292 = 4.8%
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What percentage of the ratings moved still further away
from the median?

94i. 292 = 32.2%

Interpretation:

Although one may well expect that the .extreme scores
would be those with the greatest tendency to move toward the
median, this was not the case. In actual fact only 67.8% of
these extreme scores, compared with 65% of all scores, were
modified in the direction of the group norm, and of these,

only 63% were modified sufficiently to bring then into the
mid-range. These slight differences are not statistically
significant. What is significaritointerpretively is that 32%
of the extreme ratings moved further-away from the median!

This result was_ not anticipated in advance, and may be
interpreted from a psychological point of view to mean that
those- experts when confronted with a mass opinion tended to
become even-more firmly committed to their own opinions.

This tentative conclusion, although interesting, will need
further investigation before it can be substantiated.

Analysis by Sub-Groups: Rank Order Ratings

Not only were the data of the total population of 104

analyzed as a unit, but separate analyses were performed
based upon the rating scores obtained from _educators and
-non-educators and from males and featales. Table IX contains
the rank order ratings of the thirty-six questionnaire items
for the total population and the four sub-groups based on
the Round /I scores. Expectedly, there is a great deal of

similarity, but it is the differences that occurred which
deserve attention and study.

Comparison of Educator and Non-Educator Ratings

Educators and non-educators were divided into groups on
the basis of their place of employment. Essentially, if
their address was at a library school, they were considered
to be library school educators. All others, including those
who gave their address as a university' library, werecounted
as non-educators. Some modifications were made as a result
of perSonal knowledge, but this was the essential criterion.
Obviously, it is an imperfect criterion, for many librarians
teach and many teachers work in libraries or are primarily

researchers. However, for the purposes of this study a
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TABLE IX

Rank Order Ratings,'Round II,

Of The Different Sub-Groups

Rank
Order

Total
Population

Item #

62

Educators
Item #

42

Non-Educators
Item #

79

Males
Item #

25

Females
Item #

1 19 19 19 9

.2 9 9 19 9 35

3 35 35
-1,

35 35 10.

4 . 24 24 30 24 19 ,

5 17 17 26 2 17,

6 2 2 2 17 26

7 26 8 12 4 27

8 34-- 4 36 1 30

9
..,

10 L 24 26 34

10 . 1 27 17 36 2

11 4 23 16 34 24

12 27 10 34 14 .16

13. 36 34 14 12 8

14 14 31 10 23 1

15 30 26 27 27 36

16 12 14 1 10 31

17 31 25 . It 31 11

23 18 29 30 6.18
19 16 36 31 . 29 It

20 ,8 6 32 16 32

21 29 33 22 8 . 14

22 6 29 23 25 22

23 v 25 12 28 22 25

24 22 16 11 . 6 20

25 11 22 6 18 33

26 . . 18 11 15 15 12

27 32 30 13 33 13

28 33 20 8,, 11 15

29 15 15 25 32 29

30 13 32 7 28 23

31 20 13 20. 7 18

32 7 7 , 33 13 7

.33 28 21 18 20 28

34 21 28 21 21 3

35 5 3 5 5 5

36 3 5 3 3 21
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rough division was all that was required since the aim was

to determine whether, in general, practitioners differed
frog teachers in rating the importance of proposed research

projects.

Indeed, there are some interesting differences in the

ratings quite obviously based on differing view points and
organizational problems. All agree that items 19, 9 and .35
are the most pressing problems. Then agreement stops.

Practitioners place item #30 in rank #4 while the
educators relegate this item to rank #27. Item *30 states

that: "It is proposed that a research project be undertaken

to investigate methods and techniques of developing close
reciprocal relationships between professors of library

science and practicing library administrators in order to

enhance the relevance of library school education".
Educators do not feel that this is an important problem
while practicing librarians and administrators do. The
difference in ratings for this one ittam clearly demonstrates
the extent of the gap that exists between educators and
non-educators and the lack of perceptual congruence in their

views of librarianship and the rroblems faced by the

profession.

Item #26 and #12 deal with practical problems of the

use of the library by the community and -the library's role
in improving race relations and providing services to the

culturally disadvantaged. Again, educators did not give
these topics as high a priority as did non-educators.

In contrast, educators rated item #8 which deals with
standards for evaluating library schools as a high priority
item (rank .#7), while non - educators do not find this of
vital concern and relegate it to rank #28.

There are other differences as well; the data are in
the report, and the interested reader can draw his own

inferences.

Comparisons of Male and Female Ratings

Although there may have been some difficulty in
distinguishing between educators and non-educators, it can

be said with a great deal of confidence that there were 79

males and 25 females among the respondents. There are also

some significant differences in their views of the important
problems needing study in library education and

librarianship.

Women rate item #10 which suggests that research be 411

7 undertaken to, "Develop an instrument to be used in periodic
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national surveys ,to: (a) deterline the self-perceived
educational needs- of professional librarians and their job
functions and personal characteristics; and (b) recommend
content and methods of providing .continuing education', as
deserving one of the top three priorities. Males rate this
as #16. One can interpret this difference as indicating a
lack of complacency that molten feel in their roles as

professional librarians and their desire to up-grade their
status by continuing education. Apparently, the 'male

members of the profeSsion feel..more secure or at least
experience a lesser need for self examination. and study.

Men rate item #4 which deals with the recruitment,
selection, and education of minority group students as a.

high priority problem, while women consider it less
important, and rank it #19. Since recruitment is largely 'a
problem faced by library school administrators, one wonders
whether this difference (which also occurs between educators
and non-educators) is a reflection of the fact that
relatively few women are in adainistrative#positions such as
Deans of library schools.

In considering the differences in the ratings ht,
sub-groups, it should be ,noted that there was a near .

unanimity of opinion on the items rated 'low in the
hierarchy; there were no sub-group differences.

Analysis by Sub-Groups: Comparison of Score Changes

The questions to be .considered in this section are
whether educators tended to be ,more changeable than
non-educators and whether women changed scores more
frequently than men. Table X provides -a summary of all
categories of changes that occurred between Mound's I and II
for the various subgroups.

Interpretation:

There were differences in the percentage of scores
changed between the groups of educators and non-educators in
this sample of respondents, but the explanation of the
differences can only, be tentative. In most instances the
magnitude of the differences was not statistically
significant. Furthermore, the differences that did occur
could be specific to this sample of respondents which may or
may not be a representative one'. Finally, since all
interpretations are necessarily subjective, the reader is

cautioned to consider these remarks as opinions only. At
best, these interpretative remarks can be used as a source
of ideas and hypothese for future research and not as
conclusions. This disclaimer, if you wish to call it that,
is particularly importa t because the investigators had no
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TABLE X

Comparison Of The Percent Of Scores Changed

Between Rounds I and II By Sub-Groups

Type of Change Educators
,

Non-Educators Males Females

% of respondents who changed
scores '1 15.9 10.3 13.3 14.7

% of changes toward the
median 61.5 72.9 64.1 67.4

% of changes away from the
,,

median 38.5 -27.1 35.9 32.6

% of' scores that were outside
'the inner-quartile range 42.9 49.7 46.4 . 47.2

% of these scores that were
changed 19.0 13.7 16.7 16.7

% of changes that moved
inside the range 62.4 64.1 62.0 66.2

% of changes that moved
toward median but not into
the range 3.7 6.8 4.1 7.0

% of changes that moved away
,

from the median 33.9 29.1 3'3.9 26.8



hypothesis in mind as to the expected differences in rating
_performances between educators and non-educators. From
.previous Delphi studies, we did entertain an hypothesis
regarding differences in score changes between -men and
women. Even so, this aspect of the project should be
regarded as a search for ideas rather than as research to

-test hypotheses..

Looking at the results recorded in Table XI, it can be
seen that the non-educator group was somewhat less likely to
change scores than were, the edUcators. However; when they
did change scores, they were much more likely to be
influenced by the group norms and to change in the direction
of the median score. This tendency is seen again on the
last line of the table which indicates that when
non-educators changed scores that were outside the
inner - quartile Irange, they were less ,likely 'to move away
from the median (29.19% vs. 33.9%). This explanation is
consistent with the' interpretative comments about the
behavior of.experts that has-been made previously-7that is,
it is consistent, if one believes that expertS are more
likely to be educators (or that educators are more likely to
consider themselves experts) than otherwise. Some doubt is
cast on this explanation by the fact, that fewer scores
outside the inner-quartile range, made by non-educators
(13.7% vs. 19.0%) were changed. Could this be due to less
interest or motivation to review their questionnaire results
and make changes? Possibly, since 15.9% of educator's
scores were changed vs. 10.3% for non-educators.

Turning to the male and female dichotomy, we find small
but consistent differences indicating that women are more
likely to change their scores tham are men and that they are
more likely to be influenced by the feedback provided in the
form of group norms.. Does this finding also mean that they
are less expert than men- or more highly motivated to
introspect and review previously held opinions? This
variable was not controlled experimentally and cannot be
answered by this study. 'However, it should be pointed out
that the resultsnamely that women are more likely to
change their scores than are men--are consistent with the
findings of previous Delphi studies.
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CHAPTER XIV

CONCLUSIONS: A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR RESEARCH IN

LIBRARY tinicArroN AND LIBRARIANSHIP

Harold Borko
Graduate School of Library Service

University of California
Los Angeles, California
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= The two equally important purpo'es of this study were
(1) to survey a wide range, of possible research projects
which. if.carried out could improve library education and
service and (2) to assign priorities to these projects based
upon the importance of the research as judged by the
professional community. Both of these goals have been
achieved.

Eminent .educators and librarians surveyed the relevant
literature and gave their opinion on the problems
confronting library education and. practice. They also
suggested research tasks which should be undertaken to
provide data on which toS bage decisions for change. kny and
all of the research projects which had been suggested would
contribute toward improved library service. In the best of
all posSible worlds all should be undertiken. These
original articles constitute a survey of needed research to
which students and professionals will be referring as they
plan their 'own research projects in librarianship.

We do not live in the best of all possible worlds. We

do not have unlimited financial or manpower resources with
which to undertake all useful projects. It is also true
that although all of the suggested research is useful, some
projects are sore important than others. Which? The second
task of their study was to rank the projects in-order of
importance. Importance las to be judged "on, the basis of
how desperately library school educators and' library
administrators need the kinds of data that the suggested
research *projects would provide and by estimating the
probable impact that the anticipated research.xesults would
have on library educatiom.aind practice".

The many suggestions made by the ten consultants were
compacted into thirty-six proposed research projects, and
these were ratede using the Delphi tecknique, 1 over one
hundred carefully selected respondentw. The results of the
survey were tabulated in Table VI/I of the preceding
section, and other .aspects of the survey were also
discussed. Now it is time to examine not just the numerical
ratings but the 'kinds, of ,research that the respondents
deemed to be important or unimportant and to propose a

program of research in library education and-librarianship
that should be implemented.

All thirty-six items were,assigned positions in a rank
order scale, and so in one sense,we have a research priority
order ranging from one to thirty-six, but this simple manner
of interpreting the results is not quite accurate. A rank
order scale is not an equal interval or a ratio scale. If
we were to arrange all thirty-six ratings on a linear scale
according to their mean 'scores, some items would bunch
together and some would be separated.. The inequalities can
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be ,seen by examining the last cold:Amon 'Table VIII which
liststhe mean scores. Note thatthe difference, the linear
spatial, distance,- between "items #9 and #8 is 0.02, between
its and #7, is 1.42, and between #4 and 3 is 3.76. These
differences must be considered in interpreting the

importance of the *projects and in assigning research
priorities. The fact is that not all of the rant positions
are equally reliable statistically; some, but certainly, not
all, of the assignments, lay be accidents of sampling and
should no' be used as a basis for assigning priorities.

By way of illustrating this concept, let us re-examine
the data in. Table VIII. In Round I, item #14 is ranked
higher than item #36; the mean difference is 0.10. In Round
II, item #36 is ranked higher than item #14; the mean

ditference is 0.50.
all

these 'differe'nces are within
sampling errors. For all practical putposes the rank of
these items are interchangeable, and it cannot be said with
any degree of confidence that one deserves a higher priority
than the other. This does not mean that we cannot establish
any priorities, but it does mean that we cannot establish
thirty-six individual priorities. 'The projects have to be
grouped, and we can establish five statistically determined
priority groupings. These groupings are illustrated in
Table VIII and are the basis for the interpretations that

follow.

Based upon the results of the Delphi ratings that
been established and assigned the-following meaning*:

Priority

Priority

Priority

Priority

Priority

Group I -- of very. great importance

Group II -- of great' importance

Group III -- of moderate importance

Group IV -- of lesser importance

Group V -- of least iapbrtance

had

These groups were formed at the natural breaki;pg points in
the continuum and are relatively stable with the possible

exception of some of the border items. By working with
groups of items, rather than individual items, a more
meaningful interpretation of the data is possible.

Priorit/ GEou2 I-- Projects of yea Great. Importance-:
Iairovinq and.Updating the Skills'of Professional Librarians

4
N

Items.9; 19 and 5 have been rated consistently as being
of the greatest importance. All three of these items deal
with the need of practicing librarianR to_' acquire and
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continually update their skills in, order to provide improved
library services.

'Separate but related research projects were proposed:

(1) To investigate current library school education
and its relationship to the knowledge and skills
required by librarians during their .first five
years on the job (9) ;

(2) To study alternative methods of providing
continuing education and the feaibility. of a
national program (19); .r

F

(3) To develop 'packaged programs, for individual and
home use, by which critically needed skill6 could
be learned (35).

In essence the concensus of informed opinion is that
the most critically needed task is to engage in research
that-would provide the librarian with an efficient means for
continually updating his knowledge and skills.

Priority Group II--Projects of Great Importance' Library
School Planning

O 4

Whereas Priority I dealt witethe educational problems
of librarians after graduation, the items in the second
priority group consider graduate school education. Projects'
that will improve the quality and relevance of the graduate
library school are rated as of _great importance. It is
suggested tEat research.be'undertaken:

)

(1) To estimate the future impact of technology on

libraries of various types and sizes so that
needed innovations could be included in the
curricula (2) ;

(2) To investigate factors influencing the selection
and retention of students and the rel ;tionship
between academic performance and job success (17);

(3) To investigate and clarify the different
educational and job requirements of the MLS
graduate and those of, the library, technician (24).

These Priority II projects did not deal with the .pros
and cons of specific courses in library schools but probed
the underlying concepts on which library education is based.
What factors influence the selection of stuA,ents? Are, we

training technicians or 'professionals? Are we teaching
capputer technology because it is the min thing" or because
these skills will soon be needed by librarians? 4'. These are

.
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the questions 'that 'the 'respondents felt were of. great

iiportance and needed investigation immediately.

Priority GrOepIII: Projects of Moderate Wortance

conglomeration of.projects were rated as being of

moderate iiportance. Because this is a conglomeration, it
is difficult to classify the topics into a manageable set of

categories. Each research project should be considered
individually. Yet because it is impossible to cope with
fouiteen individual topics simultaneously, we have"attempted
to impose some organization by suggesting groupings of
.projects into four rough categories, as follows: .

A. Projects related to the Administrative Aspects, of
Library Schools'

B. Projects Related to Educational Content
c-)

C. Projects Related to the Culturally Disadiantaged

D. Projects Related to Library 'Administration and
Library Utilization

A. Projects Related -to the
Library Schools

I

Administrative Aspects of

(1) "To'investigate problems relating to library school'
:organization, facult/, curriculum planning, and'
innovative teaching (27);

(2) To investigate the' effects of establishing
research centers in library schools (31);

(3) ' To investigate and evaluate the stand4rds,
procedures and costs of accreditipg library
schools (8);

(4) To investigate methods and `techniques of

developing close reciprocal relationships between
professors of library science and practicing
library administrators (30) ;

(5) To investigate ways to achieve 'close coordination
.of library school activities with the programs of
the university library, the university in general
and the community (16).

B. Projecte Related to Educational Content,

(1) To investigate, compare and evaluate the
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effectiveness of MLS educational programs that
emphasize more core curricula - and less
specialization vs. those-that minimize the core
program in favor of specialization (14) ;

(2) To investigate the relative merits of providing
,courses in information ir science and library
automation as part of the regular curricula or
otherwise (34) ;

(.3) To detelop an instrOment,to be used in periodic
rational surveys to determine the educational
needs professional librarians and to recommend
content and methods for providing continuing
education (10).

a

C: Projects Related to the Culturaly Disadvantaged

(1) To investigate the possible roles. that. librakie
and ,librarytschool.could-fulfill in improving race .

rela4ons and prOviding library 'services to
minority and culturally disadvantaged groups (12);'

(2) To investigate the special problems involved in
he rq,:ruitment, ' selection and education of

minority group students end others that require
special attention(4).

D. Projects Related to Library Administration; and Library
Utilization

(1) To develop a set of job analyses for library,
positions that concentrate on the knowledge
required rather than on the operations, performed
(1);

(2) To ,develop measures of professional proficiency 'in
library' service functions at different levels and
skills (36) ; -

e

(3) To investigate the "sociology of reading" in order
to determine re4.ationships between the effects of
reading, television and paperbacks on library use
(23);

(4) To study current library use patterns in order `td
identify Ind relate. elements in the library system
and in tine community that influence the nature of
library 12,:e by various individuals and gtoups
(26).
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Priority Group IV Projects of Lesser Importance

. Although the items that comprise Priority Group IV are
listed as being "of lesser 'importance", the term is a

relative one. All of the projects selected for inclusion in
the questionnaire are worthwhile projects. The .respondents
had the difficult task of selecting the best from among the
good. The projects in this group are of lesser importance
only when compared with the other projects froi which the
selection was made.

Like the preceding grouping, the projects in Priority
group IV cover a conglomeration of topics on which an ex
post facto classification into broad categories has been
imposed. These categories deal with

A.. Administrative Aspects of Library Schools

B. Innovative Teaching and Newer Media

C. Continuing Education

'A. ''Projects Related to Administrative Aspects of Library
Schools

(1) To investigate factors that. influence 'recruitment
of library school faculty (29) ;

(2) To investigate problems relating to library school
financing and sources of funds (15);

(3) To study and compare the effects that different
accreditation procedures /would have on librapl
education (18) ; .

/
(4) To study the trend toward specialization in

library education as compared with that of other
professional schools (33);

(5) To construct a model that can be used by educators
and administrators to predict library personnel
needs (25);

(6) To investigate the need for,, and the function of,
the doctorate degree` in librarianship (7).

Projects Related to Innovative Teaching and Newer Media
0.4

$ (1) To organize regi4nal conferences to encourage
wider utilization; of never media and innovative
techniques such as Tele-lecture, television, and
videotape for libijary school education (6) ;
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(2) To organize regional conferences to demonstrate
the methodology and effectiveness of the seminar,
case study, and field work methods in library
education (13);

(3) To evaluate pre-Service and in-service laboratory
experience in bibliography, reference, cataloging,
and information storage and retrieval (20);

(4) To 'survey and disseminate information about the
activities and program concerned with the

organization and control of newer media materials
(28).

G. Projects Relatedto'Continuing Education

(1) To, study the motivational factors related to
participation in continuing activities (22);

(2) To evaluate the effectiveness of postgraduate
supervised training programs, and ta study the
desirability and _practicality of utilizing
practicum training in continuing education

(3)

programs (11) ;

To explore possible roles that a librkry schoOl
could perform in developing educational materials
for in-service training programs (32).

Priority. Group V: Projects of Least Importance

As
\
is true of all rating scales, some items must be

placed on the bottom of the list. What were the projects
that were\crated of least importance by the majority of the
respondents? The three items in Priority Group V deal with
different subjects and provide an indication of the kinds of
projects in \thich the library profession is uninterested at

this time. \
. f

i

The low 4ted projects are: ,

(1) Tostudy, patterns, of communication and information
excha 4 ge among library scientists and to compare
these patterns With those of other professional
groups-121);

. \

(2) To investigate the programs and activities of the
several professional library assocations and
determine the degree of duplication (5);
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(3) To investigate the validity of generally held
ideas and practices concerning the physical
facilities, equipment and space needed by library
schools (3).

_RECOMMENDATIONS

At the start of this study the principal investigator
and his staff were asked to provide a listing, by priority,
of those research projects which shoild be undertaken in
order to improve the, effectiveness of library and
information science .education. This charge has been
fulfilled. A list of thirty-six projects was suggested and
evaluated, by a , selected sample of, educators and
practitioners in library education, librarianship and
information science. A statistical analysis of the data led
to the establishment of five priority groups, and each item

1r

was assigned one 'of these five priority ratings. Thus it
can be said that the stud is finished and the mission
completed. If, however, the final. report is filed and
forgotten, this study will have been a failure and a waste
of time, money and effort!

A responSible analysis of research needs has three'
components:

(1) A survey of alternatives, that is, an .exploration
and description of the major possible\courses of
action, the various useful research proSects, that
might be undertaken;

(2) An analysis of preferences, that is, a prediction
of the desirability of each research project in
accordance with the criterion of importance by
which the probable consequences are to be judged;

Implementation, that is,. the construction of 'a

policy for carrying out preferred alternatives and
thus increasing the probability of achieving a
more desirable futuremore effective and relevant
library education--as a result of planned action.

The task is not finished, for only the first two
components have been completed. We now have a better idea
of what research is required to improve educational
practices. Suggestions have been made and ,priorities
established. Now the plans must be implemented. It is up
to us professionals in library and information science
education to propose, plan and execute specific research
projects that would provide the data on which to base
decisions and then to Convert our knowledge into a program

(3)
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for improving library education. Without implementation,

research planning is a useless exercise.' The propOsed
research must be undertaken and the results transferred and

implemented into improved curricula for educating library

science personnel.
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A NOTE ON THE FORMAT OF THE REPORT

The reader might have noted and wondered about. the
unusual form of the typescript for this report. It is worth
noting; the type font is slightly different, and the pages
are right justified. The manuscript was prepared, not on a

typewriter, but by use of an upper and lower case print
chain as output from the IBM System/360 computer. The
program used is called FMS--A Format Manipulation System.

_ It was programmed by Steven S.. Silver as a project of the
UCLA Campus Computing Network and the Institute of Library
Research. The text was typed on a remote keyboard by an
Institute secretary, Joyce Graves, and, proof read and edited
by Peter.Watson.

The main advantage of this system is the great
flexibility. Words, or even whole paragraphs and sections,
could be added or deleted without requiring retyping of the
unchanged portion of the manuscript. It is not a difficult,
system to learn, and once learned, typing proceeds at the
same rate, or even faster, than the ordinary electric
typewriter. Draft printouts cost a few dollars each,
dependerg upon the number of pages, but this is far less
than the cost of typing and retyping drafts.

For the UCLA Institute*of Library Research, the use' of
FMS has another advantage: a large machine record data base
of natural language text has been prepared 4.2, a by-product
of, the report typing. This data base will be used by
researchers in the Institute for studies in automated
indexing, abstracting, and other aspects of text processing.
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